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ABSTRACT
The Teacher Education Program at Mark’s Meadow School:
Description and Analysis of a School-Based Program
(May, 1978)
Eklund George, B.A.
,
Arizona State University
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Dr. Masha K. Rudman
The purpose of the present study was:
1. To describe the design and implementation of a school-based, pre-
service teacher education program which contained an integral in-
service interaction (the Teacher Education Program at Mark's
Meadow—TEPAM) ;
2. To evaluate the participants’ perceptions (students, teachers,
supervisors, and program directors) of the value of TEPAM as a
teacher education program; and
3. To analyze the various elements of the Program to determine the
relative value of each of these elements to the participants.
A review of the teacher education literature revealed that there
is continuing controversy regarding what constitutes good teaching and
consequently good teacher education, and that many undergraduates con-
sider their training to have been inadequate. This lack of satisfaction
with teacher preparation coupled with the current trend for increasing
services for in-service teachers while decreasing the production of new
teachers constitute the rationale for conducting the present study. The
TEPAM Program was developed to incorporate features and recommendations
identified in the literature as conducive to improved teacher education,
and to evaluate the usefulness of these various features.
The particular features that distinguished the TEPAM Program
and were therefore the focus of this study include:
1. Two full semesters of student teaching;
2. One semester between student teaching experiences to take Univer-
sity courses and to strengthen teaching weaknesses;
3. No formal methods preparation prior to student teaching;
4. A school-based program with a blend of theory and practice based
on a mutual teaching philosophy, with the methods and curriculum
development instruction provided primarily by classroom teachers;
5. A program that stressed responsiveness to participant needs and
encouraged strong interpersonal relationships in contrast to
prescribed, sequential curriculum or content;
6. Practicing teachers actively involved in the decision-making pro-
cess: planning, implementing and evaluating the teacher educa-
tion experiences being provided TEPAM students; and
7. Collaborative training and evaluation of the student teacher by
the student, teacher and supervisor.
The procedure used to conduct the analysis of these features was
primarily an issues approach. Specific issues were identified and cate-
gorized into the following areas: general teacher education issues, stu-
dent teacher issues, cooperating teacher issues, and university super-
visor issues. These categories were used throughout the study as the or-
ganizational scheme for analyzing the data.
The study was conducted in May/June of 1975 based on data col-
lected from 101 students, fourteen teachers, two supervisors, and the
Director /Principal
. The research methodology used was based on
participants' perceptions as they reflected on their TEPAM experiences
during the Program and since the Program. The methodology was prescriptive
in nature and designed to examine and identify the various elements of
the Program particularly valued by the participants. The data was col-
lected through two separate, extensive questionnaires administered to
teachers and students who had been involved in the Program, and through
personal interviews with teachers, supervisors and the Program Director/
Principal to supplement the information obtained on the questionnaires.
The results of the study indicate that TEPAM participants per-
ceived all of the distinguishing features listed above as highly valuable
and as contributing to the success of the Program with the exception of
"no formal methods instruction prior to student teaching" which was con-
sidered to be a less successful feature of the Program. Further, all
participants recommended limiting the number of student teachers per
classroom to no more than two, and preferably only one, to provide
students with the most realistic experience possible. Participants
particularly valued the intensive opportunities for direct involvement
in teaching and "active learning," and the development of "life skills"
with an emphasis on self-evaluation—skills which prepared them for
work experiences beyond the classroom and the formal institution of
schools.
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CHAPTER I
NATURE OF THE STUDY
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is threefold:
1. To describe the design and implementation of the Teacher Education
Program at Mark’s Meadow (TEPAM)
,
a school—based
,
pre—service
teacher education program* which contained an integral pre-service,
in-service interaction;
2. To evaluate participants’ perceptions of the value of TEPAM as
a teacher education program; and
3. To analyze the various elements of the Program to determine the
relative value of each of these elements based on impressions of
participants
.
Two questions will be used to focus this analysis: "Was the
TEPAM Program perceived as being valued by its participants—students,
teachers, supervisors, and program directors?" and "What specific ele-
ments contributed to its value?" Additionally, the study will examine
particular features incorporated in the design of the Program that
*Teacher Education Program at Mark’s Meadow (TEPAM), a Teacher
Education Council (TEC) and National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE) approved pre-service program at the School of Education,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts.
2distinguish TEPAM as a teacher education program to determine the effect
of these features on the success of the Program. These features include:
1. Two full semesters of student teaching in an elementary class-
room;
2. One semester between student teaching experiences to return to
University courses to gain perspective and training to strengthen
teaching experiences;
3. No formal methods preparation prior to student teaching in Phase
III;
4. Methods and curriculum development instruction provided primarily
by classroom teachers;
5. School-based program with a blend of theory and practice based
on a mutual teaching philosophy;
6. Laboratory/public school setting governed by a formal agreement
between the University and the school system;
7. Program which stressed responsiveness to participant needs and
strong interpersonal relationships in contrast to prescribed,
sequential curriculum or content;
8. Practicing teachers actively involved in the decision-making
process: planning, implementing and evaluating the teacher ed-
ucation experiences being provided TEPAM students; and
9. Collaborative training and evaluation of student teacher by stu-
dent, teacher and supervisor.
3In this study, the above features of the TEPAM Program will be analyzed
on the basis of their perceived strengths and limitations; and recommen
dations will be made concerning the design and implementation of future
teacher education programs.
Rationale for the Study
In reviewing the literature pertaining to teacher education,
there was substantial evidence to support the need for an investigation
such as this. In its Report of the Task Force on Practitioner Involve-
ment in Teacher Education (1973)
,
the committee described the following
conditions as representative of the state of the art which necessitates
that new guidelines be established in teacher education:
1. Teacher preparation institutions continue to graduate hundreds
of beginning teachers who have little chance of obtaining a
teaching position.
2. The number of unemployed experienced teachers is growing.
3. Most probably the required teaching force will steadily decrease
for the next ten years.
4. Beginning now, in-service education is the most important aspect
of such education.
5. Teacher education, both pre- and in-service, requires radical
reform if teachers and children are to be adequately served.
Donald McCarty, in his overview on the status of teacher educa-
tion in New Perspectives in Teacher Education (1973) , describes the state
of the art as being continually in ferment; a ferment which, in part,
centers on the controversy of what constitutes effective teaching, and
the implications this has for providing appropriate teacher training.
4> thousands of studios ovor ths past fifty years have
researched the problem of teacher effectiveness through consideration
of a range of variables including "teacher personality and characteris-
tics, teaching methods, pupil growth, and classroom interaction; with
its many facets of social-emotional climate, group influence, leader-
ship behavior, verbal behavior, and teaching strategies" (Saadeh, 1970,
p. 73). Their findings usually lacked significance, were often contra-
dictory, and very few generalizations could be established. In fact,
in 1953, the Committee on Teacher Effectiveness of the American Educa-
tional Research Association stated that:
The simple fact of the matter is that after forty years of research
on teacher effectiveness during which a vast number of studies have
been carried out, one can point to few outcomes that a superinten-
dent can safely employ in hiring a teacher or granting him tenure;
that an agency can employ in certifying teacher; or that teacher-
education faculty can employ in planning or improving teacher-educa-
tion programs (Barr, 1953, p. 657).
This statement was further supported ten years later by Ryans when he
concluded
:
Embarrassing as it may be for professional educators to recognize,
relatively little progress has been made in supplementing this def-
inition (effective teaching) with the details that are necessary
for describing competent teaching or the characteristics of effec-
tive teachers for a specific situation or cultural setting (Ryans,
1960, p. 2).
Additionally, educators are becoming aware that there is no one best
way either to teach children or to train teachers. To the extent that
this is true, given the current dissatisfaction with the state of the
art in teacher education, it seems vital to continue to describe and
evaluate teacher education programs, to analyze their various strengths
5and limitations, and to make recommendations regarding the application
of these findings for the designing of improved programs. Two particu-
larly valuable resources already exist to help in this analysis: Joyce
and Weil, Perspectives for Reform in Teacher Education
, 1972; and Joyce,
Weil and Soltis, Performance-Based Teacher Education Design Alternatives:
The Concept of Unity
,
1974. These sources provide an excellent theoret-
ical framework for conceptualizing a range of teacher education program
models and invite critical examination of programs currently in opera-
tion. However, while there is a need to evaluate programs conceptually
in order to get a sense of program unity and coherence based on research,
there is also a need to evaluate programs for their practicality based
on experience gained through implementation. . . how did the program ac-
tually work; was it successful in meeting its objectives; which compo-
nents were effective or ineffective; how flexible was the program in
meeting the everchanging needs of schools and universities; were the newly
trained teachers able to get jobs; and for those who did get jobs, was
• their training adequate to enable them to be successful. . . along with
many other evaluative considerations.
Organization of the Study
In Chapter I, an overview of a problem in the field
of teacher
education has been presented. The chapter includes Che
statement of the
problem, rationale for the study, and a description
of the organization
of the dissertation. The remainder of Che
dissertation will be organ-
ized in the following way:
6Chapter II: Review of the Literature
A. Current trends and issues in pre-service education
B. Teacher education programs with a focus similar to the fea-
tures found in the TEPAM Program
Chapter III: Description of the TEPAM Program
A. Description of the TEPAM Program as originally conceived
within the context of a description of Mark's Meadow School,
including Program goals, specific descriptions of each phase,
and rationale.
B. A review of the formative assessment methodology (with ac-
tual instruments included in Appendix) used in TEPAM to eval-
uate both individual and Program growth, and the modifications
in the various components as a result of the ongoing evalua-
tion.
C. Issues raised by students, staff and teachers regarding spe-
cific experiences in the various phases, as well as the more
general issues that have implications for teacher education
programs
.
Chapter IV: A methodological description of the research approach
used in this study to evaluate TEPAM as a pre-service
program.
Chapter V: An analysis of the data collected from the various pro-
gram participants (students, teachers, supervisors,
principal, and program directors) via questionnaires
and personal interviews of their perceptions of the
strengths and limitations of TEPAM as a pre-service pro-
gram.
Chapter VI: Summary of findings, limitations, extensions, and recom-
mendations for both pre-service and in-service programs
and their implications for further research.
Bibliography
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Historical Overview (Trends) of Teacher Education
Teacher education, historically, has been and continues to be a
subject for controversy. The literature in the field of teacher educa-
tion is prolific with writings that elaborate on various elements of
this controversy and propose innumerable resolutions for improving the
situation. Equally abundant are responses to the various suggestions
for reform, and so the controversy continues. This chapter will review
the trends and developments described in the literature which have led
to the various reforms in teacher education programs.
It is organized into the following sections:
1. An illustration of the historical perspective which identifies
major patterns of training and institutional arrangements as
well as selected leading theories or dominant issues associated
with these patterns;
2. An overview of particular issues (many of which are recurrent)
which have concerned teacher educators; and
3. A presentation and discussion of the current trends in teacher
education programs with particular emphasis on those programs
with features similar to those of the Teacher Education Program
at Mark's Meadow.
8This study accepts the challenge advanced by Margaret Lindsey (1974,
p. 13) in response to the continual ferment in teacher education: "The
task of teacher educators is not alone to search out and make construe—
tive use of existing ferment. It is also to ask the penetrating ques-
tions, delineate the issues, state the observations, and advance the
hunches and innovative proposals that will create new tensions."
In order to provide a context for understanding the development
of teacher education in the United States and the implications of these
developments for the TEPAM Program, the writer has developed the follow-
ing two-page illustration. The chart traces the historical development
of teacher education and schooling in general, by identifying distin-
guishing characteristics of the institutional organizations, leading
theories and dominant issues revealed in the review of the literature.
Within the chronological development of the three distinct institutional
frameworks, the writer has selected corresponding theories and issues to
illustrate the nature of the movement in teacher education, concluding
with current trends—the setting for the TEPAM Program.
Throughout the "Decade of Criticism" and continuing even today,
several categories of critical issues have been debated surrounding the
following types of concerns:
1. General (often programmatical) issues;
2. Student teacher issues;
3. Cooperating teacher issues; and
4. College supervisor issues.
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The essence of the controversy surrounding these issues is described
briefly below.
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General Issues in Teacher Education
Liberal vs. Professional
The liberal arts perspective was described succinctly by Epstein
(1973, pp. 215-233) when he presented the following seven distinguishing
marks (somewhat overlapping in substance)
:
1. Commanding commitment to academic subject matter with subject
matter competence the overwhelmingly important criterion for
good teaching;
2. Belief in the teacher's freedom and autonomy, once scholarly
peers are satisfied concerning subject-matter competence;
3. Belief that teaching is an art rather than a science—most liberal
arts professors have never been interested in systematic methods
of teaching, and doubt whether the methods are reducible to a
science
;
4. Customary acceptance of lecturing in classroom teaching;
5. College teaching is of adults rather than children, and the as-
sumption is that college learning is and ought to be different
from high school learning. Only those equipped by native intel-
lectual capacity, prior school training and serious inclination
are rightly admitted to college. Moreover, those admitted are
supposed to remain only by continued demonstration of ability
and willingness to learn;
6. Separation from the teaching of tool subjects at the introductory
level, such as writing and composition, reading, math skills
these should be admission requirements; and
7. Professorial tendency toward greater specialization (thus spend-
ing more time with graduates than undergraduates who are non-
specialized or intending to become school teachers.
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He concludes his discussion with a defense for this position by stating:
To be fair, the most frequent argument about recent tendencies of lib-
eral arts colleges has not been based on the view that professors disen-
gaged themselves from undergraduate teaching altogether, but on the view
that they have become much more professionally specialized in their
teaching, even at the undergraduate level."
This position is countered by Woodring (1957) who attempts to
put the debate into perspective while remaining supportive of the lib-
eral arts position. "The most persistent and troublesome of all the
problems is the deep chasm that separates the academic community from
the professional educators in many of our universities. This problem is
accentuated by the reluctance on both sides to admit that it exists, and
that it will not be solved until it is faced squarely and traced to its
origins." His view of the dilemma is that educators have tried to con-
vince academicians that professional courses are essential to teacher ed-
ucation, while the academicians continue to believe that the solution is
to eliminate the professional aspects of teacher education. Both of these
efforts have failed, and will continue to fail, according to Woodring
because "teachers without professional preparation are not acceptable
to the employers of teachers" (Woodring, 1957). Woodring supports bring-
ing professional and academic groups together in situations involving
shared responsibility for teacher education, with each becoming better
informed of the other's position, in an effort to integrate the exper-
tise of each in teacher education.
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Lindsey (1974, p. 16) points out that "although the feuding has
subsided somewhat, ’academicians' and ’educationists' go on accusing
each other of inadequacy, lack of scholarship and failure to make in-
struction relevant and meaningful to students." Strong support was
given for programs able to incorporate both of these perspectives in a
constructive way by the Fund for the Advancement of Education, a philan-
thropic organization established in 1951 by the Ford Foundation to work
in the field of formal education. The fund encouraged programs which
emphasized the liberal education of the teacher as long as it was not at
the expense of other necessary aspects of teacher education. Woodring
(1957, p. 11) describes the total education of teachers as consisting of
four interrelated parts
:
1. Liberal education;
2. An extended knowledge of the subject or area taught;
3. Professional knowledge as distinguished from professional skills ;
and
4. Skills in managing a classroom, working with children and young
people, and in the supervision of the learning process.
Content vs. Process
This issue becomes simply an extension of the arguments of lib-
erals vs. professionals, but one that is also associated with the
issue
of "theory vs. practice" in teacher education. The major concerns re-
garding this issue relate to sequence and/or appropriate
blending of
theory and practice in designing teacher education
programs. A partic-
ularly insightful discussion of factors contributing
to this issue is
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provided by Frances Fuller in her explanation of "levels of concerns"
for students proceeding through the teacher education experience (Fuller,
1969). She presents a hierarchical code for levels of concerns which
corresponds to Maslow’s basic needs construct, and proposes the need
for teacher educators to design experiences consistent with these levels.
For example, she suggests that "while the content of education courses
prior to student teaching experience deals with topics such as curriculum
methods, individualizing instruction and pupil evaluation,
these are not part of the early concerns of student teachers" (Fuller,
1969). In a similar discussion, Pogue (1969) suggests that "until the
motivations and the emotional aspects of teaching are harmonized within
the student teacher, a more scientific-analytic study of the teaching
process is not likely to be fruitful."
There are many proponents of "theory, then practice" as in the
more conventional teacher education programs (Koerner, 1963 and Conant
,
1963); but more often educators and students are pleading for a better
blend of theory and practice for more meaningful experiences throughout
the training. Willis (1968) argued strongly for a dovetailing of con-
tent and process in methods instruction so that interrelationships be-
tween them become more clear to students. If this blend is occurring,
Willis suggests that students will be continually exposed to concrete,
relevant experiences in the school-community setting from which they can
acquire for themselves the knowledge, concepts, principles, skills, and
attitudes fundamental to teaching. Thus, the emphasis would be upon a
student discovering and abstracting for himself fundamental relations
between the child's learning and every other element in the school setting.
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While the basic premise of providing theory early in the teacher-train-
ing experience does not appear to be frequently challenged by educators,
earlier, direct experiences with children and teachers in the actual
school setting are being strongly advocated. In support of this posi-
tion, L. 0. Andrews (1969, p. 52) proposes that:
The primary way to combat the criticism of (academicians) and to
produce better teachers is to provide a carefully designed sequence
of direct (and some indirect and vicarious) experiences psycholog-
ically and logically related to the best professional content from
present-day theory, research and experience. One-shot student teach-
ing cannot possibly do this job and has got to go!
Whole vs. Part
This issue most frequently grows out of the debate surrounding
competency-based education versus personalistic or humanistic education.
As Bruce Joyce (1975, p. 141) framed the question "Does the analogy par-
tition man and education in an inhuman way?," Combs (1974, p. 46) has
stated outright that the competency orientation is incompatible with the
personalistic position and believes that the attempt to define sets of
teacher competencies leads to a mechanistic conception of the teacher
in contrast to the view of "the unique self as the instrument of pro-
fessional behavior." Proponents of competency based education argue that
the advantages of stating educational outcomes in behavioral terms are
critical elements in the search for a more effective and efficient sys-
tem of public education (Palardy and Eisele, 1972). However, critics
such as Broudy and Shanker (1973) question whether this is desirable.
At a conference on performance-based teacher education held at Adelphi
University in November of 1973, the issue was debated and the proceedings
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published. In the preface by Brown and Liebhart, they explain that
"at a time when our nation so badly needs depth of understanding, the
filling of moral and spiritual vacuums, and a renewed love of learning,
PBTE would concentrate on infinitely subdivided scraps of information
and thousands of petty skills taught through ’modules' and packets."
Atkin (1968) further argues that "if identification of all worthwhile
outcomes in behavioral terms comes to be commonly accepted and expected,
then it is inevitable that over time, the curriculum will tend to empha-
size those elements." Important outcomes, more difficult to identify,
such as those in the affective domain, might disappear from the curricu-
lum because of the time spent teaching explicitly to more readily speci-
fiable learnings. Thus, Palardy and Eisele (1972, p. 548) conclude that
there is a place for CBE, especially as a systematic framework for teach-
ing and learning certain items, such as multiplication tables, word at-
tack skills, principles^of letter writing, and so on. But they have
reservations about the ability of CBE Programs to adequately address as-
pects of the social, emotional and high-order cognitive lives of learners.
To the extent that particular teacher competencies can be identified as
those desirable for good teaching, Joyce (1975, p. 141) takes the posi-
tion that "a systems approach which analyzes teacher roles and develops
systematic procedures for training teachers to fulfill these roles is
feasible and compatible with all orientations toward the teacher."
The specific issues concerning performance-based teacher educa-
tion are identified by Gage and Winne (1975, p. 151):
1. The humanistic criticisms of PBTE;
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2. The relationship between teachers' performances and student
achievement (and the ability to measure these);
trainability of desirable teacher behaviors; and
4. The costs incurred in developing and installing PBTE programs.
On the basis of their research, they conclude that PBTE should.
.
. . . be encouraged, pursued, tried, studied, and improved, but not
required, legislated, mandated, or enforced. While certain basic
approaches to PBTE have been well formulated and primitive models
have made promising flights, problems of technique and values still
remain, and overly hasty installations of the approach will only
produce setbacks (p. 172).
Student Teacher Issues in Teacher Education
In a four-year study conducted by the National Study Commission
on Undergraduate Education and the Education of Teachers headed by Paul
Olson, some startling and revealing statistics were presented regarding
attitudes of teachers-to-be (Olson, 1976). There were serious indica-
tions that undergraduate students in teacher education were not fully
satisfied with their training, and in many cases, were extremely dis-
satisfied. The following reveals some of these findings:
—Almost fifty percent of the seniors said that it was usually true
or almost always true that they found themselves bored in class.
—More than forty-two percent of the seniors agreed that it was dif-
ficult both to get good grades and really learn something.
—Sixty-three percent of the seniors believed it was essential that
they get a detailed grasp of a specific field, and only twenty-
seven percent said that they had received much of a detailed grasp
of their field.
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—Sixty-four percent of the seniors said that they had not received
enough advice and guidance from faculty and staff.
More than fifty percent of the seniors disagreed strongly or with
reservations that "most faculty at my college are strongly inter-
ested in the academic problems of undergraduates."
Ninety-six percent of the senior teacher candidates said course
work should be more relevant to contemporary life and problems.
Almost eighty-five percent said that more attention should be paid
to the emotional growth of the student.
—Fifty-six percent of the seniors believed that they had not had
enough freedom in course selection and more than three-fourths of
the seniors agreed that students should have a major role in spe-
cifying the college curriculum.
Over half of all new teachers in the survey rated their teacher
education as poor to fair.
—Students agreed that they all wanted more and earlier classroom
experience, and that the traditional "student teaching of a few
short weeks in the senior year is inadequate.
The Commission concluded that "while the data lend themselves to various
interpretations, they, in no way, indicate that teacher candidates are
getting the individual education they deserve, the connectedness to field
experiences they want, the respect and openness they need, or the teach-
ing skills and power they require to help improve things that concern
them closely" (Olson, 1976, p. 42).
Nearly all of the available research confirms the importance of
the student teaching experience in the training of future teachers (Yee,
1968; Bennie, 1964; Wroblewski, 1963; Stiles, 1960; and Conant, 1963);
but there is considerable disagreement as to what the particular student
teaching experiences should be. The importance of the student teaching
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experience, coupled with the discrepancy of the relevancy of these ex-
periences for future teachers, makes it essential that further research
be conducted regarding this issue. Michaelis (1960, p. 1473) suggests
that even with the increased emphasis being given to this facet of teach-
er education, we really don’t know that much about its effect on future
teachers, and the general status of critical, evaluative research on stu-
dent teaching is poor. Michaelis further contends that very little at-
tention has been given to the identification of factors that significant-
ly determine the nature of outcomes in student teaching experiences.
Until much greater knowledge is sought and found concerning what vari-
ables really matter, and how they affect behavior, systematic improve-
ments in student teaching programs will be unlikely.
One particularly impressive study that demonstrated the signifi-
cance of the effects of student teaching on program preference, beliefs
and behaviors of the students was conducted by Cohen, Peters and Willis
(1976, pp. 15-20). The study indicated that there is evidence that both
preferences and beliefs of student teachers can be altered by the influ-
ence of a student teaching practicum. In four different theoretically-
based programs, it was determined that preferences and behaviors did
change in favor of the particular program to which the student teacher
was assigned, regardless of their beliefs and preferences prior to the
experience. Further, they found that care must be taken in teacher train-
ing programs to be certain that beliefs which are subject to change do
not change in such a way as to decrease the flexibility of the teacher
to modify his or her behaviors in future teaching situations. The mat-
ter of the effect of the length of time of the practicum on changing the
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preferences and beliefs was not resolved, but it was proposed that fu-
ture study be conducted to compare practice of different lengths of
time for their effects of preferences and beliefs of student teachers.
P^otilems identified and addressed by Pogue (1969,
p. 19) regarding student teaching programs correspond closely with those
issues identified in the TEPAM Program, and include the following:
1. What is a desirable sequence of student teaching experiences,
and how can it be scheduled?
2. How can the efficiency of learning in professional laboratory
experiences be increased?
3. How can satisfactory facilities for student teaching be pro-
vided?
4. How can adequate supervision from the college and university
be provided?
5. How can student teaching be adequately financed?
6. What can be done to improve the student’s teaching? and
7 . How can the student teaching program be utilized to bring about
innovation and change in educational practices?
While these concerns have been raised under the student teaching cate-
gory, they clearly overlap with many other teacher education issues,
and particularly with the broader definition of a teacher education pro-
gram, in contrast with a student teaching program.
An indication of the scope of some of these concerns, as de-
scribed by Johnson (1968, p. 52), lies in the range of the experiences
provided by teacher education programs. "Student teacher assignments
range from 180 hours to over 500 hours; payments to cooperating teachers
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range from nothing to several hundred dollars per student teacher.
Some institutions would not think of having graduate students supervise
student teachers, whereas at other institutions over ninety percent of
the supervision is done by graduate students."
An evaluation of student teaching programs based on the responses
from the state directors of teacher education and certification from
forty-nine states was reported by Mary Hess (1969, p. 4A). Her study
revealed that the greatest problems were:
1. Lack of statewide involvement and coordination;
2. Insufficient professional preparation and insufficient provision
for supervising teachers and college directors of student teach-
ing ; and
3. The need for broader and more extended experience in student
teaching.
The most needed emphases in student teaching were:
1. Selection and preparation of supervising teachers; and
2. Deeper and more meaningful experiences for the students.
The literature reveals a lack of attention in teacher education
research to the importance of interpersonal relationships in the teacher
education program, and specifically in the student teaching experience.
In a doctoral study conducted by Richard Elliott (1974), this issue was
addressed. He found a positive correlation between the ideal cooperat-
ing teacher/student teacher working relationship and the strength of the
interpersonal relationships. He concluded that "the results of the study
tended to support the belief that an ideal cooperating teacher/student
teacher working relationship is simply a variation of good interpersonal
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relations generally" (1974, p. 132). He explains that the nature of
the interpersonal relationship centers on the personal and professional
respect that comes from give and take on issues rather than on the em-
pathy a cooperating teacher can show by participating completely in the
feelings of a student teacher’s communication. It is also important
for the student teacher to feel accepted and supported, and not person-
ally rejected (pp. 131-132).
Cooperating Teacher Issues in Teacher Education
While many of the relevant issues relating to cooperating teachers
have already been alluded to in the research reported in the student
teacher section, the significance of these issues and the role of the
cooperating teacher must not be underestimated. Even as student teach-
ing is the single most important experience’ in the training of future
teachers, there are many sources that stress the importance of the class-
room/cooperating teacher as the determining factor in the success or
failure of the young practicing teacher (Price, 1961; Mintz, 1972; and
Pogue, 1969). Goodlad (1965, p. 263) believes that "a consensus of
opinion exists on the extent to which the cooperating teacher signifi-
cantly molds the attitudes and methods of the student teachers, if only
because the successful pedagogical techniques (from observations of the
cooperating teachers) insure the survival of the student in education.
Price (1961, p. 471) discovered that the attitudes of student teachers
changed considerably after their teaching experience; and that these
changes tended to be in the direction of the attitudes held by the
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classroom teachers with whom they worked. Mintz also concludes that
the closer the relationship between the supervising teacher and the
student teacher, the more influence the supervising teacher has (1972).
There are many implications implicit in these findings. Given
the significant role and responsibility held by cooperating teachers,
it is important that the job be more adequately defined, and that the
work be given greater importance and recognition (Soares and Soares,
1968, p. 187). Recent findings (Andreson, 1971 and Greer, 1972) indi-
cate that programs concerned with the supervision of student teachers
are not only needed, but that they are also wanted. "Supervising teach-
ers indicated a need for knowledge concerning observation techniques,
formal evaluation procedures, the teaching processes, conferencing tech-
niques, and professional relations with the student teacher" (Johnston,
1976). A study by Bergen (1970) indicates that at present, very few
supervising teachers have formal training programs for their role.
A study by Castillo (1971) found a lack of consensus by triad
members (student teacher, cooperating teacher, university supervisor)
concerning the role expectations of the supervisory teacher . To deter-
mine the cause of this lack of consensus, he interviewed the respondents
and found the following:
1. Supervising teachers do not have the time to perform a number
of role expectations;
2. Certain roles are neither mandatory nor specified as formal
expectations for the supervising teacher;
3. Many supervising teachers may not have the ability or necessary
expertise to perform some of the expected roles;
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Performance of the expected role by the supervising teacher isdependent on the specific situation or need of the student
teacher
; and
The responsibility in performing some of these roles shouldbe shared by the college supervisor or other school personnel.
Supervising/cooperating teachers should be selected for their roles.
"Not every good classroom teacher possesses the skill and competence
necessary for the supervision of student teachers" (Joint Committee,
1967, p. 6). "Supervising teachers should be the most capable teachers
in a school; they should be specifically prepared for their supervisory
work, given a reduced work load and compensated beyond their regular
salary (NCTEPS Position Paper, 1963, p. 14). The problem, then, is to
identify and define the necessary qualifications of a competent super-
vising teacher.
Following is a listing of the selective criteria proposed in the
Association for Student Teaching Position Paper (1966, p. 4):
1. Possesses the level of academic preparation recommended by the
profession as desirable for one in his teaching position: a
masters degree should be a minimum.
2. Has completed a minimum of three years' teaching experience
with at least the most recent year being in the present teach-
ing position.
3. Possesses full certification for the area in which he is teach-
ing.
4. Teaches in the area of his major preparation.
5. Consistently demonstrates high quality teaching performance.
6. Demonstrates personal-professional attitudes desirable for one
in a leadership role in teacher education.
7. Demonstrates evidence of continuous professional growth.
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Participates in the program willingly and looks upon supervisingthe growth of student teachers as a contribution to his profes-
sion.
Is recommended by his administrators and by the administrators
of the teacher education institution.
0. Has knowledge of the basic principles of supervising student
teachers or is willing to accept such an academic learning ex-
perience to prepare himself better for this responsibility.
11. Is an effective team member.
12. Exhibits professional and ethical behavior.
13. Participates actively as a member of selected professional and
educational organizations.
14.
Has knowledge of the literature which is appropriate for use in
general, professional and field of specialization areas, and has
the disposition to use these materials in teaching.
Even though these qualifications have been recommended by the
Association for Student Teaching, a study reported by Hess (1969, p. 41)
stated that sixty-five percent of the states have no requirements for
supervising teachers beyond the basic requirement of a classroom teacher's
certificate. This finding further substantiates the statement of the
Joint Committee (p. 7) that "most classroom teachers have had no special
preparation in teacher education." The compensation for supervising
teachers includes stipend, tuition benefits and, in some cases, nothing
at all. Hess (1969, p. 43) reported that the most common practice for
remunerating supervising teachers was that of paying a specified stipend
per student teacher. Tuition benefits were the only means of remunera-
tion in forty-one percent of the states, while five percent indicated
no remuneration was provided. In all, twenty-two percent of the states
provided some kind of fringe benefit to their supervising teachers.
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Thus, in summary, issues concerning cooperating/supervising
teachers include the following:
1. The nature of the role definition with respect to the school,
the University, the student teacher, and the sometimes conflict-
responsibilities with the University supervisor;
2. Appropriate compensation;
3. Selective criteria for qualifying as a supervising teacher; and
4. The need for training and preparation in supervisory skills,
evaluative skills and interpersonal skills needed in a helping
relationship
.
Additionally, current trends support the increased involvement of coop-
erating teachers in the university course work and planning for student
teaching experiences. Margaret Ammons (1969), p. 49), in her discussion
of "What I Think Student Teaching Should Become," stated that:
Teachers in whose classrooms prospective teachers acquire clinical
experiences should be brought actively into initial campus course
experiences. This involvement would bring the classroom teacher in
closer contact with the experiences of their students and would in-
dicate to them, firsthand, whether the experience was meaningful,
realistic, promising, or perhaps inappropriate. . .
. . . and would also allow for the classroom teacher to influence the
content of these experiences.
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College/Unlverslty Supervisor Issues
In Teacher Education
In addition to the supervisor issues already identified in the
two previous sections, several other issues have been identified in the
^®view of supervision literature. One major issue for college supervi”
sors is the determination of what their role should be, and the partic-
ular skills, training or experiences required to perform these roles.
One study conducted by Neal, Kraft and Kracht (1967) identified eleven
roles for college supervisors based on free responses to the question
"Why should the University provide personnel to supervise student teach-
ers assigned to the cooperating public schools?" The responses came
from university supervisors, student teachers, public school administra-
tors, and public school cooperating teachers, and revealed the following:
All four groups placed the greatest emphasis of supervision on the liai-
son role of the University supervisor, while none of the groups felt the
role should be that of a person giving direction and critical evaluation
of the student teacher. This role, it was felt, actually belonged to
the local cooperating teacher. The rank order of identifiable roles
were: liaison, helping student teachers, university responsibility to
student teacher, cooperative effort, acquainting and interpreting the
student teaching program to the cooperating public school teacher, eval-
uation of the program to the public school and the student teachers
work, continuity of program and structure, resource person, preventive
supervision, public relations, and placement.
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In a study by Miller (1976, p. 33), he proposes that the basic
responsibilities in supervision are in assuming roles of evaluator and
helper, and suggests complications if these roles are juxtaposed because
the helping role then becomes threatening to the individual receiving
the help. His caution serves to illustrate the dilemma supervisors of-
ten find themselves in because of these dual and apparently conflicting
roles—developing a supportive, helping relationship throughout the se-
mester, but responsible for writing a recommendation that sincerely rep-
resents the strengths and weaknesses of the student teacher as a poten-
tial future teacher. Miller proposes that supervisors should spend a
larger portion of their time planning with rather than evaluating a stu-
dent teacher. He suggests, along with Hacker (1971), that by so doing,
participants tend to experiment with more meaningful and significant
objectives
.
Mosher and Purpel (1972, p. 63) describe the supervision role
as having primarily two functions : teaching teachers how to teach
(which involves working with teachers as people) and professional lead-
ership in reformulating public education—its curriculum, its teaching
and its forms. They see these two functions as coordinated and overlap-
ping, but as essential in supervisory programs. They suggest that the
supervisory skills necessary to perform these roles are sensitivity,
analytic skills, communication skills, curriculum and teaching expertise,
interpersonal skills, and social responsibility (Mosher and Purpel,
pp. 72-74).
I
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One of the issues arising out of the supervisor’s role defini-
tion relates to efficiency and effectiveness. As suggested by Pogue
(1969, p. 25), if the supervisor’s role is conceived to be that of work-
ing primarily with the student teacher, then he or she must return term
after term with little permanent improvement in the student teaching
situation. Greater efficiency and long term benefit would appear to
accrue from working with the classroom supervising teachers and adminis-
trators. In most cases, the supervisor does a little of both. In fact,
this triadic arrangement is strongly supported in the teacher education
literature (Soares and Soares, 1968 and Yee, 1968). "There should be
greater cooperation of effort among the student, the supervisor and the
experienced teacher; and occasionally conferences of all three together
rather than just any two of them" (Soares and Soares, 1968, p. 187). Yee
(1968, p. 108) feels so strongly about the need for a qualitative triadic
arrangement in the interests of improving student teaching that he would
recommend decreasing the number of triads provided at one time (essen-
tially, a diminished supervisory load).
The supervisory load is another critical issue examined in the
literature. It was reported by Pogue (1969, p. 24) that "supervisory
loads of the college or university representatives may vary from less
than five to nearly one hundred student teachers. In fact, some college
supervisors make no pretense of visiting their students during their
student teaching assignment." He continues that a heavy supervisory
load often causes them to develop feelings of ineffectiveness,
guilt
and lack of satisfaction with their job. This problem is
accentuated
by the low status sometimes afforded student
teaching supervisors on
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college and university campuses. Supervision of student teaching is of-
relegated to doctoral students. Consequently, as these candidates
complete their degrees, they are inclined to look askance at opportuni-
ties to supervise student teachers at institutions trying to uphold the
status of these positions. Those who do go into supervision often find
that little reward comes from being a good supervisor. The more visible
research, writing and promotional activities hold far greater opportuni-
ties for professional recognition on a college or university campus
(Pogue, p. 25).
Common concerns of college supervisors are also discussed in
the 43rd Yearbook of the Association for Student Teaching, The College
Supervisor: Conflict and Challenge
,
1964. It proposes the following
issues
:
1. Lack of role definition and the resulting dilemma of differing
expectations, some of which actually interfere with his role as
a helper and resource in the learning process;
2. Determination of work load;
3. Travel difficulties;
4. Lack of status;
5. Public school relations; and
6. Relationships with students.
The impact of these dilemmas on any one college supervisor depends
on many factors. The degree of exposure to the problems will vary
as will sensitivity to the concern. The organization of student
teaching programs accentuates some difficulties and de-emphasizes
others. In any situation, the college supervisor hopes to be
effec
tive. Does his effectiveness depend on the qualities he brings
to
the position, or does it depend, to a greater degree,
other fac-
tors in the professional environment in which he works.
(AST Year
book, pp. 19-20).
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One significant attempt to provide greater understanding of stu-
dent teaching and to indicate ways to improve its operations was con-
ducted by Albert Yee in his pilot study to investigate interpersonal be-
havior events in student teaching settings (Yee, 1968, p. 96). Yee's
study examined the attitudes toward the interpersonal relationships of
those involved in the triad: student teacher, cooperating teacher and
college supervisor. He uncovered a "great need for finding means to im-
prove what is essentially the educational setting in student teaching
—
the interpersonal relationships in the triad." He found that triad re-
lationships were more often competitive than cooperative, and concluded
that this may be because of the limited opportunity provided for this in-
teraction. He further suggests that positive interaction and morale
could be fostered if better methods were employed for matching triad
members than the random methods now commonly used.
We need to know more about cooperating teachers' and college super-
visors' leadership styles and effects of special training for their
work with student teachers. These are important considerations since
it is the cooperating teachers and supervisor who mostly control the
destiny of the student teaching triad once it is formed and operat-
ing. Also required for developing such methods would be much more
information and thought about the student teacher (Yee, p. 108).
While he recognized the difficulties inherent in making any sweeping ad-
ministrative changes, particularly problems such as conflicting respon-
sibilities and overcrowded schedules, but felt these problems must be
overcome to improve the student teaching experience. He proposes that
if a higher level of professionalism is desired in student teaching, and
more high-quality teachers are desired, then efforts must be made to
make the student teaching triad an integral, cooperative team.
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A symposium of school administrators, concerned with school based
undergraduate education for teachers, published their proceedings under
the heading. The University Can't Train Teachers (Bowman, 1972). Their
stressed the need for extending the time pre—service teachers
spend in the school setting, and peimitting those with thirty university
credit hours to be admitted to a school based teacher preparation program
(Portland Urban Teacher Education Project). The role performed by super-
visor-instructors in this program was one in which they worked closely
with pre—service teachers providing classroom supervision and special
instruction in seminar situations. Some of the supervisor-instructors
were university faculty, while others were jointly appointed by the
school system and the university. In a summary of the Portland Program,
Johnston (1976) reported that "Although PUTEP has not evaluated the cog-
nitive competencies and skills of its graduates, it is important to note
that in their affective evaluations, they found a statistically signifi-
cant shift towards positive attitudes of teaching and schooling."
Review of Programs With Features Similar
to Those of the TEPAM Program
One of the explicit purposes of this literature search was to de-
termine to what extent, if any, other teacher education programs have em-
ployed features and experiences similar to those of the TEPAM Program,
and with what degree of success. After an extensive search of leading
educational journals and periodicals, tradebooks, ERIC microfiche, dis-
sertation abstracts, and summaries of teacher education programs and re-
search, the writer has concluded that there is little literature
or re-
search existing on such programs. Specific features of TEPAM
which were
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used to screen relevant literature were the two full semesters of student
teaching, and the unique nature of a school-based pre-service program in
which there was full participation of classroom teachers in the instruc-
tional methods workshops for students. While there were many programs
examined that included some elements also found in TEPAM (such as pre-
service, in-service components, individualized instruction, focus on self-
renewing teachers with life-long learning skills, school-based, and earli-
er and increased participation with children, teachers and schools), none
were found which incorporated these two features described above—features
clearly identified by participants in the TEPAM Program as contributing
significantly to their training (Smith, 1971; Edelfelt, 1969; Joyce and
Weil, 1972; Schumer, 1973; Joyce, Soltis and Weil, 1974; and NSSE Year-
book, 1975).
The writer was unable to find any other programs with the unique
emphasis in TEPAM of having practicing teachers provide the primary meth-
ods and curriculum development instruction in the context of workshops
and immediate classroom experiences. Similarly, the focus on two full
semesters of student teaching at the undergraduate level was also found
to be an uncommon experience in teacher education programs. As succinct-
ly summarized by Amershek and Barbour (1969, p. 88) in their review of
innovative programs in student teaching,
Many of the programs had common concerns of a logistical nature.
One such concern was for the placement of great numbers of student
teachers; another was finding effective plans of supervision. The
use of non-college personnel for supervision was described by many
of the programs, but truly new positions—with new responsibilities,
prerogatives and jurisdictions—were established by only eight. Some
of these new positions were established to better integrate profes-
sional study and practice through different schedules of assignment
in the classroom. Although time arrangements varied, the essence of
the experience was the same—more use of schools in conjunction with
methods courses at the colleges.
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The literature was also reviewed to determine whether extensive
evaluations had been conducted which examined the various components of
teacher education programs. Again, the paucity of the literature in
this area became evident. The writer was unable to find comprehensive
evaluations of individual program experiences which could either serve
as models for this research or add insight into the findings of the pre-
sent study. Even an examination of teacher training experiences in lab-
oratory schools was disappointing because of the revelation that "few,
if any, teacher education institutions conduct their student teaching
programs in campus-controlled laboratory schools" (Pogue, 1969, p. 22).
One of the major developments in professional laboratory experiences was
that laboratory or campus schools were utilized more intensively for pre-
student—teaching laboratory experiences, and much less commonly for stu-
dent teaching.
Although the literature search revealed no significant evidence
of existing school-based teacher education programs, there was substantial
support for programs to be developed in response to the many issues being
identified by teacher educators discussed in the previous section. Many
of their proposals did not recommend specific program designs or experi-
ences, but particular features and philosophies were emphasized. The
clear direction for teacher education programs of the future goes beyond
the provision of mere assembly of parts and pieces of knowledge to that
of total functional effectiveness—a more holistic concept (Cottrell,
1970, pp. 9-10). Teacher educators are asked to recognize that:
The "silent generation" of students, if indeed there really was one,
has passed and been replaced by students who can and do have opinions
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and speak their minds publicly concerning their own goals and for-
tunes in this life, and their own education for the realization of
those future possibilities. Today’s students are ready to accept
the long-time challenge of educators to take responsibility for
their own education. Prospective teachers are finding out on their
own what good teaching is and what kinds of education they will be
needing to serve as teachers. Students must now be enlisted as
partners in the task of shaping the appropriate teacher education
program. It must be a shared task in order that the curriculum
process and product shall neither be too abstractly theoretical nor
be improperly limited or dominated by immaturity or inadequate un-
derstanding of the greatness of the human adventure—the deeper
meanings of the good life and society. Teacher education faculties
must learn to treat their students as junior professional colleagues
in such a quest. This will require many new approaches in univer-
sities, often shattering accepted organization and practice, and
will require flexibility where the set for efficiently manipulated
"production" of teachers is more often the rule than the exception
(National Policy for the Improvement of the Quality of Teacher Edu-
cation, 1970, pp. 14-15).
The Program model that corresponds most closely in philosophy
and practice to that being examined in the present study was that of the
recently developed "School-Based Teacher Educators" model, a program still
in its conceptual stages (Johnston et al . , 1976; Cooper, 1976; Stell,
1976; and Houston, 1976). In a planning year document prepared by Johnston
and others (January 1976) , conceptual base was provided for the school
based teacher educator which defined the role as "specialists in instruc-
tional improvement and facilitators of teacher learning whose primary
base of operation is the elementary or secondary school." Pour
different
school-based teacher educator roles were conceptualized as indicated
in
the table following. These roles are developed on the
assumption that
the upgrading of teacher effectiveness can best occur
when there is a
dynamic interaction between the pre-service and
in-service components in
the school setting where they operate. This model
supports the need for
continuous teacher education, and in particular,
for those teachers who
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3.r6 supervising teachers based on the following rationale i
1. Increased clinical experiences for pre—service teachers increases
the importance of the role of the supervising teacher; and
2. Trends toward competency-based programs increase the need for
more specific knowledge of teaching and learning processes.
TABLE 1
SPECIFIC ROLES OF SCHOOL-BASED TEACHER EDUCATORS
PART-TIME FULL-TIME
Pre-Service Supervising Teacher of
Student Teachers
British Tutor
Intern Consultant
Clinical Consultant
University Supervisor
In-Service Team Leader
Departmental Chairperson
Principal
Staff Coordinator
Professional Tutor
Coordinator
Consultant
Resource Teacher
Instructional Supervisor
Curriculum Supervisor
The program developers presented a description comparing the roles of
school-based educators with those of present supervisory personnel in
the following table:
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TABLE 2
GENERAL ROLE OF SCHOOL-BASED TEACHER EDUCATORS
COMPARED TO THAT OF PRESENT SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL
FACTORS COMPARED PRESENT SUPERVISORY
PERSONNEL
SCHOOL-BASED
TEACHER EDUCATORS
Location of
Operation
Central Office
The school system
The classroom
Classroom
School Personnel
Most Frequently
Interacting
With
Principals
Teachers
Supervisory Staff
Supportive Staff
Teacher
Intern
Supervisory Staff
University Personnel
Team Leader
Areas of
Responsibility
Developing Curriculum
Organizing for instruc-
tion
Providing facilities
Providing materials
Arranging for and pro-
viding in-service
Orienting new staff
Relating special service
Developing public rela-
tions
Evaluating instruction
Performing administra-
tive and other duties
(clerical)
Adapting curriculum
to specific class-
room situations
Demonstrating instruc-
tional skills
Assisting teachers in
organizing for in-
struction
Assisting teachers in
effective use of ma-
terials and facili-
ties
Providing continuous
classroom in-service/
pre-service instruc-
tion
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This conceptual model begins to seriously address the concerns of edu-
cators facing the current trend of the reduced need for training so
many new teachers, and the increasing need/demand for the continuous
development of in-service teachers. It proposes that the way this con-
tinuous education can best be provided is through the development of
classroom teachers who work with both children and new teachers with
support and training provided in collaboration with the university re-
sponsible for training the pre-service teachers. Margaret Lindsey (1969,
p. 4), in her statement of "What I Think Student Teaching Should Become,"
recommends that teacher education programs should
:
. . . seek to develop vision in its students to ensure their ability
to understand and cope with problems of practice. If students are
to build concepts of the ideal in terms of what is currently known,
programs must be deliberately designed to provide for at least two
kinds of experience:
1. Many opportunities to be part of teaching situations where ex-
perimentation with new conceptions of schools, programs, teach-
ing, and learning is going on; and
2. Sustained dialogue with peers and instructors where the intent is
to conceptualize and criticize new programs, new learning environ-
ments, and new teaching strategies.
In connection with both experiences (above), each student must en-
counter the need to state his ideas clearly, to justify them when
challenged by peers or instructors, and to speculate about alterna-
tive practices for making his ideas workable.
According to Haefele (1971, p. 14), "The only reasonable course
of action, therefore, is a program that is based on an adequate analysis
of need, and is comprehensive, flexible and self-correcting" a hypoth-
esis supported and instituted by the designers of the TEPAM Program,
the
f which is the purpose of this study. Thedescription and evaluation o
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controversy described in teacher education literature—and, in particu-
lar, the expressed concerns, perceptions and dissatisfactions regarding
current teacher training practices as identified by Olson (National
Study Convmission on Undergraduate Education and the Education of Teachers,
1976)—make compelling reasons for continuing to search for and research
programs that are attempting to address these concerns.
CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF THE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
AT MARK’S MEADOW AND THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SETTING
IN \>miCH THE PROGRAM WAS BASED
Introduction
The Teacher Education Program at Mark's Meadow (TEPAM) existed
between 1971 and 1975 as one of approximately nineteen teacher educa-
tion programs implemented at the School of Education, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. It was conceived by its Director, Dr. Michael
L. Greenebaum, Principal of Mark's Meadow Laboratory School and Instruc-
tor at the School of Education, University of Massachusetts, in response
for proposals by the Teacher Preparation Program Council (TPPC) . The
TPPC invited School of Education faculty members as well as doctoral
candidates to submit proposals for alternative programs. These programs
would receive the support of the TPPC if the following guidelines were
satisfied
:
1. The proposed program should have an explicit and thoughtful ra-
tionale. The rationale should include:
a. An explanation of the goals of the proposed program in terms
of teachers, learners, schools, and the wider society schools
serve. An explicit goal of combatting racism will be included.
*TPPC was awarded a Distinguished Achievement Award for Excel-
lence in Teacher Education by the American Association of College
Teacher
Educators, AACTE, in February of 1973 for this design which
encouraged
the development of alternatives in pre-service teacher
education.
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b. An explanation of how the various components of the proposed
programs are designed to reach the goals and how they relate
to one another.
c. A reasoned explication of the learning theory implicit in
the program.
d. An explicit statement of the terms in which the success of
the program is to be assessed.
2. A major component of any program should be in the clinical area
and should involve working with other learners of other ages.
We do not intend that these other learners necessarily be chil-
dren nor do we intend that the clinical component necessarily
be designed in conformity with current student teaching or in-
ternship practices.
3. A major component of the program must be designed to help stu-
dents to develop both the capacity and the inclination for re-
flective analysis. By this we mean essentially the ability to
learn from one's experience. It implies learning of a second
order—an ability to reflect not only upon one's own behavior
but about the assumptions upon which one's behavior is based.
It will also explicitly define how Massachusetts certification re-
quirements will be met (TPPC Guidelines, 1971).
With these guidelines and his beliefs that: (1) teacher educa-
tion ought to take place in schools rather than in universities; and
(2) one way to make teaching per se, a "real" profession, would be to
find ways of allowing and encouraging teachers to assume responsibility
for training new teachers. . . a kind of professional reward for out-
standing teaching (Greenebaum, 1972) ; Greenebaum submitted a proposal
which received TPPC approval, and which created TEPAM—a school-based
teacher education program.
TEPAM was an intensive two and one-half year /five phase (later
two year/four phase) teacher education program with each phase the
equiv-
alent of one semester. The Program was self-contained to the
extent that
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all requirements for elementary certification for the state of Massachusetts
were met by the required offerings of the program (see Appendix A for
program description). In addition to these required offerings, students
were encouraged to take other courses offered by the School of Education
and the University to strengthen their individual programs and to meet
their particular needs.
The core staff of the Program was the Director (Principal of
Mark's Meadow Laboratory School with a joint appointment to Amherst
School System and the faculty of the School of Education)
,
Classroom
Teachers/Methods Instructors (the thirteen demonstration teachers on
the Mark's Meadow faculty with joint appointments to the Amherst School
System and the School of Education) and two to three graduate assistants
(depending on available funds) from the School of Education (doctoral
candidates in teacher education and educational administration) who
served as advisers, supervisors and instructors. It should be noted
that the Principal received a portion of his salary from the University,
and each of the demonstration teachers (classroom) received a stipend
from the University for their services.
The responsibilities of the various staff members, mentioned
only briefly here but to be elaborated in the description of the Pro-
gram phases later, were as follows:
1. Director
a. Responsible for the overall coordination of the Program;
b. Responsible for admitting students to the Program and for
assigning them to classrooms;
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c. Oversees the supervision, evaluation and advising of stu-dents, becoTtiing actively involved in these processes when
appropriate;
d. Responsible for the actual teaching or supervision of one
phase of the Program;
e. Responsible for writing recommendations for Placement files
and to prospective employers;
f. Responsible for analyzing transcripts, clearing students
for graduation, and recommending students for certification.
2. Classroom Teachers
a. Responsible for the classroom supervision of Phase III and
Phase V students each semester;
b. Responsible for conducting between one and three workshops
in Methods and Curriculum Development each semester;
c. Responsible for the formal evaluation of TEPAM students;
d. Responsible for writing recommendations for TEPAM students.
3. Graduate Teaching Assistants
a. Responsible for the ongoing supervision and evaluation of
TEPAM students in Phases III and V;
b. Responsible for advising and counseling of their students,
including selection of courses for Phase IV;
c. Active participation in teaching Phase II under the super-
vision of the Director;
d. Participation in Phase III workshops in Methods and Curric-
ulum Development
;
e. Responsible, with classroom teachers, for both formative and
final evaluation of students (Interim Report, 1975).
Program Goals
It is important to note that over the duration of the Program,
the structure and the various offerings changed considerably in response
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to student and faculty feedback and evaluation (which will be described
more specifically later in this chapter)
,
while the aims and goals of
the Program remained consistent:
1. To encourage students to relate theory and practice by provid-ing:
a. A single setting and a single staff responsible for both as-
pects of the Program;
b. Two full semesters of field experiences with the first se-
mester emphasizing "learning" and the second semester empha-
sizing "teaching".
2. To develop specific skills for utilizing open styles of teaching
and learning by providing:
a. A variety of open classrooms for students to observe and
work in;
b. Teacher-directed workshops and seminars based directly upon
the classroom experiences in this school.
3. To provide students with the opportunities for self-evaluation
and self-development through:
a. Monitored journals and self-evaluation sheets;
b. Active and reciprocal evaluation sessions with supervising
teacher and TEPAM supervisors (Interim Report, 1975).
There were two important limitations in the design of the Program
which were recognized from the outset, but were considered to be conse-
quences of the Program's strengths. Students were counseled as to these
limitations at the time they made their program selection.
1. By requiring two semesters of classroom teaching, the Program
limited the students' opportunity to take other University
courses; and
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2. By becoming very familiar with one school in a single setting
the various Program requirements over the two-year per-
iod, the Program limited the students' opportunities to have ex-
periences in a variety of school settings.
To some extent, the second limitation was taken into account by provid-
ing students with opportunities for observation in other schools as well
as observation and participation in other grade levels in Mark's Meadow.
This extended observation and participation occurred as the Program
evolved and attempted to meet the changing needs of students looking
towards careers in education in a changing job market.
It seems germane at this point to identify six of the adminis-
trative philosophical assumptions held by the Program Director/Principal
,
Michael Greenebaum because they were, in essence, the underlying assump-
tions of both the Program and the elementary school, and were strongly
influential in the development of both. More specifically, his philos-
ophy relating to decision-making and the nature of change has been se-
lected for discussion because of its particular relevance to the devel-
opment of the TEPAM Program.
In an interview on the subject, Greenebaum stated that he be-
lieves :
1. The main responsibility of an administrator is to try to develop
and maintain a climate in which people can grow and be enthusi-
astic about their work, and one in which they feel they can be
in charge of themselves. If this climate exists, regardless of
specific course content, an attitude of enthusiasm and optimism
will then be modeled by teachers which students will observe,
and later emulate in their work with children. In the TEPAM
Program, there was great emphasis placed on the modeling of
teaching methods and procedures with the intention that students
would eventually emulate these techniques in their own classrooms
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He further suggests the following principles
:
2. Decision-making should occur at the level closest to where thedecisions will be carried out.
3. If teaching is to truly be a profession, teachers must be trusted
with the autonomy to use their professional judgement in all as-
pects of their work.
4. The amount of influence an administrator has in a given situation
seems to be inversely related to his/her efforts to control the
situation.
5. Disagreement is healthy as long as there is a framework in which
people can feel free to express disagreement and maintain candor.
6. Patience is essential, since change does not occur quickly or on
demand. Therefore, growth must be nurtured and not compelled
(Greenebaum, 1977).
Many of the issues that developed in the course of the TEPAM
Program were Issues by design
,
in that they were inherent in the phil-
osophy of the Program and consistent with Greenebaum' s assumptions about
decision-making and change. On occasion, the issues became problems as
a result of unclear communication, lack of understanding and sometimes
through disagreement with the philosophy. Specific programmatic devel-
opments which generated issues were:
1. Perceived lack of definition of goals at the outset of the Pro-
gram by both Program participants and teachers : This allowed
for goals to be developed in consonance with the views of the
particular students, teachers and personnel involved in the Pro-
gram, but raised concerns regarding the lack of direction and
purpose for the Program. This perceived lack of clarity regard-
ing Program goals seemed to come about as a result of several
kinds of dilemmas.
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a. The Program Director's hesitation to "cast everything in
concrete" in the early stages of the Program in order to en-
courage the development of a responsive program;
b. The unusualness of the Program, which meant that there was
no prescribed curriculum, course prospectus or cumulative
experience to fall back on; and
c. The mindset of students and teachers to a very different ex-
perience which caused misunderstandings to occur in the early
stages, especially regarding the experiences of having two
levels of student teachers in the classroom at one time.
2. Autonomy of teachers and staff to develop their own structure
and content for course work and teaching experiences : This of-
ten caused the appearance, if not the reality of, "reinventing
the wheel."
3 . Perceived lack of clearly stated expectations for students, teach-
ers and Program at the outset of the Program : This reinforced
the concept of "disequilibrium" as coined by Piaget, and re-
quired participants to seek out their own ways to deal with
making the experiences become congruent for them. However, the
temporary effect of this disequilibrium was often frustration
because by policy, the administrator could not jump in and re-
solve difficulties without affecting the autonomy of the parti-
cipants, and diminishing their ability to be in charge of them-
selves .
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Responsiveness to par ticipants* needs for counseling and adv-ls -
1^: This created more opportunities for Program staff to in-
fluence decisions for students, which was the antithesis of the
stated philosophy.
Encouragement of decisions being made closest to the level where
they would be implemented ; This created the need for Program
Director and staff members to relinquish administrative control
ovQX structure, content and program goals, and consequently to
make unsatisfactory decisions.
Description of Mark's Meadow School
A description of the TEPAM Program as a school-based teacher ed-
ucation program would not be complete without a description of Mark’s
Meadow School
,
the elementary school in which the TEPAM Program was
based. One underlying assumption of TEPAM is that each of its parts is
interconnected, and related to a larger system: children and teachers
in the context of a classroom, a classroom in the context of a school,
a school in the context of a university, a university in the context of
the community, and a community in the context of society, etc. Thus,
the TEPAM Program was founded on the assumption that in order for teach-
ers-in-training to learn the techniques of how to teach, they should
also have an understanding of the contextual environment in which teach-
ing occurs and the ways in which these systems interrelate. Theoreti-
cally, with a systems approach to understanding teaching, a student in
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the TEPAM Program would not only be experiencing teaching in Mark's
Meadow, but would also come to understand some of the more general
principles and assumptions about teaching that would apply in other
school settings as well. Whether or not the transference from the un-
derstanding of the particular Mark's Meadow experience to the broader
systems understanding occurred on the part of TEPAM students is a mat-
ter to be dealt with in the analysis of the data section. But the ac-
tual experience of diagnosing, teaching and learning in the Mark's Meadow
environment is not a matter of conjecture; it is important to describe
the school environment both philosophically and physically to help the
reader understand the context of the TEPAM Program.
Background Information About Mark's Meadow
During the time the TEPAM Program was operating, Mark's Meadow
Elementary School was a school located in Amherst, Massachusetts—
a
small New England to\>m of approximately twenty-eight thousand residents
with approximately half of its residents University students who returned
to their "permanent" homes for the summer months. Mark's Meadow was a
unique elementary school in that it was not only one of four Amherst
Public Schools, but it was also on Observation-Laboratory School for
the School of Education, University of Massachusetts. The operational
conditions for this arrangement were defined in a formal agreement
*Because Mark's Meadow School has changed from year to year in
its basic organization, I have chosen to describe it as it existed dur-
ing the TEPAM Program in the past tense, although the school is still
operating with most of the characteristics described in this section.
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between the two parties. The Town of Amherst, specifically the Amherst
School Committee, had the basic responsibility for the educational pro-
grams at Mark’s Meadow; while the University had the basic responsibility
for the physical plant and its maintenance, and the capital outlay budget.
This unique relationship evolved to provide teachers, students
and parents of the Mark’s Meadow community with a complicated but spe-
cial blend of opportunities as well as constraints. Mark’s Meadow class-
room teachers were expected to meet all of the Amherst School System ex-
pectations regarding educational goals and procedures for the teaching
of children, as well as to provide certain services to the University/
School of Education in their role as demonstration teachers. The pri-
mary responsibilities for demonstration teachers were:
1. Pre-service teacher training, as methods and curriculum develop-
ment instructors and supervisors of student teachers and other
students involved in observation and participation experiences
as pre-interns;
2. Teaching in a classroom that had access to an observation corri-
dor for students, professors, parents, and visiting educators to
observe ongoing classroom activities; and
3. Various individual responsibilities for working on research pro-
jects or other special educational projects being conducted in
their classrooms.
As demonstration teachers, Mark’s Meadow teachers
received a stipend
from the University in addition to their full-time
teacher salary and
benefits which were paid by the Amherst School System.
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The school, at the time of this study, was composed of approxi-
mately 330 children who represented a microcosm of the town population
in terms of socio-economic background, racial and ethnic composition and
occupation. Children were assigned to Mark’s Meadow School on the basis
of their geographic residence. Much of the population, in fact, (approx-
imately sixty percent) came from several nearby apartment complexes where
many of the parents were students or held University-related jobs. Con-
sequently, the population of the school was somewhat transient. A recent
study, conducted in Mark's Meadow School by Sam Potts for his doctoral
dissertation on the effects of mobility on a student's education, indi-
cated that approximately forty-seven percent of the Mark's Meadow student
population moved to another location every two to three years (Potts,
1976). (See Appendix B for a more complete description of the school.)
The Physical Environment
From 1972 to 1975, Mark's Meadow School contained thirteen class-
rooms with class sizes ranging from twenty to twenty-five students per
room, with one head teacher assigned to each room. Additionally, those
classrooms with kindergarten children included an instructional class-
room aide. Special teachers for Art, Music, Physical Education (for
all
children K-6), Foreign Language, Instrumental Music, and Reading/Learn-
ing Disabilities teachers provided special classes in these
curric-
ulum areas (primarily for fourth through sixth grade students).
Addi-
tionally, special teachers provided consulting services
to classroom
teachers in an attempt to integrate the special subjects into the
regular
ongoing classroom activities.
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There was one principal who served as Principal, Director of
the Laboratory School and Program Director for the TEPAM Program with
the assistance of a graduate assistant who served as Administrative
Intern for two of the years in which TEPAM was operating. Other sup-
port services in the school included a full-time counselor, full-time
librarian, part-time school psychologist, part-time speech and hearing
specialist, part-time school nurse, a full-time secretary, a lunchroom
staff, and a full-time custodian. Because of the nature of the Mark's
Meadow climate established by the Principal, all of the staff members,
professional and non—professional
,
developed a close working relation-
ship in support of one another. Additionally, since the Laboratory
School was physically connected to the School of Education (see Appendix
B-1)
,
many other adults became involved in the workings of the school.
At various times, there were reading tutors, foreign language tutors,
math tutors, researchers, students obtaining early education experiences
in observing and recording children's behavior or diagnosing reading
skills, parents and other community resources, as well as visitors and
teachers from other schools participating in the classroom experience.
Parents were an integral part of the Mark's Meadow community, and not
only came to observe their children and have conferences with their chil-
dren's teachers, but frequently became active in the classroom—sometimes
by invitation to share a hobby or interest, and sometimes by just drop-
ping in to work alongside a child to share a story, explain a math prob-
lem or enjoy a story the child is writing.
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Thus, an addad role for teachers became that of classroom manager
for adults as well as children, carefully balancing the participation of
both "outsiders" and "insiders" with the needs of the children and the
school. The school also had a gym, an auditorium, a library, and a caf-
eteria, all of which were shared with the School of Education in a mutu-
ally agreed upon manner. Individual classrooms were also occasionally
used by the School of Education for instructional purposes. Reciprocal-
ly, School of Education space, audio-visual equipment and consulting ser-
vices were provided for Mark’s Meadow teachers and staff when requested.
This mutual arrangement also encouraged the exchange of teaching services
between the School of Education courses and the Mark's Meadow classrooms,
generally on an individual basis.
Each of the thirteen classrooms operated as essentially self-
contained units with all of the basic curriculum instruction being pro-
vided by the classroom teacher. Although the classrooms were self-con-
tained, they offered a variety of structures including both multi-grade
classrooms and single—grade classrooms in order to account for a wide
range of teaching/ learning styles. The variety of alternatives provided
within the different classrooms was perhaps the best illustration of the
philosophical assumption held by the Principal that teachers should be
autonomous in their professional judgement (see pages 44 and 45, Chapter
III) . While parameters were defined by the Amherst School System and
the School of Education regarding educational goals and teacher
roles
and responsibilities, all teachers were given considerable
freedom to
develop their own classroom curriculum and environment, based
on their
personal and professional convictions regarding children
and learning.
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There were some specific expectations within the Amherst School System
for using particular curriculum materials, tests and reporting proce-
dures; but each teacher could supplement and extend these in any ways
he/she felt were consistent with the system's educational goals.
Each classroom included many of the same basic elements: car-
peted floors, desks, tables, chairs, bookshelves, movable dividers,
sink, counters, closets and flags; and each teacher was encouraged to
design and provision his/her own classroom environment by ordering sup-
plies, materials, furniture, and equipment consistent with their views
on teaching and learning. Thus, a teacher who valued a more tradition-
al, highly teacher-centered classroom might structure the classroom with
assigned desks and textbooks for each child, specified blocks of time
for each curriculum area, and instruction primarily provided by the
teacher. A teacher who valued a more open, child-centered classroom
might structure the room with learning centers, cushions and couches,
live animals, tables and chairs, and individual storage areas rather
than individual desks to encourage children to make decisions regarding
their own learning, and to share in the teaching of other children. As
a result, a great deal of variety existed among the classrooms. There
were no classrooms that could be described as strictly laissez-faire,
in which the teacher abdicated total control of the curriculum and the
environment, leaving all decisions up to the children. Conversely, there
were no classrooms that were extremely traditional with teachers
tightly
controlling all decisions, with classrooms structured by desks in
rows,
uniform texts for all the children, and the teacher doing
all the in-
structing and evaluating.
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The Philosophical Environment
The following describes the philosophical framework and goals
from which Mark's Meadow teachers and the TEPAM Program operated. One
of the unique and valued aspects of a school-based teacher education
program was that philosophically, the school and the program could and
should be consistent; and the program could model the environment, be-
haviors and assumptions being implemented and advocated in the school.
As the teacher education program designed specifically for Mark's Meadow,
TEPAM shared these goals and consciously attempted to both use and model
them with its students.
1. Skills acquisition ; In Mark's Meadow, this goal included the
acquisition by children of specific skills in the various cur-
riculum areas of reading, writing, mathematics, social studies,
science, health and aesthetics; and more generalized learning
skills transcending curriculum areas such as questioning and in-
quiring, solving problems, defining learning objectives, diag-
nosing needs, formulating hypotheses, generalizing and analyzing.
In TEPAM, the specific skills expected of students were those
related to the acquisition of the skills needed to teach the
various subjects and processes to children. It included learn-
ing and applying the generalized skills described above in the
process of planning learning experiences for children. These
skills included such elements as instruction in selecting
appro-
priate methods and materials, questioning techniques,
and diag-
nostic tools and procedures, with a basic understanding
of the
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sequential levels of skill development for children in the vari-
ous curriculum areas.
2. Active learning : This goal stressed the active involvement on
the part of the learner, not only with materials and the environ-
ment, but with ideas and concepts; and allowed for a classroom
to accommodate a greater variety of teaching/ learning styles.
For Mark’s Meadow learners, this principle implied the provi-
sioning of materials and the structuring of the environment by
the teacher so that children could actively manipulate materials
and discover understandings on their own without the teacher be-
ing the source of all information. It meant building skills and
developing curriculum based on children's interests and abili-
ties. For TEPAM learners, active learning implied doing and
working with "real" materials in the "real" classroom by plan-
ning, teaching, diagnosing, and evaluating with and for children
in contrast with reading about teaching procedures or observing
teaching done by someone else. It meant creating their own
teaching tools and lesson plans; and doing their o\m. diagnosing
in addition to carrying out the teaching of prescribed curricu-
lum materials and following the teacher’s manual. In the words
of the Old Chinese proverb, the essence of active learning was
"I hear, and I forget-, I see, and I remember; I do, and I under-
stand .
"
3. Shared decision-making ; This goal encouraged decisions
to be
made cooperatively by all the participants involved
(teachers
and students) whenever possible; and is directly
related to the
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previous principle regarding active learning and the student's
personal investment in their own growth and learning, whether
it be a Mark's Meadow student or a TEPAM student. Decisions
can be made on all levels—ranging from who will be involved in
the activity, what will be done, where the activity will take
place, how it will be carried out, when it will occur, and why
that particular activity is being done. However, not all par-
ticipants may be involved in decisions on all the various levels
simultaneously. The intent of the principle of shared decision-
making is that it is a goal-directed activity which states that
teachers should consciously attempt to involve learners in as
many of the decisions that affect their own learning as is pos-
sible, given certain constraints such as system expectations.
Program expectations, parental preferences, students' capabili-
ties, and/or their desire to be involved. Shared decisions also
include sharing the responsibilities for carrying out the activ-
ities and assessing their value.
4. Humane environment : This goal stressed skills of cooperative
living and learning through focussing and building on an individ-
ual's strengths. It was aimed at helping learners become con-
siderate, responsible, autonomous, self-directed, and self-dis-
ciplined individuals with healthy self-concepts. By modeling
the humane environment in the TEPAM Program, it was anticipated
that students would value and emulate the same humane environ-
ment in their own classrooms in the future.
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Individualized planning, teaching, learning, and evaluation ;
This was a goal which stressed fostering a situation where con-
tent, pace, sequence, and style could all be developed individ-
ually as much as possible in the context of the learning commun-
ity.
Description of the TEPAM Program
Selection and Admission Procedures
In the original TEPAM design, students were expected to enter
the Program early in their college career—either second semester of
their Freshman year or first semester of their Sophomore year. It was
intended that with an early entry, students could get a taste of teach-
ing early enough for them to make a sensible decision as to whether
teaching was for them, while there was still time to change their major
if it seemed appropriate. Because it was expected that some students
would probably soon begin to reconsider their teaching decision, the
TEPAM Program developed a plan (see Appendix C-1) which would admit ap-
proximately fifty students each semester to the first phase of the Pro-
gram, anticipating that this number would diminish to approximately
thirty students during Phase II and prior to Phase III through a winnow-
ing process. Close counseling and supervision in all phases of the
Program was to facilitate this process. In actuality, very few students
opted to leave education or the TEPAM Program. Consequently , for sev
eral semesters, classrooms were required to absorb at least four student
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teachers per classroom each semester (an issue to be discussed in later
sections describing Phases III and V and in the analysis of the data).
Another reason for admitting such a large number of students to
the Program was that during the early 1970' s, approximately nine hundred
Freshmen per year were being admitted to the School of Education as Ele-
mentary Education majors, merely by indicating on their application
that they intended to major in education. As part of a public university,
the School of Education was obliged to accept them. For this reason.
Teacher Education programs were obliged to take a certain number of stu-
dents, and this restricted their selection process. At that time, too,
there was still a reasonable demand for new teachers. However, this de-
mand was to change dramatically in the course of the first two years
that students were admitted to the Program; and by 1973, an over-supply
of newly trained teachers was thrust into a rapidly diminishing market.
All of these factors came to play an important role in the evolution of
TEPAM.
There were several other important issues that needed to be con-
sidered by the TEPAM Program regarding selection and admission proce-
dures. A primary concern was that in the literature, there had not been
agreement as to what made a "good teacher." The TEPAM staff continually
grappled with the issue of identifying indicators which would most like-
ly predict success both in the Program and in a subsequent teaching
ca-
reer. Consequently, TEPAM' s application process changed each
semester
as particular procedures proved to be less effective or
desirable in the
selection process than others.
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In addition to this perennial problem, there was a more unique
problem which faced students majoring in Education at the School Educa-
tion, University of Massachusetts. It was necessary for Education majors
to select their Teacher Education Program from among approximately nine-
teen alternative programs that existed at that time. This meant that
while students were just beginning to consider if teaching was the ca-
reer for them, they also had to concurrently make a decision as to which
program provided a school setting and philosophy that most closely cor-
responded to their own, and therefore, would be the one in which they
would receive their training. The choices ranged from programs in ur-
ban education, computer-assisted education, open education, off-campus
(including schools across the United States and overseas in England and
Germany), early childhood education, environmental education, bilingual/
bicultural education, special education, education for community service,
and an additional array of self-designed programs. It became necessary
for the School of Education to provide careful, considered advising and
counseling to help these nine hundred students make the appropriate de-
cision. Unfortunately, the advising was often inadequate, and at times,
non-existent. With the large number of choices for undergraduates and
the lack of clarity in advising, the choice was very difficult. Thus,
students often arrived for an interview with a particular program with-
out having been fully informed of their options, or with only some vague
idea about what this program could offer them. Consequently, the ini-
tial interview often became an advising session helping the students de-
termine which of the nineteen programs could most closely meet their needs
Once the students had narrowed their choice, the interview was able to
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focus on other interests and concerns of both the applicant and the in-
terviewer relating to personalities, philosophies, background, and com-
petencies. It was concluded by the TEPAM staff, based on discussions
of their experiences in this regard however, that the interview, if used
as the sole selection procedure, was the least satisfactory of the vari-
ous selection procedures used for predicting an individual's potential
success in teaching.
The following is a description of the application process used
by TEPAM in its final semester, before phasing out, for admitting new
students to the Program. It was selected by the writer as the procedure
most useful to describe because it reflects the results of the evolution
the staff went through in addressing this concern. It also produced
the most satisfactory results in terms of the quality of the students
selected. In general, it should be stated that the criteria used to ex-
amine applicants tended to be personal rather than professional or aca-
demic, although the personal criteria were influenced by professional
and academic standards. The application form, the observation procedure
and the interview were all designed to identify candidates who were
flexible, imaginative, intellectually curious, and articulate.
When applicants came to sign up for an interview with the Pro-
gram, they were asked to sign up in pairs so that two students would go
through the interview process simultaneously. I'Jhen they arrived for
the interview, they were given a brief description of the Program, if
requested, and a basic data sheet to fill out. The sheet asked for such
information as how they learned about the TEPAM Program, what intrigued
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them about the Program, any particular strengths they had which would
help them as a teacher (personality traits, hobbies, interests, special
training)
; and any additional strengths they thought a "good" teacher
should have (see Appendix C-2)
.
Once this sheet was completed, the students were given an ob-
servation sheet which asked them to focus on two particular areas. The
first was to record their responses to ten typical classroom situations
ranking each item from (1) very important to (5) not important, based
on their own values
—
(How important do you think the situation described
is?). Then they were sent to the Mark's Meadow Observation Corridor
(a corridor with a one-way mirrored window overlooking all of the class-
rooms) with the same observation sheet, and were asked to observe any
classroom of their choice for approximately twenty-five minutes. They
were to record their observations indicating whether they found any evi-
dence of these ten situations in the classroom they observed (see Appen-
dix C-3). Upon completion of this sheet, the pair of applicants returned
for the remainder of the interview.
They were asked to, together, discuss and establish, in their
opinion, the three most important criteria for deciding whether someone
would be a successful teacher; and to then interview each other in terms
of these criteria. The TEPAM interviewer observed the interview pro-
cess, but did not intervene except to facilitate when needed.
Finally, each candidate was asked to fill out an "Ideal Class-
room" questionnaire to capture their perspective of an "ideal
classroom"
prior to any teaching experience (see Appendix C-4) . This
questionnaire
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was completed again by the student following their semester of student
teaching to enable them to see how and if their perspective was chang~
ing. The one experience this procedure did not include, which was con-
sidered to be of value, was the opportunity to observe potential candi-
dates interacting with children in a classroom setting. There were sev-
eral opportunities to observe this interaction early in the Program how-
ever, which allowed for further screening of unsuccessful candidates.
The reality of the entire procedure however
,
in the experience
of the TEPAM Program, was that regardless of the selection process, the
results were never completely satisfactory for successfully predicting
which students would become effective teachers. It was determined that
a mutual selection process was desirable in which students would be al-
lowed to select a program which would most closely meet their needs.
The process would also allow programs to select those students they
judged to have the qualities and characteristics needed by an individual
desiring a profession in teaching. The means to make such a decision
which accurately selects potential teachers for both TEPAM and for
teacher educators in general, however, continues to be a concern pri-
marily because of the subjectiveness and lack of agreement among educa
tors as to what constitutes "good teaching."
Description of the TEPAM Program by Phases
Initially, TEPAM offered the following sequence of professional
studies with each phase representing a semester's work; and
almost all
of the experiences taking place in the Mark’s Meadow School
setting.
Phase I
General Statement and Purpose
Phase I (Introduction to Educational Careers) dealt with the
sociology of the school and the school system through an examination of
roles and relationships, and with issues in American education such as
institutional racism; the role of the school in both changing and pre-
serving cultural values and the changing nature of decision-making in
education. It was designed to give as wide a sampling of the experiences
of being in a school system as possible, including observation (not only
of classrooms but other settings too—school office, playground, library,
lunchroom. School Committee meetings,* school open house for parents,
plus experiences such as setting up budgets) . This phase focussed not
only on the classroom as the self-contained unit, but the classroom in
the context of the school, the school in the context of the system, and
the system in the context of the community.
Structure/ Content
Phase I was a three-credit course which satisfied the Educational
Foundations requirement for Massachusetts certification (Greenebaum, 1971)
The course met once a week for a three-hour period in the Mark s Meadow
Teacher's Lounge for lectures and discussions of readings and experiences
as assigned by the instructor. Students were expected to
complete at
*In Massachusetts, the Board of Education is called
the School
Committee
.
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I.63.st fiftsGn inodulGS of additional axpsirisncss bsyond rsgular class
meetings, to keep a regular daily journal reflecting on their experi-
ences as a "person-becoraing-a-teacher," and to formulate and complete
one challenging learning experience. This particularly unique experi-
ence had students select a personal "challenge"—something very diffi-
cult or challenging for them—with a goal of mastery by the end of the
semester. Students selected such "challenges" as learning to ride a
motorcycle, learning to knit, learning to speed-read, stopping finger-
nail biting, stopping smoking, etc. It was an experience that put stu-
dents in touch with the feelings, learning styles, needs, frustrations,
and elations of being a learner. For many students, it was the first
such experience they could remember when they were required to set a
goal (a strongly personal goal), follow it through, and then evaluate
to what extent it was met. It provided them with an opportunity for ser-
ious introspection and examination of personal assumptions about learning
in the process.
Personnel
The course was taught by the TEPAM Program Director with addition-
al support services (primarily advising and counseling) provided by the
three graduate assistants in the Program. The course was designed to
bring the students in contact with many people connected with education.
*The School of Education developed a crediting system known
as
Flexible Curriculum which encouraged the offering of modular
experiences
as an alternative to the standard three-credit course.
Fifteen modules
or modular credits constituted one university credit, or
forty- ive mo
ules was the equivalent of three university credits.
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Some of the visiting speakers included the Superintendent, School Com-
mittee members, Massachusetts Teacher Association representatives, other
principals, and parents. While Mark's Meadow teachers and staff members
did not have any direct responsibility in this phase of the Program,
they were occasionally called upon to meet with a student to discuss
classroom observations or to provide information concerning the school.
In general though, Mark's Meadow teacher contact and interaction with
TEPAM students did not occur until students entered Phase II.
Evaluation Mechanisms
While no formal summative student evaluation was requested of
students at the end of Phase I of the Program, students were encouraged
to examine closely their experiences and attitudes toward teaching as a
profession; and to begin to make personal decisions regarding their con-
tinuing in education as a career throughout the semester. Students were
expected to maintain a daily journal with write-ups of their experiences
and thoughts during the semester with written comments from the instruc-
tors to further this self-evaluation process. Counseling and advising
regarding their decisions was provided by the TEPAM staff throughout
the Program, usually initiated by the student, but occasionally initi-
ated by a staff member who might have serious reservations about a par-
ticular student. It was expected that a natural winnowing process would
occur in TEPAM, especially during Phases I and II; but later in the Pro-
gram, if appropriate, in which students would begin to opt out of educa-
tion or be counseled out for a variety of reasons.
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Additionally, students were asked to evaluate the course exper-
ience from their perspective as a learner by responding to a series of
open-ended questions later in their TEPAM experience. These responses
were then incorporated into the planning of future experiences for the
phase. This type of formative evaluation was consistently carried out
for each phase of the Program, and became one of the primary vehicles
for change within the Program.
Issues Raised in Phase I
While students were asked to evaluate their Phase I experiences,
it is important to note that no particular changes were made in the struc-
ture or content of this phase as a result of their evaluations. The pri-
mary reason for this was that near the end of the first year of Phase I,
the School of Education began a required course for all Elementary Edu-
cation majors entitled "Kids, Schools and the School of Education" which
apparently would duplicate many of the experiences provided by Phase I.
Consequently, it was decided to discontinue Phase I in the fall of 1973,
making TEPAM a two-year, four-phase program. Their evaluations did
however, raise several issues which seem important to mention in this
section, and will be addressed more specifically in a later chapter.
Two major issues which developed initially in Phase I, but also
occurred in each of the other phases throughout the Program, were:
*Although Phase I was discontinued, it was decided for adminis-
trative convenience to maintain the numbering of Phases II through V
consistently throughout the duration of the Program.
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(1) the timing and sequencing of the content of the various experiences;
and (2) the amount and nature of the structure (direction) provided by
the Program and its staff—both issues more pointedly addressing the
ability of a program to adequately provide for a wide range of learning
styles, teaching styles and individual needs while still meeting program
goals and institutional needs. In general, regardless of the specific
activities or experiences offered, the unstated Program goal for Phase
I was that it provide an opportunity for students (in most cases. Phase
I was their first education course) to begin to play an active role in
their own learning, taking some personal responsibility for making the
experiences meaningful. This was in contrast to the Liberal Arts courses
they had experienced prior to this time which were primarily lectures,
papers and exams. Student concerns centered around whether the course
content of Phase I should be geared to practical, specific, usable in-
formation of a "how-to-do-it" nature, or to a more general theoretical
overview or context in which to ground their education experience. Some
students preferred stimulating, thought-provoking lectures, while others
had a preference for experience-oriented, discussion-centered seminars.
In actuality, although the course was designed to be experience and dis-
cussion-oriented, the number of students (approximately fifty per semes-
ter), the length of the session (three hours, one day a week at the end
of the school day~3 :00-6 :00 p.m.), led by the Principal of the school
(a role which traditionally was perceived by students as authoritarian)
,
generally discouraged discussion, and consequently the course became more
of a lecture than a discussion. While guest speakers were used,
and com-
the observation of a school committee meetingmon experiences such as
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were designed to focus discussions, the insecurities of fifty college
Freshmen and Sophomores coming together for three hours with practical-
ly no experience in education or in taking charge of their own learning
did not foster the informality desired by the course instructor.
Additionally, a perceived lack of clarity regarding the goals
of the Program was of concern to students in the first year of the Pro-
gram. This perception caused the Program staff the dilemma of dealing
with a range of students from those continually questioning and chal-
lenging—"What is it you expect me to do?"— to those defining their own
educational goals, and using the Program as the context in which to meet
them. The issue became one of finding the fine line between helping a
student develop skills in self-direction and self-assessment while at
the same time satisfying his or her need to know "this is the way it is."
It was specifically addressed by providing written statements of Program
goals and expectations in the second year of the Program.
Phase II
General Statement and Purpose
Phase II (The Child and His/Her World)* stressed learning theory
and child development with particular emphasis on the psychologies of
Piaget, Bruner and Erickson. During Phase II, each TEPAM student was
*The course title began as "Child and His World," but
came "Child and His/Her World" in response to consciousness-raising
ef
forts of the Women’s Liberation Movement and the School of
Education s
support in this direction.
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assigned two children in the school to observe and interact with on a
weekly basis over a two-year period. These experiences served as "mini-
labs" in conjunction with the theoretical component of the course, and
were designed to help students make connections between concrete exper-
iences with children and their reading and processing of the related
learning theory. Additionally, some of the students in this phase opted
to participate in some special training (receiving Independent Study
credit beyond Program credits) in remedial reading. They worked in
Mark’s Meadow under the supervision of the Reading Teacher with one to
four children each week in a tutorial mode for a minimum of three half-
hour periods per child.
Structure/Content
Phase II was a six-credit course which satisfied the Educational
Psychology requirement for Massachusetts certification. It provided:
1. A two-hour, twice-weekly seminar dealing with the theories and
concepts of child development through readings , lectures and
discussions
;
2. Concrete experiences (directed and self-assigned) observing and
interacting with two children of different ages and sexes for
approximately one hour a week; and
3 . Intensive, directed observations of classroom
environments,
teachers and children.
Students were expected to keep weekly logs of their
Interactions with
the children which would help them develop skills
In writing descriptive
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non-evaluative observations, as well as writing more anecdotal reflec-
tions and analyses of their experiences. They also began to develop a
repertoire of appropriate activities for children at various ages and
stages of development.
Personnel
Phase II seminars were conducted by one of the TEPAM staff mem-
bers (a graduate assistant or the Program Director) who developed the
course format and content each semester, and also coordinated and super-
vised the students’ observation and interaction experiences with the
children. After the initial assignment of the children, TEPAM students
were expected to confer regularly with their childrens' classroom teach-
ers for guidance in planning activities, diagnosing needs or any other
arrangements regarding their children. The TEPAM staff member respon-
sible for Phase II communicated with the classroom teachers throughout
the semester to assure a satisfactory, meaningful experience for both
the TEPAM students and the children. This communication lay the ground-
work for establishing a close working relationship between all of the
participants (TEPAM staff, teachers and students) which would be essen-
tial to the ongoing success of the total Program.
While the design of Phase II remained consistent in terms of
providing learning theory and practical application for the student,
the particular substance and content of Phase II was the aspect of the
Program that varied most throughout the existence of TEPAM. The course
was taught by graduate students who generally were involved in the
TEPAM
due to the nature of their own doctoral programs.Program for one year
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Each new instructor came in with his/her own areas of expertise and val-
ues which became the focus for that semester's theoretical content.
The result of this frequent change in personnel was that students re-
ceived somewhat different theoretical bases on which to build their fu-
ture participation in the school. For example, one semester, the stu-
dents received a potpourri of seminars on issues relating to child de-
velopment with no particular emphasis on any one set of theories. An-
other semester, students were taught a general systems approach to view-
ing learning in a broader context. In general, each Phase II course
focussed on educational psychology as it related to issues of learning,
child development and observational skills, with particular attention
paid to the theories of Piaget and Erickson. This was a direction which
reflected the underlying assumptions of the elementary school; and was
the bias from which graduate assistants were screened and chosen. They
were, however, encouraged to develop the course according to their own
expertise. While each of the Phase II experiences had relevance from
the instructor's point of view, the students' satisfaction with the
varied approaches in terms of the total sequence of their program was
mixed. These evaluations will be examined more thoroughly in the anal-
ysis of the data in a later chapter.
Evaluation Mechanisms in Phase II
Evaluation of the students occurred most frequently in the con-
text of the evaluation of specific assignments. Evaluation also oc-
curred through the assistance provided to students in the development
of observing, recording and teaching skills through the
format of the
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journal, written assignments and personal conferences. Students were
asked to evaluate their own growth in relation to specific learnings,
as well as to evaluate the structure and content of the course. Ex-
amples of two of the course evaluation sheets used have been included
in Appendices D-1 and D-2 to demonstrate the type and range of input
requested from the students which aided program staff in designing fu-
ture Phase II experiences.
Issues Raised in Phase II
As mentioned earlier, frequent personnel changes in the staffing
of Phase II, and a responsiveness to student input, brought about con-
siderable changes in the course content. One of the reasons the Phase
II experiences varied to such an extent and, in fact, the entire Program
for that matter, relates directly to the administrative philosophy of
the Director of the Program, as described earlier (see pages
In Phase II, some of the specific issues that were raised were:
1. Particular concerns regarding students’ interaction experiences
with children such as
:
a. How early in the semester should the interaction begin;
b. The importance of experiencing interaction with both boys
and girls of varying ages;
c. The actual time spent interacting with children versus the
time spent observing, recording, reading, and processing
the experience;
d. The types of activities undertaken (whether tutorial in
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nature, such as teaching a math skill; or informative
, such
as demonstrating and implementing a Piagetian task and ob-
serving the various stages of development)
;
e. The problems of developing relationships with those teachers
directly responsible for the children they have been assigned
to work with: who should initiate and structure the rela-
tionship; who should define the responsibilities and activ-
ities; who should assess the learnings for both students and
children;
f. Whether observations should be random or directed; and
g. Whether assignments should be required and standardized, or
voluntary and somewhat flexible.
2. Concerns relating to the particular content of Phase II focussed
on whether the course should deal with educational theory and
its applications in specific experiences and observations, or
methods and materials instruction which would more practically
prepare them for working in the classroom as student teachers.
For example, students who experienced the independent study
work of tutoring remedial reading during Phase II under the
guidance of the Reading Teacher stressed the value of this ex-
perience prior to their student teaching. Phase II also raised
the issue of whether it's possible to accommodate both active
and passive learning styles in a program philosophically grounded
in active learning.
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3. Students also expressed concern during Phase II over the organ-
ization of the content, and questioned the value of a potpourri
presentation and discussion (an overview of issues and philoso-
phies relating to child development and learning) as opposed to
a more organized, sequential and focussed approach to child de-
velopment. This concern also related to the issue of how much
reading and researching was necessary on the part of the stu-
dents to deal satisfactorily with the course content. The vari-
ous Phase II experiences ranged from one which required a heavy
dose of reading (from three to seven articles of varying lengths
per class meeting) with only minimal time for discussion of the
philosophies; to one where there was one text for the entire
semester dealing with general systems terminology and thinking.
The text was accompanied by directed observations and worksheets
to help students apply the principles in a school setting. The
stress was placed on understanding and internalizing general
systems concepts, and concurrently relating Piaget and Erickson
to that conceptual framework.
Phase III
General Statement and Purpose
Phase III was designed to be the "learning" or methods semester
in the classroom for TEPAM students. It provided a full semester
of
classroom experiences coordinated with weekly workshops in which
student
teaching, elementary school methods and curriculum development
were
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integrated. The primary responsibility for the teaching of these topics
was carried by the classroom teachers. While each TEPAM student was
assigned to a particular classroom teacher with whom they would work
full-time (Monday through Friday daily, 8:15 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.) for the
semester, the focus of the work was on learning about (1) specific teach-
ing methods and materials in the various curriculum areas; and (2) class-
room management techniques for working with individuals and small groups
under the guidance of the classroom teacher. Students planned and led
activities for small groups and worked one-to-one with individual chil-
j but were not expected to assume full teaching responsibility un-
til their second semester of student teaching (Phase V)—thus, the dis-
tinction between the "learning" semester and the "teaching" semester.
Structure/ Content
The Phase III semester satisfied the Massachusetts certification
requirements for Elementary Methods (six credits)
,
Student Teaching (six
credits), and Curriculum Development (three credits).
Student teacher placement . Phase III student teachers were each
assigned to a particular classroom teacher on the basis of a mutual se-
lection process and contingent upon space available. This selection
process included the following steps:
1. Each potential student teacher was asked to list their first
three choices for classroom placement indicating the teacher's
name, if there was a specific request, or simply the grade
level/age level of the children they preferred to work with if
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there was no specific request. This initial selection on the
part of the students was made primarily on the basis of their
directed and voluntary observations in Phase II, and their ex-
periences interacting with the two children and their respective
teachers. The selection process occasionally included other
more informal Information gathering, usually initiated by the
student such as interviews with prospective teachers, discus-
sions with their TEPAM advisor or Program Director, conversations
with former interns, and informal sharing of perceptions among
the potential student teachers.
2. Teachers were asked to state a preference, if they had one, in-
dicating both those student teachers they would like to work
with and those they didn’t feel they could work with based on
contacts they had had with the student’s prior work in the Pro-
gram. Generally, the teachers had very limited knowledge of the
students and were unable to state a preference unless they had
strong feelings or impressions about a particular Phase II stu-
dent with whom they had worked. Occasionally, teachers requested
interviews with students who were interested in teaching in
their classrooms to aid in the selection process.
3. Finally, the decision rested with the TEPAM staff, and in par-
ticular the Program Director, in consultation with the Phase II
instructor (s) who had the best first-hand knowledge about the
students’ abilities, interests and personalities. Whenever pos-
sible, students were given their first choice; but since it was
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a Program responsibility to place student teachers in all of the
thirteen classrooms of the school, some adjustments had to be
made based on the best judgements of the staff. An additional
consideration in the placement was that the students not only
had to be matched with an appropriate teacher, but also with
anywhere from one to three other student teachers who also would
be teaching in the same classroom. As was mentioned earlier, at
the outset of the Program, due to the large number of students
admitted, it was necessary to place two Phase III student teach-
ers and two Phase V student teachers in each classroom. The con-
sequences, both positive and negative, of so many teachers in a
classroom were multiple, and will be discussed thoroughly in a
later chapter. But it should be noted that as the Program
evolved, the numbers of student teachers per classroom decreased
to two, and finally one, as the Program began to phase out.
Methods, materials and curriculum development instruction . When
the Program began, the first Phase III experience (spring of 1972) con-
sisted primarily of whatever experiences or opportunities were provided
by the classroom teacher. At that time, the classroom teacher had the
sole responsibility for the students’ methods, materials and curriculum
development instruction, as well as their supervision and final evalua-
tion for that phase of the Program. This was supplemented by a weekly
two-hour seminar (one day a week immediately after school) led by the
Program Director, and served primarily as a support group for the shar-
ing of experiences and problems.
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As the Program evolved, student and teacher responses all strong-
ly suggested the need for more formalized instruction in teaching methods
and curriculum development from a broader perspective than that which
could be provided in the single classroom context. Consequently, a var-
iety of workshop formats were developed over the next several semesters
in an attempt to respond to their requests. It is important to point
out that throughout the development of the Program, the classroom teach-
ers always held the primary responsibility for the methods and curriculum
instruction for the students (whether it was handled individually, in
teams or in workshops) with the TEPAM Director and graduate assistants
providing administrative support (coordinating, facilitating, provision-
ing, supervising, etc.). Since the Program was school-based, in addi-
tion to the classroom teachers, many of the specialist teachers in the
school (counselor, art teacher, gym teacher, music teacher, foreign lan-
guage teacher, reading/learning disabilities teacher) often shared in
the responsibilities for leading workshops, although this was not an ex-
pectation, and they received no compensation for their services.
The following workshop formats were developed as teachers, stu-
dent teachers and TEPAM staff began to diagnose and determine priorities
based on these indicators:
1. Need/value for student teacher;
2. Interest/value to teacher;
3. Preparation required for teachers (planning, making materials,
creating environment)
;
A. Time required for teachers (planning, preparation,
workshop, and
follow-through)
;
5.
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Availability of materials and resources; and
6. Conflict with classroom priorities.
Workshop Format Descriptions
Potpourri (Fall, 1972) . A full week of workshop offerings on
different topics, each approximately one hour long, with several pre-
sentations going on simultaneously from which students would select
those sessions they were interested in attending. The sessions were
led by teachers, students. University faculty, and doctoral students.
Workshop topics and offerings presented were selected based on infor-
mation gathered from teachers, students and faculty. Workshop sessions
were evaluated individually and collectively to aid in the development
of future workshops (see Appendix E-1 for planning document; Appendix
E-2 for sample schedule; and Appendix E-3 for sample evaluation sheets).
Weekly theme (Spring, 1973 and Spring, 1974) . Approximately
sixteen workshops, initially one full day every week (9:00 a.m. to 2:30
p.m.), and later one morning each week (8:30 a.m. to 12:00 Noon). Each
workshop was planned by a team of three to four teachers spanning all
grade levels, and each had a different theme. The workshops attempted
to provide a brief overview to the curriculum area or educational issue
being presented, some practical experience with relevant materials, and
exposure to a range of teaching styles, grade levels and curriculum
ex-
pertise as represented by the teachers leading the workshops (see
Appen-
dix E-4 for calendar; Appendix E-5 for sample schedules; and
Appendix
E-6 for sample evaluation sheet)
.
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Three-week theme (Fall, 1973) . These workshops dealt with the
five basic curriculum areas (reading, math, social studies, science,
and aesthetics); and met one morning each week in five three-week cycles.
They were planned by teams of three to four teachers spanning the ele-
mentary grade levels K-6. Week one introduced the topic and provided an
overview; week two provided hands-on participation with commercial and
teacher-made curriculum materials, and also materials created by stu-
dents; week three provided students with an opportunity to evaluate
themselves and to extend their learning (where am I now and what do I
still want/need to know?). Each workshop included suggested activities
for students to extend their learnings in the classroom with children
under the supervision of their classroom teacher, and an opportunity to
share their experiences with other students in the following workshop
(see Appendix E-7 for sample workshop schedule, and Appendix E-8 for
Program Expectation Sheet).
Jam sessions (Fall, 1973) . This format was designed to supple-
ment the weekly workshops with presentations and question/answer ses-
sions scheduled for one hour, one afternoon a week. Topics were gener-
ated by the interns such as "Rainy Day Activities," or "What To Do On
The First Day Of School," or "Techniques for Job Interviews." The ses-
sions were led by two to three classroom teachers who were invited to
each session on a voluntary basis, and a TEPAM graduate assistant (see
Appendix E-9 for sample planning sheet).
A discussion of the analysis and evaluation of the
various work'
shop formats will follow in a later chapter.
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Personnel
In addition to classroom and workshop expectations, each Phase III
student was assigned a supervisor/advisor by the Program (a graduate assis-
tant) who was responsible for meeting regularly with the student teacher
throughout the semester, and for working cooperatively with the classroom
teacher and the student toward agreed objectives. The supervisor was ex-
pected to observe particular lessons and teaching activities of the stu-
dent teacher, discuss and evaluate the lessons, make recommendations for
appropriate next steps, advise the student regarding additional course
work that could supplement or extend their experience, and to provide a
written recommendation describing strengths and weaknesses for the stu-
dent’s placement file (if requested by the student). This recommendation
was not intended to be the student’s final recommendation because another
full semester of student teaching was expected. However, in a few cases,
students found it necessary to leave the Program after Phase III for a
variety of reasons; and in these cases, the Phase III evaluation became
their final recommendation.* Additionally, a Program end-of-the-semester
evaluation process was consistently implemented in which the classroom
teacher, student teacher and the college supervisor together discussed
and assessed the student’s progress for that semester. (Specific evalua-
tion procedures will be discussed further in the following evaluation
mechanism section for Phase III.) The supervisor was often called upon
to facilitate teacher-intern relationships, and to counsel student teachers
regarding problems of a personal nature as well as their teaching concerns.
*One semester of student teaching (six credits) was more than
sufficient to satisfy Massachusetts’ certification requirements,
although
it was not sufficient to meet TEPAM Program requirements.
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Evaluation Mechanisms In Phase III
By the time students reached Phase III of the Program, a full
range of evaluation tools and techniques were operational for them.
They were expected not only to diagnose and evaluate children's learn-
ing, but to evaluate their own teaching, specific workshop experiences
and their total Program experience to that point. Guidance in their
evaluation of children's learning was provided by the classroom teach-
er, while particular tools to aid in self-evaluation and Program eval-
uation were developed by the TEPAM staff in cooperation with the Mark's
Meadow teachers
.
I^^ibially (Fall, 1971 and Spring, 1972), the student evaluation
consisted of a checklist of specific teaching skills which was completed
separately by the classroom teacher and the student teacher, shared and
discussed with one another, and then signed by both, indicating agree-
ment on the evaluation (see Appendix E-10) . Subsequently, other stu-
dent evaluation forms were developed to improve the process in an at-
tempt to place the emphasis more on formative assessments (which involved
more self-evaluation on the part of the student teacher; and allowed for
ongoing changes in experiences to meet their developing needs) rather
than the summative
,
semester-end evaluation (which usually informed
students of weaknesses when it was too late to remedy them) . This ap-
proach also dealt more directly with the Program's goal of helping stu-
dents acquire the necessary skills for self-evaluation and self-devel-
opment. For individual student evaluations, the particular tools used
in the TEPAM Program evolved in the following ways
:
8A
1- (Fall, 1972 and Spring, igTS) . An open-ended series of guide-
lines for evaluation which were completed separately by stu-
dents, classroom teacher and college supervisor asking them to
list specific areas of strength, as well as areas requiring more
experience. These forms were then brought to a meeting of the
three participants, and used as guidelines for discussing the
student’s progress and for recommending appropriate next steps.
The thrust of this particular tool was that it would be used as
a planning guide for the remainder of their undergraduate exper-
ience; and would encourage students to begin to assume more re-
sponsibility for seeking out the experiences and resources that
would help them develop the teaching competencies they felt
were important (see Appendix E-11)
.
2. (Fall, 1973) . A checklist (summative in nature), coupled with
an observation checklist (formative in nature) , which was devel-
oped cooperatively by teachers and TEPAM staff.
a. The summative form attempted to deal with teachers’ concerns
1) How to provide information that would be specific and
useful to both the student and the Program;
2) Cover the full range of skills, knowledge and attitudes;
3) Be relatively easy for all to use; and
4) Which would facilitate for teachers and supervisors
the
writing of a final recommendation in a way that would
contribute meaningfully to the student’s placement cre-
dentials (see Appendix E-12)
.
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b. The formative observation sheet was a checklist Intended
to focus the observations of both teachers and supervisors,
and was to be used periodically throughout the semester
checking those Items where evidence of the skill had been
demonstrated, and leaving blank those Items which had not
been demonstrated. This provided guidance In determining
appropriate future experiences for the student (see Appen-
dix E-13).
3. (Spring, 1974 and Fall, 1974) . An adaptation of the forms de-
scribed In Number 2, but one which further developed the stu-
dent’s Involvement In the process. It consisted of two basic
competencies, but were arranged In a different format to accom-
modate the different purposes. The Student Record Form asked
the student to monthly "take stock" of their teaching experi-
ences, and to Indicate:
a. Whether or not they had experienced a particular skill;
b. Whether they desired more experience or training with that
skill;
c. Whether they already felt competent to use the skill effec-
tively, whenever appropriate; and
d. To describe specific examples of how the skill had been used.
There was a place for the teacher or supervisor to respond to
the student's assessment of each skill with their own observa-
tions or assessments. Additionally, the form provided a place
for students to list the materials and textbooks experienced
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during their internship in the various curriculum areas, as well
as particular curriculum units they had developed and taught
(see Appendix E-14)
. The Observation Form simply supported the
Student Record Form by organizing the various competencies on
an observation sheet which could then be used by classroom teach-
ers, supervisors or other student teachers, to indicate observed
areas of strength, areas where progress was being made, or areas
Particular attention needed to be paid (see Appendix E—15)
.
(Spring, 1975) . An assessment tool used in the TEPAM Program
developed by a graduate assistant in the Program as a part of
his doctoral dissertation on the supervision process.* This
tool asked students to select particular values they held regard-
ing their ovm teaching, and to identify classroom indicators
which could be used to measure whether or not their teaching be-
havior was congruent with their values. This process included
both pre-observation conferences with the student teacher to
identify areas of focus for the observation, and post-observa-
tion conferences to provide descriptive feedback by the super-
visor to the student teacher on those pre-identif ied areas.
Additionally, students were asked to state their philosophy of
education and their assumptions about how children learn several times
throughout the semester to help them clarify and articulate their views
*For a more complete description and evaluation of this method
of supervision, the reader is referred to the doctoral dissertation of
Robert Fitzmaurice, School of Education, University of Massachusetts,
1978.
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of teaching, and to continually self-evaluate as they examined the con-
gruency between their goals, values, philosophies, and behaviors. The
process was one which, in contrast with earlier evaluation processes,
^sked students to identify the teaching competencies important to them,
with the Program supporting the development of these competencies, as
opposed to having a range of specific competencies defined and developed
by the Program (see Appendix E-16)
.
In addition to the student evaluation processes described above,
all students were also asked to evaluate the total Program in the spring
of 1973, based on their experiences to that point (see Appendix E-17)
.
Concurrently, teachers were interviewed regarding their perceptions of
the strengths and weaknesses of the Program; and these evaluations were
then incorporated into the further implementation of the Program. This
evaluation, in particular, lends useful perspective to the final Program
evaluation. The final evaluation was conducted after the Program was
phased out and is the substance of Chapter V in this dissertation. (See
Appendix E-18 for questions asked to teachers in interviews.)
Issues Raised in Phase III
Questions raised and frequently addressed throughout the Program
pertaining to Phase III will be described in this section in order to
identify the issues while student, teacher and Program responses to
these issues will be discussed and analyzed further in a later chapter.
The issues are categorized to aid the reader in understanding the per-
spective of the issue, although in many cases, the categories overlap
and interrelate.
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Student teacher issues
. Probably the greatest issue to be con-
sidered throughout TEPAM which was equally of concern to teachers, TEPAM
students and TEPAM staff was the issue of the number of student teachers
that could reasonably and effectively participate in a single classroom
for the good of all concerned. Teachers were concerned about too many
adults helping children when one of their stated goals was developing
independence in the children. Teachers were also concerned with being
able to provide adequate training and supervision for all of their stu-
dent teachers with regard to individual needs and interests and abilities.
There were several other related issues of concern regarding stu-
dent teachers. The pros and cons of group supervision versus individual
supervision were considered, and teachers tried to find a balance that
was reasonable and manageable. This often required supervision skills
for which the teachers were not adequately prepared. They also needed
to balance the needs and abilities of two distinct levels of student
teachers, as mentioned earlier, in order to provide responsibilities ap-
propriate for each student teacher.
Content issues . As in the other phases of TEPAM, the issue of
the timing and sequence of the methods and materials instruction was al
so raised in Phase III. The dilemma often discussed among student teach-
ers and teachers was whether it was more useful to get the training
about teaching techniques and materials prior to the classroom experience,
or to get to know children and their needs, and then learn about the
techniques and materials appropriate to the situation. The concern
was
also raised as to whether classroom teachers could reasonably
be expected
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to be the sole providers of a student teacher's methods and curriculum
instruction, or whether it should more realistically be shared by Uni-
versity faculty members, college supervisors and classroom teachers.
Another issue that was raised was whether there should be uniform pro-
gram expectations for all students, or flexible expectations based on
student needs and interests in conjunction with the values, priorities,
expertise, and interest of the classroom teachers. Consideration was
given to whether it was important to have defined teacher competencies
or self-selected and self-designed teacher competencies based on student
needs and interests. Another overriding issue in Phase III, as well as
other phases, was whether it was adequate for a student to receive his/
her teacher training in a single setting with a particular philosophy
(as in the TEPAM Program)
,
or in a variety of settings with their vary-
ing perspectives.
Classroom teacher issues . Consideration was given to issues such
as the importance and/or need for matching student and teacher in regard
to styles of teaching, personalities, philosophies, strengths, and weak-
nesses. Inherent in this issue was who should do the choosing—teacher,
student teacher, program or some combination of all of these. It also
became necessary to address the issue of whether all teachers in a
school "should" work with student teachers, and whether this should be
an option or a requirement. If teachers were given the option of work-
ing with student teachers, this meant that there would need to be some
selection criteria determined. The ramification of this issue in a
school-based program (where the expectation is that all of the teachers
will be involved in the teacher education program) became evident. As
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this issue was addressed, discussion and interest centered around differ-
entiated staffing possibilities, and whether responsibilities could be
defined in different ways so that teachers could become involved in teach-
er education in their areas of strength and expertise, rather than re-
quiring everyone to become involved in the daily responsibilities of
training and supervising and interacting with student teachers.
The pros and cons of having first year teachers responsible for
supervising student teachers were debated. While many first-year teach-
ers can be very sensitive to needs and experiences appropriate for stu-
dent teachers because of their o^^n recent experiences, their energy of-
ten needs to be fully directed into curriculum planning and classroom
management which leaves them little time or energy for supervising a stu-
dent teacher. They also would lack the training and experience necessary
for guiding and evaluating the activities of another adult, most often a
peer. This raised the larger issue of what is the nature and the amount
of training required or desirable for classroom teachers to be able to
assume supervisory responsibility for student teachers.
Another issue receiving special attention was how much time,
energy and effort can reasonably be expected of classroom teachers in
their role as supervisors and trainers in addition to their full-time
daily responsibilities in their work with children, parents and teachers.
Related to this issue was the question of whether it was realistic or ap-
propriate for the classroom teacher to be the sole supervisor of the
stu-
dent teacher, or whether this supervision was most appropriately
shared
by University personnel and the classroom teacher.
Compensation for the
increased responsibilities of the classroom teacher was also
examined.
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and consideration was given to a range of alternatives that would be
considered as acceptable and valued compensation for their efforts.
University supervisor issues . The issues raised regarding the
University supervisor included:
1. The type and quality of supervision reasonable to provide for
any individual student teacher;
2. Particular time expectations of supervisors in their various jobs
of conferencing, observing, instructing, providing resources, ad-
vising, and counseling. More specifically, the issue of the fre-
quency of these interactions was of concern. Access and availa-
bility of supervisor to student teachers whether "on-call", or
at regularly scheduled times, were raised; and the value of in-
frequent, poorly-timed observations and conferences were examined.
The time expectations on supervisors also raised the issue of
what constitutes a reasonable case load per semester for super-
visors, if the supervision is being done by a graduate assistant
on a twenty-hour a week assistantship , or even a professor with
several courses to teach;
3. Another important issue raised in Phase III was to what extent
should personal counseling become a part of a supervisor's re-
sponsibility to student teachers. Too often, students' personal
problems became a major factor influencing their ability to suc-
cessfully carry out their teaching responsibilities;
4. Whether or not prior classroom teaching experience was necessary
for successful supervision was often raised by students and
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teachers, since supervisors with a wide range of backgrounds
and experiences were employed on the TEPAM staff.
General issues . TVo of the more general issues raised by the
TEPAM Program throughout its existence were the nature of the two se-
mesters of teaching requirement, and the advisability of the principal
serving as a supervisor of student teachers and the director of teacher
education program.
Students in the TEPAM Program who followed the prescribed se-
quence of semesters would end up doing their student teaching in the
same semester each year. For example, taking Phase Ill-Student Teaching
in the fall semester, the student would have his/her Phase IV experience
in the spring, and would return to the classroom in the fall for Phase V
—their second student teaching experience. Thus, both of their class-
room teaching experiences would occur in fall semesters. Serious con-
cern was raised as to whether this sequence was as appropriate as giving
a student a full-year cycle in the classroom so as to experience a great-
er range of classroom rhythms. Then students would not only have the
opportunity to see how the school year started, but how children pro-
gressed through an entire year.
Regarding the Principal’s role as supervisor, there was a complex
range of considerations from the amount of time involved in conferencing,
observing and critiquing a student teacher along with the already full-
time obligations of the job, to the implications of the Principal’s com-
ments to the student teacher on the classroom teacher because of his
role
as evaluator of teachers. For example, how can a principal
criticize
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a student teacher's technique or approach in a particular lesson which
was developed cooperatively by the teacher and student teacher without
its having implications for the classroom teacher. There were also com-
plications arising from the dual role of the Principal serving as the
teacher education Program Director. These complications were primarily
concerned with the lack of time necessary to perform both jobs satisfac-
torily, and the possible conflict of interest where the "best" interests
of the school or classroom teacher may have been in conflict with the
'best" interests of the student teacher. In such a conflict, the school
consideration generally required a higher priority, and could leave stu-
dents feeling dissatisfied with the process.
In many cases, individual students in cooperation with the Program
attempted to work out their own resolution to some of the above issues so
as to maximize their own experiences. But the issues themselves remained,
and became the subject of the questionnaires developed for this study.
The study is intended to explore and examine these more fully as general
issues rather than as individual problems to be solved.
Phase IV
General Statement and Purpose
Phase IV of the TEPAM Program provided students with a semester
removed from the elementary school setting, and a return to the Univer-
sity setting. This semester was designed to allow students time to com-
plete University requirements and take additional methods courses based
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on needs that had been identified during their first semester of student
teaching in the classroom. This phase also allowed for and encouraged
students to take time for reflection and internalization of their class-
room and other educational experiences, in preparation for their final
semester of student teaching and a career in education.
Structure/ Content
Since Phase IV was designed to occur outside of the elementary
school setting, there was no particular structure or content provided
by the Program. Students were advised prior to this semester regarding
appropriate courses to take, and although advisors were available through-
out this phase if they were needed, students were generally discouraged
from returning to the school. There were two major reasons for this.
It was felt that to truly encourage and allow for reflection on the pre-
vious semester's experiences, students should be isolated from and re-
lieved of any school-related responsibilities, or even the temptation
to continue relationships and become involved in ongoing classroom activ-
ities. Additionally, it seemed reasonable to ask student teachers to
stay away from their classrooms of the previous semester so that chil-
dren and their "new” student teachers could develop a working relation-
ship without having to deal with the complexities involved in having the
"old" student teachers dropping in from time to time. While this request
was generally respected, there were many students who expressed concern
about this arrangement, and were not as convinced as the Program staff
of the need for being removed so completely from the elementary school
context. Many students expressed a desire to maintain some kind of
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connection with the Program during this phase even if it was just social
in nature. It is interesting to note, however, that some students who
expressed these concerns at the time they were happening expressed their
appreciation for having been "forced" to stay away from the school in
their evaluation of the experience following the completion of the Pro-
gram. This will be discussed more fully in the analysis of the data in
a later section.
Personnel
Since students were taking regular University courses or doing
independent study xrork during this semester, personnel services were
mainly provided by University professors and instructors. However, the
TEPAM Program Director, staff and classroom teachers were all available
for being contacted by Phase IV students as needed, even though they did
not have particular responsibilities during this phase. Frequently, at
the beginning of the semester, the graduate assistants or Program Director
were called upon for advising regarding course changes. In general, how-
ever, the Program staff was involved with responsibilities for the other
phases of the Program.
Evaluation Mechanisms for Phase IV
There was no attempt to structure student or program evaluation
during Phase IV although students were strongly encouraged to self-eval-
uate as they reflected on their prior student teaching experiences in
connection with their present methods courses. In some instances, students
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took advantage of this semester for establishing their placement files,
getting their credentials in order, and initiating their search for
teaching positions following graduation.
Issues Raised in Phase IV
The major issue that was raised during Phase IV related to the
particular sequence of this phase: whether it was better to occur after
a full year of classroom experience, between the two semesters of class-
room experience, or whether it was necessary at all. While the Program
allowed some flexibility in the sequence of the phases due to personal
circumstances (for example, in some instances it allowed for early grad-
uation for students facing financial difficulty), in general, the regular
sequence of the Program was maintained for most of the students. One of
the consequences of the Phase IV semester was that at times, students
had identified courses needed to round out their experiences, in which
registration was not possible (due to such things as course overload,
shortage of course offerings available on the subject, or limits by in-
structors to students in particular programs). As a result, occasionally
it became necessary for Program staff members to supervise Independent
Study work in various curriculum areas to accommodate student needs.
Phase V
General Statement and Purpose
Phase V of TEPAM provided students with a full "teaching" semes-
ter in the classroom in which students were expected to return to the
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same classroom as their Phase III experience, assuming responsibilities
as an "adjunct staff member." During this semester, Phase V students
were expected to work in support of each other assuming or sharing most
of the teaching responsibilities with the classroom teacher. Phase Vs
were also expected to play an important role in teaching Phase Ill's
about curriculum materials, teaching techniques, lesson planning, and
curriculum development
.
As a point of clarification regarding the distinction between
Phase III s and Phase Vs, it should be noted that teachers had not pre-
viously experienced supervising student teachers on two different levels
in the same classroom, one group having had no prior methods instruction.
They also had not experienced having four additional adults with varying
abilities, needs and interests in the room to coordinate and direct.
These concerns, coupled with their lack of a clear understanding regard-
ing the distinction they were expected to make betv/een Phase Ill’s and
Phase V’s, contributed to the fact that the distinction between the two
phases never really occurred. For the most part, both student teaching
semesters in TEPAM became full-time teaching semesters, with Phase Vs
generally being given more responsibilities and more opportunities for
being "in charge" than Phase III students, and Phase Ill’s struggling
along to provide the teaching expected of them without having received
previous training in methods work to help facilitate the process.
Structure/ Content
Phase V provided students with fifteen credits of Supervised In-
ternship, and required them to meet most of the same expectations required
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by the school system of the regular classroom teacher. They were ex-
pected to be in school each day from 8:15 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., and to fol-
low the school's schedule for vacations, as opposed to the University's
schedule. They were responsible for planning and preparation of lessons
and activities daily, and were expected to call in and leave appropriate
work for the children if they were to be absent (just as a classroom
teacher would be expected to leave plans for a substitute teacher)
.
Most of the Phase V's returned to the same classroom for their student
teaching, although as the Program evolved and the job market began to
change, they began to request changes to other grade levels.
There were no workshops or seminars provided for Phase V students
during the school day, since it was expected that they would have teach-
ing responsibilities that would make it difficult for them to arrange to
be out of the classroom. There were, however, special sessions planned
throughout the semester following the end of the school day, and occa-
sionally in the evening to try to accommodate some of the special needs
of students about to be thrust upon the job market. Sessions dealing
with setting up a placement file, techniques for job interviews and sug-
gestions for developing a portfolio of personal teaching ideas and ma-
terials were provided. Additionally, students were occasionally given
days off from their classroom responsibilities at their request, to go
for job interviews, to observe in other school systems, or to process
some of the voluminous paperwork required for placement folders, letters
of application for positions, etc. Phase V students were also given the
opportunity to attend particular Phase III workshops or jam sessions be-
ing offered if they felt they would be valuable, although
for a variety
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of reasons more frequently they ended up staying in their classrooms
teaching and feeling the frustration caused by the dilemma of wanting
and needing to be two places at once. For example, students who had
daily teaching responsibilities for particular groups of children felt
uneasy about leaving the classroom to attend workshops because of the
complications this created. Also, at times, there was no real choice
because the Phase V intern was needed to manage the classroom while the
classroom teacher was out of the room leading the workshop or jam ses-
sion.
Personnel
The Program personnel involved with Phase V students were the
same as those working with Phase Ill’s; namely, the Program Director,
graduate assistants as supervisors, and classroom teachers from the
Mark's Meadow staff. Their responsibilities were the same as those de-
scribed in Phase III (see page 82)
,
but the focus of their attention
was more on the refinements of the teaching process for the interns
rather than on identifying weaknesses and remedying them, although both
occurred. The intensity of the supervision concentrated on the final
written recommendation for the student’s placement file; and the counsel-
ing and facilitating of the intern’s articulation of teaching philosophy,
teaching style, assumptions about children's learning, writing a resume,
and the development of a portfolio of materials that would best summar-
ize their teaching experiences to that point. The Program staff also
served as a liaison between school systems seeking teachers and prospec-
tive students looking for employment. On one occasion, the Program hosted
LOO
a luncheon for personnel directors and principals from several school
systems around the state to provide interns an informal opportunity to
discuss concerns relating to the job market and the "real world"; and
to help them begin to establish contacts with potential employers.
Evaluation Mechanisms for Phase V
The process for evaluation for Phase V students was exactly the
same as that described for Phase III students in an earlier section (see
pages 83 87); and therefore will not be repeated here. The only ap-
parent difference in the process was one of quality—Phase V students
having experienced the process previously were better able to diagnose
and identify their own strengths and weaknesses, and to make recommenda-
tions and pursue alternative solutions for themselves. They also were
able to gain insights into their own teaching styles and concerns as
they helped Phase Ill’s evaluate and discuss their teaching experiences.
Issues Raised in Phase V
The major issue to be raised in Phase V as a result of the forma-
tive evaluation conducted with students and teachers as described earlier,
was one that recurred in each of the other phases, and was described as
a student teaching issue in the Phase III issues section (see pages 87
and 88) . This was the issue of sequence and timing of the particular
experiences provided for the student teachers. For many students, the
Phase V student teaching semester was the period when they felt most
ready to absorb and understand the theory and underlying assumptions
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regarding the teaching/learning process, but a period when they had the
least amount of time to attend workshops, jam sessions and meetings to
process this information. They became consumed with their full-time,
day-to-day teaching responsibilities while they were feeling the need
for information and understandings that they had the time for in Phase
III, but not the "need to know." Many of the other issues for Phase V
students were also concerns to Phase III students and were described
earlier. Issues relating to the degree of responsibility a student
teacher should have, the amount of responsibility a student teacher
realistically can have with four other adults in the room, the quality
of supervision, flexibility in the sequence of the phases, timing of the
student teaching experience in relation to fall or spring semester. Pro-
gram vs. individual student responsibility for information regarding
placement advising, job interviews and applications, and resume-writing
were raised in both Phases III and V. These issues will be addressed in
the analysis of the students* responses to these questions in Chapter V.
Interface Between the TEPAM Program
and Mark*s Meadow School
It was in the context of I'lark's Meadow and the School of Education
that the TEPAM Program operated with the specific goal of training pre-
service teachers, but further to help them develop life-long learning
skills and attitudes that could be transferred to a variety of situations
even beyond the classroom/school context. Because a stated goal of
the
TEPAM Program was to provide experiences compatible and consistent
with
the Mark’s Meadow philosophy and environment, it became
essential that
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ways be developed in which ongoing communication and evaluation would
occur among the students. Program staff, Principal/Director, and the
teachers to assure responsiveness to the changing needs of all parti-
cipants. It was this collaboration and interaction among the elementary
school, the University, the TEPAM Program, and the students (as described
in the previous section) that encouraged TEPAM’ s evolution into a re-
sponsive pre-service teacher training program responding not only to the
needs of the participants, but also to the demands of an over-supplied
job market. The Program also created an important vehicle for helping
Mark’s Meadow teachers renew themselves and grow professionally as a re-
sult of their involvement in the Program. Teachers began to find inter-
esting, creative ways to share their expertise with students and col-
leagues, and took advantage of the introspection and close examination
of their own teaching to adapt and revise it with new insight and a re-
newed enthusiasm.
The following chapter will describe the research methodology
used in this study to evaluate the TEPAM Program, and the procedures
used to collect data from the various Program participants (students,
teachers, supervisors, principal, and program directors) to determine
the strengths and limitations of TEPAM as a school-based pre-service
program.
CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction and Rationale for Research Methodology
When the writer first undertook this study on the TEPAM Program,
Intended that the study and dissertation would be modeled after
an action research study or a demonstration project dissertation format.
It would Include the appropriate documentation and analysis of the de-
velopment and Implementation of the TEPAM Program with recommendations
regarding TEPAM as a model for future teacher education programs, but
with minimal emphasis on the evaluation of the Program. However, as the
research got fully underway and the returns from the questionnaires be-
gan coming In, It became evident that both the quality and quantity of
the Information being received was such that a more serious evaluation
of the Program could and should be pursued. The Information received
was both specific and detailed to the extent that the real Issues raised
throughout the Program could be addressed and analyzed, and the overrid-
ing question of "What really makes a difference In a teacher education
program?" could be examined with a thoroughness not anticipated when the
design for the study was developed. It was determined by the writer that
an Intensive process study such as that supported by Cronbach (1963) In-
volving extensive measurement and thorough description could contribute
significantly to present knowledge about teacher education programs.
Thus the decision was made to extend the evaluative focus of the study.
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During the period of time the TEPAM Program was being developed
and implemented (1971-1975), the Teacher Preparation Program Council
(TPPC, later the Teacher Education Council—TEC—of the School of Educa-
tion, University of Massachusetts), serving as the coordinating council
for all teacher education programs in the School of Education, was con-
commitantly developing an evaluation mechanism for all of its programs.
A course was offered to graduate students by Dr. Horace Reed who served
as the chairperson for that council, entitled Design and Evaluation of
Teacher Education Programs . Most of the graduate students who partici-
pated in this course (this writer included) held responsibilities for
directing or supervising teacher education programs presently in opera-
tion in the school, and were expected to conduct some kind of ongoing
evaluation of their respective programs. In addition to examining and
reviewing their own teacher education programs, these graduate students
were also asked to help develop a questionnaire that would increase the
information known about the various programs and their graduates, and
would help the TEC make decisions regarding changes and priorities in
teacher education programs. The development of this questionnaire in
1973 (which was based on a similar questionnaire developed in 1972, and
has been modified yearly and distributed to all graduates from the School
of Education teacher preparation programs since that time) (Reed et al .
,
1973-1976 ) was highly influential in the selection of the research meth-
odology for this dissertation.
An important limitation of this study from its conception, and
one of which the writer was fully aware, was the personal involvement
of the researcher in the development, implementation and evaluation
of
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the TEPAM Program, and the effect this involvement might have on the
process. The writer's involvement with the Program was initially that
of the graduate assistant sharing in the advising, supervising and in-
struction responsibilities of the TEPAM staff, and later as a graduate
associate serving as co-director of the Program. Throughout the exis-
tence of TEPAM and subsequently to the present time, the writer has, at
various times, also served as the secretary to the Principal of the
school, and a classroom teacher in Mark's Meadow School for several years.
The researcher was concerned about the effect of this personal
involvement on the validity and reliability of the study; and initially,
it was decided to minimize the evaluation portion of the study. However,
as the School of Education questionnaires were distributed each year, and
the results were tabulated and analyzed, the TEPAM Program emerged con-
sistently as one of the top three programs (out of approximately nineteen
programs) . The School of Education studies demonstrated that all of its
teacher education programs were not equally valued by their participants;
and, in fact, there were a great many programs that were not highly val-
ued by the participants. Since all teacher education students presumably
had the same kinds of anxieties regarding the job market, and all stu-
dents were given the opportunity to select the program that most closely
corresponded to their interests, it seems especially appropriate to ex-
amine programs which were valued more highly by their participants an
evaluation consistently accorded to the TEPAM Program in these studies
by its graduates. Because of this outside evaluation, there was a cred-
ibility base for conducting a further, more specific evaluation of
the
Program. It was determined that a similar questionnaire specifically
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relating to the TEPAM Program and its components and history could be
developed. The results could then be compared with the surveys done by
the School of Education to examine more closely the significance of the
responses. It was the impetus of this outside evaluation that encour-
aged the researcher to develop a very detailed questionnaire for both
students and teachers involved in TEPAM based on their perceptions of
the Program.
The literature was reviewed carefully regarding participant-
observation limitations and guidelines for designing questionnaires that
would minimize bias and prejudice in the questions being asked. These
problems seem to be inherent in using the human instrument for gathering
and evaluating interpersonal data, whether the process used is written
or oral.
The operation of unconscious factors in observation, the influence
of anxiety on how and what is seen, and the effect of the observer’s
personal interests, values and orientation are problems which are
present in any research in which interaction of human beings in be-
ing studied (Schwartz and Schwartz, 1955).
The challenge for social science researchers, therefore, according to
the advice offered by Schwartz and Schwartz in "Problems in Participant
Observation," is to "continue to refine and sensitize the human instru-
ment to insure greater validity of the data gathered." It was determined
after weighing the pros and cons of this limitation, that the possibili-
ties for clarifying and illuminating the overriding focus of the study
namely, "Was it a successful Program?" and "What specifically made a dif-
ference? were important enough findings to risk the hazards of partici-
pant involvement as long as precautions could be taken that would
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anticipate and minimize these biases. It was additionally felt that
while the close personal involvement of the writer with TEPAM and the
Mark's Meadow School and the natural relationships developed throughout
this period do present possible biases to both the collection of the
data; and to the discussion and analysis of the Program, they also pro-
vide a variety of roles and background experiences which afford the
writer several unique perspectives for examining closely the strengths
and limitations of such a program. Throughout the process, particular
attention has been paid by the writer to counteracting any bias that may
have occurred in the process; and special mention will be made of these
steps as they are described in the methodology. Consideration will also
be given to this particular limitation in the analysis of the data.
In selecting the research methodology for this study, it was de-
cided that it would be important to have a high percentage of responses
so that comparisons could be made among the various experiences in the
Program as it evolved. A questionnaire approach seemed to provide for
the greatest number of returns from both students and teachers with spe-
cific responses that could be easily tabulated and correlated. The par-
ticular responses on the questionnaire could also be easily correlated
with similar items on earlier formative program evaluations to determine
if a student’s perspective on the Program had changed since they left
the Program or graduated.
Additionally, interview protocols were developed for teachers
(Appendix J)
,
supervisors (Appendix F-1) and the Principal/Program Direc-
tor (Appendix F-2) to corroborate specific findings from the
question-
anecdotally particular behaviors, attitudes andnaires and to supplement
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beliefs held by these respondents which might shed further light on the
question of "What specifically made a difference in this Program?"
Questionnaires
Student Questionnaire
Questionnaire Construction
1* Derivation of content (issues and actual questions) . In an at-
tempt to begin to prioritize and categorize the kinds of infor-
mation desired from the questionnaire, a list of issues was de-
veloped that was generated by teachers, students and Program staff
which could be examined from many perspectives as a way of organ-
izing and developing questions for the questionnaire (see Appen-
dix G-1) . The overriding focus for developing these questions
was approached from two points of view:
a. Was the Program of value to the participants—students,
teachers, supervisors, and program directors?
b. What specific element contributed to its value?
The student questionnaire contained questions relating to
demographic information, questions about the Program and its var-
ious aspects, questions about self, questions about students
perceptions of Program goals and their success, and questions
about teacher education in general. The questions were organ-
ized into three major sections:
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(1) The student's experience during the Program;
(2) The student's experience since the Program; and
(3) The student's perceptions of the objectives of the Program.
The sources of information for developing these questions
came from:
(1)
Trends revealed in the review of the literature in teacher
education with specific items and directions derived from
School Experience in Teacher Education: A Study of School
Practice in Two Colleges of Education (1971) by Edith Cope
(1971) ; the NEA Task Force Report on Practitioner Involve-
ment in Teacher Education (1973); Performance-Based Teacher
Education Design Alternatives: The Concept of Unity by
Bruce Joyce et al. (1974); and Perspectives for Reform in
Teacher Education by Bruce Joyce and Marsha Weil, editors
(1972).
(2) Outside studies conducted by Horace Reed, School of Educa-
tion, University of Massachusetts Teacher Preparation Pro-
gram Council from 1972 to 1975.
(3) Samples of teacher education program evaluations and course/
workshop evaluations.
(4) Formative evaluations developed and distributed throughout
TEPAM's existence which raised additional issues to be ad-
dressed .
(5) Consultation with the University of
Massachusetts Placement
Director for indicators used by employers for reviewing
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applications from students regarding their training and ex-
perience.
(6) Consultation with teachers, students and Program staff for
help in clarifying questions, making additions and deletions.
2* Derivation of format . Many of the resources listed in the
derivation of content section were also useful in determin-
ing the format for the questionnaire. Several research texts
were used and research advisers consulted for help in writing
specific questions and obtaining background regarding returns,
responses, anonymity, and reliability issues. In particular.
Research; An Introduction by Robert Ross (1974) was a valu-
able source of information regarding format and also for clar-
ifying individual items by consultation with his guidelines
for evaluating questionnaires (p. 69). Serious consideration
was given to the length of the questionnaire; and after con-
sultation with research advisers, committee members, teachers,
and students, it was decided to risk using a lengthy question-
naire (eighteen pages) in order to receive the type and qual-
ity of information desired, and to rely on the personal na-
ture of the Program, its staff and participants to elicit the
large number of responses desired.
The questionnaire used a variety of types of questions
that were considered to be interesting and easy to respond
to, yet specific enough to provide useful information. Types
of questions used were: check-answers including yes-no;
Ill
agree-disagree; rating, ranking, multiple-choice with short an-
swer options; long answer (open-ended) and semantic differential.
The questionnaire always provided the option of adding to choices
by an "other" category on multiple-choice questions, and space
for comments and open-ended responses to allow for further explan-
ation, interpretation or expansion of the question. Questions
were included that would help explain other questions and provide
a cross-check on the reliability of the response. Several other
cross-check devices were used in the questionnaire for the same
purpose. A reverse scale was used on one item (the "rating of
self" question—Item 20, page 6) as an indicator of the thought-
fulness and care used to complete the questionnaire. Also, sev-
eral non-Program objectives were included in the Objectives sec-
tion of the questionnaire to see if they received the same type
of responses as the "real" Program objectives received. Questions
were also included that had similar meanings and overlapped with
the content of other questions, but in a slightly different con-
text so as to check out the respondent’s interpretation and re-
sponse to the item.
Dissemination and Return
The student questionnaire was mailed in May and June of 1975 to
both current and graduated TEPAM students for whom addresses
could be ob-
tained, including both students who completed the Program and
those who
did not. Addresses were obtained through TEPAM records
and the University
of Massachusetts Alumni Office. Students who were
presently enrolled as
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student teachers were personally handed their questionnaires.
Students were asked to submit the questionnaire anonymously to
encourage candidness, and to compensate for the possible bias of the in-
fluence of the writer
. This was done by including a personal information
sheet in with the questionnaire (see Appendix G-2) with two stamped,
self-addressed envelopes for the questionnaire and the personal informa-
tion sheet to be returned separately. This made it possible for the
writer to follow up on questionnaires that had not been returned, and
to thank all of those respondents who did return their questionnaires.
Response was encouraged by a cover letter which carefully explained the
purpose of the questionnaire and the value of the study, and made a per-
sonal plea for the contribution of each respondent. (See Appendix G-3
for sample cover letter.) Respondents were given a specific deadline
of three weeks to allow a reasonable time for response, but questionnaires
returned later were also accepted.
Thank you letters were distributed to all respondents along with
a mailing list of all TEPAM students who indicated their willingness to
have their personal information included. A graph indicating student ad-
vice regarding the process for finding a teaching job was included as an
item of interest to show the writer’s appreciation for their time and ef-
fort on the questionnaire. (See Appendix G—4 for sample thank-you letter
and graph.)
For those students who did not respond within three weeks , a
follow-up letter was mailed out with information about how they could re-
ceive another questionnaire if their ’s had been misplaced. It also
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stressed again the value of their perspective as a TEPAM student to the
study being conducted. (See Appendix G-5 for sample letter.)
As one further check on the reliability of the responses received,
a telephone follow-up was made to all of those students who did not re-
spond after the follow-up letter to determine the reason for not respond-
ing and to ask for responses to certain questions if the person being
called was willing to do so. (See Appendix G—6 for telephone interview
protocol.) The telephone call was made by a person who had no affilia-
tion with the TEPAM Program and who would probe for dissatisfaction with
the Program as their reason for not responding, if this seemed appropri-
ate.
As a result of these measures taken in the distribution and re-
turn of the student questionnaire, of the 120 questionnaires distributed,
101 were returned (84.1 percent). The percentage of returns on the stu-
dent questionnaire by the students' graduation dates is as follows: Of
the students who completed the TEPAM Program graduating in June of 1973,
sixteen out of twenty-two or 72.7 percent returned their questionnaires.
Of students graduating in January of 1974, six out of seven or 85.6 per-
cent responded. Graduates from TEPAM in June of 1974 returned thirty-
four out of forty-five questionnaires (75.5 percent); while TEPAM gradu-
ates in January of 1975 returned one hundred percent or three out of
three. Students who graduates in June of 1975 returned twenty-six out
of twenty-eight questionnaires (92.8 percent). Students who were still
involved in TEPAM and completing their student teaching in 1975 returned
nine out of nine questionnaires, or one hundred percent; while students
who left the TEPAM Program prior to graduation returned four out of
six
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questionnaires or 66.6 percent. The significance of a high rate of re-
turn from each of these groups is that more valid study can be done of
the different Program offerings experienced by the various groups be-
cause all of the groups are substantially represented. An interesting
contrast that lends significance to the high rate of response on this
questionnaire is that students graduating in 1974 from TEPAM responded
to two questionnaires within a two-month period. The first was the TPPC
(School of Education) questionnaire distributed in April of 1975. TEPAM
students responded to this survey at a rate of sixty-one percent or twen-
ty-four out of the thirty-nine. They then responded to the TEPAM Program
questionnaire in June of 1975 at a rate of thirty-four out of forty—five
or 75.5 percent.
While 101 questionnaires were returned, only ninety-five of the
responses were actually used in the analysis of the data since they were
the ones received by the time the computer program was set up. However,
written comments from all 101 questionnaires have been incorporated in
the analysis of the data. For a sample student questionnaire and a fre-
quency distribution of all responses to the questions tabulated by the
computer program, see Appendix I. The analysis of these results and the
written comments to open-ended questions not tabulated by the computer
program will be incorporated into the findings of the study in Chapter V.
Problems and Issues
As the questionnaires were returning, it was evident that there
were several problem areas which would require attention should this
questionnaire be used again, and areas which should be noted with regard
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to their effect on the outcome of certain questions. For example, in
several items, unique terms were used which, it was hoped, could only
be responded to by those students who had experienced them such as "Jam
Sessions" (see Question 6, page 10, Phase V) which were only offered
one semester to Phase V students. However, many students responded to
the item "Jam Sessions" by interpreting it so that it fit into their ex-
perience. This confusion in the interpretation of the term "Jam Sessions"
caused the researcher to declare the item invalid. Other terms in which
ambiguity of wording was a problem were the terms "Academic Advising"
which was interpreted both as TEPAM advising and School of Education ad-
vising, and the term "Phase I" which tended to be equated with the School
of Education "Kid’s Course," although they were two distinct experiences.
Other terminology which turned out to be ambiguous was the term "observa-
tion" which was used both to describe a student’s observation experiences
as well as being observed in their teaching by a supervisor or teacher.
These terms caused invalid responses because of these inconsistencies.
Additionally, the format of the section on the "Perception of Ob-
jectives" with hindsight appears to have been too complex for students
to respond to accurately. This was determined by the inconsistent re-
sponses in the ways the questions seemed to be interpreted. This incon-
sistency was particularly evident in the responses to the portions of
the questions relating to the Program and Cooperating Teacher’s objec-
tives. While student and teacher seemed to be able to make clear state-
ments about their personal objectives and whether or not they were met,
they had a difficult time making a statement about how they perceived
other people’s objectives. It seems this type of question may be a
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concept that requires special training in order to be useful and reliable
in such a survey.
Anonymity, while serving an important purpose in this question-
naire process, made it impossible to correlate certain questions such as
a student teacher's response in correlation with their classroom teacher's
responses. However, the pros and cons of anonymity were carefully consid-
ered prior to making the decision for anonymity.
Teacher Questionnaire
Questionnaire Construction
1. Derivation of content . The list of issues that was generated
by teachers, students and Program staff as a part of the process
for developing the student questionnaire (see page 108, Chapter IV)
was also used to develop question items for the teacher question-
naire. Each issue was viewed and a question formulated which re-
flected a teacher's perspective on the issue. The teacher ques-
tionnaire contained questions relating to demographic informa-
tion, questions about the Program and its aspects, questions about
evaluation of interns, questions about teachers' professional
growth and development, questions about teachers' perceptions of
Program goals and their success, and more general questions about
teacher education. The section pertaining to "Perception of Ob-
jectives" for students, teachers and the Program were exactly the
same as those in the student questionnaire to make correlation of
these items possible.
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The sources of information for developing the teacher ques-
tionnaire were:
(1) Trends in teacher education and supervision literature;
(2) Student questionnaire format and content with particular
attention paid to the teacher's perspective on each of the
relevant items
;
(3) Samples of teacher education program evaluations obtained
from various School of Education programs as well as cur-
rent literature; and
(4) Issues raised from various formative evaluations done
throughout TEPAM, including teacher interviews and conver-
sations.
2. Derivation of format . The range in the type of questions asked
was the same as that in the student questionnaire—namely, check-
answers including yes-no; agree-disagree ; rating, ranking; mul-
tiple-choice with short answer options and long answer (open-ended)
questions, and semantic differential questions. The teacher ques-
tionnaire also always provided the option of adding to choices
by use of an "other" category on multiple-choice questions, and
left space for comments to encourage further explanation or in-
terpretation of the response. As with the student questionnaire,
it was decided to risk a lengthy questionnaire to obtain the de-
tailed information desired in order to correlate student and
teacher responses to related items. The teacher questionnaire
also included the interview protocol as an optional page in order
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to help teachers decide whether they would be willing to parti-
cipate in a taped interview that would elaborate on their ques-
tionnaire responses.
Dissemination and Return
The teacher questionnaire was distributed to all Mark’s Meadow
classroom teachers who were involved with the TEPAM Program at any time
during its existence. The questionnaire was handed out personally to
all those teachers still members of the Mark's Meadow faculty and mailed
to those teachers who were no longer on the faculty. Each questionnaire
included a cover letter explaining the purpose of the questionnaire and
the nature of the study; and which made a personal plea for their parti-
cipation in the process. (See Appendix H-1 for sample cover letter.)
The letter also included an index card asking for an indication of their
willingness and availability to participate in a personal interview some-
time before the close of school (see Appendix H-2) . The cards were to be
returned to the writer through the school secretary, separate from the
questionnaire so as to assure anonymity on the questionnaires if the
teachers so desired. Although responses were encouraged to be anonymous,
it should be noted that almost all of the teachers signed their question-
naires or returned them to the writer personally. For those questionnaires
that were not returned by the three-week deadline, a handwritten follow-
up letter was sent out with a second questionnaire and a self-addressed
stamped envelope to facilitate the return. (See Appendix H— 3 for sample
follow-up letter.) Of the eighteen teacher questionnaires distributed.
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fourteen were returned (72.2 percent). As a result of the interest gen-
erated by the teacher questionnaire, a faculty meeting was scheduled
during the following school year to share some of the findings and to
personally thank teachers for participating in the study. (See Appendix
J for sample teacher questionnaire and a frequency distribution of all
responses to questions tabulated by the computer program.)
Problems and Issues
Ambiguity of wording in a few items as indicated on the student
questionnaire was also a problem on the teacher questionnaire. Terminol-
ogy that seemed quite clear to all participants at the time the Program
was in operation seemed to become vague with the passage of time; and
therefore, responses to several items could not be considered valid.
Again, the "Perception of Objectives" section caused inconsistent re-
sponses apparently because of the complexity of the format. Additionally,
the responses from the teachers, while interesting and perceptive and co-
gent to the evaluation of the TEPAM Program, did not lend themselves to
statistical analysis because of the size of the population. A third
problem that seemed to be unique to the teachers and not the students
was the timing of the distribution of the questionnaire. For most stu-
dents, the questionnaire arrived after the completion of the semester’s
work or near the beginning of summer. Tlie teachers’ questionnaires
needed to be completed during the time when many school year-end activ-
ities demanded their attention. Although this factor did not seem to af-
fect the number of returns significantly, it may have affected the depth
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of response in some cases, although the real effect, if any, of this
problem is not clear.
Personal Interviews
It was the opinion of the writer at the time the questionnaires
were being developed that one of the key elements to understanding
what it was that made a difference in a good teacher education program"
was to pursue individual perceptions of the Program in a less structured
way than a questionnaire format allowed. \'Jhile the information obtained
from these interviews was considered to be important and enlightening,
it was not viewed as the primary source of data, and was considered to
be supplemental and supporting to the questionnaire data.
There were several purposes which it was felt could be served
by an interview format. The primary advantage was that it allowed teach-
ers to stress their own priorities. \«niile a tentative interview protocol
was identified, in most situations, it was followed loosely and only re-
ferred to when focus seemed lost. It allowed teachers to describe anec-
dotally their personal approach for working with student teachers. This
provided valuable insight for clarifying questionnaire items, and also
supplied useful supplementary information on procedures and recommenda-
tions for teacher education in general, based on their first-hand exper-
iences both with TEPAM students and other students prior to the existence
of TEPAM. It allowed teachers to "think out loud" about how they ap-
proached their work with student teachers and about things they had
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learned in the process that they might do differently in future teacher
training experiences. The in-service professional development aspect of
this part of the process substantially increased the value of the inter-
view in the opinion of the writer. In several instances, the interview
was used to clarify specific responses on the questionnaire that teach-
ers or the researcher were unclear about. An additional purpose for in-
terviewing the Principal/Program Director was that it provided necessary
background information regarding the Program philosophy, history and ra-
tionale which occurred prior to the writer's involvement in the Program.
All teachers who received a questionnaire were invited to parti-
cipate in a personal interview, although it was felt that the year-end
press made it difficult for many to do so. Of the eighteen teachers con-
tacted, eight were eventually interviewed, along with two supervisors and
the Principal/Program Director.
A list of proposed questions to be discussed was provided to all
of the interviewees to help them anticipate the interview, and to organ-
ize their thoughts prior to the meeting. The interviews were tape re-
corded with prior agreement from those being interviewed, and transcribed
later so as to facilitate the discussion and the recordkeeping of the im-
portant points. The format of the interview was informal, usually begin-
ning with a general question that would encourage the teacher to describe
whatever he/she felt was important in their experiences with TEPAM.
More specific questions were raised to address certain issues if they
had not been raised in the general discussion. The amount of structure
in the question depended on each situation. While open questions allowed
for many responses and encouraged respondents to determine their own
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priorities, it was often difficult to focus and thus required re-direc-
tion. Closed questions were used when it was felt the interviewee was
having difficulty expressing himself or herself. The approach most of-
ten used by the interviewer was funnel questionning—that is, beginning
with open questions and gradually leading into closed ones. This proce-
dure seemed to help put the interviewee at ease and helped to focus and
clarify vague responses. Both direct questions which explicitly asked
for one answer, and indirect questions were used. Indirect questions al-
lowed for evaluations and opinions, and provided an opportunity for the
interviewer to obtain additional information by inference from the answer.
The interviewer made every attempt to make the questions clear and con-
cise and pertinent without reflecting personal ideas and prejudices, al-
> though it is more difficult to be as concise in an interview situation
than it is in a questionnaire, especially if one is not following an ex-
act interview protocol. Acceptance of all statements, regardless of the
interviewer's personal point of view, was considered to be important.
Most of the interviews were approximately one hour in length
with the exception of one supervisor interview which lasted approximately
three hours, and the interview with the Principal/Program Director which
lasted five hours. All of the Interviews were conducted in June and July
of 1975.
Analysis
Although this study was not designed to be a statistical study,
the large number of returns made it necessary for ease in tabulation
of
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the questionnaire and for purposes of cross-tabulation and analysis to
design a computer program to assist in the process. An SPSS Computer
Program (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) was developed by
the writer under consultation with the Computer Research Center at the
University of Massachusetts in August of 1975. This SPSS Program was
selected because of the interpersonal nature of the data being collected,
and because the level of measurement desired was determined to be nomi-
nal. It was decided that this program could provide the desired statis-
tical analysis for the purposes of this research, and would allow for
substantial comparison of relationships between the program variables
being studied. The particular SPSS options selected for use in this
study were frequency distributions (histograms and tables) for all ques-
tions, and cross-tabulations for selected variables. The results and
discussion of the findings of this study are presented in Chapter V.
CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction and Analytic Procedures
This chapter has been divided into four sections to present the
research results obtained from the student and teacher questionnaires
:
1. Student Questionnaire Results;
2. Teacher Questionnaire Results;
3. Perception of Program Objectives Comparing Student and Teacher
Responses; and
4. Recommendations from Students and Teachers Regarding Teacher
Education in General.
Particular items from both questionnaires have been selected for analy-
sis based on their relevancy to the purpose of the study. The results
of these analyses are reported in this chapter while a frequency dis-
tribution of the total responses for both questionnaires is located in
the appendices (Student Questionnaire, Appendix I and Teacher Question-
naire, Appendix J) . Comments from open-ended items on the questionnaires
and from personal interviews have been included as supporting data when-
ever appropriate. In analyzing the data, both percentages of responses
and mean scores have been used, and bar and line graphs have been used
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to visually aid in clarifying relationships. "No Responses" have been
eliminated from the analytical procedures; therefore, the number of re-
sponses varies for each item. Items on the student questionnaire, deter-
mined to be invalid because of inconsistencies in interpretation, have
also been eliminated from the analysis and discussion. The responses
from seven sub-groups have consistently been cross-tabulated in the anal-
ysis of the evaluations of the phases in order to examine their impact
on the results of the study. These sub-groups are:
1. Students Who Completed Phase I;
2. Students Who Did NOT Complete Phase I;
3. Students Who Had the Same Cooperating Teacher for Both Semesters
of Student Teaching;
4. Students Who Had Different Teachers Each Semester;
5. Students Currently Teaching as of June 1975;
6. Students NOT Currently Teaching as of June 1975;
7. Semester the Student Entered TEPAM.
A summary of the findings regarding the issues raised in TEPAM (see Chap-
ter III) and the two major questions being addressed by this study (see
Chapter I, page 1) will be presented in Chapter VI along with conclu-
sions and recommendations for further study.
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Analysis and Findings
of the Student Questionnaire
Evaluation of Experiences During TEPAM
PhasG I; An Introduction to Education Carsars
An analysis of the total mean scores* for each of the Phase I
experiences (see Figure 1) indicates that in general, these experiences
were considered to be only somewhat useful by the students responding.
In the total population of forty—one, on a scale of one to five (1 =
"Not Useful" and 5 = "Useful"), the mean scores ranged from 3.2 to 3.7
with none of the mean scores falling below 3.0, but none of the scores
reaching a mean of 4.0. Three items received a mean score of 3.7 (Ex-
perience Modules, Assignments in General and Academic Advising) which
was the highest rating given to Phase I experiences.
To determine if the particular semester a student experienced
Phase I affected their evaluation, a cross-tabulation was done compar-
ing students' responses to these six items by the semester they entered
the Program. The three largest groups of students participating in Phase
It should be noted that although there were forty-one students
responding to the student questionnaire who completed Phase I, there are
three items which have an "N" greater than forty-one. For these three
items—Class Meetings, Experience Modules and Journal—an additional one
to two responses were provided by students who apparently confused the
School of Education's "Kids Course" with the TEPAM Phase I course. Even
though "N" is greater than forty-one for these variables, the results
were not affected because the items were marked as "not applicable," and
therefore were not counted in the tabulation.
ITk.
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I were selected for this analysis: Fall of 1971 (seventeen students),
Spring of 1972 (thirteen students) and Fall of 1972 (eleven students).
Breaking these scores down into the semesters the students entered the
Program revealed that only two items received a mean score of A.O: Ex-
perience Modules (Fall of 1972) and Academic Advising (Fall of 1971 and
Fall of 1972) (see Figure 1). Student responses for Fall of 1972, the
final semester for Phase I, in general received the highest mean scores
for all experiences with the exception of the Journal (3.0) and Class
Meetings (3.1).
In order to analyze the Phase I evaluations from another perspec-
tive, the ratings of the various Phase I experiences were collapsed into
two categories : "Very Useful"—those items receiving a score of four or
five, and "Not Useful"—those items receiving a score of one or two.
The following results were found (see Figure 2) . Only two items received
"Useful" ratings from sixty percent or more of the students responding:
Experience Modules (sixty-one percent) and Challenge (61.1 percent).
Academic Advising received 58.3 percent of "Useful" responses. The item
receiving the lowest percentage of "Useful" ratings in Phase I was the
Journal (46.3 percent).
Another perspective on the Phase I evaluations was revealed when
the data was correlated between those students currently teaching and
those students not currently teaching as of June of 1975 (when the ques-
tionnaire was distributed) (see Figure 3) . Over seventy percent of the
students who were currently teaching rated three items "Very Useful :
Experience Modules (71.4 percent). Challenge (72.8 percent) and Academic
Phase
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Advising (76.5 percent), while only approximately fifty percent or less
of the students not currently teaching rated these same items as "Very
Useful": Experience Modules (52.6 percent), Challenge (41.2 percent)
and Academic Advising (47.1 percent). The "Journal" was rated as "Very
Useful by 59.1 percent of the students currently teaching, while only
33.3 percent of the students not currently teaching rated it as "Very
Useful."
In response to the question, "What changes would you recommend
for Phase I in regard to content, staffing, timing, or format?," the fol-
lowing recommendations can be generalized. Students generally preferred
shorter meeting periods more frequently (for example, one hour, three
times weekly or one and one-half hours, txi7ice weekly) as opposed to the
three-hour weekly meeting.
Many comments indicated an interest in having the meetings be
more "group discussion and less lecturing" with more involvement in the
process on the part of the students. Coincidentally, this recommendation
was also expressed by the instructor in his interview of June 1975 (see
pages 25 and 26 of Chapter III) . This shared perception seems to fur-
ther support the recommendations for changes in either content or for-
mat which would facilitate such discussion.
There was no general agreement among the students about the con-
tent desirable for a first experience in education. Suggestions ranged
from "more assignments with thought-provoking content" and more philos-
ophy of education/educational psychology to "less theory and more prac-
ticality or realism." Some students wanted actual preparation for their
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future work with children such as "mini courses in art activities,
f
,
drama, library interests of children" so they would have
some high-interest activities to try out during Phase II. Many students
expressed satisfaction with the course content, but would have preferred
a more interesting, stimulating format. One student elaborated with
perceptivity on this point of view by describing how the class meetings
could be used differently toward this goal. "If the objective is to in-
troduce (students) to the field of teaching, maybe it could be arranged
for different people to come to talk. The Superintendent, members of
the School Board, Principals, etc. could come and talk about the admin-
istrative side of (education) . Many different teachers could be invited
—teachers that would let us know how they view teaching and what their
schools are like. Teachers from different systems could be invited,
from different kinds of schools (traditional, open, departmentalized,
private, etc.). In this way, we would get a view of the whole teaching
world—not just Mark's Meadow which is one unique segment. Also, more
continuity would be helpful so we would know how the ideas presented
fit together—how they are similar and how they differ."
While elements of many of this student's suggestions were a part
of the actual Phase I experience, what seemed to be lacking in Phase I,
as indicated in the evaluation, was the broader context of understand-
ing which would have given meaning to these experiences—"how the ideas
fit together." However, whether students are asked to observe actual
school board meetings, other school and classroom settings, cafeterias,
etc. or whether representatives from these various groups are
invited to
come and make presentations to the students does not appear
to be the
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primary concern. That concern seems to imply a need for identifying
and matching learning styles and teaching styles, and providing alter-
natives that will satisfactorily meet the needs of the students. But
the main concern—that of finding ways to fit these ideas and experi-
ences together into the broader picture of teaching and education—is
the one that students perceived as being Inadequately addressed in this
phase.
Since this phase of the Program was discontinued at the end of
the first year, it is not completely clear whether changes in format
would have adequately responded to the concerns raised by students, or
whether the focus of Phase I as an introduction to education careers
was generally not considered to be valuable or necessary in a student's
professional training.
Phase II : The Child and His /Her World
As was discussed in the description of Phase II in Chapter III
(see page 29)
,
this phase of the Program was the one that varied most
in substance and content from semester to semester. The basic course
content each semester dealt with learning theory in the field of educa-
tional psychology and its practical application. However, the particu-
lar theories selected for study and the way in which they were presented
varied each semester as a result of a change in personnel, feedback
from students and teachers or some combination thereof. Because of
these variations, in addition to an analysis of students' total
responses
to the Phase II experiences, a more specific analysis will
be done of
each of the four distinct courses in an attempt to factor
out those
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elements that made a difference to the students participating in each
course. The four courses have been selected on the basis of when the
change in instructors occurred: (1) Fall of 1971; (2) Fall of 1972;
(3) Fall of 1973; and (4) Spring of 1974.
Examination of the total mean scores from the ninety-three stu-
dents responding for each of the Phase II experiences (see Figure 4) re-
veals that two of the eight items received a mean score of 4.0 or above
(scale = 1 'Not Useful" and 5—"Useful") : "Experiences With Two Chil-
dren Weekly" (4.2) and "Directed Observations" (4.0). The mean scores
for each of the eight items ranged from 3.2 to 4.2 with the "Journal"
(3.3), "Written Assignments" (3.2) and "Seminars" (3.6) being ranked
lower than the "Handouts and Readings (3.9) and "Counseling and Inter-
action With the TEPAM Staff" (3.8).*
An analysis of the percentage of students responding who found
Phase II experiences useful was done by collapsing the scores into three
groups: "Useful" (four to five), "Average" (three) and "Not Useful"
(one to two) (see Figure 5) . The analysis indicated that four of the
eight experiences in Phase II received "Useful" ratings from sixty per-
cent or more of the respondents : "Experiences With Tvzo Children Weekly"
(79.8 percent), "Directed Observations" (73.0 percent), "Handouts and
The evaluations of "Academic Advising" have been omitted in the
analysis because of the inconsistencies in the students' interpretation
of this item. Some students rated the item as the advising that was done
by the Undergraduate Advising Office in the School of Education, and other
students rated it as the advising provided by the TEPAM Program. There-
fore, this particular item in each of the phase evaluations has been de-
termined to be invalid.
Phase
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Readings (69.2 percent), and "Counseling and Interaction With the TEPAM
Staff" (64.4 percent). The items receiving the lowest percentages of
"Useful" ratings for Phase II were the "Journal" (41.7 percent) and
Assignments (45.3 percent). These two items also received
the highest percentage of "Not Useful" ratings: "Journal" (26.2 percent)
and "Written Assignments" (26.8 percent).
By examining the percentage of "Useful" responses from students
currently teaching (CT) and those students not currently teaching (NCT)
as of June 1975 on the four Phase II variables most highly rated:
(1) "Experiences With Two Children Weekly," (2) "Directed Observation,"
(3) "Handouts and Readings," and (4) "Counseling and Interaction With
TEPAM Staff," the following results were found (see Figure 6). In three
of the four experiences, the percentage of NCT students rated their ex-
periences as more useful than the percentage of CT students. Only on
one item—"Counseling and Interaction With TEPAM Staff"—did the percen-
tage of students who had gotten jobs (69.2 percent) rate their experience
more useful than those without jobs (60.0 percent). Thirty-one out of
forty or 77.5 percent of the CT students rated their "Experiences With
Two Children Weekly" as "Useful", while thirty-five out of forty-one or
85.4 percent of the NCT students rated their experiences as "Useful".
"Directed Observations" were rated "Useful" by 27/37 or 73.0 percent of
the CT students, and 29/39 or 74.4 percent of the NCT students. Twenty-
five out of forty, or 62.5 percent of the CT students found "Handouts and
Readings" to be "Useful", while thirty-one out of forty-one, or 75.6 per-
cent of the NCT students found them "Useful". The "Journal" and the
"Written Assignments" were considered to be the least "Useful"
experiences
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of Phase II by both students teaching and students not teaching. Sev-
enteen out of thirty-seven (46.0 percent) of the CT students found
’’Journals" to be "Useful", while fifteen out of thirty-six (41.7 percent)
of the NCT students valued "Journals", and seventeen out of thirty-nine
(^3.6 percent) valued the "Written Assignments .
"
In order to gain insight into the impact of the Phase I experi-
ence in the total Program, a cross-tabulation comparing the responses of
students completing Phase I with those who did not participate in Phase
I was conducted (see Figure 7). In general, students who completed Phase
I found all but two of the Phase II experiences more useful than students
who had not participated in Phase I. Only the variables "Seminar Content"
(49.0 percent/64.0 percent) and "Seminar Process" (50.0 percent/70.0 per-
cent) were rated less useful by students who had completed Phase I. Of
all of the students who completed Phase I, those who got teaching jobs
rated all but one of the Phase II experiences higher than those who did
not get teaching jobs. Those who got teaching jobs did not find "Hand-
outs/Readings’’ as "Useful" as those without teaching jobs. Based on these
analyses, it can be concluded that students who participated in Phase I
found their Phase II experiences more useful than those who did not have
Phase I. Additionally, students who completed Phase I found the variables
of "Experience With Two Children Weekly," "Directed Observation" and
"Counseling and Interaction With the TEPAM Staff" to be from twenty per-
cent to forty-two percent more useful than those who did not have Phase I.
Since the Program was originally designed to have students remain
with the same classroom teacher for both semesters of their student teach
ing, this perspective has been selected for analysis to determine if these
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students valued their TEPAM experiences any differently than the total
population (see Figure 8). In this analysis, almost no difference was
found between the percentage of students who had the same teacher both
semesters and students who had different teachers for these variables:
"Experience With Two Children Weekly," "Directed Observation," "Journal",
and Handouts/Readings" (a difference of less than two percent). However,
in the variables "Seminar Content and Process," "Written Assignments"
and "Counseling and Interaction With the TEPAM Staff," the percentage of
students who had the same teacher both semesters rated them from twelve
percent to twenty percent more useful than the percentage of students
who had different teachers who rated these same items. Therefore, the
results of this analysis concurred with the analysis of all of the other
sub-groups in their assessment of the most useful Phase II experiences.
Additionally, students who had the same teacher both semesters rated
"Seminar Content" and "Seminar Process" as more "Useful" than students
currently teaching, students not currently teaching, and students who com-
pleted Phase I, and "Counseling and Interaction With TEPAM Staff" and
"Written Assignments" as more useful than students currently and not cur-
rently teaching.
Breakdown and Analysis of the Phase II
Courses by Various Instructors
A more specific analysis of the four distinct Phase II courses
offered throughout TEPAM revealed the following findings (see Figure 9).
In order to help the reader assess the meaning of these findings, the
following distinctions (obviously over-simplified) are offered.
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DISTINGUISHING FEATURES
OF PHASE II COURSES
Date Features
1. Fall of 1971,
Spring of 1972
Random topics in Educational Psychology
and Learning Theory; minimal direction
in observation and activities with chil-
dren.
2. Fall of 1972,
Spring of 1973
More organized topics in Educational
Psychology and educational Issues; as-
signed activities for interaction with
children and classroom observations.
3. Fall of 1973 Heavy emphasis on assigned readings and
lectures in Philosophy of Education and
Educational Psychology; well-developed,
directed observations, less structured
activities with children.
4. Spring of 1974 Application of General Systems Theory
to learning theory and educational is-
sues using a single text; assigned ob-
servation and interaction sheets to
apply theory to practical situations.
An examination of the mean scores for each of the Phase II groups
indicated that in general, there was progressive improvement as perceived
by the students in each of the Phase II variables until the final semes-
ter. There are several explanations as to why this drop in scores oc-
curred in that semester. One possible explanation for the dip in mean
scores is that it represented an attempt by the instructor to use an en-
tirely new perspective in Phase II for the presentation of educational
145
psychology concepts, and was not primarily concerned with building on
the suggestions from the formative evaluations of Phase II that had been
conducted prior to that semester. In contrast, the second and third
groups made deliberate attempts to incorporate this student feedback
from the previous semesters into the planning and organizing for their
particular courses. Another possible explanation for this variation in
mean scores in the final semester is that it represents the mean scores
of only eight students, while the other semesters represent the mean
scores from seventeen to forty-two students. Other explanations might
rest in the particular style or the unique approach used by the instruc-
tor to communicate systems theory, or the lack of experience in education
on the part of the students. Regardless of the reasons, it is clear that
the final semester of Phase II was not considered as useful by the stu-
dents as the other semesters with mean scores ranging from 3.0 to 4.0,
and a total mean score of 3.5. This evaluation corresponded most closely
with the evaluation of the first Phase II group which also received a
total mean score of 3.5. The only variables which were rated higher by
students in the last semester in contrast with the first semester were:
"Seminar Content" (3. 5/3. 4), "Seminar Process" (3. 8/3. 5) and "Handouts
and Readings" (3. 8/3. 7). However, the number of students responding to
these items caused these differences to be viewed as minimal (Group 1:
N = 42 and Group 4: N = 8)
.
Students in the second Phase II group (Fall of 1972 and Spring
of 1973) rated four of the eight experiences with a mean score
of 4.0 or
above: "Experiences With Two Children Weekly (4.5),
"Directed Observa-
tions" (4.2), "Seminar Content" (4.2), and "Handouts
and Readings" (4.0)
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The scores in this second group closely paralleled the total mean scores
for each of the Phase II variables with the exception of "Seminar Con-
tent" which was nearly one mean score higher (3. 5/4. 2).
Mean scores from students participating in the third group of
Phase II (Fall 1973) correspond closely to the Group Two scores with
three exceptions. Students in Group Three rated two experiences higher
than any other Phase II group: "Handouts and Readings" (4.3) and "Coun-
seling and Interacting With the TEPAM Staff" (4.4).
Student recommendations regarding changes in content, staffing,
timing, and format from the first group of Phase II included the follow-
ing:
1. Better organization of the content with greater attention given
to continuity and connectedness between the various theories
and experiences
;
2. More substantive readings, lectures and discussions on foundations
of education, learning theories and education psychology concepts;
3. More structured experiences whether it be seminars, individual
assignments, projects, or interactions with children based on
more clearly defined goals; and
4. More discussions and interactions between Phase II students re-
garding their experiences with children.
A few students expressed an interest in having more preparation for their
actual work with children such as activities and materials for the vari-
ous curriculum areas, although this was not a predominant concern of stu-
dents in the first year of the Program.
1A7
In the second Phase II group, students continued to make all of
the recommendations enumerated and discussed previously in the first
year evaluation. However, in general, they rated all of these experi-
ences higher than they had been rated in the first group. The one sig-
nificant difference in the recommendations of the second group of Phase
II students was their plea for greater emphasis on the practical experi-
ences and less emphasis on the theory. One student summed up this point
of view in her recommendation: "Experiences with the two children should
be the focus of this phase— the TEPAM’er should find out everything about
the child (background, relationship to others in class, work habits,
strengths and weaknesses in academics) and should work closely with the
child's teacher." Other recommendations for more practical experiences
included methods instruction and opportunities to learn about teaching
materials, techniques and curriculum areas, especially in the area of
reading. Many students expressed the desire to see more required or ex-
pected of students, particularly in their readings, discussions, written
assignments, and synthesizing of the various experiences. One student
conceded that "although the journal was a boring aspect, it was definite-
ly a useful tool in organizing your thoughts, ideas, failures and suc-
cesses, as well as a useful tool for observation. Another student sug-
gested a procedure that had been used by her Sociology instructor in
which students were expected "to write a letter weekly to the instructor
relating their readings, lectures and interactions during the day." It
was also suggested that consideration be given to changing the
sequence
of the phases so that the first student teaching experience
would come
before the Phase II theory (Phases I, HI, II , IV, and V) so
that they
1A8
would have had some practical experience to apply to their understanding
of the theory.
Students in the third Phase II group (Fall 1973) expressed great-
er satisfaction with the substance and theory than did any of the previ-
ous groups, but their concern still concurred with the concerns expressed
by each of the other groups : a need for a better blend of theory and
practice. Fewer lectures, fewer handouts and readings with more discus-
sion of the theory and more opportunities to apply the theory in actual
work with children were their primary recommendations. Students in this
group also expressed the desire to have more methodology and preparation
for their work in the classrooms.
The final Phase II group, those students receiving the general
systems approach and its applications to education, rated this experi-
ence as the least satisfactory of the four courses. The general consen-
sus in this group’s recommendations was for more varied readings, more
stimulating discussions with less theory, and "more tying together of
theory to actual classroom situations." Their concerns didn't seem to
relate as much to the amount of the theory they were receiving, as to
the abstractness of the concepts, and their inability as beginning stu-
dents in education to see the usefulness of these concepts for understand-
ing the classroom experience and preparing them for their work with chil-
dren.
1A9
Phase III; Elementary Methods, Curriculum
Development and Student Teaching
Analysis of the total mean scores evaluating the usefulness of
the various Phase III experiences based on the responses of ninety stu-
dents revealed the following findings* (see Figure 10). Using the scale
of one to five, with "1" being "Not Useful" and "5" being "Useful",
there were six variables that received a rating of 4.0 or above: "Teach-
ing Experience" (4.57), "Curriculum Workshops" (4.06), "Supervision by
Cooperating Teacher" (4.09), "Planning and Preparation for Teaching"
(4.22), "Methods and Materials Instruction by the Classroom Teacher"
(4.09), and "Handouts /Recommended Readings" (4.02). The total mean
scores for the Phase III variables ranged from 3.62 to 4.57 with a total
mean score of 4.01 indicating that in general, students found Phase III
experiences to be very useful. The two variables receiving the lowest
total mean scores in Phase III were "Assignments and Extensions from
Workshops to Classroom" (3.62) and "Supervision by TEPAM" (3.66).
A further analysis of the rating of the usefulness of the vari-
ous Phase III experiences was carried out by collapsing the top two
scores for each variable (4 and 5) , and determining the percentage of
*The evaluations of the Phase III variable "Observation" have
been omitted from the analysis of this phase because of inconsistencies
in the interpretation of this variable. While this item was included
in the questionnaire to determine how much students valued their own ex-
periences observing children, teachers and classrooms, many students
used this item to evaluate the observations done of their teaching by
their supervisor or cooperating teacher. Therefore, this variable in
both Phases III and V evaluations is considered invalid.
Phase
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responses for each variable based on the total number of students re-
sponding (see Figure 11) . This analysis showed that five of the vari-
ables were rated as "Useful" by seventy percent or more of the respon-
dents: "Teaching Experience" (88.4 percent), "Curriculum Workshops"
(71.9 percent), "Supervision by Teacher" (74.4 percent), "Planning and
Preparation for Teaching" (79.0 percent), and "Methods and Materials
Instruction Provided by the Teacher" (78.5 percent). The percentage of
responses receiving "Useful" ratings ranged from 55.7 percent ("Assign-
ments and Extensions from Workshops to Classroom") to 88.4 percent
("Teaching Experience")
.
A cross * tabulation comparing the responses of students currently
teaching with responses of students not currently teaching as of June
1975 was conducted to determine the effect of this variable on the rat-
ings of Phase III (see Figure 12). Of the ten variables being rated,
there was no clear consensus as to whether the experiences were valued
more highly by students who had gotten teaching jobs or those who had
not gotten jobs. Both groups rated their "Teaching Experience" as the
most "Useful" of the Phase III experiences, responding equally at a
rate of 90.2 percent. Students currently teaching rated the following
experiences more "Useful": "Assignments and Extensions from Workshops
to Classrooms" (60.7 percent/53.8 percent), "Supervision by Teacher"
(82.5 percent/68.3 percent), "Planning and Preparation for Teaching"
(82.9 percent/75.6 percent), "Methods and Materials Instruction by Teach-
er" (87.5 percent/70.7 percent), and "Handouts and Recommended Readings"
(70.0 percent/61.6 percent). On the other hand, students not currently
teaching rated these experiences as most useful: "Curriculum Workshops
Phase
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(80.5 percent/68.6 percent), "Seminars” (6A.9 percent/55.6 percent),
"Supervision by TEPAM" (60.5 percent/50.0 percent), and "Visitation to
Other Classrooms and Schools" (7A.2 percent/63.0 percent). In general,
it appears that with the exception of "Teaching Experience," students
not currently teaching valued the Program experiences (workshops, sem-
inars, counseling, and visitations) more highly than they valued the
personal classroom experiences (planning and preparation for teaching,
methods and materials instruction, supervision by the classroom teach-
er
,
and assignments and extensions from the workshop into the classroom)
.
Students who got teaching jobs valued all of the experiences which were
based in the classroom more highly.
Additional insight was gained into the analysis of the Phase III
experiences when a correlation was conducted of the responses of stu-
dents who had the same classroom teacher for both semesters of student
teaching with those who did NOT have the same teacher both semesters
(see Figure 13). On every variable but one, students who had the same
classroom teacher both semesters rated their experiences as more "Use-
ful" than the students who had different teachers each semester. The
differences in the percentages of responses between the two groups
ranged from four percent to thirty percent, with students who had the
same teacher both semesters rating the experiences of "Assignments,
Extensions from Workshops to Classrooms," "Supervision by Cooperating
Teacher," "Planning and Preparation for Teaching," "Methods and Mater-
ials Instruction," and "Visitation to Other Schools from sixteen per-
cent to thirty percent more useful than the students who did NOT have
the same cooperating teacher both semesters. Only Seminars were
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considered to be more "Useful” to students who had different teachers
each semester than to those who had the same teacher both semesters
(67.0 percent/58.6 percent).
In an attempt to determine the significance of these findings,
a further correlation was done of students’ ratings of their Phase III
Cooperating Teachers, Supervisors and Workshops based on the data re-
ceived from other items on the student questionnaire (Questions 9, II
and 13) (see Figures 14 A-D, 15 A-D and 16 A-D)
. In these correlations,
responses for the variables "Cooperating Teacher Comments," "Supervisor
Comments and Workshops" were compared by doing an analysis of four
distinct sub-groups:
1. Students who completed Phase I with students who did NOT com-
plete Phase I;
2. Students who had the same classroom teacher both semesters with
students who did NOT have the same teacher both semesters;
3. Students who were currently teaching as of June 1975 with stu-
dents who were NOT currently teaching as of June 1975; and
4. The semester students entered the TEPAM Program.
Of the three variables, students who had completed Phase I ranked only
their workshop experience as being more relevant than those students
who had not participated in Phase I. Both Supervisors' and Cooperating
Teachers’ Comments were considered more relevant by students who had
NOT participated in Phase I. On all three variables, students who had
the same cooperating teacher both semesters consistently rated their
experiences as more relevant than students who had different cooperating
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HglA Percentage of Total Student Respondents who Rated their
Phase III and Phase V Cooperating Teachers' Comments as
Relevant and Extremely Relevant.
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Comparison of the Percentage of Responses by the Semester
Students Entered TEPAM of Students who Rated their Phase III
and Phase V Cooperating Teachers* Comments as Relevant and
Extremely Relevant.
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Rg.l5 Percentage of Total Student Respondents Who Rated their
Phase III and Phase V Supervisors' Comments as Relevant
and Extremely Relevant.
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Rg.15aComparison of the Percentage of Responses from Students Who
Completed Phase I with Those Who Did NOT Complete Phase I
Who Rated their Phase III and Phase V Supervisors' Comments
as Relevant and Extremely Relevant.
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Comparison of the Percentage of Responses from Students Who
Were Currently Teaching with Students NOT Currently Teaching
as of June, 1975 Who Rated Their Phase III and Phase V
Supervisors' Comments as Relevant and Extremely Relevant.
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Fig. 16 Percentage of Total Student Respondents Who Rated Their
Phase III and Phase V Workshops as Relevant and Extremely
Relevant
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Phase I Who Rated their Phase III and Phase V Workshops
as Relevant and Extremely Relevant.
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Fig.16b Comparison of the Percentage of Responses from Students Who
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teachers each semester. In comparing responses from students currently
teaching with those not currently teaching, in general, students who did
have teaching jobs rated their cooperating teacher and supervisor
comments as more relevant than students who had gotten teaching jobs.
Phase III workshops were considered more relevant by students not cur-
rently teaching, while Phase V workshops were considered more relevant
by students who were currently teaching, possibly because of the role
these workshops played in providing placement and job interview informa-
tion.
Analysis of the Various Phase III experiences broken down into
responses representing the particular semesters the students participated
in Phase III* revealed progressively higher ratings for each of the first
three semesters with a drop in the ratings for the final semester (see
Figure 10) . Students in the first TEPAM groups (Fall 1971 and Spring
1972) rated only one experience above 4.5 ("Teaching Experience"), and
students in the third group (Fall 1972) rated four experiences above 4.5
("Teaching Experience," "Supervision by Teacher," "Planning and Prepara-
tion for Teaching," and "Methods and Materials Instruction by Teacher").
In contrast, students in the fourth group (Fall 1973), just as in the
first group, rated only their "Teaching Experience" with a 4.5. However,
there was one variable in the fourth group which was rated higher than
*The four semesters selected for analysis in all of the phases
were chosen because they were the four largest groups: Fall of
1971
(N = 25); Spring of 1972 (N = 14); Fall of 1972 (N
= 17); and Fall of
1973 (N = 15).
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any other group, and that was the "Supervision by TEPAM" which received
a mean score of 4.1.
These findings were corroborated by the analysis of the responses
to the earlier items on the questionnaire relating to Phase III—"Comments
by Cooperating Teachers" (p. 3, No. 9), "Observations and Conferences by
Supervisors" (p. 4, No. 11), and "Workshops and Seminars" (p. 4, No. 13)
based on the semester the student entered the Program (see Figures 14 A-D,
1-5 A—D and 16 A—D) . Evaluations of both the "TEPAM Supervisors" and
"Workshops" showed consistent increases in the percentage of students
rating them as relevant and extremely relevant for the first three groups
with a significant drop in the "Workshop" evaluation for the final semes-
ter (from 82.4 percent for Group Three to sixty percent for Group Four).
Based on the results of the evaluation of the workshops, it can be con-
cluded that the format used with Group Three (Fall 1972) was valued most
highly: the three-week Thematic Approach (see page 37, Chapter III for
a description of this format) . The evaluations of the "Comments by Co-
operating Teachers," based on the results in Question 9, were not as con-
clusive as those for the "Supervisors" and "Workshops" with ratings mov-
ing up and down with each group's responses (from 76.9 percent—Fall of
1971; to 66.7 percent—Spring of 1972; to 82.4 percent—Fall of 1972;
to 73.3 percent in the final group—Fall of 1973.
An analysis of the effect of the Phase I experience on students'
evaluations of Phase III was carried out, and the results showed no ap-
parent relationship between the two variables (see Figure 17) . The stu-
dents who completed Phase I rated most of the Phase III experiences
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nearly the same as the ratings provided by the total population with only
two variations. Students who completed Phase I found the "Handouts and
Readings and Visitations to Other Classrooms and Schools" less "Useful"
than the responses from the total population, and considerably less "Use-
bhan those students who did not participate in Phase I who were cur-
rently teaching. The most significant differences in ratings occurred in
the cross—tabulation of students who completed Phase I and got teaching
jobs, and students who did not have the Phase I experience and got teach-
ing jobs. On five variables, students who did not have Phase I and got
jobs rated their experiences considerably more "Useful" than those who
had Phase I: "Supervision by Cooperating Teacher" (90.0 percent/68.0
percent), "Planning and Preparation for Teaching" (90.0 percent/75.0 per-
cent), "Methods and Jlaterials Instruction by Teacher" (95.0 percent/75.0
percent), "Handouts and Readings" (90.0 percent/53.0 percent), and "Vis-
itation to Other Classrooms and Schools" (30.0 percent/46.0 percent).
Only on one variable did students who completed Phase I and got jobs
rate their experience more "Useful" than students who had not taken Phase
I and gotten jobs: "Supervision by TEPAM" (61.0 percent/40.0 percent).
While many students expressed satisfaction with their Phase III
experiences, especially those who participated in the Program at a time
when methods workshops were offered, the following recommendations re-
garding changes in content, staffing, timing, and format were made.
1. More formal methods instruction with greater emphasis on basic
skills instruction (reading, phonics, spelling, writing, and
math) in addition to the instruction provided informally by
classroom teachers;
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2. Considerably more frequent and more systematic observation,
feedback and conferencing by University supervisors; (Consensus
seemed to be that the quality of supervision they were receiv-
ing was good, but there was just not enough of it.)
3. Greater encouragement offered by the Program to students to
visit other schools and classrooms for a broader experience,
even to the extent of requiring such observations;
4. More opportunities for discussions with other student teachers,
teachers and aides regarding teaching experiences, techniques
and materials;
5. Greater emphasis on curriculum development and lesson planning;
6. Encouragement of students to begin the development of a curricu-
lum portfolio of their teaching experiences, ideas and materials
to aid them in future job-hunting;
7 . Only one student teacher assigned to a classroom (an issue that
will be discussed in greater detail later in the chapter) ; and
8. Some way to determine whether a cooperating teacher truly wants
to work with student teachers, coupled with an attempt to appro-
priately match teachers and student teachers according to teach-
ing style.
Some students felt that they would have liked to have had more
methods preparation before they entered the classroom, while others
shared the sentiments expressed by the student who said, "I felt
that
Phase III was a perfect introduction into teaching. There
was lots of
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time for exploring and experimenting. It was so much better than tak-
ing courses on how and what to teach~you were teaching, but without
the pressures of Phase V to really be producing."
Phase V; Supervised Internship
An examination of the total mean scores evaluating the useful-
ness of the various Phase V experiences (N = 76) indicated the following
(see Figure 18). Of the seven variables considered to be valid indica-
tors of the Phase V experiences, five were given mean scores of 4.0 or
above: "Teaching Experience" (4.75), "Additional Responsibilities to
Phase III" (4.68), "Planning and Preparation for Teaching" (4.53), "Meth-
ods and Materials Instruction by Teacher" (4.15), and "Supervision by
Cooperating Teacher" (4.31). The total mean scores for the individual
variables ranged from 3.66 to 4.75 with a total mean score of all the
variables of 4.14, indicating that in general, students found their Phase
V experiences to be very useful. Only "TEPAM Supervision" and "Placement
and Certification Advising" were rated below 4.0 in Phase V, although
not significantly below (less than .3 difference in mean scores).
The evaluations of the Phase V variables "Observation", "Jam
Sessions" and "Academic Advising" have been omitted from the analysis
of this phase because of the inconsistencies found in the way these items
were interpreted by the students responding. See explanation for Obser-
vation" (page 149 , Chapter V) and "Academic Advising" (page 134 » Chapter
V) . While "Jam Sessions" were provided only one semester throughout the
Program (Fall 1973), students who did not participate in these sessions
evaluated this item by making their experience fit the term. Therefore,
these three variables are considered invalid in the Phase V evaluation.
Phase
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By collapsing the scores into two categories: "Useful" = scores
of four and five, and "Not Useful" = scores of one and two; these find-
ings were corroborated with the following results (see Figure 19)
.
Phase V variables receiving a "Useful" rating from seventy percent or
more of the students responding were: "Teaching Experience" (90.1 per-
cent), "Additional Responsibilities to Phase III" (91.5 percent), "Plan-
ning and Preparation for Teaching" (86.3 percent), "Methods and Materials
Instruction by Teacher" (77.2 percent), and "Supervision by Cooperating
Teacher" (81.5 percent). The percentages of responses rated as "Useful"
in Phase V ranged from 61.5 percent ("Supervision by TEPAM") to 91.5 per-
cent ("Additional Responsibilities to Phase III")
.
An analysis of the correlation between the responses from stu-
dents currently teaching and students not currently teaching as of June
1975 was conducted to determine the effect of these variables on the
findings (see Figure 20). It was found that students who were currently
teaching consistently rated their Phase V experiences as more useful
than students who were not currently teaching. Six of the seven vari-
ables were rated as "Useful" by seventy percent or more of the forty-one
students currently teaching: "Teaching Experience" (92.5 percent),
"Additional Responsibilities to Phase III" (91.4 percent), "Planning
and Preparation for Teaching" (89.7 percent), "Methods and Materials
Instruction by Teacher" (82.1 percent), "Supervision by Teacher" (89.7
percent), and "Placement and Certification Advising (73.8 percent).
The only variable that was rated as more "Useful" by students who got
teaching jobs than those responding in the total population or those
who did not get teaching jobs was "Placement and Certification Advising.
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Of the forty students not currently teaching, the variables rated as
"Useful" by seventy percent or more of the respondents were: "Teaching
Experience" (91.7 percent), "Additional Responsibilities to Phase III"
(93.3 percent), "Planning and Preparation for Teaching" (86.1 percent),
"Methods and Materials Instruction by Teacher" (77.8 percent), and "Su-
pervision by Teacher" (81.1 percent).
A review of the results of Phase V evaluations by a cross-tabu-
lation of students who had the same cooperating teacher for both semes-
ters of student teaching with students who had different teachers each
semester indicated that there was little variation in the ratings (see
Figure 21) . While students who had the same teacher both semesters
rated their experiences slightly more "Useful" than students who had
different teachers on most of the variables, they rated their "Teaching
Experience" as slightly less useful: (88.6 percent/90.1 percent). How-
ever, this difference was not considered to be meaningful because it was
less than 1.8 percent. On the variable "Placement and Certification Ad-
vising," the difference was considerably greater. Seventy-five point six
percent of the students who had the same teacher both semesters rated
this variable "Useful", and only 51.7 percent of the students who had
different teachers rated it "Useful"—a difference of 23.9 percent.
On the analysis conducted of the Phase V evaluations broken down
into the various semesters in which the students entered the Program,
the results remained consistent with the findings of the other phases
(see Figure 18) . The mean scores of each succeeding semester progres-
sively improved for the first three semesters with a drop in mean
scores
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for the final semester. However, the mean scores of the final semester
did not drop as low as the scores of the first semester. The mean
scores for all semesters ranged from 3.2 to 4.9 with only two variables
receiving scores of 3.5 or below: "Supervision by TEPAM" (3.2, Fall
1971) and "Placement and Certification Advising" (3.5, Spring 1972).
The group receiving the highest mean scores on all variables was the
third group (Fall 1972) with all seven variables receiving mean scores
of 4.0 or above: "Teaching Experience" (4.9), "Additional Responsibili-
ties to Phase III" (4.9), "Planning and Preparation for Teaching" (4.9),
"Methods and Materials Instruction by Teacher" (4.5), "Supervision by
Cooperating Teacher" (4.8), "Supervision by TEPAM" (4.1), and "Placement
and Certification Advising" (4.1). Only one variable in the Phase V
evaluation maintained consistent progress from the first group through
the final group, and that was the "Supervision by TEPAM," progressing
from 3.2 to 3.6 to 4.1 with the last two groups both rating their exper-
iences as 4.1.
An examination of the responses to Questions 10 and 12 of the
questionnaire, which also asked students to evaluate their cooperating
teachers and supervisors in Phase V, confirmed that the scores consis-
tently improved with each semester's evaluations (see Figures 14 A-D,
15 A-D and 16 A-D). There was one unique finding in this correlation,
however: there was no drop in the final semester scores for supervisors
as there had been in Phase III for this same group of students (73.3 per-
cent/84.6 percent). Analysis of Question 13, which asked students to
evaluate their Phase V workshop experiences, revealed that ratings
dropped considerably from the third group to the final group (58.3
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percent/45.5 percent). It should be noted that this drop in scores
was somewhat predictable however, since there were fewer workshops
offered in this semester than in any other semester of TEPAM.
An analysis was also conducted on the Phase V responses to de-
termine if the Phase I experiences had any particular impact on the
findings (see Figure 22). Based on the results of this correlation,
the Phase I experience did not particularly impact on the Paase V eval-
uations. On five of the seven variables examined, students who did not
have Phase I rated their experiences as more "Useful" than students who
had participated in Phase I: "Teaching Experience," "Additional Respon-
sibilities to Phase III," "Planning and Preparation for Teaching," "Meth-
ods and Materials Instruction by the Teacher," and "Supervision by the
Teacher." The "Supervision by Teacher" was rated significantly higher
by students who did not have Phase I (95.0 percent/79.0 percent). Stu-
dents who had Phase I rated their "Supervision by TEPAM" and "Placement
and Certification Advising" as more "Useful" than students who did not
have Phase I. Phase I students who got teaching jobs rated three of the
Phase V variables as more "Useful" than Phase I students who did not get
teaching jobs: "Additional Responsibilities to Phase III" (93.0 percent/
89.0 percent), "Supervision by TEPAM" (79.0 percent/69.0 percent) and
"Placement and Certification Advising" (94.0 percent/73.0 percent). In
contrast. Phase I students who did not get teaching jobs rated four of
the Phase V variables as slightly more "Useful" than those
ratings by
Phase I students who got teaching jobs: "Teaching Experience (87.5
percent/84.3 percent), "Planning and Preparation for Teaching"
(84.0
percent/83.0 percent), "Supervision by Teacher" (80.0 percent/78.0
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percent), and "Methods and Materials Instruction by Teacher" (77.0 per-
cent/72.0 percent). A comparison of the ratings of students who com-
pleted Phase I and got jobs, and students who did not complete Phase I
and got jobs, indicated that the experiences were consistently rated as
more "Useful" by those students who did not have Phase I with the excep-
tion of one variable. The students who completed Phase I and got jobs
found their "Placement and Certification Advising" to be considerably
more "Useful" than students who did not have Phase I (94.0 percent/60.0
percent)
.
Recommendations made by students regarding changes in content,
staffing, timing, or format for the Phase V experience included the fol-
lowing :
1. Fewer student teachers per classroom to provide a more realistic
teaching experience, and to help the intern gain more self-con-
fidence ;
2. More opportunities for the intern to manage the entire classroom
alone;
3. Continued methods workshops and jam sessions with teachers, pre-
ferably after school hours so as to maximize the time spent in
the classroom;
4. Considerably more frequent, more consistent and more substantive
supervision which might mean having additional supervisors to
provide this close one-to-one supervision;
More clearly defined expectations for supervisors and cooperating
teachers regarding their responsibilities to interns
,
5.
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6. Continued efforts to find appropriate ways of matching and as-
signing teachers and interns; and
7. More career counseling (especially examining alternatives to
classroom teaching for people who don’t get jobs) and advising
regarding placement and credentialing procedures (including
preparation for job interviews).
Self-Evaluations of Students Before Student Teaching
At the Completion of the Program and at the Present Time
(June 1975)
In addition to the evaluations of the various experiences for each
of the phases of the Program, TEPAIl students were also asked to provide
an assessment of their personal growth in the Program by indicating their
feelings about themselves at three distinct periods of time:
1. At the Beginning of Student Teaching (Phase III);
2. At the Completion of the Program; and
3. At the Present Time.
(Question 20) . The period "Present Time" varied for the respondents
from two years after graduation to those still completing the Program.
(At least fifty-five of the ninety-five respondents (fifty-eight percent)
had been out of the Program from one to two years by the time they com-
pleted the questionnaire.) (See Figure 23)
An analysis of the mean scores revealed that the following
char-
acteristics showed considerable personal growth for students
from the
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beginning of student teaching to the completion of the Program: "Un-
prepared-Prepared" (2. 0/4. 2), "Lacking in Confidence-Confident" (2.3/
4.2)
,
"Incompetent-Competent" (2. 8/4. 3), "Unsuccessful-Successful" (3.0/
4.3)
,
and "Uncreative-Creative" (3. 2/4. 2). To determine the care taken
by students in completing this section of the questionnaire, one item
was listed on a reverse scale, with the positive adjective listed first,
followed by the negative adjective (Flexible-Rigid). The results indi-
cated that students discriminated on this item by rating their personal
growth as showing movement from Rigid to Flexible. The characteristic
that showed the most considerable growth for students was the variable
"Unprepared-Prepared" in which students responded with a mean score of
2.0 at the "Beginning of Student Teaching," a mean score of 4.2 at the
"Completion of Student Teaching," and a mean score of 4.3 at the "Present
Time." The analysis also revealed that on every variable but two, stu-
dents felt even more positive about their experiences after they were
out of the Program than they had at the completion of the Program, in
spite of the fact that approximately half of them were unable to get
teaching jobs. An indication of their concern over not getting teaching
jobs, however, was revealed in the correlation of the mean scores for
two variables. There was a slight dip in the mean scores for the vari-
ables "Unwanted-Wanted" (4. 3/4.0) and "Unsuccessful-Successful" (4.4/
4.3)
from the "Completion of the Program" to the "Present Time." The
variables that showed the least personal growth at the "Completion
of
the Program" were those variables that were rated highly by
the students
at the "Beginning of Student Teaching":
"Irresponsible-Responsible"
(4. 2/4. 6), "Unmotivated-Motivated" (4. 2/4. 4) and
"Reluctant-Eager (4.0/
4.4).
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"Additional Comments" From Student Questionnaire
The final question on the student questionnaire gave students
the opportunity to provide any additional information they felt was im-
portant in their assessment of the TEPAM Program. Some students used
this space to sum up their general feelings about the Program, whether
they were satisfied or dissatisfied, some to air particular grievances
they hadn’t been able to articulate prior to that time, some to make
specific recommendations for future teacher education programs, and some
simply to say "Thank You" for a good experience. Because the comments
made in response to this item seemed to represent both the range and
depth of comments volunteered throughout the questionnaire, they have
been included in total in the appendices to provide validity for the se-
lected comments that have been quoted throughout the analysis (see Appen-
dix K) . The comments are considered to be particularly relevant because
they represent points of view important enough to the respondents to be
volunteered. Since the nature of the response being solicited was to-
tally unstructured, and came after eighteen pages of intense questioning,
it was felt special consideration should be given to these responses.
Therefore, an analysis of these comments has been included to provide
insight into the rest of the questionnaire data.
Of the ninety“five students who completed the questionnaire,
49.5 percent or forty-seven students responded to this question. Since
some students commented on several different points, the number of com-
ments discussed may be greater than forty-seven. Comments have been
broken down into three categories: positive comments, negative comments
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and recommendations for future programs (that did not necessarily repre-
sent evaluations of the TEPAM Program)
.
There were thirty-two positive comments, twenty-one of which re-
flected a general satisfaction with the Program, such as: "All in all,
I felt TEPAM was excellent, and I'm proud of the teaching opportunity
at Mark s Meadow, and feel confident due to my background." The remain-
ing eleven comments related to specific TEPAM experiences that were val-
ued, such as: The Learning Disabilities Program should be more widely
offered to TEPAM members. My experiences were beneficial and can help
in understanding a student's personal needs." There were nineteen nega-
tive comments, seven of which reflected a general dissatisfaction with
the Program, such as: "The Program ^ the cooperating teacher and the
Mark's Meadow staff. My evaluation of the Program is rough because I
had two teachers that stifled me and didn't let me develop my own person-
al style because they disagreed with me. Consequently, my evaluations
were poor and my confidence was shattered." The remaining twelve nega-
tive comments related to specific TEPAM experiences that were lacking,
such as: "More methods courses and preparation is needed." Five of
the students made recommendations regarding particular experiences they
would like to see included in teacher education programs, such as:
"... maximum exposure to different teachers and classrooms in differ-
ent systems along with a permanent (semester-long) relationship with
kids—a journal could be a vital part of the experience."
The greatest number of comments (seventeen) were volunteered on
the personal relationships between participants in the Program: teachers.
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students and TEPAM staff. Whether they felt the relationship was posi-
tive or negative (there were eleven positive and six negative), they felt
it was significant in their evaluation of the Program. Typical comments
included the following: the feeling of interaction among the whole TEPAM
Program (staff and students) was an extremely comfortable one: "it all
seems so clinical in the questionnaire, whereas I consider the whole
Program a personal relationship with fantastic people"; "I just was
lucky enough to meet people I felt I could trust and ask advice of—I'm
sure many were not as fortunate. But because of these people, I feel
the Program was successful by me . People make a Program"; "I didn't get
much out of the Program because of my cooperating teacher and her lack of
regard for my needs."
Additional aspects of the Program on which several students chose
to comment were: the benefits of two semesters of student teaching, and
the complications and negative effects of having too many student teach-
ers in a classroom. Other comments, though isolated, singled out Program
experiences or the lack of them that contributed to the students' assess-
ments of the TEPAM Program.
Evaluation of Experiences Since TEPAM
An examination of the data regarding students who were currently
teaching as of June 1975 when the questionnaire was distributed revealed
the following findings. Of the eighty-two students who responded to this
item, fifty percent or forty-one students were currently teaching, and
forty-one students were not currently teaching. The breakdown as to
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type of teaching position and its geographical location is indicated in
Table 3.
TABLE 3
TYPE OF TEACHING POSITION AND GEOGRAPHIC
LOCATION FOR STUDENTS CURRENTLY TEACHING
Mass.
Other New
England
State
Elsewhere
in U.S.
Outside
U. S.
Row
Total
Full-Time 15 1 5 1 22
Part-Time
—
Regular z 2
Part-Time
Substitute 4
Full-Time
Permanent
Substitute
3* 1 4
Teacher Aide 5 1 6
Column Total 29 1 6 2 38**
-k
One of these three teaching positions was in the community where
the teacher grew up.
There were thirty-eight/forty-one responses to this questionnaire
item from students currently teaching, and three non-responses.
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Analysis of the job statistics for those TEPAM students who com-
pleted Phase I revealed that twenty-one/ forty-one or 51.2 percent of
the students were currently teaching as of June 1975. TEPAM students
who had the same cooperating teacher for both semesters achieved an even
higher percentage of students with teaching jobst twenty—five/forty stu-
dents (62.5 percent) were currently teacher and fifteen/forty (37.5 per-
cent) were not currently teaching. The statistics that seemed to reveal
the most about the current job market for teachers were the statistics
brought to light in an analysis of the effect of the semester students
entered the TEPAM Program, and consequently, the semester when they grad-
uated from the Program and were in the job market (see Table 4)
.
Twenty-six of the forty-one or 63.4 percent of the students who
were currently teaching participated in the first year of the Program
and had been out of the Program for two years. Ten of the twenty-one
students (47.6 percent) who participated in the second year of the Pro-
gram were currently teaching after having been out of the Program for
one year. Of the students in the third and fourth years of TEPAM who
were just graduating, five/seventeen (29.4 percent) were currently teach-
ing. It is the researcher's hypothesis, based on knowledge of TEPAM stu-
dents who have gotten jobs since the questionnaire was distributed, that
the statistics in Table 4 reflect on the timing of the distribution of
the questionnaire, and not on any particular experience or training they
received which may have made the first graduates more qualified. Students
who had been out of school the longest had more time to seek employment
than those who had only been out one year or were just graduating.
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TABLE 4
STATISTICS RELATING TYPE OF TEACHING POSITION
OBTAINED TO SEMESTER STUDENTS ENTERED TEPAM
Full-
Time
Part-
Time-
Reg.
Part-
Time-
Subst
.
Full-
Time-
Perm.
Subst
.
Teacher
Aide
Not Cur-
rently
Teaching
Row
Total
First Year
1971, 1972
19 2 1 2 2 18 44
Second Year
1972, 1973
0 0 5 2 3 11 21
Third Year
1973, 1974
2 0 0 0 2 10 14
Fourth Year
1974, 1975
1 0 0 0 0 2 3
Column
Total
22 2 6 4 7 41 82
Employment data revealed in a School of Education evaluation of
its 1975
graduates revealed that TEPAM had thirty-one percent of its
graduates
teaching full-time and forty-six percent teaching part-time
for a total
of seventy-seven percent employed in education-related
jobs-statistics
which seem to confirm this hypothesis.
*Horace Reed and Douglas Rindone. Graduates’
n^rss^of'l9r5!1choo!'':rE::;a°tLn:”uS;Srity" f
^ssacdusetts
,
A.l. e-tTr7
April, 1976.
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Of the students who were currently teaching that responded to
Question 5 (page 351 ), 73.5 percent of them indicated that they had got-
ten their jobs in the same grade level as they had done their student
teaching, while 26.5 percent of them were teaching in grade levels they
had not experienced in student teaching. Students responding to Ques-
tion 10 (page 352 ) revealed that thirty-three percent felt they were
"more than adequately prepared" for their job by TEPAM, 48.5 percent
felt they were "adequately prepared" and only 18.2 percent felt they
were "inadequately prepared" for their job. Reasons for not feeling
prepared included their lack of experience in a traditional setting, in-
sufficient training in behavior control and classroom management, and an
inability to interact appropriately with other staff members because of
a philosophy of education that was in conflict with the majority of the
administration and staff. Only one student didn’t feel prepared to han-
dle the curriculum in addition to her inability to handle children in a
traditional setting, and she was hired to teach French in grades seven
and eight.
Processes used to obtain teaching positions were ranked by respon-
dents (both those who got jobs and those who did not get jobs) with the
following findings (see Appendix G-4) . The two processes most highly
rated were "On own initiative, writing letters for applications, making
contacts for interviews, etc." and "Placement Services." Of the thirty-
three students who responded to Question 7 (page 35l) Program
play a role in helping you get a teaching position," 69.7 percent (twenty-
three/ thirty-three) said "Yes", and 30.3 percent (ten/ thirty-three) said
"No". Explanations as to how the Program was helpful revealed the
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following typical coiranents : more classroom experience (two semesters
of student teaching), good cooperating teacher recommendations, experi-
ence in a progressive, individualized school, personal connection between
hiring school and cooperating teacher or supervisor, general quality of
the Program, and encouragement and support from teachers and staff mem-
bers
.
Analysis and Findings of the
Teacher Questionnaire
Evaluation of Program Experiences
Many of the items on the Teacher Questionnaire were designed to
address specific issues raised during TEPAM, and the findings from these
particular questions will be presented in the discussion of the issues
in the following chapter. Other questions were included to provide in-
sight from a teacher's perspective, such as:
1. Evaluation of particular TEPAM experiences;
2. Strengths and weaknesses of the TEPAM Program;
3. Desirable compensation for work with student teachers; and
4. An assessment of the characteristics and skills perceived to be
important for interns to demonstrate.
Findings on these questions will be reported here, while a frequency dis-
tribution of the responses to all of the Teacher Questionnaire items is
included in Appendix G.
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Since methods, materials and curriculum development Instruction
were a significant part of the teacher's role in an intern's training,
it was considered important to ask teachers to evaluate the various pro-
cedures used throughout TEPAIi for providing this instruction. Teachers
were asked to consider the four workshop formats which had been imple-
mented during TEPAM, and to evaluate them from the following perpsectives
:
materials and resources readily available, preparation, interest/value to
teacher/need/value for intern, time required, and conflict with classroom
priorities. Using these criterion, teachers indicated a strong preference
for the three-week thematic approach (see page 365, Teacher Questionnaire,
Appendix G) . As one teacher succinctly explained her choice, "The three-
week theme seems to require the most involvement of both staff and stu-
dents, and to produce the most effective results through more opportunity
to implement (the materials and ideas) immediately." Conversely, it was
indicated that "Jam Sessions" required the least involvement, preparation
and follow-through by staff and students, and was therefore considered to
be the least appropriate format for responding to the needs of the student
teachers. One teacher suggested that the regularly scheduled workshops
for Phase Ill's (to provide particular methods, materials and curriculum
development instruction), and the "Jam Sessions" for Phase V s (to pro-
vide opportunities for discussing intern questions, concerns and to give
relevant information regarding placement procedures) was a viable combin-
ation. Teachers found it more difficult to agree on which of the
work-
shop formats conflicted the least with their classroom priorities.
It
was clear that all of the formats presented some conflict
for the teach-
ers, but that was viewed as a part of the responsibility
that came along
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with their involvement in teacher training. One teacher suggested that
nothing conflicts, as long as the advanced schedule is known" which
would make it possible for classroom plans to be built around workshop
responsibilities
.
In an open-ended question, teachers were asked to describe brief-
ly what they perceived to be the strengths and weaknesses of the TEPAll
Program. Table 5 summarizes their comments by listing them in rank or-
der with those comments made most frequently appearing at the top of the
list and starred. The remaining comments, while listed less frequently
on the questionnaire by the teachers, represent opinions that have been
expressed often when the Program is discussed by teacher.
To determine the significance of the effect of the number of stu-
dent teachers assigned to a single classroom, teachers were asked for ad-
vice regarding their perceptions of the most satisfactory arrangement.
While Mark's Meadow teachers had worked with anywhere from zero to six
student teachers in a classroom in one semester, ideally they recommended
the following situation: seven/ thirteen (53.8 percent) considered one
intern per classroom per semester to be ideal, while six/ thirteen (40.2
percent) considered the ideal number to be two interns per classroom per
semester. None of the teachers chose to serve as cooperating teacher
for more than two interns per semester.
In a related question, nine/thirteen or 69.2 percent of the teach-
ers supported an arrangement which would place one Phase III and one
Phase V in a classroom per semester, while four/ thirteen or 30.8 percent
continued to prefer supervising only one intern each semester.
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF TEACHER COMMENTS REGARDING
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF TEPAM
Strengths
**Two semesters of student teach-
ing with more opportunities for
interns to gain experience and
grow in the job.
*Methods courses and workshops
taught by practicing teachers
which provided intensive train-
ing in basic skills and manage-
ment techniques.
*Highly qualified supervisors
and directors dedicated to help-
ing interns look closely at
themselves in relation to their
work with children.
*Opportunity to put theory into
practice concurrently: methods
and experience simultaneously.
—Flexible, which allows many
good things to happen.
—Sincere, intelligent help for
teacher and classroom.
—Kept teacher on toes
!
—Many opportunities for students
to get ideas and support from
many people.
—Extensive checklist and evalu-
ating forms—useful.
—Developed confident, well-
equipped potential teachers.
—Accessibility to University
resources
.
—Willingness to give teacher
"space".
—Alternating on-site experience
and theory courses in other
parts of University.
Weaknesses
**Too many interns for the best
interest of children.
*Lack of methods courses prior
to Program not only makes much
direction and a terrific work
load on the classroom teacher,
but can start the intern out
with the idea that teaching
needs little preparation (col-
lege courses)
.
*Some semesters insufficient
observation and supervision of
interns
.
*Doesn’t allow intern to exper-
ience both fall and spring se-
mesters of teaching in the
classroom.
—Inability to weed out and/or
help or handle incompetent,
irresponsible interns.
—Skills not always provided when
needed or most desired by in-
tern.
—Lack of experience in team-
teaching and traditional set-
tings .
—Principal as Program Director.
—Lack of coordination and com-
munication among staff members
in planning and following up
methods courses.
—Need more in-depth workshops
on child development—child
psychology
.
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One significant factor in the consideration of how many interns
a teacher could accommodate in a single semester is the amount of time
they are required to spend daily working with the interns. Teachers
were asked to estimate how much time they spent daily in direct activi-
ties with interns: planning, guiding, observing, instructing, and giv-
ing feedback, and then to project what they perceived might be a realis-
tic or appropriate amount of time for these activities. While teachers
spent anywhere from one to three hours daily working directly with their
interns, they projected it was much more realistic to spend from one to
two hours daily. Seven of twelve teachers or 58.3 percent responding
felt that one hour daily was the most appropriate amount of time to spend
with interns given their other teaching responsibilities. Three out of
twelve or twenty-five percent suggested one and one-half hours daily, and
two out of twelve or 16.7 percent felt two hours daily could be justified.
In order to gain insight into appropriate criteria to be consid-
ered important in the selection and training of interns, teachers were
asked to assess their most successful intern and their least successful
intern (throughout their career) , in an attempt to differentiate between
the characteristics and skills of each. Given a list of twenty-three
characteristics and seventeen teaching skills, teachers were asked to
rate their most successful intern and their least successful intern using
a scale of one to five with five being high. Calculating the mean scores
for their evaluations, a composite profile of the Least Successful In-
tern" and the "Most Successful Intern" was developed (see Figure 24)
.
An analysis of the profiles revealed the following (see Table 6)
:
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TABLE 6
A COMPARISON OF THE SKILLS AND CHARACTERISTICS
VALUED BY MARK'S MEADOW TEACHERS
FOR SUCCESSFUL STUDENT TEACHERS
Most Successful Intern
SKILLS ;
(Mean Score Range: 4.4 - 4.9)
Most successful at : Daily prepara-
tion, short range planning, plan-
ning for individual differences,*
teaching small groups, teaching
one-to-one, assessing own strengths
and needs,* recognizing which de-
cisions are made before, during
and after a lession,* and evalu-
ating pupil progress.*
(Scores = 4.9)
Slightly less successful at : Long
range planning,* ability to manage
whole class,* ability to be in tune
with overall atmosphere of class-
room,* selecting an effective meth-
od of instruction,* composing and
asking good questions, diagnosing
individual strengths and needs,*
coordinating several activities
at once,* and general command of
subject matter.*
(Scores = 4.5 - 4.7)
CHARACTERISTICS :
(Mean Score Range: 3.7 - 5.0)
Most highly rated : Competent,*
creative, well-prepared,* respon-
sible,* eager, motivated, comfort-
able, flexible, active, respectful,
consistent, friendly, relaxed, sup-
portive, resourceful,* and pleasant.
(Scores = 4.8 - 5.0)
Rated slightly lower : authorita-
tive, informal, assertive, confi-
dent, secure, and outgoing.
Least Successful Intern
SKILLS :
(Mean Score Range: 1.6 - 3.4)
Most successful at : Teaching
one-to-one and using kids' in-
terests as a source of curricu-
lum. (Scores = 2.8 - 3.4)
Somewhat successful with: Daily
preparation, short range plan-
ning, teaching small groups, and
composing and asking good ques-
tions. (Scores = 2.5 - 2.6)
Least successful at : Long range
planning,* providing for individ-
ual differences,* managing whole
class,* being in tune with over-
all atmosphere of classroom,* se-
lecting an effective method of
instruction,* diagnosing individ-
ual strengths and needs,* recog-
nizing which decisions need to be
made before, during and after a
lesson.* evaluating pupil pro-
gress, and general command of
subject matter.*
(Scores = 1.6 - 2.2)
CHARACTERISTICS :
(Mean Score Range: 1.8 - 3.6)
Most highly rated : Confident, re-
spectful, friendly, outgoing, in-
formal, and pleasant.
(Scores = 3.0 - 3.6)
Least highly rated : Well-pre-
^
pared, competent, responsible,
and resourceful.
Scores - 3.7 - 4.7)
(Scores = 1.8 - 2.1)
Items determined to differentiate between the most
successful and least
successful interns.
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Since none of the ratings for either characteristics or skills
for the most successful intern fell below 3.7, and none of the character-
istics and skills for the least successful intern were rated above 3.7,
the degrees of success indicated for each group on Table 3 are relative
to their own group. However, by examining those skills and characteris-
tics that were most highly rated for the most successful interns, and
those that were least highly rated for the least successful interns, the
analysis indicates that the starred criteria differentiated between suc-
cessful and unsuccessful interns.
It should be noted that the characteristics that were rated
slightly lower for the most successful interns (3.7 - 4.7) ("authorita-
tive-laissez-faire," "informal-formal," "assertive-submissive") are those
that teachers did not feel appropriately belonged on either extreme of
the continuum, but balanced somewhere in the middle, which is consistent
with individual and school-wide philosophy.
Issue of Compensation for Cooperating Teachers
Since Mark's Meadow teachers received a stipend from the University
in their capacity as Demonstration Teachers for their work in training
teachers, it was considered important to determine the significance of
this stipend in order to examine the issue of replicability of the Pro-
gram in non-laboratory school settings. Of the thirteen teachers respond-
ing to the question, "How important a factor do you feel the University
stipend is in the effort teachers make with interns?," the following re-
sults were revealed. Nine of the thirteen (69.2 percent) felt the
stipend
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was "important" or "extremely important," while four of the thirteen
(30.8 percent) felt that it was "not very important" and "didn't make
any difference." When asked if they would be willing or able to spend
the same amount of time and effort with interns if they did not receive
a stipend, the results were somewhat less clear. Five of the thirteen
said "Yes", four said "No", and four wanted to qualify their responses
in some way with a "Yes, but. . ." comment. Their comments indicated
that there would have to be some trade-off or other form of compensation
to justify the effort required.
Figure 25 reveals the responses from teachers regarding what
they would value as compensation in their work with interns. Teachers
were asked to prioritize sixteen possible forms of compensation with an
opportunity to provide other choices they might value that were not listed.
Of the forms of compensation ranked in the top three by each teacher re-
sponding, a stipend was clearly the most highly valued form of compensa-
tion. However, the range of alternatives considered valuable indicates
that a stipend does not have to be the only form of compensation consid-
ered appropriate for cooperating teachers. An unanticipated response
occurred when it was indicated that more teachers valued personal and
professional growth compensation more highly than they valued the range
of alternatives dealing with receiving credit or tuition waivers, which
are probably the most frequently used forms of compensation in teacher
education today.
Percentage
of
Responses
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Analysis of Perception of Program Objectives
Comparing Student and Teacher Responses
Section III, Perception of Objectives, was a section Included In
both the student and teacher questionnaires.* It listed eighteen "Pro-
gram Objectives" and asked students to Indicate If they held each objec-
tive for themselves during the Program, and If they felt the objective
had been met. It asked teachers to Indicate If they had the objective
for their Intern
, and If they perceived that It had been met. Of the
eighteen objectives listed, two were not stated Program objectives, but
were Included to see If students and teachers were discriminating In
their responses (Objectives 4 and 8). It should be noted that the six-
teen "Stated" objectives of the Program were Implicit In the goals and
philosophies of the TEPAM Program, but were not all previously stated
objectives used by the Program In Its Implementation. For that reason.
It was considered Important to articulate these objectives In the ques-
tionnaire to determine If Program participants (students and teachers)
shared the objectives; and If so, did they feel that they had been met
by the Program.
*Due to the complex nature of this section of the questionnaire,
however, respondents had a difficult time understanding the questions,
particularly the questions on the perceptions of Program and Cooperating
Teacher objectives. This difficulty was determined by Inconsistencies
In their responses In which they Indicated their personal objectives had
been "met" In the first category, and then stated the objectives were
"not met" In the following categories. Consequently, only the percep-
tions of objectives regarding students’ and teachers’ personal objectives
In the Program have been determined to be valid responses, and will
be
analyzed here.
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Table 7 lists the eighteen objectives provided in Section III
and indicates the percentage of students responding who felt that the
objective was one that they personally held, and perceived that it had
been met by the Program. The teacher responses indicate the percentage
of teacher who held this objective for their interns
, and felt the ob-
jective had been met. The objectives have been listed in order by the
number of students who held them as their personal objectives, with the
number in parentheses indicating the order of the objective on the ques-
tionnaire. Therefore, the further down the list the objective occurs
in Table 7, the fewer the students who perceived this as one of their
personal objectives while in TEPAM.
In general, both teachers and students felt that their personal
objectives had been met, although teachers tended to be more positive
about their assessments than the students. Two of the student objectives
received satisfactory ratings from seventy percent or less of the respon-
dents : Number 5—Opportunities to become familiar with a variety of
theories about learning and development (70.7 percent); and Number 10
—
Opportunities to develop competence in planning, teaching and evaluating
specific curriculum content in other subject areas such as Humanistic
Education, Arts and Crafts, Health, Outdoor Education, Art, Music, etc.
(61.7 percent), while only one of the teacher objectives received a sat-
isfactory rating from less than seventy percent of the respondents:
Number 5—Opportunities to become familiar with a variety of theories
about learning and development (66.7 percent). On only three variables
did students perceive themselves as having met the objective with a per-
centage of responses greater than the teachers’ perceptions: Number 11
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TABLE 7
STUDENT AND TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:
PERCENTAGE WHO STATED THAT IT WAS A PERSONAL OBJECTIVE
AND FELT THAT IT WAS MET BY THE TEPAM PROGRAM
Objective
Opportunities to develop an appro—
P^is^be teacher-pupil relationship
with children, whether one-to-one,
small groups or whole groups. (#2)
Student
Perception
NO. %
Teacher
Perception
NO. %
84/92 91.3 12/13 92.3
The development of confidence in
one's own teaching ability. (#12) 71/90 78.9 12/13 92.3
Development of specific skills for
utilizing open styles of teaching
and learning. (#1)
80/90 88.9 13/13 100
Opportunities to develop the abil-
ity to evaluate one's own potential
as a teacher. (#7)
73/90 81.1 12/13 92.3
Opportunities to develop competence
in planning, teaching and evaluat-
ing specific curriculum content in
basic subject areas such as reading,
language arts, math, science, social
studies. (#9)
67/90 74.4 13/13 100
Opportunities for the interchange
of ideas and methods between teach-
ers and interns. (#18)
72/86 83.7 13/13 100
Opportunities to learn and practice
techniques for disciplining and
classroom management consistent with
his/her own style. (#14)
68/86 79.1 13/13 100
Opportunities for developing organ-
izational ability through planning
and recordkeeping. (#15)
67/82 81.7 13/13 100
Opportunity to become familiar
with a variety of theories about 58/82 70.7 8/12 66.7
learning and development. (i^5)
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TABLE 7
(Continued)
Objective
Opportunities to develop competence
in planning, teaching and evaluating
specific curriculum content in other
Student
Perception
NO. %
Teacher
Perception
NO. %
subject areas such as Humanistic Ed-
ucation, Arts and Crafts, Health,
Outdoor Education, Art, Music, etc.
(#10)
50/81 61.7 10/12 83.3
Opportunities to develop qualities of
adaptability and sensitivity appro-
priate to personal relationships with
members of the school staff. (#16)
74/79 93.7 9/11 81.8
To provide techniques in the practice
teaching situation for self-evalua-
tion and self-development. (#13)
70/78 89.7 11/12 91.7
Opportunities to be evaluated by
others as to one’s potential as a
teacher. (#6)
67/77 87.0 10/10 100
Opportunity to become a part of the
school community by becoming famil-
iar with its procedures, and by en-
tering into appropriate professional
relationships with members of the
faculty, staff and administration
and in particular, with the cooper-
ating teacher. (#17)
66/76 86.8 10/13 76.9
Opportunities to relate theory and
practice. (#3)
55/76 72.4 12/12 100
Development of respect for the au-
thority of the teacher (not a
"stated” Program objective)
.
(#4)
53/71 74.6 4/5 80
Development of the skills, attitudes
and experiences required of individ-
uals living and learning in a plur-
alistic society. (#11)
52/64 81.3 9/12 75
Opportunities to help children mea-
sure their progress in comparison
with other students (not a "stated"
Program objective). (#8)
21/22 95.5 — —
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Development of the skills, attitudes and experiences required of individ-
uals living and learning in a pluralistic society (81.3 percent/75.0 per-
cent); Number 16~0pportunities to develop qualities of adaptability and
sensitivity appropriate to personal relationships with members of the
school staff (93.7 percent/81.8 percent); and Number 17—Opportunity to
become a part of the school community by becoming familiar with its pro-
cedures, and by entering into appropriate professional relationships
with members of the faculty, staff and administration, and in particular
with the cooperating teacher (86.8 percent/76.9 percent). The two objec-
tives relating to personal and professional relationships seem to repre-
sent a significant variation in perceptions since the number of students
responding was considerably greater than the number of teachers—74/79;
9/11 and 66/76; 10/13 respectively. They were also perceptions that re-
lated directly to the relationship between cooperating teachers and stu-
dent teachers.
The "Non-Program" objectives discriminated highly on the teacher
questionnaire with only five teachers viewing Number 4 as an objective
(Development of respect for the authority of the teacher)
,
and no teach-
ers viewing Number 8 as an objective (Opportunities to help children
measure their progress in comparison with other students). However, the
"Non-Program" objectives on the student questionnaire did not discrim-
inate as highly as was anticipated. Seventy-one students perceived
Number 4 as a personal objective (Development of respect for the author-
ity of the teacher)
,
and fifty-three of the seventy-one perceived that
the objective had been met. The other "Non-Program" objective discrim-
inated more effectively by only twenty— two students perceiving it as an
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objective with twenty-one of the twenty-two perceiving that the objec-
tive had been met. One factor that seemed to influence students' per-
ceptions of whether an objective had been met (as explained in support-
ing comments) was that if they had not been hired for a teaching posi-
tion, they must not have acquired some of the important skills. Conse-
quently, they rated certain objectives as "not met" on this basis.
Report of Recommendations for Teacher Education
from Students and Teachers
Since many teachers indicated throughout the questionnaire and
the personal interviews that some prior methods training or educational
experience was desirable to facilitate the classroom training and super-
vision of interns, it seemed important to report what kinds of experi-
ences they indicated would be necessary. Teachers were given a list of
ten possible pre-internship courses or experiences, as well as an oppor-
tunity to list others not provided, and were asked to check as many as
they felt were appropriate (see Figure 26 for results) . While none of
the experiences were considered to be essential by one hundred percent
of the teachers, several were rated as desirable by over sixty percent
of them. The most highly rated experiences were "Observation Tools and
Techniques" (84.6 percent) and "Some Experience With Children" (76.9
percent)
,
both activities which had been provided by Phase II of TEPAM
prior to the students' classroom teaching experiences. "Reading Methods
Courses," "Educational Psychology or Child Development Course and Re-
quired Classroom Observation From the Corridor" were also considered
to
Percentage
of
Responses
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be appropriate pre-teaching activities by 61.5 percent of the teachers.
The experience considered to be least essential prior to classroom
teaching experience was an "Education Foundations Course" (7.7 percent
—rated appropriate by only one teacher)
.
On a related item, teachers were less clear as to their feelings
regarding the need for a prescribed course of studies for interns. Six
of eleven teachers responding (54.5 percent) felt there should be re-
quired subjects or competencies, and recommended the following: Read-
ing, Math, all Methods Courses, Curriculum Development, Discipline or
Classroom Management, Personal Growth and Development, Professional
Ethics and School Law, Child Development and Educational Psychology,
Tests and Measurements, and Observation Tools. There was no particular
subject or competency which all teachers responding agreed should be re-
quired. Five of the eleven teachers responding felt that both alterna-
tives should be available, thus having some required subjects or compe-
tencies determined by the Program, and some left to the determination
of the intern. None of the teachers responding felt that the determina-
tion of required subjects or competencies should be left completely to
the intern.
Students and teachers were invited to respond to three open-ended
questions regarding the "Ideal Roles" for teacher educators—namely
,
Cooperating Teachers, College Supervisors and Program Directors.
("Ideal-
ly, what roles/ functions do you think Cooperating Teacher^
should perform
in teacher education programs?") An analysis of the
responses (see
and 29) indicated that while there were many
overlaps
Figures 27 , 28
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in the perceived ideal roles of teachers, supervisors and program direc-
tors as described by teachers and students, there was clearly one pri-
mary role for each position that distinguished them from one another.
Since the responses from both students and teachers tended to correlate
very closely on all variables, these findings will be reported together.
The desirable role for Cooperating Teachers was for them to have the
primary responsibility for providing the instruction of methods, cur-
riculum and materials, serving as a readily available resource person
for the student teacher . The desirable role for College Supervisors
was to be primarily responsible for observing, critically evaluating
and giving feedback to the student teacher in the context of a strong,
interpersonal relationship. The Program Director's preferred role was
that of being the overseer and organizer of the total Program experiences
serving as a liaison between students, teachers, supervisors, and the
University. For all three positions, there was considerable interest
in having them be providers of resources, responding to the individual
and collective needs of the students. A highly personal and professional
relationship was considered desirable for all three positions, although
it was viewed as much more necessary for supervisors and Cooperating
Teachers than it was for Program Directors.
l^ile the role of "Model Teacher" was not one highly supported
by students and teachers as a single role, the process of modeling by
teachers whereby students could acquire information, attitudes, ideas,
skills, and behaviors merely by observing an experienced teacher in ac-
tion was considered to be an extremely valuable activity in a student's
training
.
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The range of role descriptions provided by teachers and students
for all three positions seems to indicate a need for these roles to be
flexibly designed in order to be responsive to the various needs and
styles of Program participants. They suggest a need for Program person-
nel to at times be able to direct activities (being sensitive to individ-
ual needs and concerns), at times, to serve as a facilitator of desired
activities, and, at times, to be willing to simply stand back and allow
students to work out their own experiences.
An analysis was conducted of teachers’ perceptions regarding ef-
fective strategies for working with interns in an attempt to determine
those techniques, activities or relationships that contributed to a suc-
cessful internship experience. (For a complete tabulation of results,
see Appendix J , Teacher Questionnaire.) The review indicates that of
the fifty-eight activities listed for consideration, twenty-four were
selected by 10/13 or over seventy percent of the teachers as activities
that they had both used and considered to be effective in their work with
interns. These activities are listed in Table 8. The starred items in-
dicate those activities that one hundred percent of the teachers have
used and considered effective.
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TABLE 8
EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES FOR TRAINING INTERNS
BASED ON RATINGS BY COOPERATING TEACHERS
2. Introduce intern to class and
allow children to ask questions.
4. Set aside a period of time at
the beginning of the semester
for intern to observe teaching
techniques, and get to know
children without teaching re-
sponsibility.
5. Assign intern to a small group
of children to work with in a
single curriculum area (e.g.,
reading, math).
7 . Set aside some time each day to
plan and prepare together for
the next day's activities.
12. Share books, games, materials,
magazines with interns to help
them find ideas, understand
theories, and broaden teaching
experience
.
25.
* Discuss daily the intern's di-
agnosis of individual children
in various curriculum areas,
and share perceptions.
26. Provide encouragement and sup-
port as often as is possible
to develop intern's confidence
in teaching ability.
27. Provide instruction in uses of
various curriculum materials.
Used in Work
With Interns
%
13/13 100
12/13 92.3
12/13 92.3
13/13 100
12/13 92.3
13/13 100
13/13 100
13/13 100
Considered
Effective
%
12/13 92.3
10/13 76.9
11/13 84.6
12/13 92.3
11/13 84.6
13/13 100
11/13 84.6
11/13 84.6
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TABLE 8
(Continued)
28. Encourage intern to begin a
collection of materials,
games, activities, ideas
which can be used when they
get their own teaching posi-
tion.
*
29. Discuss your teaching philos-
ophy/approach with interns to
help them understand why you
handle situations in particu-
lar ways.
30. Provide reading materials, ex-
periences, information which
will help interns learn about
alternative ways of teaching,
and prepare them to teach in
schools different from Mark's
Meadow.
31. Encourage interns to self-
evaluate their teaching and
competency on a regular, on-
going basis.
39. Provide interns an opportunity
to be responsible for teaching
and planning a full day in the
classroom without other adults.
40. Provide gradually increasing
responsibilities as interns
demonstrate ability and read-
iness .
42A. Provide time out of classroom
for intern to observe other
schools
.
42E. Provide time out of classroom
for intern to go for job inter-
views .
Used in Work
With Interns
NO .
12/13
1
92.3
13/13 100
Considered
Effective
12/13
%
92.3
13/13 100
12/13 92.3
12/13 92.3
12/13 92.3
13/13 100
12/13 92.3
13/13 100
11/13 84.6
11/13 84.6
10/13 76.9
12/13 92.3
10/13 76.9
10/13 76.9
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(Continued)
44. Provide advice, support in
intern’s job hunting process.
47. Provide opportunity for in-
terns to experience a variety
of recordkeeping techniques
to aid in planning, diagnosis
and evaluation of students.
49. Provide opportunities for in-
tern to plan special units,
lessons completely of their
own choosing.
50. Provide help in using teach-
ers ’ manuals and curriculum
guides for teaching in vari-
ous curriculum areas.
51. Provide intern opportunity to
teach whole groups as well as
small groups and individuals.
52. Provide opportunities for in-
terns to share materials and
ideas with other interns and
teachers
.
55. Work closely with intern's
college supervisor to share
perceptions, joys, strengths,
weaknesses to help the intern.
Used in Work
With Interns
10/13
%
76.9
12/13 92.3
Considered
Effective
10/13
%
76.9
11/13 84.6
13/13 100 12/13 92.3
12/13 92.3
13/13 100
12/13 92.3
10/13 76.9
12/13 92.3
11/13 84.6
12/13 92.3 11/13 84.6
56. Provide clear expectations
for intern as to how you would
like to work together at the
beginning of the semester, and
continue to discuss openly as
expectations change and develop.
11/13 84.6 11/13 84.6
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summary of the Study
The purpose of this study was threefold:
1. To describe the design and implementation of the Teacher Education
Program at Mark’s Meadow (TEPAM)
,
a school-based, pre-service
teacher education program which contained an integral pre-service,
in-service interaction;
2. To evaluate participants’ perceptions of the value of TEPAM as
a teacher education program; and
3. To analyze the various elements of the Program to determine the
relative value of each of these elements based on impressions of
participants. Two questions were used to focus this analysis:
’’Was the TEPAM Program perceived as being valued by its parti-
cipants—students, teachers, supervisors, and program directors?"
and "What specific elements contributed to its value?"
Additionally, the study examined particular features incorporated in the
design of the Program that distinguished TEPAM as a teacher education pro-
gram to determine the effect of these features on the success of the Pro-
gram. These features included:
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—Two full semesters of student teaching in an elementary classroom;
One semester between student teaching experiences to return to
University courses to gain perspective and training to strengthen
teaching experiences;
—No formal methods preparation prior to student teaching in Phase
III;
—Methods and curriculum development instruction provided primarily
by classroom teachers;
—School-based program with a blend of theory and practice based on
a mutual teaching philosophy;
—Laboratory/public school setting governed by a formal agreement be-
tween the University and the school system;
—Program which stressed responsiveness to participant needs and
strong interpersonal relationships in contrast to prescribed, se-
quential curriculum or content;
—Practicing teachers actively involved in the decision-making process
planning, implementing and evaluating the teacher education experi-
ences being provided TEPAM students;
—Collaborative training and evaluation of student teacher by stu-
dent, teacher and supervisor.
Conclusions
A, summary and discussion of the findings of this study will be
presented in this section in the following format:
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1. A Summary of the Significant Findings Emerging from the Study;
2. A Discussion of the Findings Relevant to the Issues Raised in
Chapter III; and
3. A Presentation of the Findings Relevant to the Two Focusing
Questions of the Study Proposed in Chapter I.
A Summary of the Significant Findings
Emerging from the Study
1. Two full semester of classroom teaching experience (approximately
five hundred clock hours of actual teaching) was perceived by
participants to be the outstanding feature of the TEPAM Program.
2. The classroom/cooperating teacher was perceived to be the most
critical variable in a student’s assessment of the value of
their teacher training experiences, whether their assessment
was positive or negative.
3. Students who had the same cooperating teacher both semesters of
student teaching evaluated their TEPAM experiences as signifi-
cantly more useful than students who had different teachers
each semester.
4. The length of time a student spent in the Program seemed to have
a direct correlation with the perceived usefulness of the exper-
iences with each semester’s experiences being considered more
useful than the previous semester.
5. Strong interpersonal relationships between all Program partici-
pants were considered to be essential to the success of a
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Program, and were identified as a major strength of the TEPAM
Program.
6. The involvement of practicing teachers as planners and developers
of the TEPAM Program, as well as instructors of methods, materials
and curriculum development was perceived as an important feature
of the TEPAM Program, both by teachers (as a furtherance of their
own professional development) and by students (who valued the in-
terconnectedness of the theory with the practice)
.
a. Teachers are more willing to invest time and effort in train-
ing student teachers in a program in which they have been in-
volved in its planning and development
.
b. Teachers are more willing to invest time and effort in train-
ing student teachers if there is a direct benefit to their
ovm day-to-day work with children. While teachers wanted to
be supportive of student teachers’ needs for varied experi-
ences to help them increase their possibilities for future
employment, they preferred to have a student teacher they had
trained return to their own classroom the following semester.
c. Teachers desire some form of compensation for their work with
student teachers. While receiving a stipend was the form of
compensation valued most highly by TEPAM teachers, released
time for professional development, and pride and satisfaction
in preparing competent teachers were also considered to be
acceptable forms of compensation.
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7. The development and nurturance of "life skills" such as self-
evaluation, problem-solving, decision-making, communication and
interpersonal relationships which are necessary in many situa-
tions beyond classroom teaching, both in and out of the field
of education, was a highly valued component of the TEPAM Program.
8. The number of student teachers assigned to a single classroom
had an inverse correlation with the perceived value of the stu-
dent teaching experience: the greater the number of student
teachers per classroom, the less satisfactory the experience.
9. Availability, approachability and credibility were perceived by
the students to be the three most valued characteristics of
University supervisors. TEPAM supervisors who developed close
interpersonal relationships with student teachers had prior
classroom teaching experience and were informed about University
procedures; and were regularly available for observations, con-
ferences and consultation were perceived to be more useful as
supervisors than those who were lacking one or more of these
characteristics
.
10.
A feature of the TEPAM Program highly valued by participants and
also potential employers as reported following job interviews,
was the comprehensiveness of the Program in the sense that all
of the phases interrelated and supported one another, and were
connected both practically and philosophically.
11.
There appeared to be a direct, positive correlation between the
amount of responsibility and the appropriateness of the timing
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of this increased responsibility a student teacher was given in
the classroom, and the student's assessment of the usefulness
of the student teaching experience. Students who perceived that
they had too much decision-making power or not enough decision-
making power in their TEPAM experience were significantly less
satisfied with the Program than those students who felt the
amount of decision-making power was appropriate for them.
12. A teacher education program needs to provide a framework for de-
veloping competencies and skills in students that are responsive
to the current and projected job market demands.
13. The particular content, sequence and materials produced and used
in the TEPAM Program were not perceived to be as important to the
participants as the processes or ways in which they were imple-
mented .
Presentation and Discussion of the Findings
Relevant to the Issues Raised in Chapter III
General Issues
The general issue that was raised most frequently in TEPAM was
the issue concerned with structure
—
the amount and nature of structure /
direction appropriate for a program to provide . How much structure
should the program provide, both in terms of program experiences (such
as a prescribed content and sequence of experiences) , and within the in-
dividual experiences (such as student teaching expectations in a partic-
ular classroom, or competencies expected of students participating
in
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the program)? The Program was designed with a few general goal state-
ments as a framework (see page 44
, Chapter III) which would allow for
relative autonomy on the part of teachers, students and staff members
to develop a series of experiences based on their own strengths and
weaknesses. Responses throughout the questionnaires as well as the per-
sonal interviews identified this as an area of concern, particularly at
the outset of the Program. Participants clearly perceived a lack of
definition of goals and expectations in the early stages of the Program
which they felt should be addressed. However, there was no consensus as
to how they felt these concerns could be satisfied. Each student, teach-
er and staff member had his or her own set of criteria for determining
how much structure was wanted and/or needed—an arrangement that was sat-
isfactory for some, but highly unsatisfactory for others.
While some students were generally satisfied with the amount of
decision-making power they had in setting their own goals and choosing
the means to reach these goals, some students felt it was "too loosely
constructed with opportunities to make decisions, but not enough guidance
or direction in making them." One student expressed the sentiment that
she needed "more structure and guidance, but at the time, she was too
"young" to realize what it was she needed or wanted." Other students
felt the Program was too tightly structured and didn’t allow enough flex-
ibility for satisfying their unique needs or circumstances. Questions
relating to flexible or uniform expectations for all students, required
or voluntary assignments, defined teacher competencies or self-designed
teacher competencies, and student or program responsibility for these
concerns were frequently raised.
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The issue of the amount of structure was a primary concern ex-
pressed in one of the supervisor interviews. This supervisor felt that
students not only needed more structure via clearly stated expectations,
but step-by-step guidance in how to carry out activities once they were
assigned. Some students wanted to be "told" exactly what to do, when
to do it, what would happen when they did it, etc., and other students
wanted to be guided through experiences that would allow them to discov-
er these learnings for themselves. Based on the findings with regard to
this issue, it is the author's conclusion that teacher education programs
should take steps to become more responsive to a wider range of learning,
teaching and management styles, while still maintaining features in the
framework that initially attracted students and teachers to the program.
These steps should be taken early in the Program experience by initiating
a communication process which mutually identifies learning styles and
preferred supervision styles, and allows students, teachers and Program
staff members to negotiate roles and responsibilities for their partici-
pation in the Program. This interaction, once initiated, is one that
must continually reoccur as participants clarify their needs, refine
their skills, and develop more complex styles of learning and teaching.
Based on the TEPAM experience, it is the interaction of these roles and
responsibilities that appears to contribute most to successful experiences,
rather than the flexibility that allows each participant to arrive at his/
her own preferred style of teaching and learning independent of the needs
and preferences of other participants.
Another major issue frequently raised in TEPAM was the issue of
what particular content and in which particular sequence should
experiences
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be provided for students training to be teachers . The primary focus of
this issue centered on the components of theory versus practice. While
debate was often lively, and individual participants knew "clearly"
which experiences should come first and which experiences were needed,
there was no consensus among participants as to these recommendations.
Many students and teachers felt the need for some type of formal methods
instruction prior to the classroom experience, while many others felt
acquiring the theoretical framework to examine their experiences was
most important. The plea for a better blend of theory and practice was
one consistently expressed throughout TEPAM, even with the great varia-
tion of experiences provided in the theoretical component of the Program,
Phase II. The findings based on the TEPAM experience regarding this is-
sue confirm those recommended by Willis (1968) and support the need for
maximizing the blend of theory and practice, both in real and simulated
experiences. It is not the particular content or particular sequence
necessarily that builds skills and confidence in a young teacher-to-be,
but the interaction between the two components throughout all of their
experiences. Guided theoretical application on an observation and par-
ticipation basis early in a student's experience with time and materials
to connect these experiences and internalize them, followed by a contin-
uation of this process in the full-time teaching experience, seems to be
most conducive to maximizing the blend. Inherent in this process is the
assumption that students are practicing the newly learned theory and skills
in classrooms that are consistent philosophically with the training. If
students are being trained to diagnose and teach based on individual
needs, and then are sent to a classroom to apply these skills where only
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group instruction occurs, the inconsistency is apparent. This is the
oft-stated problem of traditional methods courses where students feel
a discrepancy exists between the theory and the "real world" of teaching.
Students left to make their own connections between the theory and the
practice were often found floundering. They ignored the underlying as-
sumptions and theoretical foundations of an approach, and relied on
the behaviors modeled by their cooperating teacher—a narrow
experience at best. Underlying assumptions internalized by teachers
and implicit in the process of teaching were not obvious to the inexper-
ienced student teachers, and were not often explicitly examined.
Given the nature of a restricted job market, and the redefini-
tion of the roles of schools based on the needs of a future society, it
seems even more important that attention be paid to developing the pro-
cessing skills of inquiry and critical thinking so essential to problem-
solving. The interaction and interdependency of theory and practice must
be emphasized with stress placed on experiences that support this inter-
action. The issue of a prescribed sequence is no longer the critical
issue, and the issue of content becomes one of individualizing experi-
ences to accommodate strengths and needs of the participants. Thus, the
role of diagnosis and evaluation, with an emphasis on self-evaluation,
becomes more critical as students and program interacting on an individual
basis determine appropriate "next steps" for the student.
Another general issue raised by TEPAM participants about which
opinions were solicited in the questionnaires and interviews was the a^-
vantages and disadvantages of the Principal of the elementary schopl
—
so serving as the Program Director of the teacher education program and
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supervisor of student teachers
. Many students and teachers expressed
advantages such as
:
1. Increased awareness and sensitivity to the growth process of stu-
dent teachers;
2. The ability to provide viable alternatives and strategies for
dealing with the day-to-day, nitty-gritty problems of teaching
because of a familiarity with the school situation;
3. The impressiveness of a recommendation received from a principal
who knew the student personally and professionally, as a friend
and instructor, and not just as a figurehead "principal";
4. The ability to better understand the relationships between ad-
ministrators and teachers, and to be fully informed about the
school and the teachers;
5. The ability to provide an administrator's perspective to the
classroom teacher's perspective in terms of skills needed to
deal with principals in the future; and
6. The ability to coordinate and consider both the needs of the
student teachers and the cooperating teachers in setting up and
implementing the program.
However, the perception was that the disadvantages of the principal
serving as Program Director seemed to outweigh the advantages because
of one major factor: time . Both students and teachers felt constrained
by the availability of the Principal, and the many responsibilities
(sometimes conflicting) that discouraged them from seeking his advice.
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Some teachers felt inhibited about discussing problems they were having
with a student teacher because of the implication this would have for
the principal's evaluation of their ability to perform as the cooperat-
ing teacher. One student expressed the concern that the principal was
"too close to the school to be critical of the methods of operation and
teachers attitudes." Another student was concerned that the principal
held expectations that were extremely high for novices because of his
accountability for the school's functioning." Primarily, students' and
teachers perceptions were that a principal doesn't have enough time to
do both jobs adequately, and the needs of the student teachers must take
a back seat to the needs of the school—an unsatisfactory compromise for
the students and teachers involved. Teachers felt that the two roles
were too time-consuming and demanding, and that a principal's first pri-
ority should be to the elementary school and the children.
Student Teacher Issues
The primary student teacher issue raised in TEPAM was that of
the appropriate number of student teachers who could operate in a single
classroom with consideration of the following factors : a realistic ex-
perience for a student teacher's preparation for teaching, an experience
manageable by the cooperating teacher to the benefit of both student
teachers and children, and an experience that is consistent with the un-
derlying assumptions of the classroom. For example, if a teacher strong-
ly valued the development of independence and self-evaluation skills for
his or her children, having four additional adults in the room made it
convenient for children to seek adult help and evaluation, and did not
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support this objective. Additionally, the quantity and quality of the
time a teacher could spend with any given student teacher was considered.
This feature not only required more teacher time for a greater number of
student teachers, but also additional supervisory and group process skills
for which many were not trained. While a few students managed to maxi-
mize their experiences in a classroom with four student teachers, the
clear consensus of teachers, students and Program staff was that this
was not a desirable arrangement. There were some unique benefits to
having several student teachers in the classroom such as the supporting
and sharing of mutual experiences, joint preparation of materials and
lessons, and increased opportunity for feedback on teaching, not only
from the teacher and supervisor, but from peers familiar with their ex-
periences. While all of these were potential benefits of such an arrange-
ment, more often the time and the skills needed to facilitate the process
were not present; and thus participants were left with the frustration
of the lack of actual teaching experience and feedback—both considered
essential to a successful teaching experience. However, the feeling was
expressed that it was possible for these experiences to be provided with-
in the framework of the Program while still allowing student teachers to
gain the maximum benefit from being a single intern in the classroom.
Teachers were willing to consider having two student teachers in
their classroom only if they were at different levels in their experience
such as a first semester student teacher and a second semester student
teacher, as long as varied responsibilities could be defined for each
level that would meet the needs of all concerned. Teachers
especially
found benefit in having second semester student teachers teaching
first
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semester student teachers about the materials and methods of teaching-
seeing value for the Phase V student both in the experience of synthe-
sizing what they knew and teaching it to someone else, and in freeing up
the teacher to work on planning and preparation for the next day.
The amount of student teaching experience provided by the TEPAM
program was the feature most strongly supported by both students and
teachers. Two full semesters of student teaching was the reason most
often stated for why students selected the Program for their training,
and why students felt their experience was successful. Even though it
restricted the number of courses students could take outside of the Pro-
gram in other departments, or in methods coursework, students felt it
was essential to their overall training, and expressed its impressiveness
as stated by potential employers when they interviewed for jobs. Thus,
the amount of student teaching desirable for a teacher training program
never really became an issue for the TEPAM Program because of the unan-
imous agreement about the strength of this feature.
Given two semesters of student teaching, however, another related
issue became identified and was specifically addressed by TEPAM. This
was the issue of having a student teacher return to the same classroom
teacher the second semester, as opposed to having a different teacher
each semester. Teachers strongly supported the concept of having stu-
dents return to their classroom primarily from the point of view that
it was a "return on their investment of time and training"
from the first
semester. They also felt it would allow students to maximize
their teach-
ing experience by coming back to a classroom (where
children were grouped
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vertically with several ages in a group) where many of the children were
already familiar to them, and where the teacher's style and priorities
were known. Thus, students would not need a lengthy period of orienta-
tion getting to know students and teacher, but could assume added teach-
ing responsibilities and more readily take over the classroom as an ad-
junct staff member. However, as the job market became more restricted,
teachers wanted to be sensitive to student needs regarding this issue,
and supported their desire for a change in classrooms to work with a
broader age range and a different teaching style. Thus, findings re-
lated to the issue of the same teacher or a different teacher suggest
the importance of a flexibility and responsiveness to the needs of the
participants (both teachers and students)
. The findings in this study
did indicate several positive correlations between students having the
same teacher both semesters, and their assessment of the Program experi-
ences and personal success. Of the students having the same teacher both
semesters, twenty-five/ forty or 62.5 percent got teaching positions.
They also rated many more of their TEPAM experiences as more useful than
any of the other sub-groups examined. I-Jhile these findings do not con-
clusively support the experience of having the same teacher both semes-
ters since there are many other variables that enter into this analysis,
they do support providing such an alternative for teachers-in—training
.
One of the complications of the issue of two semesters of stu-
dent teaching was inherent in the design of having the students use the
semester between their student teaching semesters to take courses and to
develop perspective on their own teaching strengths, weaknesses and phil-
osophies. By taking this semester in the University away from teaching.
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students who did their student teaching in the fall semester returned
for their second semester of student teaching in the fall semester and
never had the opportunity to experience a full school-year rhythm with
experiences unique to each semester. This was often expressed by stu-
dents as a shortcoming of the design, and while they found ways to ac-
quire information about the activities that occurred in the semester
they hadn’t experienced, they would have preferred the first-hand ex-
perience. Students experiencing only the spring semester in the class-
room felt this to be an even greater shortcoming because of not getting
to participate in setting up a classroom and the first day of school
activities, as well as not experiencing the closing of the school year
because of the variation in University and public school calendar. Thus,
the findings regarding this issue were not conclusive, given the assump-
tion that students valued the semester in between student teaching exper-
iences (a'n assumption generally supported by the findings of this study)
.
Students perceived the issue as one of concern, but one that did not
have a single conclusion. In general, they preferred experiencing both
semesters in the school year, but were willing to make this a trade-off
for the other experiences they desired. This issue was also one that
supported a flexibility on the part of a teacher training program to ad-
dress individual needs.
Classroom Teacher and University Supervisor Issues
Because of the overlap and shared responsibilities of classroom
teachers and University supervisors as well as the common issues raised
regarding their roles, these issues will be discussed together in this
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section. The primary issues raised during the Program concerning class-
room teachers and University supervisors centered around the nature of a
school-based program. This focus represented a new role for teachers
who had, prior to their TEPAM experience, only assumed individual respon-
for training student teachers. It was not always clear to
teachers what they should or could be doing in their broadened capacity
as teacher educators. The job description for both teachers and super-
visors was nebulous, and constantly being redefined as changes were made
in the Program in response to participant needs. Although teachers were
active participants in this process, they tended to view their role from
a fairly narrowly defined perspective as "cooperating teacher/workshop
leader" and did not consider alternatives to this mode. Consequently,
all classroom teachers were assigned the responsibilities of supervising
student teachers and planning and leading workshop sessions regardless
of their particular strengths or desires. Some accepted this job de-
scription enthusiastically and were creative and successful, while others
were not as enthusiastic about supervising student teachers and felt it
was an imposition on their time and energy which should be more appro-
priately directed to their work with children. Student teachers who re-
ceived their training from teachers who were unhappy about their role
often expressed dissatisfaction with the experience. These were the stu-
dents who commented on such things as "be sure the cooperating teacher
wants a student teacher" when they completed the questionnaire. TEPAM
had no selection criteria for cooperating teachers because all classroom
teachers were "expected" to perform in this capacity . This expectation
was one that was never questioned by teachers although the possibility
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of many other alternatives to this role existed. There seemed to be an
implicit assumption that if teachers received a stipend, they would be
responsible for supervising student teachers. The acceptance of this
role definition was possibly related to their inexperience and lack of
training for their decision-making role as teacher practitioners in a
teacher education program. They tended to view themselves as implemen-
tors and facilitators, but not as designers.
Many other issues directly related to this role definition issue
were raised, all of which suggested the need for a differentiated,
broader role definition for school-based classroom teachers than those
that existed in TEPAM. Some of these issues included:
1. Whether all classroom teachers should have interns;
2. Whether first-year teachers should have the responsibility of
supervising interns;
3. Whether teachers can be expected to be the sole providers of
methods and curriculum instruction;
4. Whether teachers should be the sole supervisor of interns and
what particular role should the University supervisor perform;
5. What the nature and amount of training is that is required or
desirable for teachers who supervise interns; and
6. Whether additional demands or expectations can be placed on a
teacher’s time in their capacity as a teacher educator, and to
what extent, without infringing on their responsibilities to
the children and parents.
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Advice and recoiranendations for school-based programs regarding
these particular issues from TEPAM participants included the following:
1. Classroom teachers should be provided alternatives to supervis-
ing student teachers so that their unique expertise can be tapped
while students would have the benefit of training in classrooms
where they feel valued by their cooperating teachers.
2. Although there were no specific items in either the questionnaires
or the interviews regarding first-year teachers as cooperating
teachers, several students volunteered responses suggesting that
regardless of their teaching experience, first-year teachers new
to a school system should not work with student teachers. They
felt that since first-year teachers' needs regarding orientation
into the school system and the school's particular procedures
would be demanding both in terms of time and energy, it would not
allow for sufficient attention to be given to the student teach-
er. They indicated that this was even more true for teachers new
to the system who were also beginning teachers in their first
year of teaching. It was suggested that because of their inex-
perience, classroom management and curriculum development con-
cerns must be given higher priority by these beginning teachers,
and would detract from their ability and energy to work with
teachers-in-training
,
as well as their ability to serve as an ex-
perienced model of good teaching. However, it is the writer s
opinion that although these observations are important consider-
ations, a first year teacher often feels a very close kinship
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with the needs and interests of student teachers because of their
own recent experiences as a student teacher, and can lend inval-
uable support and insight to their training. Since there are a
variety of characteristics and qualifications desirable for coop-
erating teachers to possess, it is suggested that this particular
issue be given individual consideration by teacher education pro-
grams and schools with the decision being made on the strengths
and weaknesses of the particular teacher being considered, rath-
er than an arbitrarily imposed standard which ignores any other
criteria
.
3. Both teachers and students were quite comfortable with classroom
teachers being the sole providers of methods and curriculum in-
struction if this included both:
a. Their involvement on an individual basis with their own stu-
dent teachers; and
b. Their involvement in a workshop format where students could
acquire a broader perspective on these skills and techniques
While many teachers felt it would be nice if students came to
the classroom with some methods instruction, they didn’t feel
this was essential, given the nature of the two semesters in
the TEPAM Program. There was great confidence expressed in the
kind of training students were receiving once the workshops were
instituted, and only those students who felt their cooperating
teachers were not providing the individual instruction, were dis
satisfied with this arrangement.
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4. Although TEPAM was originally designed to have classroom teachers
eventually become the sole supervisors of student teachers, there
was consensus among program participants throughout TEPAM' s exis-
tence that each of the supervisors (University and classroom
teacher) served a unique role, with a delicate system of checks
and balances, and which was important to the intern's development.
Therefore, both supervisors were considered to be essential.
Teachers felt the need to develop a close, colleguial working re-
lationship with the student teacher in a way which made it diffi-
cult at times to be objective as a critiquer of their teaching.
Additionally, an informed, involved "outsider's" perspective was
often desired both for objectivity and for facilitating relation-
ships between teachers and student teachers, should the need
arise. The role of the University supervisor as resource person
and the interaction this provided was also one that was greatly
valued by both teachers and student teachers, and contributed to
increased professional development for everyone involved.
5. While teachers indicated certain areas of supervision they would
have liked to have received training in prior to their TEPAM ex-
perience, there was no clear consensus as to what the nature or
focus of this training should be. This may have been due, in
part, to the fact that Mark's Meadow is a laboratory school, and
teachers had more experience in supervisory roles than an average
classroom teacher might generally have. Teachers seemed primar-
ily concerned about being clearly informed regarding program
ex
pectations and their particular roles. Other needs identified
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such as training in diagnostic and feedback techniques regarding
strengths and weaknesses of student teachers, and help in writing
placement recommendations seemed to be more appropriately handled
on an individual basis in the regular, ongoing program activities
--an additional factor in support of the need for a University
supervisor skilled in these areas
.
6. The issue of realistic, reasonable time considerations for both
classroom teachers and University supervisors was one that was
often raised, but not satisfactorily resolved. While teachers
expected and were willing to provide considerable time for this
part of their job, and many spent from one to three hours daily
working directly with their student teachers, most felt that an
hour to one and one-half hours daily was a much more realistic
amount of time to spend with their interns. The issue of time
per se was not the prime consideration, however, but was somewhat
more complex. If the time the student teachers and teacher spent
together was primarily planning for the next day, discussing sit-
uations and particular children, and diagnosing and prescribing
work for children, this was not viewed as "additional time de-
mands," but as the support system for good teaching. But if the
amount of time spent counseling student teachers with personal
problems, providing ideas, materials, training, and techniques
outweighed the previously described activities, this became
viewed as "additional demands" that took away from a teacher's
personal preparation time for working with children.
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Being a school-based program created a situation of availability
for both teachers and supervisors which probably built in higher expec-
tations on the part of all participants regarding the issue of time.
Clearly
,
students would have liked to have had considerably more time
with their supervisors than they received, especially in their capacity
as observers and constructive criticizers. Based on the needs expressed
by students and supervisors, it seems that a realistic, recommended
amount of time to be spent by a supervisor with each student teacher would
be approximately three hours weekly—a figure which would accommodate
the process desired by student teachers and supervisors as expressed in
responses to the "ideal roles" of supervisors, but would be far greater
than the amount of time presently being provided in most teacher educa-
tion programs. A supervisor on an assistantship with the University for
approximately twenty hours per week could most realistically only handle
the supervision of seven student teachers. Many semesters, TEPAM super-
visors were responsible for twenty-five to thirty student teachers, a
load which created built-in frustration for all. This is an issue that
requires serious examination by teacher education programs if the qual-
ity of supervision is going to be improved. Increased financial support
for this process must be provided by the University or the collaborating
school system so that University professors and graduate students in
their roles as supervisors would not be required to add these responsi-
bilities on to their regular work load, or be forced to make the choice
between using their own time or decreasing the amount or quality of super-
vision they can provide. Clearly, one visit from a supervisor in a stu-
dent's teaching semester for the purpose of evaluation is grossly
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inadequate for addressing the needs of students and teachers in the pro-
cess of teacher education.
Presentation and Discussion of Findings
Relevant to the Two Focusing Questions of the Study
1. Was TEPAM perceived as being valued by its participants—students,
teachers, supervisors, and program directors?
2. What specific elements contributed to the value of the Program?
Synthesis of the data reported in Chapter V indicates that TEPAM
students considered the Program to be highly successful, both in terms of
personal and professional growth criteria, and in terms of the personal
satisfaction that their objectives in the Program had been met. The stu-
dents’ satisfaction with the Program was corroborated in an outside eval-
uation conducted by the School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts of all of its teacher education programs. Graduates of
the TEPAM Program for three years (from 1973 to 1975) rated their experi-
ences with such high regard that TEPAM was considered to be one of the
top three teacher education programs out of approximately nineteen in
the School of Education.
The particular features of TEPAM that were perceived as most use-
ful and which contributed significantly to the participants perceptions
of the success of the program are summarized briefly below:
—Two full semesters of student teaching experience in a school where
theory and practice were consistent;
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Dedicated, competent classroom/cooperating teachers— the most crit-
ical variable in the students' assessment of the Program;
—Involvement of practicing teachers in both the planning and the
teaching of the Program;
dose, interpersonal relationships between students, teachers and
Program staff members;
—Length of time students spent in the Program (two to two and one-
half years), and its affect on their perception of the usefulness
of the additional experiences which supported their growing confi-
dence in their teaching competency;
—Opportunity for extensive experiences directly involved in teaching
and "active learning": experience modules, directed observation,
weekly interaction with two children, student teaching experiences,
planning and preparation for teaching, tutoring experiences with
the learning disabilities teacher, curriculum workshops, and meth-
ods/materials instruction;
—Responsiveness and flexibility of the Program in order to accommo-
date students' needs relative to the changing, more restricted job
market
;
—Encouragement and development of self-evaluation skills and parti-
cipant involvement in ongoing Program evaluation;
—Opportunity it provided in-service teachers to continually re-exam-
ine and refine their own teaching skills, materials and procedures
as they presented and discussed them with student teachers and
other teachers;
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Proximity of the Laboratory School to the School of Education and
its many resources (people and materials);
"Philosophy of the elementary school that provided training in highly
individualized planning, teaching, learning, and evaluation based
on the goals of skill acquisition, active learning, humane environ-
ment, and shared decision-making;
—Development of "life skills" that extended beyond the particular
skills needed to teach in a classroom.
Features of TEPAM that were perceived by participants to be less
successful were:
—Number of student teachers in a classroom (initially four per class-
room) ;
—Requirement that all teachers have student teachers, thus placing
some student teachers in classrooms where they didn’t feel valued
and felt they received inadequate training;
—Admission of large numbers of students without a realistic projec-
tion of job market trends in education;
—Experience provided in a single setting;
—Frequently insufficient supervision by University supervisors;
—Inability to help more students locate teaching positions;
—Lack of preparation for students to teach in more traditional set-
tings, even though this was not a stated Program objective;
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—No training provided in historical and philosophical foundations
of education which would help student teachers prepare for National
Teacher Exams;
—No clearly established criteria for "weeding out" unsuccessful stu-
dent teaching candidates.
Limitations of the Study
Generalization of the results of the study is limited by a number
of factors. Since the author assumed a variety of roles throughout the
implementation of the TEPAM Program (supervisor, instructor, co-program
director, classroom/cooperating teacher, and school secretary), active
participant-observer bias is implicit in the study. As advised by
Schwartz and Schwartz (1955), whenever a human instrument is used for
gathering and evaluating interpersonal data, problems of bias are inher-
ent in the process. Being a facilitator and participant in the Program
as well as an observer, recorder, data collector, and evaluator of the
Program, had significant implications for the study. Consequently, many
precautions were taken throughout the study to minimize the bias such as
anonymous responses, telephone follow-up by a non-Program person, ques-
tionnaire items designed to cross-check validity of responses, and open-
ended questions to allow for participant priorities to be stressed.
Additional constraints of the study related to the following
unique characteristics of the TEPAM Program:
2A2
1. It was a single school setting which provided a consistent phil-
osophy, but didn’t allow for alternative philosophies to be ex-
perienced, and could affect its generalizability to other set-
tings;
school setting was connected to the University which provided
stipends and tuition waivers for all participating teachers, a
condition not easily replicated;
3. Students selected this Program for their training from approxi-
mately eighteen other programs offered in the School of Education
in contrast with a single, required Program for all students; and
4. Because it was a single school setting, the number of teachers
possible to survey was restricted to eighteen, and responses were
received from only fourteen teachers.
However, the study was not designed to measure statistical significance,
but only to determine the relative value of the various experiences of-
fered by the Program based on both teacher and student responses. While
the number of student responses was large enough to measure statistical
significance, the decision was made not to include this procedure in the
methodology.
While anonymity was requested on the questionnaires to counter
the effect of the "researcher as participant-observer," this procedure
made it difficult to make particular correlations in order to determine
their significance in the study. For example, correlation of student
and teacher responses to a common experience such as student teaching
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was not possible. Anonymity also made it difficult to check the relia-
bility of particular demographic information such as the semester the
student entered the Program, which in some cases, appeared to be inac-
curate.
Another limitation of the study was that the timing of the dis-
tribution of the student questionnaire seemed to impact on the results
relevant to the data regarding teaching positions. The fact that the
largest percentage of students who got teaching jobs were in the first
graduating class from TEPAM, seemed to be a time factor relating to their
increased opportunity to seek jobs, rather than to the particular train-
ing or qualifications of these students. Also the decline of the job
market for new teachers had not fully impacted by that time. The timing
of the distribution of the teacher questionnaire was also considered to
be a limitation because it was the end of the academic year, and an ex-
tremely busy time period for teachers. However, no particular effects
can be attributed to this problem.
Several items on the questionnaire limited the study because of
a complexity or ambiguity in wording which caused the items to be misin-
terpreted. Consequently, these items could not be used in the analysis
of the data, and specific reference was made to these in Chapter V. Al-
so, certain demographic information was not requested which might have
provided further insight into the analysis. For example, items relating
to the students' maturity such as whether they were transfer or non-
transfer students, their age and their prior experience with children
were not included. A further limitation was identified when some stu-
dents indicated that their evaluation of particular Program
experiences
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and their self-assessment were influenced by whether or not they had been
able to get a teaching job.
The final limitation" of the study to be described here is one
that, in fact, did not turn out to be a limitation for this study, but
one that should be referenced for future studies. All of the question-
naire literature strongly advised writers to make their questionnaires
as short as possible, and only long enough to get the essential data.
In one source, it was suggested that "unless one is dealing with a group
of respondents who have a genuine interest in the problem under investi-
gation, who know the sender or who have some common bond of loyalty to
a sponsoring institution or organization, the rate of returns is frequent-
ly disappointing and provides a flimsy basis for generalization" (Best,
1977)
.
It was for these latter reasons coupled with the nature of the
TEPAM Program that valued strong interpersonal relationships, that the
researcher decided to take the risk of a low return and to develop a
lengthy questionnaire that could seriously investigate all elements of
the TEPAM Program. The Student Questionnaire was eighteen pages in length,
and the Teacher Questionnaire was sixteen pages in length. Because of the
length of these questionnaires and the fact that all of the items encour-
aged comments and extensions, it seems especially significant to call
attention to the rate of returns: Student Questionnaire, 101/120,
84.1 percent; Teacher Questionnaire, 14/18, 72.2 percent. Consequently,
what was anticipated as a possible limitation of the study developed into
a strength of the study because of the number of questionnaires returned,
and the depth and openness of the responses.
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Recommendations for Further Study
Since the issues and conclusions presented and discussed in this
study have been based almost entirely on participant perceptions, it is
strongly recommended that further attention be given to these specific
issues regarding teacher education programs, and especially school-based
programs based on different research procedures. A thorough examination
of these issues using additional, controlled research procedures in a
variety of settings would be invaluable in determining the implications
of these issues for teacher education, the significance of the variables
in these issues, and external validity of the present study. For example,
the use of experimental and control groups could be implemented to ex-
amine replicability of school-based teacher education programs in non-
laboratory school settings (public and private) and various philosoph-
ical orientations (traditional, inner-city, open-space, parochial, etc.).
Other procedures that could be used are process studies (those concerned
with events occurring in the Program observed and recorded by outsiders
to the process)
,
proficiency and attitude measures with changes observed
in students before, during and after training, and follow-up studies of
the later careers of those who participated in the Program.
Based on the findings of this study, the writer proposes that
further study also be conducted on the following issues:
1. Issues requiring particular attention by teacher education pro-
gram designers and implementers ; and
Issues requiring additional research to determine their particu-
lar significance for teacher education programs.
2 .
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Issues Requiring Attention by Designers and
Implementers of Teacher Education Programs
1. The value of a consistent philosophy and approach to teaching
that is mutually shared by the teacher education program and the
school setting in which the student is trained.
2. Given two semesters of student teaching, the need for students to
experience a full school year's rhythm (both fall and spring se-
mesters as opposed to fall semesters only or spring semesters
only)
.
3. The role of school specialists (art, music, learning disabilities,
foreign language, counselor) in school-based programs.
4. The role of the Principal in a school-based program, and under
what conditions could the Principal assume Program Director and
supervisor responsibilities.
5. The need for additional training in supervisory skills for cooper-
ating teachers.
6. The importance of classroom teaching experience to the credibil-
ity of the University supervisor.
7. The extent to which counseling and support systems are important
to the successful student teaching experience.
8. The need for attempting to match teacher and student teacher ac-
cording to teaching style and personality in the process of as-
signing student teachers to classroom teachers.
2A7
Issues
1 .
2 .
3.
4 .
5.
Requiring Additional Research
The replicability of this Program in a non-laboratory, public
school would be an important feature to be examined, particular-
ly with respect to:
a. The role of the stipend as compensation; and
b. The training and background of the classroom teachers in
public schools in contrast with that of laboratory schools.
The value of a semester away from teaching between student teach-
ing experiences for perspective, and also for strengthening weak-
nesses identified in the first student teaching semester.
The need for students to experience teaching in a variety of set-
tings and grade levels versus a more extended teaching experience
in a single setting.
The issue of prescribed, required, sequential curriculum assign-
ments and expectations for all student teachers versus the pro-
cess of student teachers* self-identification of desired teaching
competencies and related activities and experiences.
The value of a school-based teacher education program in the pro-
visioning and strengthening of in-service teacher needs and weak-
nesses in contrast with the more traditional in-service experi-
ences provided and often required for teachers by school systems.
The appropriate sequence for students to learn and understand
the broader theoretical foundations of educational and school-
ing: specifically, is a course such as Phase I which introduces
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a student to the school in the context of a system, a community,
a state, a society, etc. more useful to a student following his/
her teaching experience or prior to their classroom experiences?
7* The extent to which the maturity of the student affects their
success as a student teacher, and other specific criteria that
might help teacher education programs do a better job of identi-
fying and selecting students for admission into the teaching pro-
fession.
8. The value and significance of students and teachers being involved
in the process of selecting each other for the teacher training
experience, as opposed to their arbitrary or random assignment
based on criteria such as grade level, location of space avail-
able.
9. A comparison of practica for different lengths of time to deter-
mine their effects on preferences and beliefs of student teachers.
In-Service Implications
The TEPAM Program was designed to have an integral interaction
between practicing teachers and student teachers in such a way that it
was anticipated there would be substantial benefits to the in-service
needs of teachers, even though this was not explicitly stated in the
de-
sign or objectives of the Program. While this study did not intend to
address or evaluate the particular benefits to in-service teachers
as a
result of this collaboration, many teachers volunteered
perceptions
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regarding these benefits in their open-ended responses and interviews.
In determining the value of this interaction, many of the experiences
examined seemed to lend philosophical support to the concept of a "self-
renewing teacher a concept which encourages the ongoing development of
certain unique skills and competencies for both pre- and in-service teach-
ers by which individuals can become their own "teachers" or "change agents."
More importantly, in light of:
1. The present job market trend and the need to be more concerned
with re-training in-service teachers as opposed to continuing
to place new teachers in the job market; and
2. The situation in which individuals trained as teachers may find
themselves in other kinds of positions both inside and outside
the field of education, and may require skills that transcend
disciplines and particular content areas, these "self-renewal"
skills seem essential for teacher education programs to provide.
An insightful article written by Lowell Horton (1973) concerning
the need for individuals with these self-renewing skills as a priority
for the seventies for teacher education presented the following descrip-
tion and rationale.
Horton (1973) proposes that "if we are to deal honestly and wise-
ly with prospective teachers, we must begin to think in terms of develop-
ing our teacher education programs on questions which lead to the devel-
opment of the self-renewing individual." He suggests three fundamental
questions to be examined
:
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1. What kind of teacher do we want to produce?
2. What experiences will contribute toward the development of these
characteristics? and
3. How can these experiences be structured to maximize the develop-
ment of a person possessing these traits?
Essential characteristics of a self-renewing teacher, as described
by Horton, are:
Ability to live with ambiguities of contemporary life, coping suc-
cessfully with change and uncertainty;
—High level of sensitivity to the needs and feelings of others;
—Strong, positive self-concept;
—Independent in thoughts and actions;
—Ability to communicate effectively;
—Ability to make rational decisions about his/her personal learning,
diagnosing realistically strengths and needs;
—Ability to view life in a broad, societal context;
—Ability to evaluate the consequences of his/her own teaching;
—Awareness of environment and a curiosity toward new ideas and ex-
periences that will cause him/her to view life as an exciting ad-
venture;
—Commitment to democratic principles.
A teacher education program based on the self-renewing principle as
presented by Horton would provide a conceptual framework of unifying
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theories in which the development of the person is the center. It would
be a comprehensive, rational program with experiences structured system-
atically in a way that would allow the needs of individuals to determine
the pattern, rather than an arbitrarily prescribed structure along the
lines of content sequences. The structure would be flexible and dynam-
ic, capable of adjusting to new information and changing needs as they
are revealed. It would accommodate individual goals and needs, and build
in experiences for each person to make his/her own decisions about learn-
ing. Such a structure would provide specific skills, knowledge and atti-
tudes in the most economical manner in terms of each students’ times and
energies. Finally, a major feature of such a program would be that the
faculty must also be concerned with their own self-renewal as individuals
and as teachers of teachers.
The nature of these characteristics, skills and experiences recom-
mended by Horton so closely corresponded with underlying assumptions of
the TEPAM Program that it was considered important by the author to high-
light them here. Further, it seems appropriate to propose a study in
which a program such as TEPAM, which holds such "self-renewing" assump-
tions, would seriously examine the consistencies and inconsistencies of
these assumptions with actual program experiences and activities. For
example, if a program holds the assumption that for students to learn
to deal with ambiguities, they must be allowed to confront them often
and achieve a feeling of success, then there needs to be some evaluation
conducted to determine if the actual program activities are consistent
and support these assumptions, or are actually inconsistent, and pos-
sibly interfere with these assumptions.
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Based on the experiences of the TEPAM Program, the findings of
this study and review of the literature on current trends in teacher
education, the author concludes with Horton that for teacher education
programs to contribute significantly to the preparation of future edu-
cators, they must begin to more seriously address the concept of "self-
renewal" by providing experiences that encourage and support the devel-
opment of this concept. A teacher education program that is based on
this concept would be a program that values people and that models this
value as it develops self-renewing skills in the teachers being trained,
as well as the teachers doing the training.
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TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM AT MARK'S MEADOW (TEPAM)
School of Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01002
The Teacher Education Program at Mark's Meadow (TEPAM) is a four-
semester sequence preparing students to teach in elementary schools.
The total program consists of thirty-six (36) credits, allocated as fol-
lows among normal certification areas;
Educational Psychology -6 credits Student Teaching -6 credits
Elementary Methods -6 credits Supervised Internship -15 credits
Curriculum Development -3 credits
(Approximate total clock hours for participation in an elementairy school
classroom and classroom related activities for an average TEPAM student
is 792 hours.)
Sequentially the program is as follows :
PHASE II: The Child and His/Her World - 6 credits
.
Selected topics in educational psychology with particular emphasis
upon learning theory and child development theory. Topics include
1) theories on child development; 2) socialization; 3) self-
concept; 4) Integrated Day philosophy and assumptions; 5) racism;
6) authority; 7) cognitive development; 8) psycho-sexual devel-
opment; 9) inter-personal relationship theories. Seminars are
combined with direct and sustained relationships with two children
of different ages and sexes, as well as intensive, directed weekly
observations of classrooms, teachers, children and materials in
the entire range of elementary classrooms in Mark's Meadow (k-6).
Approximate clock hours in this Phase: OBSERVATION-25 hours;
TEACHING-15 hours; PLANNING-10 hours.
PHASE III: Student Teaching ( 6 credits ) , Elementary Methods ( 6 credits )
,
and Curriculum Development ( 3 credits )
.
Full-time supervised student teaching (daily 8:15-3:30) is integrat-
ed with methods seminars and workshops which are planned and imple-
mented by Mark's Meadow teachers and other University faculty and
staff members, in the following areas; reading and language arts,
math, science, humanistic education, aesthetics and social studies.
In this arrangement, student teachers have the opportunity to learn
methods and curriculum development techniques from practicing class-
room teachers as well as University staff, in a setting where they
can immediately apply the techniques in a classroom with children,
TEPAM Description
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PHASE III, continued.
and continuously assess its value and appropriateness. Curriculum
development seminars deal with the formulation and use of perfor-
mance objectives, individualizing instruction, classroom management
and record keeping techniques, development of learning centers,
planning (short and long range) and integration of subject areas.
Other sessions focusing on practical suggestions from teachers
include such topics as establishing parent relationships, report
cards, first day of school, discipline techniques, rainy day activ-
ities, use of audio-visual equipment, job interviews and writing
resumes
.
Approximate clock hours in this Phase: OBSERVATION - 60 hours;
TEACHING-192 hours; PLANNING-50 hours; METHODS SEMINARS-60 hours.
PHASE IV:
Students in Phase IV complete their University requirements and
take specialized education courses including additional methods
courses based upon their needs as determined the previous semester
in the classroom. This Phase also encourages and allows time for
student reflection and internalization of their teaching experience.
PHASE V : Supervised Internship ( 15 credits )
.
Students return to the classroom for a final full semester of
student teaching and assume increased responsibilities for the
entire range of teaching skills under the supervision of the
classroom teacher and the TEPAM staff.
Approximate clock hours in this Phase: OBSERVATION-3 0 hours;
TEACHING-300 hours; PLANNING-50 hours.
NOTE: The above summary of the sequential phases of the TEPAM Program
describes the minimum program requirements for all students
receiving program recommendation, while the attached supplement
provides supportive individual course descriptions and learning
experiences this student has accumulated in the field of education
outside of the Program. (Supplement provided by student.)
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INTRODUCTION TO MARK'S MEADOW LABORATORY SCHOOL
We are always delighted to welcome visitors to Mark's Meadow.
We hope you find your visit enjoyable and rewarding. All members of
our staff stand ready to answer questions and provide additional infor-
mation. This handout will provide you with basic information about the
school to make your visit more profitable.
Organization
Mark's Meadow is a K-6 school. It is one of four public elementary
schools in the Town of Amherst. It is also the laboratory school for the
School of Education of the University of Massachusetts. Under a formal
agreement between the University and the Town, the Amherst School Committee
has the basic responsibility for the educational program at Mark's Meadow,
while the University has the basic responsibility for the physical plant
and the capital outlay budget. Classroom teachers at Mark's Meadow are
employees of the Amherst School System and also have appointments as Demon-
stration Teachers on the School of Education faculty.
The 350 children enrolled at Mark's Meadow are assigned to this school
on the basis of geographic residence. The school population is a micro-
cosm of the town population in terms of socio-economic background, racial
and ethnic composition, and occupation.
Most of the thirteen classrooms at Mark's Meadow are multi-grade
classrooms. This map will help you identify classrooms as you use the
Observation Corridor.
In assigning children to particular classrooms, we attempt to
take
__ jjcc ; -n/^ 1 11 /-H Tier leiar-ninp stvle. oaren
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Educational Philosophy
Mark's Meadow strives to provide
which facilitates the development of:
an environment for each child
1. specific skills in the areas of reading, writing,
and computation; ’
2. generalized learning skills, including skills of
questioning and inquiry, defining learning objectives,
solving problems, formulating hypotheses, generalization
and analysis; ’
3. feelings of competency and self-worth;
4. expressive skills in a variety of media; including
movement, art, music, film and photography;
5. human relationship skills, particularly the skills of
cooperative learning;
6. the sense of a learning community in which human diversity
and individual differences can be prized and nourished.
In addition, we are committed to certain generally accepted principles
of learning:
1. each child has his own distinctive learning style;
2. children become "ready" to learn particular skills and
concepts at different times and at different rates;
3. all children have the capacity to become autonomous,
self-directed
,
and self-disciplined learners.
Curriculum
The curriculum at Mark's Meadow is similar in its goals and purposes
to the curriculum in other Amherst Elementary Schools. We share a commit-
ment to stating our learning objectives in performance terms wherever pos-
sible. We share a commitment to individualizing our instruction to accomo-
date the different learning styles and rates that the children have. Our
curriculum is non-graded, so it is the child 's needs
,
abilities and interests
which determine his learning activities rather than his age or grade level.
In so far as possible, basic skill development and the subject areas are
integrated into projects and activities that reflect and develop children's
interests and curiosity.
Specialists in the areas of art, foreign language, physical education,
and music provide both regular classes and special interest groups in
these subject areas and also work closely with the classroom teacher to
relate these special classes to the regular classroom curriculum.
The Classroom
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As you observe the classrooms at Mark's Meadow you may be struckby certain features which are different from many conventional classrooms.
1. The classroom environment
Our classrooms attempt to strike a balance betwen stimulation
and order. On the one hand, both the physical arrangement of
the classroom and the displays reflect the activities that the
children are engaged in and are intended to elicit a lively
interaction among people and "things". On the other hand, each
child has his own place to keep his work and belongings, and
each classroom will provide space for privacy when the child
wants to withdraw for a while. The carpeting not only provides
more usable space - since many activities take place on the
floor - but also serves acoustically to deaden sound.
2. The variety of activities
At any given time, you are likely to find many different
activities occurring simultaneously. While to a visitor the
first impression may be one of confusion, both the children
and the adults in the classroom have a clear sense of their
daily plans. The day is ordinarily not broken up into different
time periods for subject areas. Children are expected to take
considerable responsibility in planning their own schedules,
while the teachers, of course, must monitor the children's
progress to make sure that important areas of development are
not being neglected. We like to think that our program is
highly structured, but structured around the needs and interests
of individual children rather than the class as a whole. There
is no question that his places a heavy burden upon the teacher
in terms of both record keeping and individual communication
with children, but our teachers all feel that the satisfactions
to be gained from this approach are worth the exceptional de-
mands it makes
,
3. The number of adults
In addition to the teacher, each classroom will include student
teachers who are members of a Teacher Education Program which
Mark's Meadow runs. These men and women are undergraduates in
the School of Education who have chosen the Mark's Meadow Pro-
gram from among the over twenty undergraduate teacher education
programs the School of Education offers. In addition to other
course work in the program, these students spend two full semes-
ters in the classroom. The Mark's Meadow teachers take unusual
responsibility for providing their basic training in methods
and curriculum as well as supervising their actual student teach
ing. Our Kindergarten classrooms also have half-time kinder-
garten aides so that we may give special attention to the five-
year olds during their crucial first year of school.
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Special Services
In conunon with the other Amherst Elementary Schools, Mark's Meadow
is staffed to provide special services for children. We have a full-
time counselor and a full-time reading specialist who also supervises
our Learning Disabilities Program. We share the services of a Speech
and Hearing Therapist with one other school. The school system provides
the services of a school psychologist, a psychometrist
,
and a consulting
psychiatrist. In those rare cases where we feel we are unable to meet
a child's needs in the regular classroom, the school system has a pro-
fessionally-staffed program in another school to which the child can be
assigned
.
Reporting Student Progress
The core of our reporting system is the parent- teacher conference
which is formally scheduled twice a year and more frequently at either
parent or teacher request. In January and May we send home formal Progress
Reports in the areas of Language Arts and Math. Throughout the year, as
the child completes units in science, social studies, health, music, art,
physical education, and foreign language, unit reports are sent home to
the parents.

Teacher
Education
Program
at
Mark's
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I_NTERVIEW RECORDING SHEET
(To be completed by interviewer
... TEPAM Staff)
NAME:
CAMPUS ADDRESS
:
HOME ADDRESS:
PHONE (LOCAL)
:
YEAR IN SCHOOL:
(Hand out a copy of the TEPAM description. Describe it briefly if
appropriate.) ’
1. How did you learn about TEPAM?
2. What intrigued you about the TEPAM Program or Mark's Meadow?
3.
What are some strengths (things you do well) that you think will help
you as a teacher? (include such things as personality traits, hobbies,
interests, special training, etc.)
4 What additional strengths do you think a "good" teacher should have?
(Describe a "good" teacher you have had...)
5. Other comments, general impressions, etc. during the interview.
6. Please complete the "Ideal Classroom" questionnaire. (Stress that we
are not looking for any "right" answers. This will help us to begin
working with them where they are now and will also help them to see
their own progress if they complete this questionnaire again after they
have spent some time working in classrooms with children.)
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name
: date :
CLASSROOM OBSERVED:
Directions
:
As a part of our interview process, we would like you to spend a little
time in our observation corridor observing one classroom (any classroom
of your choice). We have provided the following outline to help you
focus your observations. Once you have completed your observation (allow
approximately 25 minutes) will you please return to the TEPAM office to
continue your interview.
Listed below are 10 items which describe some typical classroom situations.
Under each item there is an opportunity to respond in 2 ways: (a) asks
you to indicate how important you think the situation describes is, and
(b) asks you to indicate whether you found any evidence of this situation
in the Mark's Meadow classroom you observed. Will you please take a few
minutes before you go to the corridor to record your responses to (a) for
all 10 items (how important do you think each of these situations are?).
Then go to the corridor and record your responses to (b) for each of the
10 items.
Thank you!
The TEPAM Staff
(Circle your response)
1. Children's work displayed around the room.
(a) Very / / / / / Not
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Important
(b) Very / / / / / Not
Evident 1 2 3 4 5 Evident
The
(a).
teacher is
Very
in charge.
/ / / / / Not
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Important
(b) Very / / / / / Not
Evident 1 2 3 4 5 Evident
Children are expected to have their work corrected by the teacher
(a) Very / / / / / Not
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Important
(b) Very
Evident
/ / / / / Not
1 2 3 4 5 Evident
2774. Children working individually or in groups; may be engaged in
same or different activity.
(a) Very / / / / / Not
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Important
(b) Very / / / / / Not
Evident 1 2 3 4 5 Evident
Functional centers in corners of room where children may go to work on
skills, read or handle manipulative materials, play games (Spill & Spe
(a) Very / / / / / Not
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Important
(b) Very / / / / / Not
Evident 1 2 3 4 5 Evident
Interns are actively involved in teaching.
(a) Very / / / / / Not
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Important
(b) Very / / / / / Not
Evident 1 2 3 4 5 Evident
Teacher's lessons and assignments are given to the class as a whole.
(a) Very / / / / / Not
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Important
(b) Very / / / / / Not
Evident 1 2 3 4 5 Evident
8. Teacher does all the talking with children^politely holding questions
until he/she is finished.
(a) Very / / / / / Not
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Important
(b) Very / / / / / Not
Evident 1 2 3 4 5 Evident
Children must have permission to leave seats. get paper , leave room.
(a) Very / / / / / Not
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Important
(b) Very / / / / / Not
Evident 1 2 3 4 5 Evident
Children share and solve problems with each other; teacher a guide &
resource
(a) Very / / / / / Not
Important 1 2 3 4 5 Important
(b) Very
j / / _ L
/ Not
Evident i 2 3 4 5
Evident
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IDEAL CLASSROOM QUESTIONNAIRE
How would you describe the ideal classroom ?
Here is a list of various attributes. Use a minus sign to indicatethose Items you consider least important. Then mark with an asteriskthe fo^ items you regard as most important
. If there are attributes
not listed that you consider important, please add them.
Pupils communicate freely with teacher and with each other.
Children well-behaved, sitting quietly while teacher gives lesson.
Children's work displayed around the room.
Teacher careful to correct all errors made by children.
Class moving according to rigid schedule (when math time is up
they move swiftly to science)
.
Teacher teaching whole class; all children in same book on same page.
Children learning by doing; classroom noisy and full of activity.
Children working individually or in groups; may be engaged in
same or different activity.
Classroom very neat; seats arranged in rows.
Children share and solve problems with each other; teacher a
guide and resource.
Informal seating arrangement.
Teacher at desk; children busy with seat-work.
Teacher does all the talking with children politely holding questions
until she is finished.
Classroom shows evidence of projects in process of development.
Teacher gives careful and complete answers to all children's questions.
Variety of supplementary reading materials in evidence.
Artistic bulletin boards prepared by teacher.
Children are drilled on abstract concepts until they have been
learned correctly.
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Planning and scheduling geared to needs and interests of children.
Class enrollment under 25 pupils.
Children working on activities related to their own experiences.
Children quick to agree with everything teacher says.
Functional centers in corners of room where children may go to work
on skills, read or handle manipulative materials, play games(Spill and Spell, etc.).
Living things that children handle and care for (plants and animals)
Children must give the answer that is in the teacher’s mind to get
a "good" response.
Teacher alert to children's speech habits; interrupts often to correct
them.
Teacher asks kinds of questions that allow for many answers.
Teacher more interested in neatness and form of children's work
than in the value of its content.
Children ask many questions; classmates answer or teacher refers
child to where he might be able to find answer for himself.
Children must have permission to leave seats, get paper, leave room
talk.
Teacher takes good care of books and materials; keeps them carefully
out of children's reach when not being used by class.
Teacher demonstrates by attitude and performance that she has high
expectations of success.
Teacher makes remarks to visitors about children's ability and
background; doesn't mind if children hear.
Teacher accepts all answers children give; builds on wrong answers.
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PART II.
Here is a list of various concepts that different people have. If youhad to pick only four that best fit your concept of the teacher whichfour would you choose? (Please circle.) Are there concepts not listedhere that you consider important? What are they?
1. Transmitter of knowledge and skills.
2. Motivator.
3 Problem solver.
4. Transmitter of culture.
5. Model of behavior.
6. Hypothesis tester or experimentalist.
7. Classroom manager.
8. Agent of change.
9 Professional specialist.
10. Socializing agent.
11. Diagnostician.
12. General professional.
13. Designer of learning environments and experiences.
14. Developer of human potential.
15. Group process specialist.
16. Arranger of reinforcement contingencies or success experiences.
17. Transmitter of moral standards or values.
18. Developer of knowledge or skills.
19. Administrator.
20. Pupil/parent advisor, counsellor.
21. Observer.
22. Demonstrator.
23. Record keeper.
24. Analyst (behavior, achievement, etc.)
25.
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Phase II Supplementary Questionnaire, Fall 1972
Please fill out these forms as well as you can, giving special attention
to this page. You can help improve the program for next semester's people.
1.
What would you have liked in the course that you didn't get?
2.
Has your self-concept changed? How?
3.
What was a waste of time this semester for your learning?
If we were to require one or two books for next semester's class,
which book do you think they should read?
5.
What was particularly meaningful to you?
6.
Who was of most help to you? Why?
7.
What was the worst thing that happened to you in the program?
8.
What was the best thing that happened to you in the program?
9.
How much have you shared your experiences in your program with other
students, both in and out of Phase II?
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Appendix D-2
Phase II Course Evaluation, Spring, 1974
1.
What do you think of the sequence between theory and practice
in phase II?2.
Did you feel the TEPAM staff was available to help you?
3.
Were you pleased about your room/ teacher assignment for student
teaching?
4.
What are the five articles that impressed you most/least?
5.
If you had it to do over again, what would you do differently
or the same?
6.
What were the main strengths/weaknesses of the instructor?
7.
What were the strengths/weaknesses of the observation process?
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1
METHODS MARATHON WORKSHOPS
WHEN: Week 1: October 24 - 27, 1972
Week 2: October 31 - November 3, 1972
WHO; (A) Phase III TEPAMs (half of the Student Teachers in a class-
room will attend Week 1; half will attend Week 2).
(B) All other interested TEPAMs, Teachers, Aides are invited
to attend whenever possible.
WHERE; Mark's Meadow Observation Corridor
TIME; 9:00 - 3:30 Daily, Tuesday through Friday.
We've been doing lots of thinking and talking about how to make these
sessions exciting and relevant, but they can only be if you are involved
in our planning. Many of your suggestions and requests have already
been included on the planning sheet, but I'm sure there are many others.
I am listing below the suggestions we have compiled so far, and would
really appreciate it if you would take one last crack at adding your ideas
before we begin matching suggestions to resource people. If you know of
anyone you think is particularly knowledgeable on any of the specific
offerings, PLEASE let us know so we can ask them to help us. We aren't
looking for credentials - just practical expertise and a willingness to
share. We would especially like to use our "in-house" resources whenever
possible: teachers, aides, student teachers, parents. But we will also
be reaching out to the resources of the School of Education.
REMEMBER: The workshops are scheduled for two weeks and we would like to
have basically the same offerings both weeks. So if you sign up to lead
a session, sign up for one offering each week. (Offerings will generally
be an hour long, unless you need longer.)
If you will return the attached sheets to us (TEPAM Office) by Friday,
September 29, we will compile them and begin firming up an actual work-
shop schedule with offerings, times and leaders so you can all begin
planning your individual schedules.
THANKS A LOT for your time and effort! We appreciate it!
Peggy, Mary, and Patty
28A
]
]
OFFERING ]
i
would ]
-ike to
recommend Preferred times
week 1:
week 2:.ead a t
session on £
:his sub i
.
:o lead a
session on
:his subject
1. What does label "Integrated Day*
"Open Education" refer to?
2. Hov7 to extend an activity.
3. Flow charts - "What, So What,
Now What?"
4. Lesson Plans
5. How to plan a unit of study
6. Reading approaches - Overview
7. Individualized Reading
8. Language Experience approach
to teaching reading
9. Math materials (manipulable)
Cuisenaire, Attribute, Color Cubes,
Counting & Sorting Materials, etc.
10. Pop - What is it?
11. How to write creative, useful
dittoes (worksheets)
12. How to write good activity/
work cards
13. How to ask open-ended ques-
tions
14. Record keeping techniques
15. How to make the most of
observation time
16. Techniques for praising work
besides "good, great, wonderful...'
17. Introduction to science mate-
rials 6c how to integrate them
18. Opening days of school - what
happens , why?
19. Classroom discipline
20. Classroom organization and
management
21. Group process - how to facili-
tate group experiences
22. Attending behavior - Do you
really "listen" when someone speak,
to you?
3
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OFFERING
£
t
I would
like to
lead a
(ession on
:his sub i
.
I recommend Preferred times
week 1:
week 2:
to lead a
session on
this subieci
23. Racism awareness
24. Roleplaying, drama, etc.
25. Arts 6c crafts activities 6c
techniques - how to integrate them
w/ other curriculum areas.
26. How to display children's
work attractively
27. How to get parents more in-
volved - keeping them informed, etc
- building good parent relationdips
28. Individual conferences - how
to make the most of your time
29. How to find and use scrounge
materials
30. Bookbinding - kids can do it
31. Values
32. Creativity
33. How to express anger/ frustra-
tion constructively
34. Review of math: fractions,
percents, etc.
35. Review of grammar
36. How to promote self-confidence
- self-love
37. Piaget capsulized
38. Informal reading inventory
39. An alternative to traditional
spelling lessons
40. Use of music in the classroom
41. The Magic Circle
42. Community as a resource
43. How to use a videotape
machine
44. How to run a filmstrip pro-
jector
METHODS
MARATHON
TEPAM
October
24
-
27
Observation
Corridor
-
Intermediate
Wing)
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION1.
Which workshop session was the most useful (practical) for you? Why?
2.
Which session was the least useful for you? Why?
3.
If you had this week to do over again what would you do differently?
4.
If you could change anything about the workshops, what would you
change?
5.
What are some specific ways you plan to use some of the information
in your classrooms?
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PHASE III WORKSHOPS (8:30-12:00) SEPTEMBER 1974
DATE TOPIC LEADERS
Sept
.
11 Introduction to the Curriculum Greenebaum
Sept. 18 Introduction to Reading Baker, Van Cleef
Sept. 25 Reading and Language Arts Dmytryk, Langley
Oct
.
2 Introduction to Math Byron, McKay
Oct 9 Math Burnim, Logan
Oct 16 Planning and Diagnosis Hudelson, Edwards
Oct 23 Classroom Management Rundberg
,
Dorman
Oct 30 Science Fitzmaurice, Curtis
Nov. 6 Science and Social Studies Fitzmaurice, Finck
Nov. 13 Social Studies Watson, Greenebaum
Nov. 27 Cultural Diversity, Racism, Sexism Greenebaum
Dec
.
4 The Child with Special Needs Rundberg, Greenebaum
Dec 11 Aesthetics in the Classroom TBA
Dec 18 Curriculum Rap-up Staff
Prior to each Workshop teachers in charge should distribute to all staff
members an outline of the workshop objectives, content, and follow-up
activities. Classroom teachers will be responsible for supervising the
follow-up activities and integrating them into the ongoing activities of
the classroom.
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January 22, 1973
TO: Phase m TEPAM
FROM: Mike
SUBJECT: Workshops
This semester we shall be holding weekly Workshops for
Phase III TEPAMers. The Workshops will run from 8; 45 - 2; 30 and, unless
notified to the contrary, will be held in the Observation Corridor;
Monday, January 29
Tuesday, February 6
Wednesday, February 14
Thursday, March 1
Monday, March 5
Tuesday, March 13
Wednesday, March 21
Thursday, March 29
Monday, April 2
Tuesday, April 10
Wednesday, April 25
Thursday, May 3
The philosophy of Integrated Day
Approaches to Reading
Approaches to Language Arts
Approaches to Math
Approaches to Science
Approaches to Social Studies
Classroom Management
Affective Education
Cultural Pluralism
Record Keeping, Reporting and Evaluation
Classroom Crises and the Exceptional Child
Planning
Week of May 7 To be announced
Week of May 14 To be announced
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PHASE III - WORKSHOP #1 : Philosophy of Integrated Day
Tentative Outline of Day's Activities
January 29, 1973
GOALS : By the end of the day;
1. Be able to identify some of the characteristics and
assumptions of Integrated Day classrooms.
2. Be aware that there are many different degrees of openness.
9:00-9:15
9:15-10:00
10 : 00 - 11:00
11:00-11:30
11:30-12:30
12:30-12:45
12:45-1:30
1:30-2:00
2:00-2:30
Personal goal setting and expectations
(Bring a notebook to begin a journal.)
Three activities dealing with "Learning Style"
Select
_1.
1. Decoding
2. Murder Mystery
3. Learning Style Worksheet
Whole group discussion relating to how kids learn.
Focussed observation in corridor to look for characteristics
of Integrated Day classrooms:
1. Teacher's Role
2. Student's Role
3. Underlying Assumptions
4. Materials
5. Classroom Environment - Physical Set-up
Whole group sharing of observations, conclusions, questions,
etc
.
LUNCH BREAK
Another look at goals for the day (Midway assessment)
Exploration of open education literature for descriptions
of categories suggested in observation time (10:00-11:00)
(Brainstorming on newsprint)
Discussion of findings, relating them to observations,
experiences, etc.
Personal planning for extension activity
Evaluation of workshop
PHASE III WORKSHOP - SOCIAL STUDIES November 20, 1974
Watson, Greenebaum
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I« By the conclusion of this Workshop you will have been introduced to
A. alternative methods of organizing Social Studies curriculum
according to content, process, and concepts;
B. the fundamental ideas of three social sciences;
C. techniques in brainstorming;
D. developing Social Studies activities to meet science (SCIS)
objectives
;
E. developing instructional objectives appropriate to common
activities and materials.
II. During this Workshop you will be invited to consider the following
basic issues:
A. Is there a basic core of Social Studies "knowledge" that elementary
students should have?
B. Is there a basic core of Social Studies "skills" that elementary
students should have?
C. Is there a basic core of Social Studies "attitudes" that
elementary students should have?
III. WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
8:30 Survey of alternative approaches to curriculum organization
9:00 Introduction to social science
9:15 Utilization of SCIS objectives to develop Social Studies Units
10:00 BREAK
10:15 Development of objectives and activities around the phone book
11:00 Brainstorming the basic issues (see II above)
11:30 Materials and Resources: Moving from the here-and-now to the
then-and-there
.
IV. Extension Activities
Prior to the end of the semester, each Phase III TEPAM should
1. Examine thoroughly the geography resources in the school;
2. Study the georgraphy concepts on the report card and the
geography activities in the SS handbook;
3. Develop a schematic presentation of geography similar to
the handouts in political science, sociology, and economics;
4. Determine a "knowledge", a "skill", and an "attitude" objec-
tive appropriate to your classroom;
5. Plan a unit or lesson for a group of children based upon
these objectives;
6. Teach the unit and prepare a written evaluation of its success.
NOTE: Numbers 4,5,6 above may be developed around a social
science, a
topic, a concept, or a SCIS objective.
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WORKSHOP ; PHILOSOPHY OF INTEGRATED DAY
January 29, 1973
EVALUATION
1. Were you able to accomplish your personal goal for the day?
Choose an activity that was especially useful for you. Why?
Give specifics.
3. Describe your plan for extending today's activities.
How?
4. Comments or suggestions regarding the organization of the day:
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.
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GENERAL PLAN FOR PHASE III'S
: 8/21/
(Required for Phase Ill's and available for Phase V's throueh
arrangement with their teachers.)
Half-day workshops ;
Wednesdays, 8:30-12;30
Afternoons, back to rooms or planning time. To be negotiated.
(11:30-12:30, Support Group Meetings)
***Workshop Series in each of the major curriculum areas (see attached
calendar schedules): Reading/Language Arts, Math, Science, Social
Studies, and Aesthetics and Humanistic Education. Substantive input
each week depending on needs. (Input from teachers, guest speakers
advisors, etc.) *
***A framework for thinking about the workshops; actual planning will
be done by teachers involved.
Week 1: Introduction to curriculum area - overview
Each student will contract individually for their 3-week focus.
Week 2: What have you done? What do you still need?
Game-making, activity planning session
Week 3: Sharing of process, products
Planning for next steps
STUDENT EXPECTATIONS
:
*^^*Attend all workshops.
***Attend "jam-sessions" on sign-up basis. Active participation will
be expected.
**-*Extend each curriculum focus into the classroom in some way (i.e.
developing a unit, creating a learning center, compiling activities from
a variety of sources, developing skill with use of materials - rods,
attributes, SCIS, etc. or curriculum guides and teacher's manuals)
**-*Arrange with their TEPAM Advisor to be observed at least once during
each 3-week period to demonstrate ability to handle that particular
curriculum area (possibility: use of videotape)
ADVISOR EXPECTATIONS : (In addition to general advising)
***Schedule a feedback session as soon as possible following each scheduled
observation which will include the teacher, intern and advisor. (This
will assure the student of at least 5 specific feedback sessions through
out the semester)
*Vf!!rAdvisor will also observe at random times throughout the semester using
the checklist and other observation "tools" - will also observe at in-
tern's or teacher's request, both in the classroom and from the corridor
Vf^-iSrAdvisors will help with planning and coordination of workshops.
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GENERAL PLAN (continued)
TEACHER EXPECTAT IONS
:
***Plan and carry out 1 workshop series on a sign-up basis (working
in area of strength). This would mean 3 Wednesday mornings in a
row plus a planning session arranged by the teachers involved.
***Participate in 1-hour "jam sessions" on a scheduled theme: Tuesday
afternoons, 1 - 2, on a sign-up basis; each teacher will participate
in approximately four sessions ( one per month)
.
*
***Participate in regular feedback sessions after the scheduled obser-
vations by the TEPAM Advisor.
**iieq;eachers will continue to work closely with the interns on daily
planning, teaching skills and curriculum development, and will en-
courage interns in their efforts to extend the workshops each week.
***Teacher and intern will complete a check sheet once each week together.
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JAM SESSION POSSIBILITIES
: (Help us to plan ahead, please)
Check those topics you are interested In pursuing; then prioritize.—— zi:_j
TOPIC
Interested
—
-tf
Not
Inter-
ested
:f
Specific
h
Question
or
i-
Concern
r h n
1. Media equipment - how to use it
(projectors, ditto, thermofax, video, etc'
2. Opening days of school - getting
the school year started.
3. Classroom management techniques
4. Lesson planning - how to....
5. How to plan a unit
6. Record keeping techniques
7. Report cards (Amherst & others)
8. Building parent relationships
9. Music Exchange - fun songs, etc.
10. How to work within the system and
have an open classroom; how to adjust
experiences in Mark's Meadow to more
traditional settings.
11. Supply ordering and scrounging
12. Holidays and special days
13. Field Trips (guidelines for plan-
ning, etc.)
14. Alternatives for education majors
who don't get teaching positions
15. Teacher evaluation procedures
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TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM AT MARK'S MEADOW (TEPAM )
Student Teaching Evaluation Form
Evaluation should be a joint process between student teacher and
supervising teacher. Please fill out this form together and both sign
at the bottom. Should there be irreconcilable disagreement on a par-
ticular rating, both student and teacher ratings should be noted and
identified
.
All four copies should be filled out and signed. One should be kept
by the supervising teacher, one by the TEPAM student and two turned in to
Mr. Greenebaum by Tuesday, May 23, 1972.
Student Teacher Student Number
Supervising Teacher Team
Student's Final Grade: Pass Incomplete No record
I
.
PLANNING SKILLS Out- Poor
standing
A. Objectives and Goals
1. Familiarity with system objectives
2. Ability to develop performance objectives
3. Co-ordination of learning activities
with objectives
4. Record keeping
B. Learning Activities
1. Sequential curriculum
2. Integration of subject areas
3. Games and simulations
4. Realia
5. Media
II. TEACHING SKILLS
A. Instruction
1. Diagnosis
2. Presentation
3. Discussion
4. Questioning
5. Explanation
6. Interpretation
7. Evaluation
student Teaching Evaluation Form (continued)
II- TEACHING SKILLS (continued)
B- Individualizing
1. Motivation
2. Using student interests
3. Coordinating subject areas
4. Student planning of time and activities
5. Small group projects
C. Strategic Intervention
D. Interpersonal Dimensions of Teaching
III. Use of Teaching Tools
IV. Organizational Skills
V. Classroom Management Skills
VI. Subject Matter Skills
A. Reading
B. Language Arts
C. Math
D. Science
E. Social Studies
Out- Poor
standing
Student Signature
Teacher Signature
Date
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GUIDELINES FOR PHASE III - STUDENT TEACHER EVALUATION
What do you do well? What do you need more experience, help with?
Be specific!
(There may be overlap.)
1.
KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER :
(Reading, Language Arts, Science, Math, Music, Movement, Art,
Social Studies, etc.)
2.
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT :
(Both from the point of view of classroom organization - use of
physical space, kinds of record keeping - and discipline, i.e.,
setting limits, use of praise, evaluation, etc.)
3.
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS :
(How do you get along with kids, other adults in the classroom;
how are you able to facilitate kids getting along with each other;
the wide range of personal interactions in working with individual
kids, teachers, small groups, large groups, parents, etc.)
301(Guidelines for Student Teacher Evaluation, cont.)
SELF-AWARENESS :
(How able are you to assess your own strengths and needs realistically?)5.
TEACHING STYLE ;
(Do you have one? How would you describe your philosophy about
the teacher's role in the classroom? You don't have to fit a model
you know!
)
6.
PLANNING :
(What kind of planning do you do; day-to-day, units, long range,
short range, for small groups, for whole class, for yourself only?
or in coordination with other teachers? How do you plan? etc.)
7.
RESOURCEFULNESS :
(How intuitively creative are you? Where do you go to find ideas/
activities? How are you at scrounging materials? How alert are
you to "borrowing" good ideas from other teachers/student teachers
and adopting them for your classroom/group?)
8.
SENSITIVITY TO INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES ;
(How are you at diagnosing individual needs in different curriculum
areas? at finding activities appropriate for mee ting those needs?
At making exceptions to requirements? At being open to change? etc.)
Take plenty of time to think these things through, and you'll find (if
you've been realistic) that this kind of "planning" will help you get
the most possible out of this semester. You can use it almost as a check
list as you go along, making sure you plan experiences for yourself that
will allow you to develop competence in each area.
Any questions? Concerns? Please come and see me!
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STUDENT TEACHER EVALUATION (ROUGH DRAFT) 5/21/731.
(Check as many as apply:) —
How would you describe the intern's relationship with
a. Children
warm firm stimulating
friendly consistent calming
reserved sensitive irritable
distant tense active
relaxed formal passive
supportive ind ividualized sympathetic
unpredictable flexible persuasive
Other:
b. Teachers
helpful submissive adaptable
warm consistent respectful
collegial reserved perceptive
critical open unpredictable
supportive dependent Other:
defensive cautious
formal reliable
informal assertive •
2.
Can the intern accommodate a variety of learning and working styles
on the part of the children?
Can adapt to a wide range of styles
Can adapt to a narrow range of styles
^Prefers a uniformity of styles
Demands a uniformity of styles
Other:
3.
Does the intern establish appropriate standards for academic work?
Always Usually Sometimes ^Never
4.
Does the intern establish appropriate standards for interpersonal
behavior?
^Always Usually Sometimes Never
3035.
How well can the intern diagnose a child's performance?
diagnose difficulties and problems and can develop
appropriate learning alternatives to meet them,
Can diagnose well but cannot apply the diagnosis,
Can identify problems but cannot analyze them or remediate them,
I® generally unaware of situations which indicate problems or
difficulties
,
I® good at diagnosing in the following curriculum areas:
Other:
6,
Can the intern develop appropriate extensions and alternatives for
individual children and groups of children?
Is imaginative and creative,
Depends upon available curriculum materials,
Depends upon teacher' recommendations,
^Resists developing extensions and alternatives
Other;
7,
Has the intern demonstrated ability to evaluate his or her own progress?
Seeks constructive analysis and criticism and uses it,
^Accepts constructive analysis and criticism and uses it,
^Accepts constructive analysis and criticism but rarely uses it
to improve performance,
Resents criticism,
Becomes defensive when criticized,
Is appropriately self-analytical and self-critical,
Is overly critical of self.
Other:
8.
When given whole class responsibility:
A. Was there evidence of sufficient planning?
Always Sometimes Never Not applicable
B. Was there evidence of follow through or a plan for extending
the lesson/activity?
Always Sometimes Never Not applicable
C. Was there evidence of reflection on the experience (evaluation,
diagnosis, planning for appropriate next steps based on this
experience?
Always Sometimes ^Never Not applicable
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9.
When given small group responsibility:
Was there evidence of sufficient planning?
Always Sometimes Never Not applicable
Was there evidence of follow through or a plan for extendingthe lesson/activity?.
^Always Sometimes Never Not applicable
C. Was there evidence of reflection on the experience (evaluationdiagnosis, planning for appropriate next steps based on this
experience?
)
^Always Sometimes ^Never Not applicable
10.
When given responsibility for individuals:
A. Was there evidence of sufficient planning?
^Always Sometimes ^Never Not applicable
B. Was there evidence of follow through or a plan for extending
the lesson/activity?
^Always Sometimes ^Never Not applicable
C. Was there evidence of reflection on the experience (evaluation,
diagnosis, planning for appropriate next steps based on this
experience?
)
^Always Sometimes ^Never Not applicable
11.
Did the intern schedule sufficient time to participate in your planning?
Yes ^No Occasionally Not applicable
12.
How did the intern assume responsibility in the classroom?
On his/her own initiative
By having it imposed on him/her
Gradually, by responding to teacher suggestion
Gradually, after seeing fellow interns assume responsibility
Gradually, after gaining experience and confidence in ability
Not expected of this intern
Other:
13.
Check any of the following characteristics that apply to your intern's
responses to your assignments, suggestions and requests:
^Willingly Reluctantly Eagerly, with action
Does not respond Eagerly, with "talk" Cautiously
Considers alternatives thoroughly and determines appropriate action
Responds positively verbally, but doesn't follow through
Can disagree openly and courteously
Feels free to raise questions and concerns
Responds immediately, and carries it one step further
Does not respond
Other:
30514.
How would you evaluate your intern's level of responsibility to
teaching during this period?
A. Interest in teaching:
B. Interest in children:
C. Ability to get along with
other adults in the classroom:
D. Ability to get along with
other adults in the school
system (administration, parents,
secretary, janitors):
E. Support of school policies
and procedures:
F. Regularity of attendance,
promptness
:
G. Appearance (dress, grooming):
H. Attendance at teachers meetings,
parents nights, etc.:
I. Adaptability:
(Circle one) (No evidence)
(LOW) 12345 (HIGH) NE '
1 2 3 4 5 nE
1 2 3 4 5 nE
1 2 3 4 5 nE
1 2 3 4 5 NE
12 3 412 3 4
12 3 4
12 3 4
15.
Do you feel that the intern should continue to work in a setting
which is moving toward an integrated day approach in elementary
education?
Yes, definitely.
^Yes, with some reservations
^No, with some qualification
Definitely not
16.
How ready do you feel the intern is to assume responsibility for
his/her own class? (Select as many as are appropriate.)
Extremely competent
Competent
Incompetent
Needs more experience in classroom
Needs more course work in methods/curriculum development
Needs time out of the classroom to obtain a perspective on
^his/her teaching experience
Should consider an alternative to teaching as a career that
^will still allow him/her to work with children
Should consider an alternative to teaching as a career that
^will not include work with children
Other'!
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(ROUGH DRAFT) #2
NOTE: The following check list can be used regularly throughout the
semester by checking off those items where there is evidence shown
It can also be used as a summative report at the end of the semes-
ter by putting a check mark beside those which you would like to
see your intern focus on throughout the remainder of the Program.
Daily preparation
Prescriptive planning (based on diagnosed need)
Brainstorming and flow charting (for integrating and extending
activities)
Short range planning
Long range planning
Skill in specifying objectives
Skill in diagnosing individual strengths/needs
Can apply learning theory in relation to his/her own teaching
Ability to stimulate thinking (i.e. asking open-ended questions)
_Skill in recognizing what decisions have to be made before, during
and after a learning experience
Ability to provide for individual differences
Skill in observing children in different ways
Use of appropriate instructional resource materials
Skill in recording pupil progress in a variety of ways
Resourcefulness in planning activities/lessons (both in finding
materials and resource people, and in finding ideas)
Ability to uncover and use kids’ interests as a source of curriculum
Skill in promoting pupil participation
Ability to facilitate and improve classroom interaction
Skill in facilitating and encouraging decision-making on the part of
students
Ability to be in tune with the overall atmosphere in the classroom
(antennaes up to be sensitive to needs of children other than those
in your immediate group)
Ability to manage whole class planning
Ability to include children in the planning process
Skill in selecting an effective method of instruction
Energetic presentation of subject matter
Effectiveness in communication
Ability to teach without telling
Voice
Ability to compose and ask good questions
Command of subject matter:
Reading
^Writing
Spelling
Other Language Arts
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Cotnmand of subject matter (continued)
^Math
Science
Social Studies
^Aesthetics
Music
Movement
Other:
Ability to assess own strengths and needs
Ability to construct activity cards or plan activities to correspond
to performance objectives
Skill at handling classroom crises and being prepared to suggest
alternatives (how to modify behavior)
Ability to improve class control
Ability to develop a teaching style consistent with own personality
Ability to change teaching approach "on the spot" when necessary and
be responsive to kids and the situation
Ability to establish realistic expectations for kids
Ability to set appropriate priorities in the classroom
Sensitivity to "system" expectations
Skill in coordinating several activities at one time
Other:
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TEPAM : student TEACHING RECORD 8/29/74
NAME:
ADVISOR:
COOPERATING TEACHER:
DATE:
I have not experienced this skill.
I have experienced this skill.
I need more classroom experiences with this skill.
I can use this skill effectively whenever appropriate.
I would like some help learning about/developing this skill.
SKILL
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF
HOW SKILL HAS BEEN
USED - OR
RATIONALE FOR NOT
USING SKILL
(Use back if necessary)
FEEDBACK
COLUMN
(Teacher,
Advisor)
PLANNING
1. Daily preparation.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
2. Brainstorming and flowcharting
(for integrating and extending
activities)
.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
3. Short range planning. (lesson
planning including writing
lesson plans)
(Oct.) 1 Z 3 4 5
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
4. Long range planning. (unit
planning including writing
unit plans)
.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
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SPECIFIC EXAMPLES FEEDBACK
5. Skill in specifying objectives
(including written objectives)
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
6. Skill in recognizing what
~ ^
decisions have to be made
before, during and after a
learning experience.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec
. ) 1 2 3 4 5
7. Ability to plan for individual
needs
.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
8.
Resourcefulness in planning
activities/lessons (both in
locating materials and resource
people, and in locating ideas).
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec
. ) 12345
9. Ability to make/create games,
materials, worksheets whenever
necessary to supplement existing
materials (not necessarily
original ideas)
.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
10. Ability to uncover and use kid^
interests as a source of cur-
riculum.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
TT. Ability to plan with the whole
class (i.e. a class trip,
making class decisions, etc.)
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
310
12 .
13.
14.
15.
SKILL
Ability to plan for the whole
class for at least a day.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
Ability to plan with a small
group or with individual
children.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
Ability to establish realistic
expectations for children.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES FEEDBACK
Ability to diagnose specific
strengths and needs of children
and to develop appropriate
learning alternatives to
meet them.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
TEACHING
16. Can apply learning theory in
relation to his/her own
teaching.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
17. Ability to ask appropriate
questions
.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec
. ) 1 2 3 4 5
TF! skill in focusing observation
techniques
.
(Oct.) 1 2345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
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SPECIFIC EXAMPLES FEEDRAr.If
iy. use or appropriate instruc-
tional resource materials.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
ZU. Skill in promoting pupil
participation.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
21. Ability to facilitate and
improve classroom interaction
(communication between different
people in room)
.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec
. ) 1 2 3 4 5
22. Skill in facilitating and en-
couraging decision-making on
the part of students while
teaching.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
•
23. Ability to be in tune with the
overall atmosphere in the
classroom ("antennaes up");
to be sensitive to needs of
children other than those in
your immediate group.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
24. Awareness of one's own
non-verbal behavior.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec
. ) 1 2 3 4 5
25. Voice control.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov. ) 12345
(Dec
. ) 12345
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26. Effectiveness of verbal
communication.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
artuitiC tXAKl'LES FEEDBACK
27. Ability to construct activity
cards or activities to
correspond to performance
objectives
.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
28. Skill in handling classroom
crises
.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 1 2 3 4 5
(Dec
. ) 1 2 3 4 5
29. Ability to maintain class
order.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
30. Ability to change teaching
approach "on the spot: when
necessary and be responsive
to kids and the situation.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
31. Skill in coordinating several
activities at one time.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
EVALUATION:
32. Ability to evaluate/assess
children's work appropriately.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov. ) 12345
(Dec
. ) 1 2 3 4 5
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tt:;
—
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES FF.FnRAri^ 'jj. ADiiicy to evaluate a learning
process as well as a leamlnp
product
.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
Ability to design/devise
informal evaluation/diagnostic
tools when necessary (check-
lists, observation sheets, etc.'
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec
. ) 1 2 3 4 5
35. Ability to use published
standardized, formal tests
required by the school
system.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
36. Skill in recording pupil
progress in a variety of ways.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
37. Skill in recognizing
children with special needs.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
38. Ability to display children’s
work attractively.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
39. Ability to design or help
children design displays.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov, ) 12345
(Dec
. ) 12345
31A
briiUlFIC EXAMPLES FEEDRAnf
40. Ability to assess own
strengths and needs.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
41. Sensitivity to system ex-
pectations (School system
policies, regularity of
attendance, confidentiality,
etc.
)
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
PERSONAL QUALITIES
42. Ability to demonstrate a
sensitivity towards
assuming responsibility
in the classroom.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
43. Responsiveness to assignments
suggestions, requests made
by cooperating teacher or
supervisor
.
(Oct.) 12345
(Nov.) 12345
(Dec.) 12345
How would you describe your relationship with children? (Select 3)
warm
friendly
reserved
distant
relaxed
supportive
unpredictable
firm
consistent
sensitive
tense
formal
ind ividualized
flexible
stimulating
calming
irritable
active
passive
sympathetic
persuasive
Other:
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How would you describe your relationship with teachers? (Select 3)
helpful consistent respectful
perceptivewarm reserved
collegial open unpredictable
critical dependent Other
:
supportive
defensive
formal
cautious
reliable
assertive
informal adaptable
submissive
MATERIALS EXPERIENCED DURING
INTERNSHIP
:
READING:
(i.e. cuisenaire rods, geoboards,
misc. manipulatives
,
people pieces.
OTHER LANGUAGE ARTS:
attributes, etc., activity cards,
performance objective cards.
MATH:
Reading Series, Math Series, SCIENCE:
Science Series, etc.,)
SOCIAL STUDIES:
(Use back if necessary.) HUMANISTIC ED. :
UNITS TAUGHT DURING INTERNSHIP:
SPECIAL SKILLS/ INTERESTS NOT
MENTIONED ABOVE:
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INTERN CHECKLIST: *
E-15
INTERN:
COOPERATING TEACHER:
FORM COMPLETED BY:
^EY: +“- strength
V
-
showing progress
()- area to tocus on
NA- not applicable
PLANNING:
DA,rF. f)F IRSERV;
Daily preparation
Brainstorming and flowcharting (for
integrating and extending activities')
Short range planning (Lesson planning
including writing lesson plans')
Long range planning (unit planning
including writing unit plans)
Skill in specifying objectives, (in-
cluding written objectives)
Skill in recognizing what decisions
have to be made before, during and
after a learning experience
Ability to plan for individual needs
Resourcefulness in planning activi-
ties/lessons (both in locating materi-
als and resource people, and in lo-
cating ideas)
Ability to make/create games, materi-
als, worksheets whenever necessary to
supplement existing materials (not
necessarily original ideas)
Ability to uncover and use kids' in-
terests as a source of curriculum
Ability to plan with the whole class
(i.e. a class trip, making class
decisions, etc.)
Ability to plan for the whole class
for at least a day
Ability to plan with a small group or
with individual children
Ability to establish realistic expec-
tations for children
Ability to diagnose specific strengths
and needs of children and to develop
appropriate learning alternatives to
meet them
TEACHING: Can apply learning theory
in relation to his/her own teaching
Ability to ask appropriate questions
Skill in focusing observation techniqjBS
Use of appropriate instructional re-
source materials
Skill in promoting pupil participation —
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—— date of observation
ADiiity to tacilitate and improve
classroom interaction (communication
between different people in room')
in facilitating and encouraging
decision-making on the part of students
while teaching
Ability to be in tune with the overall
atmosphere in the classroom ("antennae
up"); to be sensitive to needs of children
other than those in your immediate group
Awareness of one's own non-verbal behavior
Voice control
Effectiveness of verbal communication
Ability to construct activity cards or
activities to correspond to performance
objectives
Skill at handling classroom crises
Ability to maintain class order
Ability to change teaching approach "on
the spot" when necessary and be respon-
sive to kids and the situation
Skill in coordinating several activities
at one time
EVALUATION: Ability to evaluate/assess
children's work appropriately
Ability to evaluate a learning process
as well as a learning product
Ability to design/devise informal evalu-
ation/diagnostic tools when necessary
(checklists, observation sheets, etc.)
Ability to use published standardized,
formal tests required by the school system
Skill in recording pupil progress in a
variety of ways
Skill in recognizing children with
special needs
Ability to display children's work attrac-
tively
Ability to design or help children design
displays
Ability to assess own strengths and needs
Sensitivity to system expectations (school
system policies, regularity of attendance,
confidentiality, etc.)
PERSONAL QUALITIES:
Ability to demonstrate a sensitivity to-
wards assuming responsibility in classroom
Responsiveness to assignments, suggestions,
requests made by cooperating teacher or
supervisor
OTHER OBSERVATIONS:
Appendix
NAME:
COOPERATING TEACHER: DATE:
VALUES IN THE CLASSROOM :
The following activity is a beginning toward identifying your value
priorities and seeing how these priorities are reflected in your
classroom.
OBJECTIVES :
1. To list in order of importance the personal values that could
influence your classroom
2. To examine these priorities in terms of observable classroom
behavior
3. To compare your values with observable classroom behavior
DIRECTIONS :
1. Below are twenty- four values that might be displayed in various
ways in a classroom. In your ideal classroom, how would you
rank them? Place a 1 next to the quality you value most in
your classroom, a 2 next to the second most important, and so
on through 24, which will represent the quality you value least.
E-16
Alienation Fairness Orderliness
Chaos Favoritism Passivity
Concentration Fear Privacy
Creativity Freedom Purposefulness
Disorder Independence Quiet
Dogmatism Laughter Respect
Dominance Love Rigidity
Equality Obedience Self Direction
2. List your highest three and lowest three in the space provided
below.
3. 24.
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3. In the space provided below list the values you ranked in the
top three positions. For each value, list three classroom in-
dicators that would demonstrate the presence of that value in
your classroom. Then list the qualities you put in the bottom
three value positions and list for each one three classroom in-
dicators that would reflect their presence in a classroom.
Qualities Valued Most Highly Qualities Least Valued
1. 22.
a
.
a.
b. b.
c
.
c
.
2. 23.
a. a.
b. b.
c. c
.
3. 24.
a. a
.
, b. b.
c
.
c
.
Follow up:
Give an observer your worksheet containing the indicators. Have the per-
son observe you in the classroom in order to collect data on the priority
list. Examine the data collected by the observer and compare it with in-
dicators on your worksheet. Discuss the comparison with the observer.
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Phase Five Interns
FROM: Bob Fitzmaurice
RE: Intern Reactions to Alternative Strategy of Supervision
Now that we have completed a full semester of an alternative approach
to supervision, I would greatly value your taking the time to record
your reactions and feelings to the questions listed below:
Please respond in the space provided below, but feel free to use the
back side of the page if necessary.
1.
Having completed the value clarifying instrument several times during
the semester, what significance did this have regarding your student
teaching experience?
2.
Having stated your philosophy of education one or more times during
the semester, what significance did this have regarding your student
teaching experience?
3.
Having stated your assumptions of how children learn one or more
times during the semester, what significance did this have on your
student teaching experience?
4.
Having identified "classroom indicators" several times during the
semester, what significance did this have on your student teaching
experience?
Having experienced the intern checklist during phase three and
the
strategies we employed in phase five, compare the experience of
each
to your student teaching experience.
5.
CONFERENCE PLANNING SHEET
DATE
INTERN
:
(Last) (First)
I. Pre-Observation Conference ;
A- Area of focus from Intern Checklist
1. Planning
2
.
Teaching
3. Evaluation
4. Personal Qualities
5
.
Other
PHASE
B. Instructional Objective
II. Observation ;
A. Specifics
1. Date
2
.
Time
3. Place
B. Subject Area
C. Observation Number
III. Post Observation Conference ;
A. Specifics
1. Date
2
. T ime
3. Place
4. Persons present
DATE:
PHASE
(Last) (First)
OBSERVATION NUMBER:
General Information :
1. Number of students
2. Time length of lesson
3. Arrival time of observer
4. Departure time of observer
5. Teacher Assistants
OBSERVATION FEEDBACK SHEET
INTERN:
Descriptive Data:
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TEPAM QUEST lONNATRF
yLr * TLsr^me
were used to revise the Program for the coming
»<th’thl r <|uestrons were asked of all teachers working
reecti^
Program in an Interview situation. All comments, suggestlLs
studeirr
''''®"/"‘=?’^P°'^ated in the updated program as well as thedent teacher evaluation forms which we designed to help us providemore regular and more meaningful feedback to the student teachers.)
Date entered Program;
Class (upon entrance):
Transfer? ^yes no
1. In which phases of TEPAM have you participated? (List in sequence
you actually participated.)
2
. PHASE I
a. What was most helpful/useful? Least helpful/useful?
b. Looking back, what other experiences would you have liked to
have had in this phase?
c. Describe your "ideal" Phase I.
3. PHASE II
a. What was most helpful/useful? Least helpful/useful?
b. Looking back, what other experiences would you have liked to
have had in this phase?
c. Describe your "ideal" Phase II.
4. PHASE III
a. Describe briefly your student teaching experience.
b. Describe briefly experiences you had directly relating to methods
and curriculum. What was most helpful/useful? Least helpful/
useful?
c. Looking back, what other experiences would you have liked to have
had in this phase?
d. Describe your "ideal" Phase III.
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I
TEPAM QUESTIONNAIRE, cont
.
5
.
PHASE IV
a. List any courses you took in Phase IV that you found particularly
useful/enjoyable. Why?
b. Describe your "ideal" Phase IV.
6
.
PHASE V
a. Describe briefly your internship experience. What additional
responsibilities/experiences did you get in this Phase that you
didn't get in Phase III?
b. Looking back, what other experiences would you have liked to have
had in this Phase?
c. Describe your "ideal" Phase V,
d. If you switched Phase V with Phase IV, or changed classrooms
since your Phase III experience, discuss how you feel about the
switch. What do you think the advantages and disadvantages of
such a switch are?
7.
General over-all impressions of the Program:
8,
Describe your "ideal"
a. cooperating teacher role
b. resource person/advisor role, and
c. program director role.
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QUESTIONS FOR TEACHER TEAMS REGARDING FALL SEMESTER TEPAM;
1. General reactions to how things have gone this semester.
2. Phases III and V:
- Workshops: Time, sequence, selection of topics, teacher par-
ticipation, intern participation. Phase V needs?
Jam Sessions?
Complications/communication problems about Program expectations:
How should we handle absenteeism, tardiness, etc.?
Intern checklist: How have you used it? How would you like to
use it next semester? Suggestions for changes, additions, de-
letions .
- Final evaluation form: How is it working? Changes, additions,
deletions
.
Advisor roles: Suggestions, reactions; Feedback sessions for
interns; How have they been handled, how effective were they?
i.e. were interns satisfied with feedback and help provided?
Other roles advisors have played? What would you like to see
more of/less of?
Program Director role: Suggestions for how I can better facili-
tate communication; memos, personal contact, teachers' meetings,
bulletin board; any administrative suggestions that would make
your jobs easier?
3. Phase II:
How much do you know about Phase II interaction with kids?
How much do you want to know?
- What would you like to see included before their first semester
of student teaching? Suggestions for screening people? On what
basis would you decide whether someone should continue in the Pro-
gram?
Should we be making more efforts to counsel people out of education?
Intern placement: are teachers interested in interviewing students
before their assignment?
Appendix F-1
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR SUPERVISORS:
What is your philosophy and/or approach for working with interns? Describe
what you ^ ...before their arrival, day of arrival, during the semester
conclusion of semester? For first semester interns? For second semester-interns? Have you changed your approach since the program began? Par-
ticularly address these activities in your description:
Observations
Conferenc ing
Feedback
Written evaluations
Planning, re soureery
Counseling and advising
Time spent per intern, per week; ideal
number of interns for one supervisor
to work with per semester.
Space (where conferences
were held, etc.)
Teacher relationships
Staff (TEPAM) meetings
Workshops and seminars
(participation in planning
and implementing)
What "helpful hints" or advice would you give a teacher who is con-
sidering taking on an intern for the first time?
How would you describe your "ideal" process for evaluation and recommen-
dation of interns as a supervisor?
What do you see as the advantages and disadvantages of having a school-
based program as opposed to a university-based program?
Describe briefly strengths and weaknesses of the TEPAM program from your
perspective as a supervisor.
Ideally what roles/functions do you think cooperating teachers should
perform in teacher education?
Ideally, what roles/functions do you think college supervisors should
perform in teacher education?
Ideally, what roles /functions do you think Program Directors should
perform in teacher education?
What do you see as the unique advantages and disadvantages of the Principal
also serving as the Program Director?
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR PROGRAM DIRECTOR/PRINCIPAL:
Why was the program particularly appropriate for Mark's Meadow (in
theory)? Did the decision for the school to adopt integrated day prin-
ciples occur at the same time TEPAM was conceived?
What was your rationale for developing TEPAM? How was the program
actually developed? Were teachers involved in the planning? If so,
in what ways?
Describe your rationale for: admitting so many students to the program;
for having students stay with the same cooperating teacher for both semes-
ters; for requiring all teachers to have interns? for placing student
teachers in classrooms without any prior methods training, and your evalu-
ation of that process now -- theoretically and practically.
Do you feel a program of this type could be run without the help of uni-
versity supervisors? If so, how would the program differ?
What do you see as the advantages and disadvantages of the Principal
serving as a supervisor of interns?
Describe the Phase II experiences you have personally been involved with,
and comment on your recommendations for this experience in terms of con-
tent, staffing, format and timing.
How and when was the decision made to eliminate Phase I and what do you
feel the consequences were?
as program director, you could select the cooperating teachers to
be involved in the program, what criteria would you use? What selection
process?
Given the time, energy and involvement required by cooperating teachers
and supervisors, do ^[ou feel this program design would be replicable
in
non- laboratory school settings?
What do you feel is a realistic projection
for a cooperating teacher to spend working
the children? With compensation? Without
of time that can be justified
with interns without slighting
compensation?
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (continued):
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What kind of training or help in the area of supervision would you
recommend for cooperating teachers?
In your experience in explaining and/or defending interns to parents,
can you generalize "red flags" to be anticipated in designing programs
that will meet needs of all parties involved (including kids).
Do you find any inconsistency between the discovery/open approach with
kids and the same approach for student teachers in view of being account-
able to parents who hold the opinion that "We don't want anyone experi-
menting and making mistakes on our kids."
Are there any additional comments, reflections, recommendations you would
like to make regarding your roles as program director and principal and
supervisor?
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Possible data to be considered from many perspectives.
.
.
TEACHERS --AIDES --PRINCIPAL- -PRESENT INTERNS - -PAST INTERNS -
-EX-TEPAM ' S
WHO LEFT PROGRAM--PARENTS--KIDS--SUPERINTENDENTS/PRINCIPALS OUTSIDE OF
TEPAM- -EMPLOYERS OF TEPAM' S--PRESENT AND PAST ADVISORS/SUPERVISORS--
SPECIALISTS-
-OBSERVERS/VISITORS TO MARK'S MEADOW
--PROGRAM DIRECTORS
OUTSIDE OF TEPAM- -STUDENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR (PLACE-
MENT)
--RECRUITERS
Ideas relating to specific perceptions by the above people;
TEACHERS
What have you learned about working with interns?
-Personal expectations for interns ... limits (yours, theirs, kids),
responsibilities, competencies, learning styles, teaching styles
-Style for working with interns
-Skills, attitudes (desirable, required, essential?) for interns
-Competencies, behaviors (desirable, required, essential?) for interns
-Preferred management strategies (personal and program)
Planning sessions
interpersonal dynamics
individual help
counseling
teaching
observing
feedback
coordination
style--directive
,
facilitative, etc.
ETC. ETC.
workshops
how
when
where
how often
content
sequence
follow-up
expectations
who
role of supervisor
role of program director
style of supervisor
ETC. ETC.
-Number of interns in room
-Balance of meeting needs of intern with meeting kids' needs
Describe your "ideal" teacher education program.
What should goals be?
If a new program would be established, what would you maintain,
and what would you change or eliminate?
Suggestions for screening potential future teachers
Procedures for weeding out unsuccessful student teachers
ROUGH NOTES , continued
Teacher time spent in various TEPAM related activities
-Estimate of time spent now
-Prioritization of these items if some had to be eliminated from
students total program
-Realistic projection of time justified to spend on working with
interns without slighting kids (if no stipend)
Assignment of interns to classrooms
“Suggestions for other arrangements
... Should teachers have choice
of intern or not... Should it be a "school-wide" program?
-Reaction to interns changing classrooms and/or phases (for semester
or short range -- 1 week, 1 day) from teachers' point of view and
from interns' point of view as seen by teacher)
Program's responsiveness to needs of teachers and interns
Reaction to process of change- -how initiated, by whom, how long, effect,
flexibility (strengths and weaknesses), cost, (human + $)
Reaction to evaluation process...
-Use of forms (strengths and weaknesses)
-Ability to give honest, direct recommendations/evaluations
-Timing (formative and summative)
Reaction to non-confidential law
Training help specifically for role of cooperating teacher/ supervisor
How well-prepared do you feel interns are to go into classrooms different
from those in Mark's Meadow?
Do you feel you have grown professionally as a result of the program
(directly or indirectly)? How?
Which workshops did you lead?
Which workshops would you have liked to lead?
Would you have liked more program direction, help, coordination?
Preferred workshop arrangement:
(in terms of preparation, interest, value to intern, competency, time,
need, space, location, materials, resources)
potpourri (marathon), different theme weekly- -several times a semester
same theme for 3 weeks, different theme weekly (one time a semester),
jam sessions, seminars (one afternoon a week by instructor)
Which workshops should be eliminated?
Reaction to cultural diversity curriculum unit requirement?
What kind of feedback would you have liked on workshops? What did you get
Notion of ranking all interns they've worked with on a scale from 1-10
Reaction to principal as program director and supervisor
Reaction to shared role of program director and teacher
Reaction to shared role of secretary/advisor/co-director
Reaction to role of supervisor/doctoral student
to be continued
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Permanent
Present Address; Address;
Phone; Phone;
Place currently employed;
Job Title;
Business Adress;
Business Phone;
( )I would like to have my name added to the mailing list for the News
Report of the whereabouts and happenings of other TEPAMs.
( )Please do not add my name to the mailing list.
( )Please do not distribute this information to other TEPAMs.
**^PLEASE SEAL IN THE SMALL WHITE ENVELOPE PROVIDED. AND RETURN WITH
YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE.
332Appendix G-3 May 20, 1975
of Massachusetts School of Education regarding the status of Mark's Meadow
as a laboratory school. Because of this negotiation, and the possibility
of the inception of a new Teacher Education Program, it seems particularly
appropriate and timely to re-examine and evaluate the strengths and weak-
nesses of the various features of the Program as it has evolved over the
semesters
.
The attached questionnaire asks you to describe and evaluate the
following aspects of TEPAM: a) Your experience during the Program; b) Your
experience since the Program; and c) Your perceptions of the objectives of
the Program. It is being distributed to all present and former TEPAM students,
including those of you who may have decided to leave the Program for various
reasons. This data will then be compared to perceptions of teachers and
supervisors on the same issues and analyzed for its implications for the de-
signing of future teacher education programs, which is the subject of my
doctoral dissertation.
I very much need your help, I am particularly desirous of obtaining a
high number of responses to this questionnaire because of the evolutionary
nature of the Program, and the fact that it did change each semester in response
to student/ teacher input as well as personnel turnover. Without a variety
of responses from each graduating class it will be difficult to analyze the
implications of these changes and their effect on the overall Program. I recog-
nize that this will take at least a half an hour to an hour of your time, and
I know how precious time is to all of us, but I can't stress enough how valu-
able and important I feel your contribution to this evaluation will be.
I will greatly appreciate it if you will complete the questionnaire prior
to June 12
,
or as soon as possible thereafter, and return it in the stamped
envelope enclosed. Other phases of this research cannot be carried out until
analysis of the questionnaire data is completed. Additionally, would you
please take a minute to supply the information requested on the 1/2 page pro-
vided so that I will know which questionnaires have been returned and which
I may need to follow up on. Please seal the card in the small white envelope
enclosed so that the confidentiality of your questionnaire can be assured. Your
responses on the questionnaire will be kept in strictest confidence and your
names will not in any way be connected with the data you provide. If you are
interested, I will use the cards you return as a mailing list for a TEPAM News
Report informing you of each others' whereabouts and happenings.
I would welcome any additional comments you may have concerning any
aspect of the Program not adequately covered in the questionnaire. Thank
you very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Peggy J. George
Co-Director, Teacher Education Program
at Mark's Meadow
Enc. (4)
Appendix G-4
August 1, 1977
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Dear TEPAM Friends,
Time has passed so quickly, and although I am still working on mvdissertation and the evaluation of TEPAM as a teacher education program
(YES, it seems like forever!), I imagine many of you have already forgotten
about completing that incredibly long questionnaire on my behalf back in
June, 1975. I have not forgotten though, and wanted to let all of you knowhow very much I appreciated the time and effort you put into your responses.
I received 100 questionnaires out of the 120 I mailed out which was a fan-
tastic return for such a questionnaire! The data you provided has been
invaluable in helping me realistically assess the pros and cons of the
Program, and I trust will help me to make a significant contribution to
the field of teacher education. THANK YOU!
I am enclosing the mailing list I promised I would compile for you to
help to bring you up to date on many former TEPAM' s you may have wondered
about and lost contact with. The list does not represent all TEPAM' s because
some preferred not to have their name on the list, and some of the job in-
formation as well as many of the "present addresses" have changed since
the form was completed, although the permanent addresses are probably still
valid. I'm also including a summary of the advice shared by all of you on
your questionnaires about uour recommendations on "how to get a job" in
hopes that it might be helpful (or at least interesting) if you are still
numbered among the unemployed in the teaching profession. I'm sure many of
you could provide even better, more specific advice in this regard by this
time.
Please feel free to keep in touch with me or the TEPAM Program if we
can be of any help to you as you look for teaching jobs, seek teaching advice
if you are one of those lucky, employed individuals or if you just want to
share your joys or frustrations. We'd love to hear from you! My response
may be a little slow because I am teaching full-time in Mark's Meadow now
(2nd and 3rd grades) and am finding it a fascinating and enjoyable challenge,
but extremely time and energy consuming. It has been an important step in
my professional life though, as I continually re-examine my teaching
philosophy and techniques which I advocate in my teacher educator role.
Best of luck to all of you! Thank you again.
nrpvAl V
Peggy George
P.S. I would welcome any current information you might care to provide,
such as present address, name change, and employment information
Job Title/place Currently Employed.
Peggy
QUESTION:
WHICH
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ETC.
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06
3SERI0USLY, I very much value whatever advice, comments and feedback you
scan give me from your perspective as a student in the TEPAM Program,
r.jjhether they are positive or negative. Both are essential for me to
rknou about. I realize it's long and time consuming, but it's just such
sjery specific help that will make a difference in helping me to accurately
idiagnose and make appropriate recommendations for future teacher training,
"land I can't do it without your help. If you have misplaced your question-
inaire, I will gladly send you another. Just call me collect at 413-5A9-02Q3,
iiand I will drop one in the mail immediately. THAIMK YOU
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TELEPHONE FOLLOW-UP TO TEPAM QUESTIONNAIRE : RECORDING SHEET
Student called;
Name
;
Phone
:
Address
:
ALL;
1 . Did you receive a yellow questionnaire from the TEPAM program
asking for your evaluation of your TEPAM experiences? YES
YES:
NO:
NO
2. Have you returned the questionnaire? YES NO
(if YES, thank them very much for their cooperation)
3.
If NO:
a) Would you like to receive another copy of the questionnaire?
Present address YES NO
b) If you still have your copy of the questionnaire, do you
plan to return it? YES NO WHEN?
4.
If you don't plan to return your questionnaire, would you be willing
to state whether you were generally satisfied or generally dissatis-
fied with your TEPAM experience?
Generally satisfied ^Generally dissatisfied
Comments
;
5.
Are you presently teaching? If so, where, and what grade level?
6.
Recorder notes... (any comments, reactions, additions you could add to
the above information based on your conversation with the student or
student's parents)
(We would appreciate your returning the questionnaire as soon as possible,
if appropriate.)
*****^HANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND HELP I
Appendix H-1
June 5, 1975
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With summer fast approaching and teachers' schedules as busy
and frantic as ever, I'm reluctant to even approach you with one more
demand on your time. However, it's because of your expertise and experi-
ence with the TEPAM Program over the past few years that I feel it's
essential to obtain directly from you, feedback which will provide in-
sight into the reasons our Program has come to be rated by its own
graduates as one of the top 2 teacher education programs out of 19 pro-
grams in the School of Education--a fantastic accomplishment in which
all of us can take a great deal of pride and satisfaction! In light of
this fact just published by the Teacher Education Council in its 1974
Evaluation, plus the fact that our program is being phased out to allow
for some much needed renegotiation to take place between the Town of
Amherst and the School of Education, plus the possibility of the inception
of a new teacher education program, it seems particularly appropriate
and timely to re-examine and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of
the various features of TEPAM as it has evolved over the semesters. It's
important for us to attempt to single out those things we feel have really
made a difference in the success of the program, and your perceptions
and recommendations are essential in such a project.
In order to help us examine the TEPAM Program, I have designed the
attached questionnaire which asks you to relate and evaluate your ex-
periences throughout TEPAM, your perceptions of the objectives of the
Program, and your recommendations for future programs. It is being dis-
tributed to all present and former Mark's Meadow teachers who have been
involved with TEPAM, along with a similar questionnaire that has been
distributed to present and former TEPAM students. This data will allow
me to compare perceptions of interns, teachers, supervisors and ad-
ministrators on many of the same issues, and to analyze their implica-
tions for the designing of future teacher education programs, which is
the subject of my doctoral dissertation. I recognize that this will
probably take at least a half hour to an hour of your time, but I trust
that you will find some personal value in the process of reflecting on
your experiences as you complete the questionnaire, and I can't stress
enough how valuable and important I feel your contribution will be to this
evaluation.
I would really appreciate it if you could complete the questionnaire
prior to the close of school of June 19, or as soon as possible thereafter,
and return it to Anita Pelis in the main office. You will notice that the
last page of the questionnaire is optional . It is a request for you to
participate in an individual interview with me in response to some proposed
questions, as well as any other aspects of the Program you would like to
discuss. It is not essential for me to interview a large number of
teachers, but the diversity of the faculty is definitely one of the strengths
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of the Program and I want to be certain it is well represented.
Additionally, I would personally value the opportunity to share in-
formally, by means of this interview, with any of you who feel you can
spare the time, some of the joys, frustrations and learnings we have
experienced as a result of TEPAM. In my opinion, it's the "little"
things you did that you would probably consider too insignificant to
put on the questionnaire that added together make the significant dif-
ference as to why our program has been so successful.
I would welcome any additonal comments you may have concerning
any aspect of the Program not adequately covered in the questionnaire.
Thank you very much for your cooperation on this questionnaire and more
importantly, thank you for giving so much of yourselves to make TEPAM
so rewarding to all of us who have shared in its development.
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NAME:
( ) I would be willing to participate in an individual
interview sometime prior to the close of school.
Time Preference : Time Date
1st choice:
2nd choice:
( ) I’m sorry, I really don't feel I can participate
in the interview.
NOTE: Please return this card to Anita in the Main
Office separate from the questionnaire to assure
anonymity on your questionnaire.
Thank you very much! Peggy
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TEACHER FOLLOW-UP LETTER i^l (sent to 3 teachers ,• handwritten)
Dear
I just wanted to drop you a line to let you know that I would
still very much appreciate receiving your TEPAM questionnaire as soon
as you feel you can manage it. Since a part of my analysis of the
data relies on comparing perceptions of interns, teachers and super-
visors on the same issues, it is really important for me to know your
opinions in order to confirm or to provide a balance for the other
perspectives
.
I am enclosing a self-addressed, stamped envelope with my home
address for your convenience in returning the questionnaire. If you
have any questions at all, or have misplaced your questionnaire in the
hustle-bustle of the end of the year activities, please give me a call
(549-0203) and I would be delighted to send another questionnaire or
to help you interpret the questions. I would like to facilitate this
process in any way that I can because I know it is a long questionnaire,
and certainly isn't what you want to be spending your time on right now
in these beautiful summer days. However, I really need your contribu-
tion to provide me with the total picture necessary to do a valid analysis.
Thank you very much for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Peggy
3A1
Ap(
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30ndix I Hay, 1975
TEACHER EDUCATiniM PROGRAM AT MARK'S HEADDiil ( TEPAH
)
STUDENT OUESTIQNNAIRE
.1 you please provide your reflections and perceptions of your undergraduateicher education experience in TEPAM in response to the following rnulticLp-
)ice and open-ended questions. Your time, thoughtfulness and frankness areicereiy appreciated.
YOUR EXPERIENCE DURING THE TEPAH PRCGRAM
.
Date entered Program:
(Semester) (Year)
1. Mark an ”x" in the appropriate circle to indicate which phases of TEPAM
you completed: (n=95)
O Phase I - Introduction to Ed. Careers (41 completed/ 43. 2%)
Q Phase II - Child and His/Her World
o Phase III - Student Teaching, Methods and Curriculum Development
OPhasB 1\J - Courseujork outside of Program (77 completed/77%)
O Phase \l - Supervised Internship (82 completed/86.3%)
If you varied from the above sequence, list the order of your phases
here:
2 .
3 .
Grade Level(s) taught in TEPAM: (Mark as many as apply)
(N=95)
K 1
Phase III
Phase \J @
2 3 4 5 6
(§) ® @ ®
® ® ® ®
Number of adults in classroom
Teacher
(including yourself):
Aide Phase III
Intern(s
)
Phase \]
Intern(s
)
Phase III:
Phase \J:
Comments
:
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(Check
. liJhy did you select the TEPAM Program for your teacher training?
ail that pertain) ^
(N=91)
Olt provided a minimum of two full semesters of student teachi nq. ^33/01 ../xliked Mark's Meadou's teaching philosophy. (49/53.3%)
'
0 I needed a site close to campus for transportation purposes. ( 40/44 o'/nI t had a good reputation for being a practical program. (27/29.7%) *01 liked the fact that practicing classroom teachers in the school teachthe methods and curriculum development ujorkshoos. (38/41.8%)liked being close to the University for taking additional course uork,being a counselor in a dorm, etc. (31/34.1%)
wanted to work with a particular teacher. (9 / 9 . 9 %)
liked the staff of the Program. (24/26.4%)0 Other
:
Oi
Oi
Oi
Comments
5. If you left the TEPAM Program prior to completion of all five phases,
please indicate the circumstances which brought you to this decision.
(NOTE: Even though you may not have completed the entire Program, your
perceptions will still be greatly valued, and I would appreciate your
answering as many of the questions as you feel you are able.)
(N=6 )
I had to leave school for financial reasons.
<^I wanted experience in another school setting.
(T) I wanted to graduate earlier than was possible in the Program.
I was advised by the Program to find another Program more appropriate
to mv needs.
(1)
i moved away.
was dissatisfied with some aspects of the Program. Please describe.
(2) Personal reasons.
(pother
:
Comments
:
G. Mark any of the following which apply to your cooperating teacher assignment
(N= 86 )
(^Assigned to same teacher both semesters of student teaching. (47/54. 7%)
O Assigned to same classroom, but different teacher (due to sabbatical
leave, reassignment, or resignation). (14/16.3%)
^Assigned to different teacher each semester at my request. (18/20.9%)
O Assigned to different teacher each semester on advice of Program. (1/1.2%)
O Assigned to same teacher both semesters on advice of Program although
my personal preference was to change teachers. (6/7.0%)
O Other
Comments:
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7. Hau uas your cooperating teacher acsignment made?
^
(N= 88 )
^Mutually by student and program. (48/54.5%)O^y choice, by negotiating uith the teacher I uanted. (31/35.2%)Q Arbitrarily
,
by Program in spite of my personal choice. (18/20.5%)By request from a particular teacher. (9/10 3%)
OOther:
Comments :
^
a. Regarding your cooperating teacher/grade level assignments: If you had
it to do over, uhat uould you do differently, if anything?
(N=90)
O^^othing. I uould do it the same. (50/55.6%)
(3 Same teacher both semesters. ( 3 / 3 . 3%)
(2>SamB age level/grade level, but different teacher. ( 6 / 6 . 7%)
8
Different teacher and grads level each semester. (22/24.4%)
Different age level/grade level each semester. (9/10.0%)
(2)0ther
:
Comments
9. During Phase III I felt
cooperating teacher
:
that the comments
(N=87)
and suggestions made by my
extremely relevant to my learning. (44/50.6%)
o LiJsre relevant to my learning. (20/23.0%)
o Were someuhat relevant to my learning. (17/19.5%)
Q)UJerB irrelevant to my learning. (1/1.1%)
Oi'^isrfsred uith my learning. (5/5.7%)
0Other
Comments
:
10. During Phase U I felt that the comments and suggestions made by my
cooperating teacher
: (n= 79 )
O Uere extremely relevant to my learning. (45/57.0%)
^ IjJere relevant to my learning. (19/24.1%)
^IjJere someuhat relevant to my learning. (9 /11 , 4%)
([^UJere irrelevant to my learning. (2/2.5%)
(3 I'^'tsrfered uith my learning. (4/5.1%)
(pother
:
Comments:
OOOCOo
11
. During PhasG III I felt that the observ/atione
advisor/supervisor
: (N=81)
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and conferences uith my
Were extremely relevant to my learning. (26/32.1%)
Uere relevant to my learning. (27/33.3%)
Ulere sorneujhat relevant to my learning. (21/25.9%)
Ulere irrelevant to my learning. (7/8.6%)
Interfered uith my learning.
Other:
Comments :
' ^ ” '
12 • During Phase \] I felt that the observations and conferences uith my
advisor/supervisor: (N=76)
O Were extremely relevant to my learning. (31/40.8%)O Were relevant to my learning. (23/30.3%)
O Were someuhat relevant to my learning. (13/17.1%)
(3Were irrelevant to my learning. (7/9.2%)
(^Interfered uith my learning. (2/2.6%)
(pother
:
C 0mments :
~
13. During Phase III I felt that uorkshops and seminars :
O Were extremely ’relevant to my learning. (29/33.3%)
(O Were relevant to my learning. (26/29.9%)
(^Were someuhat relevant to my learning. (25/28. 7%)
/^.Were irrelevant to my learning. (6/6.9%)
Nlnterfered uith my learning.
Other:
( 1 / 1 . 1%)
(N=37)
Comments
:
14. During Phase M I felt that uorkshops, seminars and/or "jam sessions"
:
(N=65)
O Were extremely relevant to my learning. (15/23.1%)
(3) Were relevant to my learning. (17/26.2%)
8
Were someuhat relevant to my learning. (29/44.6%)
Were irrelevant to my learning. (3/4.6%)
^ Interfered uith my learning. (1/1.5%)(pother
Comments:
345
15.
'^V3luntinn fornr,, rL-Qrrlkyrjpinn c^-ckl^cte nt^--
o?uS^ni^ Uar'l"'''"'"'?''’"'"--' nrovlrlBCi Sy tn, Praqra-; fcri-urj^Pbo, tsachGi.3 and supervisors:
o
Q
cl
oO
o
o
(N= 87 )
( 14 / 16 . 1%)
^ijGro ex^^rsmelY rolovont, to my loarninQ.
Uore rolovant to my iearnino. (39/44.8%)
‘-|2iy sQ.noL'ihot raisvant to my loarninq. (27/31 o?")
-uora irrolevant to my Isarning. (4/4.6%)Intarforod uith my learning. (None)
I\iDns uore provided to my knouledoe. (s/s 47')
nther: "
Comments:
~
~
U 0 ^2 L;
^6. List any metnods courses you took outside the Program:
Title Instructor
.7. Hou much decision-making pouer did you have as a student in setting your nun
' goals and choosing the means to reach those goals?
.
- (N=89)
) O f^icire than I uanted and felt comfortable uith. (6/6.7%)
) O ^3 much as I wanted and felt comfortable uith. (72/80.9%)
) O much as I wanted and felt comfortable with. (11 / 12 . 4%)
) O QBcision-making power. (None)
\ f") ether
;
Comments:
~ ~~ ~~
,3. To whom did you look for advice or help during ^/our student teaciTinc when
you felt your needs were not being adequately met by the Program, or when
you wanted to supplement the help or advice being given by the Program?
(Check as many as are approoriate) (N=86)® Jndergraduate Advising Office@ Placement Office
^ Registrar's Office
Other TEPAM students
&) Teachers in the school (other than cooperating teacher)
jj® Students in other programs in education
1^ Friends
Instructors in other courses
^ Other:
Comments:
Lihat were some of the unique advantages and disadvantages of having the
Principal of the school also serve as Program Director? Please cc^ment.
3A620,
Hou
_did you feel and hou da you feel nDu.i ahnut your student teachinq
experience? (Circle the number that mast closely represents yourfeeling at that time in your experience.)
^Ahiolufc At the 1 /beginning of 1
st
.
tchg
.
(Phase III)
I felt ...
U the coni-
Dietion of
:he program
[ f elt
. .
.
At the
present
time I
f eel
. .
.
Unprepared r— l-2-3-4-5->liJell Prepared 1 (93/2.01 ) (83/4.6 ) (90/4.3)
1. Lacking in
Confidence
<^l-2-3-4-5
-^Confident 1
(93/1.9) (82/4.2) (89/4.3)
5, Unwanted ^l-2-3-4-5->liianted
j
(90/3.4)
1
(81/4.3) (83/4.0)
'
Insecure <“l-2-3-4-5-^SecurB m/2.6) (82/4.1) (89/4.3)
5. Incompetent ‘^l-2-3-4-5--^Campetent (93/2.8) (82/4.3) (89/4.5)
3, Worthless 4^1_2-3-4-5“^UJDrthy (88/3.7) (79/4.4) (85/4.6)
Irresponsible ^1-2-3-4-5'^Rsspansible (91/4.2)
1
(82/4.8) (88/4.8)
3. Unmotivated <'"l-2-3-4-5->Mot ivated 1 (91/4.2) 1 (81/4.4) (88/4.5)
j
). Unsuccessful ^l-2-3-4-5-^ Successful 1 (90/3.02)
j
(81/4.4) (87/4.3)
1. Reluctant <-l-2-3-4-5-> Eager
1
(92/4.03) 1 (82/4.4) (88/4.6) ,
Threatened <“1-2- 3-4-5*-^ Comfort able
1
(92/3.3) 1 (82/4.3) (86/4.5)
.
r~
.. Dissatisfied <-1-2- 3-4- 5-^ Satisfied (91/3.3) (80/3.9) (87/4.0)
]j. Flexible ^l-2-3-4-5^Rigid 1 (92/2.8) 1 (82/2.3) (88/2.3)
]. Passive <-1-2- 3-4- 5-^ Active
1
(93/3.4)
1
(82/4.3) (89/4.3)
]. Uncreative <-l-2-3-4-5-^ Creative
1
(92/3.2)
1
(83/4.3) (89/4. 3)
21.
Ideally, what rales/functions do you think supervj sors should perform in
teacher education programs?
22.
Ideally, uhat roles/functions do you think cooperating teachers should
perform in teacher education programs?
3A7
23. Ideally, what roles/functions do you think Program Directors shmilHperform in teacher education programs? ^ ^
nouxo
fallouing five questions, please circle the number that most closelyrepresents your evaluation of that TEPAM experience: ^
24. PHASE I-Introduction to Ed. Careers;
1 2 3 4 5
Not Useful Useful
Not
Aoo licabie
.1. Class Meetings (N-43) 2/ 1 7/ 1
.4.75: ifi.
11/
10/
23.8%
12/
9 7 C 9.
9/
20.9%
O 2/4.7%
i;2. Experience Modules (N-A2)
;
(Observing School Committee Mtgs.,
1
M.M. Office, Playground, etc.)
1/
2.4%
5/
11.9%
15/
35.7%
10/
23.8%
W 1/2.4%
.'3. Journal (N=43)
.4. Assignments (in general) (N=41)
.5. ''Challenge" (N=40)
.6. Academic Advising (N=41)
.7. Other:
6/
14%
6/
14%
10/
23.3%
10/
23.32
9/
20.9% Q 2/4. 7%
0 2/
4.9%
17/
41.5%
13/
31.7%
7/-1
17.1% Q 2/4.9%
4/
_in"/
4/
. in%
6/
1 =17 .
11/
2 7
11/
9 7
(2) ^/io%
2/
4.9%
4/
9.8%
8/
19.5%
9/
22%
12/ Q 6/14.6%
O
|B. Uhat changes uculd you recommend for Phase I in regard to content, staffing,
timing or format?
25. PHASE Il-Child and His/Her LiJorld : (Please circle your instructorCs) nameCs):
R. Schultz, P. Dede, D. Zigarmi, M . Greenebaum) (iQ)
(30) (39) (15) 1 2 3 4 5
Not Useful Useful
Not
Anolicable
1. Seminars (N=93)
a) Content (Ed. Psych.
,
Child
Development, Theories of
Learning, etc.)
b) Process (Discussions, simu-
lations, readings, panels,
observations, etc.) (n=94)
4/
4.3%
10/
10 . 8%
29/
31.2%
32/
34.4%
18/
19 . 4% o
3/
3.2%
8/
8.5%
30/
31.9%
30/
31.9%
22/
2 3.4%
(3 1/1.1%
(This question is continued on the next page.)
PHASE Il-Child and His/Her Ulorld (continued)
3A8
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
'7.
8 .
9.
3.
Experiences uith 2 children
weekly (N=94)
Directed observations (n=92)
Journal (N=93)
Ulritten assignments (N=91)
Handouts and readings (N=94)
Academic advising (N=87)
Counseling and interaction with
TEPAM staff (N=93)
Other
:
1 2
Not Useful
3 4 5
Useful
Not
Appl i nKia
4/
4.3%
2/
2.1%
13/
13.8%
26/ !
27.7%.
49/
52.1%
O
2/
2.2%
5/
5.4%
17/
18.5%
24/
1
26. VA
41/
44.6% PJ 2/3.27.
8/
8.6%
14/
15.1%
27/
29%
14/
j
21/
15. m2. 6% ^ 9/9.7%
5/
2/
.2.1%
18/
3/
24/
24/
32/ 1 7/
40/ 25/
'’6.. 6%
^ 5/5.5%
5/
5.7%
11/
12.6%
22/
’5^37...
19/
Zl.8%
20/
10/11.5
4/
4.3%
8/
8.6%
20/
21.5%
2 7/
29.0%
31/
33.3%
G
3/3.2%
Uhat changes would you recommend for Phase II in regard to content, stuffing
timing or format?
16 . PHASE Ill-Student Teaching, Methods and Curriculum Develooment
:
circle your supervisorCs) namB(s):(i)R. Schultz(l^. Dede, P.
P. Zigarmi, D. Zigarmi, B. FiJ^maurice, M. G^enehaum)0 uy
(Pleane
rge, M.^ie,
1 2
Not Useful
3 4 5
Useful
Not
Appll coble
3/
3,2%
10/
10. 6%
9/
9.6%
31/
33%
32/
34%
^9/9.6%
0
3/
3.2%
8/
8.4%
15/
15.8%
69/
72.6% 0
0
5/
5.3%
20/
91.1%
28/
29.5^
36/
37.9%. LJ 6/6.3%
2/
9 . 9’/
8/
R q%
23/
9S 67^
24/
96.7%.
24/
^6. 7%
O 9/10%
2/
2.1%
12/
12 . 8%
21/
22.3%
24/
25.5%
20/
21. 3%
'—
^15/16%
Observation (N=94)
Teaching experience (N=95)
Curriculum Uorkshops (N=95)
Seminars (N=90)
Assignments and extensions from
workshops to classroom (n=94)
(This question is continued on the next page.)
I!
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i^a_se Ill-Student Teachinn^ Methods and Curriculum Develcdment (continued)-
1 2 3 4 5
ivlot Useful llqpfiil
Mot
Aon licn^ l-i
6. Supervision by TEPAM staff (^=92)
7. Supervision by Teacher (N=94)
B. Planning and preparation for
teaching (N=95)
3. Methods and materials instruction
provided by teacher (N=94)
D « Handouts and recommended readings
(N=94)
7/
7.6%
9/
9.8%
1
21/ ^ 23/ ! 28/
22.8% ;25% |30.4% O 4/4.3%
5/
5.3%
7/
7.4%
12/ 20/
12.,^?21^3% 1
50/ O
0 10/
10.5%
10/
10.5%
26/
27.4%
49/
51.6%
T3
6/
6.4%
8/
8.5%
'
-1
6/
6.4%
27/
28.7%
46/
48.9%
^ 1/1.1%
1/ 3/
3.2%
25/
}
39/
26.6% i41. 5%
24/
25.5% G 2/2.1%
.1. Visitation to other classrooms,
schools (N=94)
2m Other:
3/
3.2%
3/
3.2%
14/
14.9%
25/
26.6%
18/
19 . 1%
^ 31/33%
1 D
.3. Idhat changes uculd you recommend for Phase III in regard to content,
staffing, timing or format?
I^HASE IV-CourseiJork outside of TEPAM Prooram:
1
Mot Us
2
eful
-j « 5 1
Useful
Mot
Aon liceble
-L. Academic advising (N=81) 5/6.2%
5/
6.2%
15/!
18.5%
24/ !
29.6%
18/
22.2% 0 14/17.3%
2. Courses taken to strengthen
teaching competence:
(List titles, instructors, and then
rate them)
a) oo
Ob)c)
d) o
c3. Other:
,4. Uhat chanoBs uould you recommend for Phase lU in regard to content, staffing,
timing or format?
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(1. Teaching experience (N=82)
.2. Additional responsibilities to
those in Phase III (N=80)
,3. Observation (N=83)
Planning and preparation for
teaching (N=81)
,3 Methods and materials instruction
provided by cooperating teacher
(N=83)
"Jam Sessions" (N=78)
7. Supervision by cooperating teacher
(N=82)
3. Supervision by TEPAM adviser
(N=81)
Academic advising (N=78)
J. Placement and certification
advising and help (N=79)
Other:
1 2
Not Useful
3 4 5
Useful
Not
Apolicable
0 0 8/
!
9.8% ’
^
\6/ !
7.3%
67/ C)l/1.2’A
0 1/
1. 2% ..
5/
6.3%
11/
13.7%
5 3/
.2%
^ 10/12.5%
21
l.kJ.
_ }
1/
1.2%
14/
16.9%
28/
1
33.7%
j
35/
!f2.2%
O 3/3.6%
0 4/
4.9%
i
7/
8.6%
13/
16.0%
56/
59_..1%
- ^ 1/1.2%
3/
3.6%
8/
9.6%
7/
8.4%
16/
19.3%
45/
34.2%
O 4/4.8%
2/
2.6%
8/
10.3%
21/
j
12/
.26.9% 15^% .
18/
> 2. 1 % .
O 17/21.8%
“
57
*
6.1%
^'67^
7.3%
4/
4.9%
15/
118.3%
51/
r)2.2%
O 1/1.2%
8/
9.9%
9/
11.1%
13/ i^OT
16.0% 124.7%
isr
34.6% (3 3/3.7%
6/
l.Ti
7/
9.0%
14/
17.9%
17/
i21.8%
17/
>1.8% (3 17/21.8%
7/
8.9%
4/
5.1%
14/
17.7%
28/
35.4%
22/
>7.8%
O 4/5.1%
- o
liJhat changes would you recommend for Phase \J in regard to content, staffing,
timing or format?
il. YOUR EXPERIEMCE SINCE THE PROGRAM;
1. Are you currently teaching? (N=82)
O Full time (22/26,8%)
8
Part time-regular (2/2.4%)
Part time-substitute (6/7.3%)
“ Full time-permanent substitute (4/4.9%)
iTeacher's Aide (7/8.5%)
f jDay Care Program
(^Not currently teaching, iilhv? (41/50.0%)
0 Other:
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8O
o
o
O
If you hav/6 taught since you left the Program, but are not currently
teaching, will you please mark all of the follouing that apply? (^=5''
Hired as substitute and regular teacher returned. (4/80%)
Position eliminated.
(Mot rehired.
Didn't like the school.
Didn't like the grade level.
Moved to another location. (1/20%)
Decided to leave teaching.
Other
:
if you are currently teaching, please respond to the follouing questions
lumbered 3 through 10:
^ 32/91, 1/2.9% 2/5.7%
3, Do you intend to stay in teaching? O Yes Oundecided
lilhy or uhy not?^^
4. kJhere are you teaching? (N=38)
O Massachusetts (28/73.7%)
c other Oeuj England state: (1/2.6%)
OE^lseuhere in the United States: (6/15. 8%^)
(^Outside of the United States: (2/5.3%)
(3 In the community where you grew up: (i/2.6%)
5. Are you teaching the seme grade level
teaching? If not, please indicate the
(N-38)O ''' 2 S OJ^lD Student Teaching
27/71.1% 11/28.9% Grade Level(s)
in which you did your student
grade levels you have taught.
Present Teaching
Grade Level(s)
6. How would you describe the type of school in which you are currently
teaching or have taught since your completion of the Program? (Check
as many as apply)
OPublic (31/83.8%)
Private (2/5.4%)
Parochial (1/2.7%)
(3 Traditional (9/24.3%)
QSemi-TraditiDnal(l9/51.4%)
O Integrated Day (5/13.5%)
(3 Open Space (quads) (7/18.9%)O Pree (1/2.7%)
(2^) Alternative School )l/2.7%)
(pother
:
7. Did ^he^^^rogram play a role in helping you get a teaching posi..ion?
O Yes Please describe.
(26/72.2%) (10/27.8%) —
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B, Hqlj did you find your job?
(N=32)
9. Do you have an intern in your classroom? O Yes
(5/15.6%) (27/84.4%)
If yes, was your experience in TEPAM helpful to you in uorking uifn
your intern? (N=5)
„ ,Qves O No Osomeuhat
Comments: (‘^/^^) ^1/20%)
ID. Hou ujbII did TEPAM prepare you for the particular needs/demands of your
present classroom teaching assignment? (n=34)
O More than adequately prepared. (13/38.2%)O Adequately prepared. (17/50%)
^Inadequately prepared. Please describe: U/n.S^')
pother
:
• Comments:
top
aces
'uJhich procGss(es) did you use as you attempted to find a teaching position
(check as many as apply): (N=95)
,.5% O Placement services (intervieus, job descriptions, advice from job
counselors, etc.)
O Cooperating teacher referral/recommendation for a specific jobO Proqram Director or Supervisor referral
*-2%. O Through a friend, acquaintance, personal contact
^5% O On own initiative, writing letters for applications, making contacts for
interviews, visiting schools, volunteer teaching, etc.
% 0 Through an interview association such as CAPTA
Q Q As a result of taking NTE (National Teacher Exam) and receiving an
interview on the basis of scores
. o f eadino about job opportunities in newspapers and magazines
^ 2^^ 0 Through a former TEPAM graduate
P 0ther:__ —
—
[i 12 Which of these process(es) would you advise other graduating seniors to
I'
*
employ as they seek teaching positions? Please rank the abov e choices .
listed in #11, bv placing a "1" next to the item you recommend mosr
highly, and so on down the list.
Comments
:
I
13 liJauld some kind of continuing contact uith the Program after oradu ^ ' nnhave b.en beneficial cr deelrable for you in your present "rcu^etan^(either to help you in your search for a teaching position or to oroulde
(N=67y^°^^
ideas in your first years of teaching)?
V/ery beneficial and desirable (26/38 8%)O Beneficial and desirable (23 / 34 . 3%)
8
Slightly beneficial
( 9 / 13 . 4%)
Not necessary (9/13.4%)Q Other:
Comments
III. PERCEPTION OF OBOECTIl/ES
Instructions: I am interested in determining ujhat your perceptions are of the
folloLiing objectives in relation to TEPAM. Please place an "x"
in all appropriate boxes to indicate uihether or not it uas an
objective, and uhether or not the objective uas met from the
follokiing three (3) perspectives:
Personal=Did you have this objective for yourself in TEPAM?
Proqram=Did the Program have this as an objective for you in TEPAM?
Cooperating Teacher=Do you believe your cooperating teacher had
this as an objective for you in TEPAM?
1. Objective : Development of specific skills for utilizing open styles of
teaching and learning.
PERSONAL PROGRAM CODPERATILG TEACHERi!
[Yes No Undecided Yes No Undecided Yes No Undeciced I
3 ) Ulas it an objective? ifl/
1
%y/ %s &\
*r
(]) Uas the objective met? %%i&\%
Comments
:
L Objective : Opportunities to develop an appropriate teacher-pupil relationship
uith children, uhether one-to-one, small groups or uhole groups.
PERSONAL PROGRAM i COOPERATIrlG TEACMERl!
Yes No Undecided Yes No Undecidedii Yesi No jUndecio-'d ji
b Uas it an objective? % <& X.,
) Uas the objective met?
romments
:
i'^* ^ h 1 G c i n : Opruir bum tiuo to rulntcj Lhnt::.''/ cimi n^cictic! 35A
L,Wos it an cbiscbivn?
h) Lias tha objacLivn tr.=t?
P6RSOMAU
Vcs
%
PROQKWy
Z (."-‘'O' V*'!
Comments
IlCPOPeRUTIN&TFACHER
No lUndeci^ed
fe
f*
Dh jeotive
:
Development oT respect for the autliorit'' o^" the toechcr.
1
1
(0 'dias it an objective?
PeRSONAL.
1 PROeRAW IcoopeRATiNe teacher il
Ve^rNo Onaccided lYes
'Ssy
No lOndecided
I’ll. <s>
lYesW Non/ P.Q.4j£Qided Ij%.s 'I
(i) Uas the objective met? •/o m. &" I
(lommenbs
:
•’* nb.jecti VE : Opportunities to become familiar with a variety of theories ehcub
learning and development.
,
PERSONAL pro&ram COOPERATTN& teacher !
Yes No Undecided Yes
%
No
%
Undecided Yes
Si
No 1 Undecided 1!
0 'Jas it an objective? %> 1# m (£$)
1
0 Uas the objective met? fe te
I'cmments
:
Objective : Opportunities to be evaluated by others as to one's potential as
a teacher.
PERS>ONAL PROGRAM COOPERATrNfi TEACHER
Yes No Undecic^d ife No Undecided Yes No Undecided
i) Idas it an objective? wI I
) Idas the objective met?
43?- 1 X. .
Tiomments
:
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j '•* • n,3p n r t un i t
i
“2 t,n h'^.ln nhi Irir'jn rrm'ijurri thfjlr orn'] r’ci'-.r;
pE3ri'inn uiuh ntliur stLici^^riti:
.
1
-stA
ERSOMAL PK06AAM !cOOP£R^T|Wfr teacher :
Yes No Undecided lYes No Undecided [Ves iNoJlMdecidedT
,
n) uJas it ail abjective? %f P
K‘
d) Mas the objective mat? kJs ^mras)
iCnnments
:
9. Dhisct^. v5 ; Opportunities to develop co’npctenee in p.lanninn, toarhino ?ni.'
evaluating sppjcitic curriculum content in basic subject areas
such as reading, language arts, math, science, social stuc'ie":.
PERSONAL ti f^ROeKAM
Yes No Undecided i Ves Ml
%
Undecided
7ir&,a) Uas it an objective? t\0/Aoo
ss.
—
b) Uas the objective mot?
X'> (^%\
COOP€f<AT lM& TEACHPg
Dhdec-ided ^
I Comments
:
,0. Ob iect i vs
:
Opportunities to develop competence in olanning, teaching and
evaluating specific curriculum content in other subject areas
such as Humanistic Ed., Arts and Crafts, Health, Outdoor Ed.,
Art, Music, etc.
a) liias i t an abjective?
b) Mas the objective met?
P£f?50NAL
Undecided Vss Nq [Und^jded
Coof^eMTin& teacher
^ JOr^^ided
137
Comments
:
Ll. Objective: Development of the skills, attitudes and, experiences rogui
individuals living and learning in a pluralistic ccciety.
Gc red oi
1 PERSONAL
1 Yes No Undecided
a) tilas it an abjective? 7/
3 ) Uas the objective met? 5^^ liL@
tip Lt
pjfjjo&nm
Undecided
COOPE/^ATUMG- TEACHER
UndecTdid
Comments
:
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12. nb.iGGtiv " : Tho dnvGloprnGnt or conf ici'-r'cc In chg't n-.'-i tn-’chino p.
13. Obpactiyg : To provide tochniqueo in the proctica taaching situation for
salf-evaluation and sslf-davalonmont
.
a) U!as it an objective?
b) Uas the abjective met?
PRQ&WAM COOPe^Iltf& T1EACHE>?
&& (SS2
iCommenti
14. Db jectiva : Dppcrturitiss to learn and practice tcchniouss for dr.aciolinir.o
and claasroom management consistent with his/her nun teaching
stylG.
PERSOMAL
YesW Undecided
a) Uas it an objective?
if.
b) Idas the objective met? i
PgOGf?AIA
W5-
COOPETAATlNe reACMZR
Zommenti
I357
1-5. Objective ; Opportunities for developing organizational ability through
planning and recordkeeping.
PERSONAL 1 PROGRAM HC00PERATI'''G TE^C •
1 Yesl No lOndecided i Yes 'No ,Jndecidod!]Yes* Q I'JndeciJ ; .
a) Idas it an objective?
) Uas the objective met;? W&tX: ess
16. Objective : Opportunities to develop qualities of adaptability and sensitivitv
appropriate to personal relationships with members of the school
staff.
PERSONAL PROGRAM
Yes No
IICOOFERATIMG TEACHER
UndecidediiVes j i' o~7Jn'dBc'l
a) Uas it an objective?
) Idas the objective mat?
Comments
:
;L7. Objective : Opportunity to become a part of the school community by
becoming familiar uith its procedures, and by entering into
appropriate professional relationships uith members of the
faculty, staff and administration and in particular uith the
cooperating teacher.
PERSONAL PROGRAM ICOOPERATING TEACH.E-[
Yes No Undecided Yes* No iLindecideo Yes No 'Undecized
j) Uas it an pbjective?
1
1) Uas the objective met?
itomments
:
Jb. Objective: Opportunities for the interchange of ideas and methods betuesn
teachers and interns.
f
PERSONAL 1 PROGRAM COOPERATING TEACHEnj'
Yes No iUndeci ded | 1 Yesl No 1 Undecided lYest No lUndecided |
) Uas it an objective? 1
oO
]
h Uas the objective met?
Tiomments
:
I
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If there are any other objectives that you feel have not been stated,
will you please describe them here and comment on uhether or not they
were met?
a) Personal
b
)
Program
c) Cooperating Teacher
Any additional comments you may have concerning any aspect of the Program
that you feel may not have been adequately covered in the questionnaire:
THAIMH YOU l/ERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP!
Jun™, 1975
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.11 you pleasG provide your reflections and perceptions of TEPAM in response
1 the follQuing multiple-choice and open-ended questions. Your time,
•iDughtfulnese and frankness are sincerely appreciated.
I
Houi long have you been teaching? (n=13)
Qi-2 years (2/15.4%)
10 3-4 years (O)
|0 5-6 years ( 1 / 7 . 7 %)07-10 years (2/15.4%)
pDvor 10 years (8/61.5%)
ii Hou long have you been teaching at Mark's Meadou? (n=i 3 )
Di- 3 years (4/30.8%)
0)4-7 years (2/13.4%)
p 8-10 years (3/23.1%)
10 years (4/30.8%)
LJhat uould you consider to be an ideal number of interns to have in a classroorn
per semester?
Done (7/53.8%)
pTuo (6/46.2%)
p Threepother:
(N=13)
Comments
:
t During a single semester, uhat is the greatest number of interns you have
ujorked with as a cooperating teacher? (n= 13 )
iOone ppour (8/61.5%) O Other:
OTuio Op’ivs
(1.7.7%)Three (4/30.8%)
S Uhich of the follouing teaching arrangements uould you find most satisfactory
' (for you and the intern(s)? (n=13)
.Oone Phase III, one Phase \J per semester (9/69.2%)
PTuo Phase Ill's, tuo Phase V/'s per semester
jOOne intern only each semester (4/30.8%)
B
One intern every other semester
IMo interns
iQ^Other:
Comments
:
6. How much
I
intern'5?
0 3^ hour01 hour (A/30.8%)
,
hours (2/15.4%)02 hours (6/46.2%)0 3 hours (1/7.7%)
8
More than 3 hours
Other
:
i Comments:
h tlms uDulci you estimate you spend daily dlreptly uiorUm Ldth? (tn planning, guidance, observatien and feadbaL) ’
(N=13)
'7. Uhat do you feel is a realistic
a teacher to spend working with
^ (N=12)jO hour daily|0 1 hour daily (7/53.8%)
tO 13^ hours dally (2/15.4%)
;0 2 hours daily (3/23.1%)
; (3 other
:
Comments : “
projection of time that can be justified for
interns without slighting the children?
B, How important a factor do you feel the University stipend is in the effortteachers make with interns?
(N=13)
I O Extremely important (3/23.1%)O If^Portant (6/46.2%)
I (3 •''iot very important (3/23.1%)Q Doesn't make any difference (1/7.7%)
O^-her:
Comments:
" *
3. Uould you be willing or able to spend the same amount of time and effort with
your interns if you did not receive a University stipend?
^(N=13)
wYes (5/38.5%)
ONo (4/30.8%)
I O Depends: (4/30.8%)
.!• Which of the following would you value as compensation for your work with
interns? Please indicate your preferences by prioritizing them, with "1"
being your first choice, and so on.
). i^Stipend
L^%University credit
r74%Tuition waiver for University course 3/23.1%
^T4%Tuition waiver for Continuing Ed
|) Continuing Ed. credit
^4%Schooi system inservice credit
t
4%Profes5ional growth credit
7%Salary scale increase
l%S3tisfaction with preparing competent
i teachers
j , 4%Imprnved teaching competence
4/ 30. 7% Pride in ideas and materials
shared with teachers and interns
Release time for professional
development
Opportunity to teach Univ. course
Increased respect by colleagues
Improved professional expertise
course
1/7.7%
0
1/7.7%
as result of team-teaching tor
intern workshops
2/ 15.4% Personal growth in self-confidence
Other:
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11. Do v’cu fool interns should bo nsrinittod to change classrooms for theirsecond semester of student teachino?
o nu t
^ (N=13)U Ves(6/46.2%)
O Wo
0 Maybe: Please describe. (7/53.8%’)
12 . Which of the folloujing do you think is most
cooperating teachers with interns? (N=12)
appropriate in the matchino of
O Intern uhose personality and style is similar to yours. ('3/21
^Intern uhose personality and style is different than yours.
preference, (9/69.2%)
0 OthGr:_
13. What kind of preparation do you think interns entering Phase III should have
-^sy assume teaching responsibilities in the classroom? Check as many
as are appropriate.
O Reading methods course (8/61.5%)
g
) Math methods course (7/53.8%)
) Soma experience uith children (10/76.9%)
8 Curriculum Dev/elopment course (4/30.8%)Ed. Psych, nr Child Development course (8/61.5%)
g
Ed. Foundations course (1/7.7%)
Observation tools and techniques (11/84.6%)
Workshop on lesson planning skills and uriting of behavioral objectives (6/46 '’%)ORequired classroom observation from the corridor (8/61.5%)
9
Required classroom ooservation from the classroom (7/53^ 8%)
Other:
Comments:
'
'
14. Do you feel there should be a prescribed course of studies for interns (uith
required subjects, specified competencies) or should it be left to the intern
to determine?
(N=ll)
0) Yes. Required subjects or competencies should be: ('6/46. 2%') m-er-! ni inp
Classroom Management; Personal Growth and Devel. : Prnfp-^?i onal foliv
Ed. Psych: Math. Child Dev.: Currie. Dev.; School L,aw; Tfi.qfs & r g
^
Oh>;.prvp.-
Cy • tion Tools,0Both alternatives should be available. (5/38.5%)
^jOther:
Comments
:
15. What experiences uith school specialists (reading, art, music, gym, counselcr)
uould you recommend for interns?
O Observation of lesson taught by specialist (4/30.8%)
o Participation in a lesson taught by specialist (6/46.2%)
8
Workshop provided by each specialist (10/76.9%)
Observation and participation for 1 full day uith each specialist (2/15.4%)
0) Integration of these activities in regular classroom routine uith help from
specialists as needed (8/61.5%)
O Should experience all these areas, but don't require expertise of specialist
necessarily (4/30.8%)O Other:
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Vou feel your interns are tn teachdifferent from these they experienced in Mark's Meadeu'^
^
(N=ll)
^
Extremely well prepared.
( 1 / 7 . 7 %)O Adequately prepared. (10/76.9%)
Inadequately prepared.O l^ot prepared.
C) other:
Comments :
in classrooms
i.7. In general, hou uould you describe parents' reactions to student teachors'’
(N=12)O Eavorabla and supportive. fR/ 6 iQ Accepting. (4/30.8%) ' ^Q Questioning.
Unfavorable,
(3 Other:
Comments
:
18. Idhat kind of preparation do you think interns should have in dealing with
parents? Check as many as are appropriate.
O lJDri<shop on techniques for dealing with parents (8/61.5%)O Workshop on parent conference strategies (3/23.1%)O Psrticipation in parent conferences (12/92.3%)O Observer of parent cdnfsrences (3/23.1%)
^ Discussions with cooperating teacher on techniques for uorking with parents
(3 Attendance at open house meetings (10/76.9%) (9/69.2%)
Q) Other:
*
Comments
:
9. Do you feel it's appropriate/desirable for interns to attend faculty-staff
meetings and team meetings?
Oves, as an observer but not a participant. (None)
8
Yes, as a participant when topics to be discussed are relevant to them.( 10 /?'3 * 9 %)
Yes, at least once to see uhat it's like. (3/23.1%)
(3)Ye3 , their input uould be valued. (4/30.8%)
(3)IMo. (1/7.7%)
(3 other: ^ —-
—
,
Comments:
3. Hou useful have you found the checklists, evaluation forms, observation forms
provided by the Program in your supervision of interns?
I
(N=13)
O Extremely useful. (4/30.8%)O Useful. (7/53.8%)
particularly useful. (2/15.4%)
8A uaste of time.Other: ——— —
I
Comments ; —— —
—
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21 . Do you sea any value in naintaining contaeba (once a year, at leant) uiithpasu graduates of the TEPAM program either on an individual basis as their
cooperating teacher or on a program basis?
(n= i 3)
Oves, the program should maintain some kind of contact. (5/33 5%)QYes, I'd be billing and interested if interns feel it uould be valuableQIMo, unnecessary.
( 1 / 7 . 7%)(p Maybe, under these conditions (i/7.7%^ ^
Oath er:
Comments
: Informally
consider if, vnlMf^hlh.
for nmgram evni \ isri on.r as lon^ .--ic; rhr-v
22 . Uhat kind of training and/or help would you have liked in the area of
supervision in your work with TEPAM' s? Check as many as are appropriate.
O Workshop on supervision skills. (3/23.1%)
8
Meeting to describe Program expectations in area of supervision. (9/69.2%)
Observation techniques and tools workshop session, (none)
Workshoo on feedback techniques. (5/38.5%)
^) Uorkshep on diagnostic strategies for determining interns' strengths and
weaknesses. (2/15.4%)
Oworkshop on writing intern recommendations. (2/15.4%)
(3)Group process workshop for dealing with interpersonal problems that develop
with several interns in a room. (4/30.8%)
OOn-going opportunities to discuss strategies with other teachers. (2/15.4%)
Q) Occasional meetings with college supervisors to discuss strategies and
perceptions. (7/53.8%)
ONo training necessary. (None)
Other
:
Comment:
!E3. Ideally, what roles/functions do you think cooperating teachers should perform
in teacher education programs?
Ideally, what roles/functions do you think college supervisors should perform
in teacher education programs?
!:5. Ideally, what roles/functions do you think Program Directors should perform
' in teacher education programs?
I
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26. Describe brieflv strengths and ueaknesses of the TEPAM Program from vourperspective as a cooperating teacher.
27. From your perspeptivs as a cooperating teacher, ware there any unique
advantages or disadvantages to having the Principal also serve as the Program
Director? Please comment.
3652S- liJorkshoD Formats : Your advice, please...
Following are four (4) workshop formats which the
throughout its development which involved teacher
Program has implemented
participation.
DESCRIPTIOMS:
Potpourri ;
Full week devoted to a potpourri of offerings on different topics each
approximately one hour long, with several presentations going on simu''-taneously (teachers, students and University faculty and doctoral snjpnleading sessions). nts
Ueekly Theme ;
Approximately sixteen (16) workshops, one morning every week, each with
a different theme such as "reading" or "math" planned by a team of3-4 teachers.
3-[ileek Theme :
bJorkshops dealing with five basic curriculum areas, meeting one mornino a
week in five 3-ueek cycles, and planned by teams of 3-4 teachers:
Week 1 introduces the topic and provides an overview; Week 2 provides
hands-on participation with curriculum materials and creation of own
materials; Week 3 provides opportunity to evaluate and extend. Epcn
workshop included suggested activities for students to extend learning
in classroom with children.
Jam Sessions :
Presentations and question and answer sessions on topics generated by
interns such as "rainy day activities" or "what to do on the first day
of school" or "techniques for job interviews"—2-3 teachers invited to
each session on voluntary basis for one hour, one afternoon a week.
IMSTRUCTIOIMS : Would you please evaluate each of the above formats by rank ordering
them according to the criteria listed in the first column below.
("1" = Most appropriate; "4" = Least appropriate)
exampleT^ Potpourri Weekly Theme 3-Week Theme Jam Sessic
Materials available 2 4 1 3
Potpourri Weeklv Theme 3-yeek Theme Jam Session!
Materials/Resources readily
available 3 2 1 ‘i
Preparation (Planning,
making materials, cre-
ating environment) 3 2 1 '/
Interest/Ualue to Teacher 3 X ( /
'
1
IMeed/Ualue for Intern 3 X I '/ !
Time required (Planning,
preparation, workshop,
and follow-up) 3 % 1
1
'/ ’
Conflict with classroom
priorities 3 2 1
d
i
Comments
:
i
29 . n • 4-1- 1 1Using the
anij ..n identifying the intern ui]lPloose rate ynur Cg^^^Jccnesful int^bu circling ?he nu,T.ber ?hat
“
05^
evaluation of that intern. I{-P0PTA''-JT ; Select alijTgj^ intern to keep in mind as you do your rating.
, 30 ,
3 A 5“>
_r
_3 I ncnr’n''jtGnt
m
U _X Uncrscit i VO
f? z
— J
Unprrnarnd
3 LI Lricking in conr i '-inncje
L 1 j JnsGcureJ—
)
1 Irresnon'.ib’
1
a
a. i_i ! \ i Unnotiva '-od
Ui { \ j PalucLont
[3L_feL_Li 1 I Threatened
!L.J: 1 z.
.L 1
Rigid
« 5 i 1 ;
'
t — {
Passive
Disrcsaeccr u.
inconeisten T:
Laissez-faire
Unf ricndiv
T ense
UnsuG sort i v s
Ressrvad
UncooDerative'
Sub:niGsiva
Unresourceful
Unpleasant;
Daily preparation.
Short range planninn.
Long range plannino.
Ability to provide for individual differences.
Ability to manage uhole class.
A
b
ility to teach small groups .
7\Biritv to teach one-to-one.
Ability to be in tune uith overall atmosphere
of classroom.
Skill in selecting an effective method of
instruction.
Ability to compose and ask good questions.
» » !(P i ©I
s.
,
3 3 idMj©
/J ^
Skill in diagnosing individual strengths
and needs.
Skill in coordinating several activities at
one time.
Ability to assess oujn strengths and needs.
Ability to use kids' interesos as source of
curriculum.
Skill in recognizing uhat decisions have to be
made before, during and after a learning
experience.
Skill in evaiiiatinn pupil prepress.
General command of suoject areas.
Usino the same criteria listed above in ;/29 , rats your lo^^
hu Dlacinn an "x" ouar the number in tiie abave grid that neat alcsniy rr.nvrsr-ica
yVv t“lu=tlbn cf that intern. Again, select e single intern to keep m
nine.
31 .
"c H
1 ..:
„i • • r . . - ' ^ ^ '-' 7 biiutat; at: oiv/1 L 1 (‘3 vau f rr’i r'^nlri Ko
nc-ceosory (duD to constraints of time, mmjy, rosourStlJ? ate .
)
+ fo 1.
iriZ 2.
3.
4.
±JJL_5 .
6 .
•Ml 7.
t;o a.
•t*^ 9.
^// 12 .
•to
li_13.
•^<?
-Z 14.
+•»
15.
tM5 .
17 .
^18 .
•<-1
-3 19.
^20 .
•fO
-3 21 .
22 .
±a_23 .
•H 24.
tii_25.
ill 26.
tlL.27 .
Send letter prior to arrival, to uelnnme and set initial exeectationsIntroduce intern to claso and allou children to ask questions.Hold class meeting prior to student teacher's arrival to exnlain his/her robSet aside a period of time ar beginning of semester for intern tc observeteaching techniques, and gat to know children without teaching responsihilit'Assign intern to a small group of children to work with in a single cur-
riculum area (e.g. reading, math).
Assign a particular lesson to be prepared and taught by intern to a snillgroup of children. ^
Set aside some time each day to plan and prepare together for the nextday's activities.
Observe iouern's teaching on a regular basis (daily or weekly) for the
purpose of giving feedback and constructive criticism.
Discuss intern's teaching at the end of each day (or on a regular basis)
by asking questions and sharing ideas and reactions.
Dbserve intern's teaching a few times each semester using some form of
recordkeeping (checklists, anecdotal-—descriptive and evaluative, etc.)
to be shared later with intern.
Systematically introduce curriculum materials and ask interns to teach
using them.
Share books, games, materials, magazines with interns to help them find
ideas, understand theories and broaden teachino experience.
Wo specific time set aside for feedback to interns, but always available
to answer questions, give ideas, solve problems.
Require written lesson plans, objectives from interns either occasionally
or regularly.
Expect game-making and creation of materials by interns on occasion.
Evaluate intern's teaching using only positive feedback.
Evaluate intern's teaching only when requested by intern.
Invite intern to a social gathering to get to know informally (home for
dinner, dessert, home movies, etc.).
Assign intern to observe from corridor (your classroom as well as others).
Provide specific observation guidelines for different purposes to help
interns focus their observations, whether in the classroom or corridor.
Discuss out-of-school experiences with interns.
Allow interns to participate in parent conferences and discuss process late
Expect interns to become familiar with and to occasionally administer
formal tests.
Expect interns to become familiar with and to occasionally administer
informal tests.
Discuss daily the intern's diagnosis of individual children in various
curriculum areas and share perceptions.
Provide encouragement and support as often as is possible to develop
intern's confidence in teaching ability.
Provide instruction in uses of various curriculum materials.
//31 continued.
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+/X 28 .
29.
+ 11 30.
42.
"f-lO 43.
HO 44.
!:t<:^45.
I. < 46.
h
|
,-m 47.
46.
f-/0 50.
f“<Z. 51.
til 52.
ur.ige intern to begin a collection of materials, games, activitiesdeas which can be used when they net their oojn teaching position.Discuss your teaching phi iosophy/approach with interns to help them
understand why you handle situations in particular ways,
rovide reading materials, experiences, information which will help
earn about alternative wavs or teaching, and prepare them to teach
interns
in
a personal relationship and a professional
schools different from Mark's Meadow.
Encourage interns to self-evaluate their teaching and competency on a
regular, on-going basis.
Request intern to evaluate own teaching at the end of the semester.
Request intern to write own recnm.mendation to be shared, discussed and
finalized with input from both teacher and intern.
Be a friend.
Attempt to differentiate between
relationship
.
Discuss alternatives to teaching for education majors who may be unable
to get jobs and help them get information, contacts whenever possible or
appropriate.
Provide intern the opportunity to plan for and teach a week without other
adults in room.
Provide intern the opportunity to plan for a week of teaching with other
adults in the room.
Provide interns an opportunity to be responsible fer teaching and planning
a full day in the classroom without other adults.
Provide gradually increasing responsibilities as interns demonstrate ability
and readiness.
Provide curriculum workshops as interns indicate need or desire for
information.
Provide time cut of classroom for intern to: a) '^io observe other schools;
c) do planning and preparation of units;
_attend workshops or conferences; 3 ) +-!^ go for job interviews,
interns
b) 1~? research materials;
d)
-f 9
Refer
57.
tc other teachers for help, ideas, materials.
Provide advice, support in intern's job hunting process.
Provide opportunity for intern to participate in or observe process of
ordering materials and supplies for the classroom.
Provide opportunity and guidance for intern in filling out progress reports
and other student evaluation forma.
Provide opportunity for interns to experience a variety of recordkeeping
techniques to aid in planning, diagnosis and evaluation of students.
Provide opportunities for intern to interact with specialists in school.
Provide opportunities for intern to plan special units, lessons completely
of their own choosing.
Provide help in using teachers' manuals and curriculum guides for teaching
in various curriculum areas.
Provide intern opportunity to teach whole groups as well as small grouos
and individuals.
Provide opportunities for interns to share materials and ideas with other
interns and teachers.
Provide constructive criticism when requested by intern.
Provide constructive criticism on a regular basis.
Work closely with intern's college supervisor to share perceptions, joys,
strengths, weaknesses tc help the intern.
Provide clear exoectatiens for intern as tn how you would like to work
together at the beginning of the semester, and continue to discuss cpenly
as expectations change and develop.
^
Provide as much structure and direction as intern needs and adjust ap-
propriately throuahout the
Send letter to intern folxc
emester.
wino carnester to share feelings, thanks, etc.
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Instructions: I am interested in determining ijhst v/our nereeDtlons are o®" thefollowing objectiv/es in relation to TEP/'iM. Hleese piece on "y."
in all appropriate boxes to ii>dicate luhether or not it ues an
objective, and utietficr or not the objective uas met from the
following three perspectives;
Personal=Did you have this objective for your interns in TEPAfl?
Program=Do you believe the Pronrnm had this as an objective for
interns in TEPAM?
Intern5 =Do you believe your interns (in general) had this as an
objective for themselves in TEPAH?
1. Objective : Development of specific skills for utilizing open styles of
teaching and learning.
PEF?S0[MAL PROGRAM
1 I!\JTERI\iS !
Yes No Undecided Yes i Ro Undecided Yes 'Jo
1 Ijndeci ned 1
a) Was it an objective? ly/oo — — 13//{oo — — >_j —
b) Was the abjective met? ly
Aof^
— —
—
-
i>?.7
[Comments:
;2. Objective : Opportunities to develop an appropriate teacher-puoi 1 relaticnahio
i with children, whether one-to-one, small groups or uhoie grcuos.
PERSONAL PROGRAM INTERNS i
Yes No Undecided Yes No Unoecidad Yes |No ! Undeci oadi
a) Was it an objective? % — i'V/leo — — ^^0 1 !
b) Was the objective met? —
^.1 \\^oo
—
—
- \K.i
Comments
:
3. Objective; Opportunities to relate theory and practice.
PERSONAL i PROGRAM i INTERNS '
Yes No Undecided i Yes r:o Ijndeci dad ji Yes fjo i Undeci dec '
Ib) Was it an abjective? — Ml i
jb) Was the objective met? —
1
%0.t 1
Comments
:
4. Obj>?ctl\/R ; DRvelopmsnt of rospoot For the outhority cF tho
PEr^SOMAL PRmRAM
Ves rin Undaci dad I Yes
I
r!ol Undaci ried
1
Ycr> 1 n ' . In.';-'-,;' i
a) Was it an objective?
^ 1
b) Uas the objective met?
Comments
:
i
— ,i
5« Objective : Opportunities to become familiar uith 'a variety of theories about
learning and development.
PERROWAL p ROGRAM irjTERWB !
Yes
1
Wo Undecided Yes
1
fjol Undecided Yes i.'o
' Undaci ned i
a) Uas it an objective? —
-
1
b) Uas the objective met? X\A- Vns
i
i Comments:
i
1 6, Objective : Opportunities to be evaluated by others as to one's potential as
a reacner.
f
PERSOiMAL 1 PROGRAM I WTERflS 11
Yes i Wo Undecided Yes i Wo i Undecided Yes Wo 1 Undecided !j
a) Uas it an objective? k-, \\/ 1'47
. . .
b) Uas the objective met? h 1 — ^‘•<1 Mi
.
Comments
:
I?. Objective : Opportunities to develop the ability to evaluate one's oun
!
potential as a teacher.
1
1
PERSONAL i PROGRAM ! INTERNS 1]
1 Yes No Undecided i Yes iNo Undecided 1 Yes i-'lQ : Undecided II
la) Uas it an objective?
^0 — ^5 ^•7 1 ^ __ ]
|b) Uas the objective met? z>\- ^ \%i- __J
Comments
:
6. Objective: Opportunities to help children measure their progress in comparison
with other students.
-T
PERSONAL PROGRAM INTERNS
Yes 1 No Undecided Yes i '0 1 Undecided ! : Vp 5 1 ! .''j ! Undecided i
a) Uas it an objective? “
'XiJ>h !
b) Uas the objective met?
Comments:
-p X-7 II •" ^
•
__
h jGct3 ye : Opportuni t ier. to develop currspctoncc in platining, teachlncj a:,r,
evaluating specific curriculum content in basic subject arers
such as reading, language arts, math, science, social studies.
PERSONAL
!
1 PROGRAM lillERNS il
Yes ivlO Lrideci dod 1 V'jy 1 0 i''.Jnc]aciriGd i Van 1 ‘io Lin dec.', coo
,i
a) bJas it an objective?
!
‘M;
— — FBF
- -
. t
t
i
b) tilas the objective met? — —
-% 1
Lomments
:
Objective: Opportunities to develoo competenne in nlanninn, tnnrhi nn pnH
evaluating specific curriculum content in other subject areas
such as Humanistic Ed., Arts and Crafts, Health, Outdoor Ed.,
Art, Music, etc.
PERSONAL i| PROGRAM j INTERNS 1
Yes iNo
1
Undecided il Yes -ic IIJndecided i Yes iNo Undecineo !
a) Was it an objective? p-
b) ijJas the objective met? - — &i 1 i
Comments:
11. Objective: Development of the skills, attitudes and experiences required
of individuals living and learning in a pluralistic seciotv.
PERSONAL 1 PROGRAM '1 INTERNS j
Yes iNo Undecided 1 Yes No lUndecined I'.Yes iNo lUndecioeri •
ia) IjJas it an objective? fej 1
jb) LJas the objective met?
r.* !/•<
//M
1
Comments:
12. Obiective: The development of confidence in one's oun teaching ability.
1
1
1
PERSONAL PROGRAM ij INTERNS ji
Yes No lUndecidad i Yes iNo iUnriscided iiYes .No 'Unoscided il
1 [
'
'a) liJas it an objective? Z
1
— —
!
1 b) Uas the objective met? %>
"T
w - % -I- I
il Comments
:
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Oh_j£cti_\^. To provido tenhniques in the practice teaching situation for
self-evaluation and self-development.
Ves
PEFISOrjAL
1
IfTTcieci r!ed i
F P DRPAM
'.in 1 i :r..'inr* i tI
T
7 A-,:-
iTEPr'S
|1
a) Idas it an abjective? — y -
i
•. 1 1
5 IL:
,,
%.‘i‘ 1
b) Uas the objective met?
Comments
:
—
— 1
14. Objective: Qpportunitie
and classroo
style.
s to learn and practice techniques for disciplining
m management consistent uith his/her oun teaching
PERSONAL
!
PROGRAM INTERNS !
Yes P\!o Undecided Yes i No ! Undecided ! Yes !N'3 lUndGcioeo 1
a) Idas it an abjective?
/fee
—
—
•x.\
-
iy\
/fOO\
b) Idas the objective met?
1
-
- - -
—
Comments
:
15. Objective: Opportunities for developinq orqanizational ability throuoh
planning and recordkeeping.
1
\
\
1
-
PERSONAL PROGRAM
1
INTERNS i
Yes No Undecided
i
Yes No i Undecided j Yes 'No Llndecicsd i
1
j
a) Uas it an ob jective?
f
- -
—
— y
//e?
-
-
-
i
b) Idas the objective met? - /TOO —
- i- Av !
Comments
;
16. Objective: Opportunities to develop qualities of adaptability and sensitivity
appropriate to personal relationships with members of the school
1 staff.
PERSONAL ! PROGRAM H INTERNS
Yes No lUndecided i Yes i No lUndecided ilVasiNo -Undeci d'^ri
a) Idas it an objective? %3. w !
b) Idas the objective met? w i
Comments: —
17. b.iecti'/e:
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Opporti'Dity to bF’rnrrio 3 part oP tha Ecbacil Co««tjnitv/ by
becorning fainiliar uiith its procodurcs, anr! by onterir.g into
appropriate professional relationships with rrietiibern oP the Pneulty,
staPf and administration and in particular uith the cooperating
teacher.
PERSONAL ( PROGRAM INTERNS i!
Yns'-Nn 'Llndecided H Ynsi i;o U.'ndccidnd I Yes io 'Und/ nided **
a) Idas it an objective? —
^.1 11
b) Idas the objective met?
ii
rComments
:
18.
Db.jective : Opportunities for the interchange of ideas and methods betueen
teachers and interns.
PERSONAL PROGRAM
1
INTERNS
Yes "No Undecided i Yes
!
ko ’Undecided 1 Yes "No ur ri-ci dnd
a) Idas it an objective? — —
b) Idas the objective met? — —
Comments
:
19.
If there are any other objectives that you feel have not been stated, describe
them here and comment on whether or not they were met.
a) PERSOIMAL
b) PROGRAM
c) IIMTERMS
20.
Any additional comments you may have concerning any aspect of the Program
j^hat you feel may not have been adeguately covered in the questionnaire.
I-
I
I
f
I
THAI'JK you very much for VOUR HELP!
* * V. * p J Q ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
37A
sunnloTippt^t'hP^T?^^^''*^
recsiv/G furthpr dcscriptivR data on to
enclo-Gd Lr^ ir ,“n quDstionnali'B. Please indicate on the^ ^
^ V
iJiliinQ to participate in a taped individual
rp^p^h'l'
discuss your reflections on the follouing question-p eferably sometime before the close of school.
M t^.-xu ^
Thank you!
1 . Uhat is your philosophy or approach for uorking uith interns?
.. .before their arrival, day of arrival, during the semester,
semester? For first semester interns? For second semester i
you changed your approach since the Program began?
Lihat do ycu da?
conclusion of
nterns? Have
If you could screen all potential teaching candidates to select your owninterns, uhat criteria uould you use?
3. Uhat helpful hints" or advice uould you give a teacher uho is considering
taking on an intern for the first time?
4. Hou^uould you describe your "ideal" process for evaluation and recommendation
of interns as a cooperating teacher? Hou uould the process vary for a
college supervisor?
5.
In evaluating interns, uhat criteria do you use to determine uhich interns
are competent enough to be recommended as ready to assume their oun
classrooms?
6. Uhat do you see as the advantages and disadvantages of having a school-based
program as opposed to a university-based program? Also, considor the issues
of uhether it is advisable for all teachers in a school to have interns, and
uhether all teachers should have interns every semester.
7. If a teacher education program uere designed in uhich the cooperating teacher
uere the only supervisor the interns uould have, in uhat uays uould your
process of supervision change?
8. Hou much and uhat kind of decision-making responsibilities do you think
teachers should have in the development and implementation of teacher
education programs? Under uhat conditions uould you be uilling to accept
this additional responsibility? (stipends, credits, salary scale increase,
released time, etc.)
9. In uhat uays, if any, do you feel your effort to develop a close uorking
relationship uith your interns has affected your ability to realistically
evaluate their teaching competence?
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Student Questionnaire, p. 18, No. 20. Any additional comments you may
have concerning any aspect of the Program that you feel may not have been
adequately covered in the questionnaire.
I feel that the TEPAM program provided me with a solid foundation for my
teaching career. Of course it*s not complete— there are always more
courses, more experiences which will help. But I think that the two full
semesters of student teaching are the biggest advantage of the program,
and that most people enter the program with the two teaching semesters
as their highest priority and most important reason for ohoosing TEPAM.
I have only positive remarks about the TEPAM program. Two semesters of
classroom experience is what is needed—stressing the affective as well
as the academic—and the opportunity to self-evaluate—and learning by
doing. Unfortunately, the "image" of Education at UMass in the Greater
Springfield area is not a positive one—we who are recent graduates are
viewed as radicals, and this public relations problem is one that can
cause serious ramifications for the individual who is hired because he/she
is able to demonstrate a knowledge of all those things that "look good"
and innovative—and is to be expected to, in a short order of time,
buckle under to a more traditional teacher role.
I was very upset with the school politics. I feel I could have profited
more from the program and could have grown and developed more as both a
person and potential teacher if I did not have to be with the same grade
and teacher for two semesters.
When I entered the program, I had no set goals or objectives. I knew that
what I wanted most was an overall growth in myself— that learning to be
a "good" teacher would help me to communicate with others, be more sensi-
tive and open, and to have some cohfidence in my own capacity to BE. I
received all of this and much, much more that cannot even be put into
words I I am comfortable in myself in a way that I have never felt before.
I've got my "act together" as they say. My teaching experiences all con-
tributed so much to my becoming truly my own person that, though I do not
now have a teaching job, I do not regret for one moment the vocation I
chose to study through collegel The openness of the TEPAM program had
much to do with this. I am certain that a traditional experience would
not have afforded me the opportunities to look into myself and^^rearrange
what was there to make it to my likingl One is almost "forced" to be
open in this program and to rely heavily upon self .
More methods courses and preparation is needed.
In Phase V I sometimes felt that my cooperating teacher had too
many
outside commitments which left her little time for her interns.
Overall,
I was and am satisfied with the TEPAM program. After comparing
notes with
others from different programs, I am assured TEPAM was the
right choree for
me. I am extremely grateful for the opportunity to
student teach for 2
full semesters. And in general, the feeling of ^Lwe one.
whole TEPAM program (staff and students) was an extrem ly
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All I can say is that my student teaching experience at Mark's Meadow was
not what I had hoped for. This had nothing to do with my cooperating
teacher because she was excellent. I just feel that having 3 to 4 student
teachers in the room was too much. I felt inhibited by their presence and
I don t think I developed my full potential as a teacher. I always felt
was being compared to the other student teachers which worked the opposite
for me. Instead of working harder, I crawled back into my shell. Only
recently since I've been volunteer teaching do I realize I have good
potential to be a teacher. Also, I feel the open educational concept was
not working well in our classroom. Of course the smart children would
benefit from this type of classroom because they would do work on their
own, but the slower child seemed to drop farther and farther behind.
Although I became very familiar with certain publisher's approaches (SCIS,
Scott Foresman)
,
in interviews I was not able to say that I have become
familiar with other approaches (ESS, SAPA, Lippincott). I have obtained
quite a bit of information, by sending to the publishers of different
science programs.
The program is great, gives a lot of opportunity (providing a person wants
to use them) and should not be eliminated.
My student teaching experiences at Mark's Meadow were extremely beneficial
and rewarding. The entire program was EXCELLENT. My cooperating teacher
gave me the confidence I needed as a teacher. My experiences in her class-
room will never be forgotten. As I go through my daily actions as a
teacher in a private Kindergarten, I often think about my student teaching
experience and the TEPAM program. It was an excellent program and I was
sorry to see it phased out.
I realize that questionnaires are hard to write, but this one was also very
hard to answer intelligently. There is so much terminology in education
and I don't always understand it, and so I had trouble answering some of
these questions. I also don't feel competent to guess what the objectives
of "the Program" or of my cooperating teacher, let alone whether they feel
the objectives have been met. I think that it is my decision alone whether
the objectives have been met.
Please be certain that the cooperating teacher wants an intern. More often
than not I heard "how nice it is to have my own room" and "too many adults
here". This added to my lack of confidence, etc.
Stop Turning Out Teachers: Better known as STOT, Just Teacher Prep. Pro.
at Mark's Meadow was known as TEPAM.
The Learning Disabilities Program should be more widely offered to
TEPAM members. My experiences were beneficial and can help in understandin
a student's personal needs.
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Thorough questionnaire: All In all. I felt TEPAM was excellent, amproud of my teaching opportunity I had at Mark's Meadow, feel confidentdue to my background. 1 thank you for all your help, work, sincerefollow through and dedication.
I frankly feel that the program was not much of a help in teacher-
training except for the actual student teaching which was excellent
training. The good things I came away with, useful to me now, is a
greater development of interpersonal relationships with all people. It
gave me new and unique perspectives via my instructor's techniques. I'm
very disgusted with the role the University plays in not only teacher
training but any training. Their sole interest is taking your money, *
educating and graduating with no thought to what the job market is like
once they spit you out. They should advise what the future job market
look like in terms of all disciplines. I sincerely hope to use my
training someday in some capacity either as an aide, teacher, etc. Good
luck I
I feel the program is essentially an excellent one. The experience and
guidance I got is quite good. Compared with other programs in the school
of education, I feel this one offers the best training for teachers (interns)'.
A well, done—well thought-out questionnaire. Do hope the response is a
good one—will be interested in the results. Happy correlating.
Hard-core learnings outside of classroom exposure was poor. Feedback and
observation was lacking. Over-crowded classrooms left this intern lost
in the shuffle. (elaboration provided in a follow-up letter...) The kind
of teacher preparation program probably needed the most was a potpourri
of teaching experiences in different systems with different teachers. I
wore the Mark's Meadow scene into the ground— to the point where I was
inert. Even now, after a year of teaching, I find that I can gain more
perspectives, ideas and feedback on my own assets (good and bad) by
watching other teachers at work—absorbing other classroom routines and in-
corporating that into my own milieu. Time and schedules would be compli-
cated in such a program, but I think it could be worked out—and the gains
might be invaluable. In such a "potpourri program," a student could have
maximum exposure to different teachers and classrooms, and then could also
have a permanent (semester-long) relationship with some kids similar to the
Child and His World phase that would give a student the long-range aspect
of working with kids as he flits from different classrooms. A journal,
of course, could be a vital part. I know that my journal was the essence
of my learning what kind of teacher I was becoming.
I was extremely satisfied with my training. I do think some more standard
curriculum goals would be beneficial. Most jobs are in traditional class-
rooms and there are standards for each grade level. In order for children
to succeed in these traditional situations, they must accomplish most of
the goals.
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The program was very beneficial to me mainly because of the 2 semesters of
student teaching, my cooperating teachers, and my advisors.
When I joined the TEPAM program I had many expectations that the program
would be able to help me develop into a good teacher. I feel that many
students got a great deal out of the program. I however did not. The
reason for this was quite simple—my cooperating teacher. She was always
so concerned with being the star in the classroom and impressing the male
student teachers that she would all but ignore the female teachers. She
would never come out and say anything to me unless a TEPAM advisor was
present. A perfect example of her neglect was her recommendation of
3 lines and written in pencil. This recommendation is an important aid
to a new teacher's file and her lack of concern shows up negatively again
for me. If I had it to do over again, I would have worked under a teacher
who was more aware of my needs rather than playing games like my teacher
did. I was most dissatisfied with my student teaching experience and I
thank you for the chance to air my views.
I think that the TEPAM program is a valuable program and I think it is
most unfortunate that it may end. As far as I know, there is no other
program at UMass which provides both traditional course-oriented prepara-
tion and experiential learning. Most teachers I have met in my life were
prepared in the college classroom. Granted, that knowledge is an important
aspect of teaching, but I feel, as I'm sure other members of the TEPAM pro-
gram feel, that TEPAM prepared teachers were more aware of the teaching
experience than the majority of certified teachers. At times I was dis-
satisfied with the Program, thinking that it could do more than it was
doing; but I was always satisfied and happy with the kind of training I
was experiencing. I hope that other TEPAMers answers can show to you and
the school of education, that the program is and was valuable enough to
continue.
I feel the questionnaire covered every aspect of the program— I feel I
benefited well from the TEPAM program—it covered everything that I would
possibly have to deal with in my teaching career. If I had it to do over
again I would do it the same. One thing I would like to have seen more
of in the program would be a sharing session among the TEPAMers (maybe
once or twice a month) displaying materials, games, ideas (etc) made by
the interns, teachers, aides, etc. that are useful in the classroom. It
was done once or twice in Team I and I thought it was excellent... and
very useful. P.S. Sorry this is latel I answered the ques. to the best
of my ability as to how much I remembered, but overall I feel the program
was a success—very helpful—as a matter of fact I've had a few interviews
and they were amazed at how complete the program is—all the areas covered
etc. Thank you (TEPAM) for your help. A+ for putting forth best effort..
I feel the teaching program should prepare one for a realistic
teaching
situation. Having more than two adults in a classroom in unrealistic.
This would be my main criticism.
1
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I very much feel that the TEPAM program, with its two full semesters of
student teaching, as well as my cooperating teacher, fully prepared me
for teaching. I feel that the two semesters of student teaching were
very important, and that other school systems were impressed by that.
I liked the program alot. Even though I noted that there were perhaps
differences in teaching philosophies between me and my cooperating teacher,
I benefited greatly by his creativity and sensitivity with the children
in our class. Feedback was the major deficiency if any. The program
however, had many strong points. I think its greatest value was the
exposure it gave TEPAM students to different ideas and methods used in
the classroom. The workshops also gave me many ideas in curriculum
development in all areas.
I feel that the TEPAM program in general was excellent. By interning
for 2 full semesters, I really got a "feel” for teaching. Phase V
became a little tense because there were too many "cooks" in the class-
room and the children became too confused. They began to play one
teacher against the other. I received enough experience though to feel
confident in any teaching situation, and I owe my confidence to TEPAM.
I would suggest 1) having workshops where the interns and teachers could
see what is available as far as instructional aids, books, etc. Ex-
perienced teachers could display what specific aids have worked for them
in the classroom.
This questionnaire adequately covered all aspects of the program.
I feel that this program may have been very good for some people—However,
as I feel that a great number of children do very poorly in an "open
classroom" I also feel that a great many teachers need more structure
too— I am one of those who do.
Great questionnaire.
I think that I learned alot about many things at Mark's Meadow. The
children have a very varied education as well as a lot of personal attention.
However, I do feel that I was inadequately prepared for teaching the basic
subjects
.
I think I said it all. Good questionnaire! Unfortunately my memory fails
me on some of the questions.
Recommend: (in review)
Greater training in arts; emphasis on 25:1 management opportunities;
construction of curriculum portfolio; methods training experiences prior
to internship; course on opening up traditional classroom via
attitude
modification of children; awareness of personal non-teaching job oppor^
tunities; how to train parents, temporary high-school help as
instructional
aides; emphasis on learning centers; opportunity to observe
other schools,
work with different classrooms and age levels while teaching.
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It seems to me that interns are so caught up with themselves as teachers
and their image and egos on that role, that developmentally they canhardly contend with more in Phase III. By helping them develop a specific
tool to measure this nebulous thing and lots of peer and supervisor and
videotape feedback, this need could be met enough to go on to other issues
such as curriculum, goals in teaching, etc. which many full time teachers
don t even deal with, and are also unconscious of it. I would also require
more reading, and dump people out who don’t participate—set partici-
pation up as a criterion for staying on.
I think that after third grade, at least, that one phase 3, one phase 5 and
one teacher are plenty in a classroom. Too many adults in the room can
result in too much dependence and "teacher skipping" (if one teacher says
look it up in dictionary, go to another and she’ll probably tell you and
save you the trouble.)
As a result of being in the TEPAM program I feel quite confident of my
abilities of being a teacher. People within the program were great and
I’m happy I had the opportunity to share my teaching experiences with them.
I just want to add that you get out of a Program what you put into it.
Maybe I was lucky enough to meet people I felt I could trust and ask advice
of—I’m sure many were not as fortunate. But because of these people I
feel the Program was successful b^ me. People make a program .
It is interesting to note that throughout my TEPAM experience, and any
outside teaching situation, I have felt increasingly more comfortable in
an open classroom situation—but for the 2 years following my graduation,
I have been and will be teaching in probably a more traditional primary
school than most in the states. I find that the flexibility my teaching
style has acquired over the few years in TEPAM has allowed me to succeed
in this particular situation without lowering n^, educational standards.
I have some interesting and unique observations and comparisons between
the 2 school experiences.
It all seems so clinical in the questionnaire, whereas I consider the
whole program a personal relationship with fantastic people I
Thank you. I think you did a fine job with the program. You are the
kind of dedicated person that is needed in a teacher education program.
Basically I think TEPAM was a little too ethereal.
It is difficult for me to remember accurately my TEPAM experience especially
Phase I and II. After my group went through, lots of changes were made
too bad I missed theml
/
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I am pretty sour about my teaching experience. I feel I learned a lot.
I know I would be a good teacher. I've applied to over 300 schools—
once I was Just about told I had a job— then my recommendations were
sent and so longl I worked with 1 teacher for 2 full semesters—and I
feel I deserve more than a 3-4 line recommendation. The other student
teachers in the room with me agree with me. We got no feedback—
—no
criticism, no approval—nothing. Not even the courtesy of more than
5 minutes spent writing a recommendation. All in all, I am pretty dis-
pleased with the program.
The program ^ the cooperating teacher and the Mark's Meadow staff. My
evaluation of the program is rough because I had 2 teachers that stifled
me and didn't let me develop my own personal style because they disagreed
with me. Consequently, my evaluations were poor and my confidence was
shattered. My performance was passive because I felt I had "to go along"
with the teacher, when I disagreed with what she didi
I feel that the staff of this program (those circled on page 7 and 8) is
a highly unusual one. Each member cares about people period. This is
obvious in all of their relationships with kids, teachers, parents,
janitorial staff, students. This has to be the key to any successful
program. In addition to their caring, a big asset is their flexibility
in understanding the needs of their students. There are many things
masked in this form about the various qualities of the staff, and I think
that they would be of prime importance in evaluating the program.

